
                                                        

Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ Mukti Dh¡ma 
 

A Paradise for Pilgrims1 
 

 
 

We would like to begin this “Sourcebook” with the ma©gal¡cara∆a 
(benedictory verses) of the M¡ndh¡t¡ Grant of the Param¡ra King 
Jayasiµha—Jayavarman, V.S. 1331 (1274 A.D.): 
 
 

[ ³¢µÞÐç]ÐÎßÙÎÞ ]   
 

ÆçÕÞÈÞ¢ ÕçÆÞÈÞ¢ qÏUÏ Ïë ¼ÞÄÕçÆØÞ¢ ¼·ÄÞÎí ”  
  ÒçÍç ÈÞÎÞßÆÎ ð §ßÄ ÈÎÞßÎ ÆçÕ¢ ÄÎëÚµÞÐÎí 2 ”” œ ”” 
 

ÖPÍëÐPÍëßÍÐUÏ UÈÊÈßÕßÇÕÖÞÆMÏÙ¢ ÎâÇ|ßÈ gç   
ØKÇÞÈç Ø¢ßÕÇÞUÏç Ç}áÕßÎßÄ ßÕÇáÐÞ UÕÇ|áÈàUÊÇ|ÏçÕ ””  

                                            
1 Could we name our enterprise as Omkara Mandhata—A  Paradise for Pilgrims 10-8-01 
We named it so. It could be also rendered as Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ Dh¡ma Mahim¡. 
2 M¡ndh¡t¡ Plates of Param¡ra Jayasiµha-Jayavarman , 1274 A.D. Epigraphica Indica, 32:139ff. It is to be 
remembered that this valuable ancient record was just a chance find. The editor says: “This inscription is said to have 
been discovered in 1927 at M¡ndh¡t¡ on the southern bank of the Narmad¡, when some people were clearing the 
ground near the K¡≈•-Vi≈ve≈vara temple for the K¡rtik• Mel¡.” Another copper-plate inscription of equal value was 
found just by chance when some repairs were being carried out at or near the Siddhan¡tha temple on the top of the 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Hill. What a fortuitous find!  
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ÐçÕÞ ØçÕÞÈá×cÞßÆÕ ºÐÃÄÒÞÒßPÌÈà ÏUÏ ÍÞßÄ  
Ê}ÞØÞÆëÝÍ}¢ßÒÙhà¼|ÏßÄ ÊÖáÊÄç£ ØëÝÏÎëÚµÞÐÈÞPÈ£ ””  ”” 

 
ÏHÊ}ÞØÞÆÞ·}µÒÖ-ÄÞßÁÄÊâÐÞ ØáÐÞÊ·Þ Îá¶ÐÞ ” 
ÐçÕÞÈá×cÐë×ÞßÆÕ ·cÞÇÐÎáÊÞÒÍÄç ””  ”” 
 
Èë ·PÏë ÏÎßµbÐèÈ| ÆáßÐÄèÐÞØÞÆÈàÏë È ÕÞ  

Çã\Ïë ÎëÙÎÙëßÎ|ßÍÈ| µßÒÈÞ ºè× Ê}Õç*á¢ pÎ£ ””  
ÎwÕÞ µLÁÒÈÞßÎÕçßÄ ÊßÐÄ£ Ø¢Ê}ÞßÊÄë  ÐçÕÏÞ     

µÞÕçÏÞ|3 º  ßÊÄÞÎÙçÈ4 ØáÎÙÞÈí ÎÞKÇÞÄãÇÞqàÇÐ£ ”” Ÿ ””   
 

It is really remarkable to realize that deeply profound and highly honored 
homage is offered here to OM: One God Universal in these benedictory verses 
(ma©gal¡cara∆a). The phrase “Nam¡mi Devam tam Omk¡ram” could be applied 
to the presiding deity as well.  Also the name of the deity is given as Oµk¡ra. 
Moreover, notable is the term “M¡ndh¡tƒdh¡tr•dhara˙,” giving great honor to the 
Mount M¡ndh¡t¡.  
 

It is also noteworthy that the mass of water flowing to the north side of the 
Mount M¡ndh¡t¡ was called K¡ver• even at the time when the inscription in 
reference was composed [1331 V.S.] Yet, this is a controversial matter. There must 
be some reason why this name was given to the water of the Narmad¡ itself 
flowing to the north side of Mount M¡ndh¡t¡ Island. Forsyth calls the naming as 
“so called.” 

 
Maybe those pious people who built the temples on the north side had some 

special attachment to the great K¡ver• River of the Deep South. Let it also be noted 
that the Skanda Pur¡∆a pays great homage to the confluence of Narmad¡ and 
K¡ver• here, narrating the story of the tapas by Kubera, who was only a yaksha to 
begin with, but who became the Yakshar¡ja as a boon of performing the tapas here. 

 
Shri Ramaprasada Shastri of Khetdi writes in his ˛iva-Tattva-Dar≈ana (pp. 

95 ff.):  
 

                                            
3 On µÞÕçÏÞ| by the editor D.C. Sircar: “This is the name of a northern branch of the Narmad¡ (Rev¡) near           
M¡ndh¡t¡ (compared with the epic King bearing the same name) where the Oµk¡re≈vara temple stands”. [A unique 
interpretation.] 
4 By the Creator Lord. 
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Oµk¡re≈vara, Amale≈vara, athav¡ Oµk¡re≈vara M¡ndh¡t¡ 
 
The heading itself is significant enough. It tells quite a lot in a few words. 

Referring to the ˛ivapur¡∆a, Shastri says that the holy view of Omk¡re≈vara and 
Amale≈vara generates great virtue. And so does the holy dip in the pious river 
Narmad¡. Not by a bath necessarily, but even a holy view of Narmad¡ brings great 
virtue.  
 

 
 

Skanda Pur¡∆a begins its Rev¡ Kha∆∂a with the following ma©gal¡cara∆a, 
offering great regard and respect to the pious River Narmad¡: 

 
ð Î&KÎÞÄc·LÁDÏáÄÎÆÎßÆÐÞÎëÆÎkÞßÒÎÞÒ¢  
 UÈÞÈè£ ßØfÞcÈÞÈÞ¢ µºÏá·ßÕ·ÒHµbáÎÞØcßÊcÎí ”  
ØÞÏ¢ Ê}ÞÄÎ|áÈàÈÞ¢ µØáÎºÏØÎÞD»#ÄàÐUÅÕãpÎí  
 ÊÞÏÞÆí Õë ÈÎ|ÆÞPÍ£ µßÐÎµÐµÐÞ.ÞKÄÐ¢ÙUÄÐcÎí ”” — ””  
 
©ÍÏÄ¿ÊáLÏÄàÅÞ| Ê}pÞßÒÄØµÒÒëµÆáßÐÄì¸Þ ”  
ÆçÕÎáßÈÎÈá¼ÕKvÞ ÙÐÄá ØÆÞ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÆáßÐÄÎí ”” ˜ ””  
 
ÈÞÖÏÄá ÆáßÐÄÎß¶Ò¢ ÍâÄ¢ ÍSÏ¢ ÍÕ' ÍáßÕ ÍßÕÈÞÎí ”  
ØµÒÊßÕßqÄÕØáÇÞ ÊáLÏ¼ÒÞ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÍÕßÄ ! ”” ™ ””                                                                        
 
Ä¿ÊáßÒÈ¢ ßÖÕÆçÕÞ ÏUÏÞ ÏÄÏëÝßÊ µÞÎÏKÄç ÕÞ ”  
ÎáßÈßÈÕÙßÕßÙÄØçÕÞ ßÖÕÞÏ ÎÎ ¼ÞÏÄÞ¢ ÐçÕÞ ”” š ””      
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Here is an authentic citation and glorification of Oµk¡re≈vara from the   
 
    ØìÐ--ÊáÐÞÃ  6: 15-18 
 
  ÊáÈ¼|·ÞÎ Í·ÕÞÈí5 ³¢µÞÐç]ÐÎà]ÐÎí ”  
  UÎÐÃÞvUÏ ßÒcUÏ ÎáDÏÄç ØÕ|ÊÞÄµˆ£ ”” —›””  
  Ïq ØÞpÞßD»Õ£ ØâWÎë ßÈHÏ¢ ßÄ)ßÄ Õè ßg¼Þ£ ”  
  ¥Èá·}ÙÞÏ ÒëµÞÈÞ¢ ÊÖáÊÞÖßÕÎëºµ£ ”” —œ ”” 
  Ïq ÊÞÖáÊÄÞ£ ßØfÞ ³¢µÞÐç]ÐÎà]ÐÎí6 ”    
  Ø¢ÊâFÏ ÊÐÎÞ¢ ßØßf Ê}Þ+ÕKÄë ßg¼ëkÎÞ£ ”” — ”” 
 
    µƒ\ÃÊpç ºÄáÆ|TÏÞ¢ [ÎÙÞßÖÕÐÞßq ?] ÄßUÎ¢ß5c ©Êëß×Ä£ ”  
  ÏßÆ ¼Þ·ÐÃ¢ µÏÞ|Äí ÊÐÞ¢ ßØßfÎÕÞMÈáÏÞÄí7”” — ””   
 

And here is a hymn attributed to ⁄di ˛a©kara Bhagavatp¡da: 
 

µÞÕçßÐµÞÈÎ|ÆÏë£ ÊßÕqç ØÎÞ·Îç Ø&ÈÄÞÐÃÞÏ ””  
ØÆèÕ ÎÞKÇÞÄãÊáÐç ÕØKÄÎëÚµÞÐÎàÖ¢ ßÖÕÎçµÎàÁç 8 ”” š ””  
 

* * * 
 

¥Å hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢ 
Ê$ÎçÝÕKÄà¶LÁçç 

ºÄáÐÖàßÄßÒcÎÞÙÞHPÏç ðµÞÐç]ÐÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎ 
ßgÊ$ÞÖkÎëÝJÏÞÏ£ ”” ›˜ ”” 

                                            
5 SÏÞØ£ ØHÏÕÄàØáÄ£ ”  
6 Note the consistent use of the singular number. 
7 ØìÐÊáÐÞÃ 6: 15-18. 
8 This verse is quite significant.  It does not bring the name of Amareshwara, etc. It gives the location as well and says 
”One”.  There is great deal of controversy on the question whether there is only one Jyotirlinga or two. The booklet 
published by Omkareshwar Jyotirlinga Temple Trust called Omkareshwar Darshanika ascribes this hymn to 
Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya.  If true, quite significant.   
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³bÞÐç]ÐÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|ÈÎí 

 
hà ßÕ]ç]Ð ©ÕÞº 

 
glßÇµ ÆçßÕ ¼ÞÈàßÙ Ê$ÞÖkÎÎà]ÐÎí ” 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð §HÏÞAÏÞ ÏUÏÞßUÄ ÍáÕÈqÏç ”” — ””  
Ê}ÞµƒÄç µRÊØ¢rç Äá Ê}ÅÎç Ê}ÅÎ¢ ÎÏÞ ”  
Õ@qÞÆáHÊÞßÆÄë ÆçßÕ Êán×£ µßÊÒÞµƒßÄ£ ”” ˜ ””  
Ä£ Ø Êán×ë ßÆSÏ£ ßµ µÐëÎàHÏáÊßUÅÄ£ ”  
ßÕÍ¼ÞHÎÞÈßÎHÏá,ë ÎÏÞKÄÇÞ|È·ëÝÍÕÄí • ™ ””  
ßÈÕÞ|ÃUÏçÕ ÆàÊUÏ ·ßÄUÄUÏ È ÒßpÄÞ ”  
ÄÄUÄUÏÞÍÕß'KÄÞ µÅÎÞHÎÞ ßÕÍFÏÄç ”” š ””  
¯Õ¢ ßº¢ÄÏÄUÄUÏ ºÄáßÎ|HÏëßHÅÄUÄÄ£ ”  
ßqÕÃ|UÕÐaÊà º ºÄáÕ|·|ËÒÊ}Æ£ ”” › ”” 
«BÏ¼á£ØÞÎÈÞÎÞ º Ì}:ßÕ\ÃáßÖÕÞHÎµ£ ”  
SÏÞMÈáÕKØµÒÞ¡5ëµÞKÊ}ÍÞÕè£ ÊãÅáßÍUÄÆÞ ”” œ ”” 
³¢µÞÐ §ßÄ ÄUÏÞAÏÞ ÎÏÞ ÆkÞ Ê}ØÞÆÄ£ ”  
ÄÆë,ÞßÍnÆÞÐÞßÍÕÞ|ÃàßÍ£ ØÎÒbãÄ£ ””  ””  
oÆÏÞkUÏ ÆçÕUÏ Õ×¿µÞÐ£ ØÎáßHÅÄ£ ”  
»KÆØÞ¢ Ê}ÕÐÞ ÆçßÕ! ºÄáßÕ|ÖÞpÐÞ ÊÐÞ ””  ””  
×¿íµßp£ ØÞ ßqÊÞÆÞ º Ê$Öà×ë|ÊÒßpÄÞ ”  
ØÎàÊÕßk|Èà ÆçÕà ÊÞ]|ç Äq SÏÕßUÅÄÞ ”” Ÿ ”” 
·ÞÏqà ÎÇáÐÞ ÍÞ×Þ ØÞßÕqà ÒëµßÕháÄÞ ” 

  Ø ºë¢µÞÐë ÎÏÞ Ê}ë,ë ·ÞÏxÏÞ ØÙ ÊÞÕ|ßÄ ” 
Øãß*¢ µn ÎÎÞÆçÖÞßgßºqÞÎÈÏÞ ØÙ ”” —– ”” 
§HÏá,ß7ßÖ¶ë ÍâHÕÞ ßÙÐLÏØÆãÖÞµƒßÄ£ ””  
Øãß*ÎáHÊÞÆÏÞÎÞØ UÕÖÐàÐÞKÎÎÞÝÝrÏÞ ”” —— ””  
ÊâÕ|¢ ÆçÕ·ÃÞ^èÕ qÏß7¢Ö' ÆçÕÄÞ£ ”  
ÎÈá\ÏÞ «×Ï^èÕ ÕçÆÊ}ÞÎÞLÏÄ£ µƒÄÞ£ ”” —˜ ””         
Äç×Þ¢ ÆçÙç Ê}ßÕ*ÞÈÞ¢ Ê}ÞÆáÍÞ|Õ£ ÊáÈÍ|ÕçÄí ” 
ÏÅÞ ØâÏ|UÏ ØÄÄÎáÆÏÞUÄÎÈ¢ ÍÕçÄí ”” —™ ””   
Ø¢oHÏë¢µÞÐÎß¶ÒÞÈí ØÆçÕÞØáÐÊ#·ÞÈí   
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µƒÄÞHÎ·Í|ç Í·ÕÞÈë¢µÞÐë ¼·Ä£ Ê}Íá£ ”” —š ”” 
ØØ¼| ØÕ|ÍâÄÞßÈ µRÊÞKÄç ÊÕ|ÄÞHÎ¼ç ”  
¥SÏ,£ ÖÞ]Ä è̂Õ ÄUÏ ØÕ|ßÎÆ¢ ¼·Äí ”” —› ””         
µkÞ| ºèÕ ßÕµkÞ| º Ø¢ÙkÞ| º ÎÙÞ¢UÄá Ï£ ”  
³¢µÞÐÊâÕ|µÞ ÕçÆÞ ÏrÞ^ë¢µÞÐÊâÕ|µÞ£ ”” —œ ””  
³¢µÞÐÊâÕ|µ rÞÈ¢ ÄÊ^ë¢bÞÐÊâÕ|µÎí ”  
UÕÏPÍâßÐßÄ ßÕrçÏ£ Ø Ì}:Þ ÍáÕÈÞßÇÊ£ ”” — ””  

 Ø ÕÞÏáßÐßÄ ßÕrçÏ£ ØÕ|r£ Ø Ê}¼ÞµÐ£ ”  
ßÕ]çÆçÕÞUÄÅÞ ØÞJÏÞ nÆ}ÞßÆHÏÞUÄÅÞÝß]Èì ”” — ”” 
Ê}¼ÞÈÞ¢ ÊÄÏ^èÕ Ø+ ºèÕ ÎÙ×|Ï£ ”  
ÕØÕëÝMØÐØ^èÕ ·KÇÕÞ| è̂Õ ÐÞpØÞ£ ”” —Ÿ ”” 

 ÆèHÏÞ£ ßÊÖÞºÞ ÐpÞ¢ßØ ÍâÄÞßÈ ßÕßÕÇÞßÈ º ”     
Ì}Þ:ÃÞ£ pßqÏÞ ÕèTÏÞ£ ÖâÆ}Þ PÒçD»ÞÆÏë ÍáßÕ ””   

     ØÕ|ç ºÄá\ÊÆÞ^èÕ ßÄÏ|BÏëßÈ·ÄÞUÄÆÞ ”” ˜– ””    
 ¼cÎÞßÈ º ØwÕÞßÈ Ï'ÞKÏ&àÕØ¢rµÎí ”  
 µƒHÕÞ ØÕ|ÎÖç×¢ º ÎÎÞßKÄµÎáÊÞ·Ä£ ”” ˜— ”” 
 Ê}ÃPÏ Ê}ÏÄë ÍâHÕÞ ÕºÈ¢ ºçÆÎÌ}ÕàÄí ”  
 µƒÄÞ Øãß*Î|ÏÞ ÆçÕ! HÕHÊ}ØÞÆÞKÎÙç]Ð! ”” ˜˜ ”” 

ÆçßÙ Îç ÊÐÎ¢ UÅÞÈ¢ ÏÅÞ µàßk|Ç}|áÕÞ ÍÕçÄí ”  
³¢µÞÐUÏ Õº£ háHÕÞ ÎÏÞ Ê}ë,¢ ÕÐÞÈÈç ”” ˜™ ””           
ÎÎÞÍà*µÐ¢ UÅÞÈ¢ ßÈHÏÎSÏÏÎpÏÎí ” 
ÎÙÞµÞÒÕÈ¢ ßÆSÏ¢ ØÕ|ØPÊHµÐ¢ ÖáÍÎí ”” ˜š ”” 
Äq Äç ÍßÕÄÞ µàßÄ|£ ÖÞ]Äà ÈÞq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”  
ÖâÒç]ÐUÏ ÆçÕUÏ ÊâÕ|ÍÞ·ç SÏÕßUÅÄÎí ”” ˜› ””  

 ßqµRÊÊ}ÍÕ¢ ßÒc¢ HÕ#ÞPÈÞ AÏÞßÄÎç\ÏßÄ ”  
³¢µÞÐç]Ð §HÏÞAÏÞ ÍßÕ\ÏßÄ ¼·HqÏç ”” ˜œ ”” 
§HÏá,ë ßÙ ÎÏÞ ÆçßÕ! ³¢µÞÐë o*ÎÞÈØ£ ”  
ÆÆÖ| Äq Äß5c¢ ÄßUÎ¡ß5cç ÒÏ¢ ·Ä£ ”” ˜ ”” 
ÄÄ£ Ê}ÍãßÄ ÕçÆç×á ³¢µÞÐ£ ß.ÏÄç ßg¼è£ ”  
ÊáLÏÞÅ|¢ ÎcÒÞÅ|¢ º Ê}ÅÎ¢ ØÕ|ÕUÄá×á ””˜”” 
ÒÏ¢ ·Äë ÏÆë¢µÞÐUÄÆÞ Ê}ÍãßÄ ÊÞÕ|ßÄ! ”  
ÎÏëDÏÎÞÈ¢ ßÒcUÏ Ê}ÍÞÕÞßÄÖÏ¢ hãÃá ”” ˜Ÿ ””  
Ïvá·ÞßÆØÙ7ç×á SÏÄàÊÞÄÖÄç×á º ”  
¥ÏÈÞÈÞ¢ ØÙ7ç×á ÏHÊáLÏ¢ ØÎáÆÞoÄÎí ”      
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ÄHÊáLÏÎßÇµ ÆçßÕ! ðµÞÐç]ÐÆÖ|ÈÞÄí ”” ™– ”” 
ºÄá\Õ|ßÊ º ÕçÆç×á ØÎÇàÄç×á ÏHËÒÎí ”  
ÄÄëÝßÇµ ËÒ¢ Ê}ë,Îë¢µÞÐç]ÐÆÖ|ÈÞÄí ”” ™— ”” 
Ì}:ºÏ|çÃ ÏHÊáLÏ¢ ÏÞÕ&àÕ¢ µƒÄçÈ º ”  
ÄHÊáLÏÎßÇµ  Ê}ë,Îë¢µÞÐç]ÐÆÖ|ÈÞÄí ”” ™˜ ”” 
µÐà×ØÞÇÈç ÊáLÏ¢ Ï' ÊáLÏÎÈÞÖµ‡ ”  
ÄHÊáLÏÎßÇµ ÆçßÕ! ðµÞÐç]ÐÆÖ|ÈÞÄí ”” ™™ ””  
 
Êâ¼ÞÏÞ¢ ÏHËÒ¢ Ê}ë,¢ ÄUÏ Ø¹AÏÞ È ßÕvÄç ”” ™š ””       
ßµ ÏrèÌ|ÙßÕkÞÂlè£ ßµ ÄÊëßÍ£ ØáÆá\µÐè£ ”  
ðµÞÐÆÖ|ÈÞÆçÕ ÄHËÒ¢ ÒÍÄç ÏÄ£ ”” ™› ””  
Êâ¼ÈÞHUÊÖ|ÈÞgÞßÊ µàk|ÈÞD»~ÕÃÞkÅÞ ” 
ðµÞÐç]ÐÆçÕUÏ ÈÐÞ£ UÏáÎ|áß,ÍÞ¼ÈÞ£ ”” ™œ ””  
¯× Äç µßÅÄë ÆçßÕ! Ê}ÍÞÕ£ ÊÞÊÈÞÖÈ£ ”  
ðµÞÐç]ÐÆçÕUÏ háÃá ßÕ]ç]Ð¢ ÊÐÎí ”” ™ ”” 
  
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢ Ê$ÎçÝÕKÄà¶LÁç  

  ºÄáÐÖàßÄßÒcÎÞÙÞHPÏç ðµÞÐç]ÐÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎ  
ßgÊ$ÞÖkÎëÝJÏÞÏ£ ”” ›˜ ””  
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Now we present the Dv¡da≈a Jyotirli©g¡ni: - 
 

¥Å hàgÞÆÖFÏëßÄßÒ|cUÄëqÎí ” 9  
 

ØìÐÞ*~ÆçÖç ßÕÖÆçÝßÄÐPÏç FÏëßÄÎ|Ï¢ ºKÆ}µÒÞÕÄ¢ØÎí ””  
Íß,Ê}ÆÞÈÞÏ µƒÊÞÕÄàÃ|¢ Ä¢ ØëÎÈÞÅ¢ ÖÐÃ¢ Ê}Êvç ”” — ”” 
hàÖèÒÖãcç ßÕÌáÇÞßÄØcç ÄáÒÞßÆ}ÄácçÝßÊ ÎáÆÞ ÕØKÄÎí ””   
ÄÎ¼|áÈ¢ Îß5µÊâÕ|Îçµ ÈÎÞßÎ Ø¢ØÞÐØÎáÆ}ØçÄáÎí ”” ˜ ””  
¥ÕßKÄµÞÏÞ¢ ßÕßÙÄÞÕÄÞÐ¢ Îáß,Ê}ÆÞÈÞÏ º Ø&ÈÞÈÞÎí ””  
¥µÞÒÎãHÏë£ ÊßÐÐpÃÞÅ|¢ ÕKÆç ÎÙÞµÞÒÎÙÞØáÐçÖÎí ”” ™ ”” 
µÞÕçßÐµÞÈÎ|ÆÏë£ ÊßÕqç ØÎÞ·Îç Ø&ÈÄÞÐÃÞÏ ””  
ØÆèÕ ÎÞKÇÞÄãÊáÐç ÕØKÄÎëÚµÞÐÎàÖ¢ ßÖÕÎçµÎàÁç ”” š ””  
ÊâÕë|kÐç Ê}FÕßÒµÞßÍÇÞÈç ØÆÞ ÕØKÄ¢ ß·ßÐ¼ÞØÎçÄÎí ””  
ØáÐÞØáÐÞÐÞßÇÄÊÞÆÊm¢ hàÕèvÈÞÅ¢ ÄÎÙ¢ ÈÎÞßÎ ”” › ””  
ÏÞPÏç ØÆcç È·ÐçÝßÄÐPÏç ßÕÍâß×ÄÞc¢ ßÕßÕÇèTº Íë·è£ ””  
Ø÷ß,Îáß,Ê}ÆÎàÖÎçµ hàÈÞ·ÈÞÅ¢ ÖÐÃ¢ Ê}Êvç ”” œ ”” 
ÎÙÞßÆ}ÊÞ]|ç º Ä¿ç ÐÎKÄ¢ Ø¢ÊâFÏÎÞÈ¢ ØÄÄ¢ ÎáÈàKÆ}è£ ”” 
ØáÐÞØáÐèÏ|pÎÙëÐ·Þvè£ µ‡ÆÞÐÎàÖ¢ ßÖÕÎçµÎàÁç ””  ””  
Ø;ÞßÆ}Öà×|ç ßÕÎÒç ÕØKÄ¢ ·ëÆÞÕÐàÄàÐÊßÕqÆçÖç ””  
ÏdÖ|ÈÞÄí ÊÞÄµÎÞÖá ÈÞÖ¢ Ê}ÏÞßÄ Ä¢ xÏPÌµÎàÖÎàÁç ””  ”” 
ØáÄÞÎ}ÊÃàï¼ÒÐÞßÖÏë·ç ßÈÌJÏ ØçÄá¢ ßÕßÖ¶èÐØ¢AÏè£ ””  
hàÐÞÎºKÆ}çÃ ØÎßÊ|Ä¢ Ä¢ ÐÞÎç]ÐÞAÏ¢ ßÈÏÄ¢ ÈÎÞßÎ ”” Ÿ ””  
Ï¢ ÁÞßµÈàÖÞßµßÈµÞØÎÞ¼ç ßÈ×çSÏÎÞÃ¢ ßÊßÖÄÞÖÈè^ ””  
ØÆèÕ ÍàÎÞßÆÊÆÊ}ßØf¢ Ä¢ ÖbÐ¢ Í,ßÙÄ¢ ÈÎÞßÎ ”” —– ”” 
ØÞÈKÆÎÞÈKÆÕÈç ÕØKÄÎÞÈKÆµKÆ¢ ÙÄÊÞÊÕãKÆÎí ””  
ÕÞÐÞÃØàÈÞÅÎÈÞÅÈÞÅ¢ hàßÕ]ÈÞÅ¢ ÖÐÃ¢ Ê}Êvç ”” —— ””  
§ÒÞÊáÐç ÐPÏßÕÖÞÒµ‡ÝßUÎÈí ØÎá5ØKÄ¢ º ¼·gÐçLÏÎí ””  
ÕKÆç ÎÙëÆÞÐÄÐUÕÍÞÕ¢ ã̧\Ãç]ÐÞAÏ¢ ÖÐÃ¢ Ê}Êvç ”” —˜ ””  
FÏëßÄÎ|ÏgÞÆÖßÒcµÞÈÞ¢ ßÖÕÞHÎÈÞ¢ Ê}ë,ßÎÆ¢ .ÎçÃ ””  
UÄëq¢ ÊßÀHÕÞ ÎÈá¼ëÝßÄÍ-ÏÞ ËÒ¢ ÄÆÞÒë@Ï ßÈ¼¢ Í¼ç' ”” —™ ””  

  
§ßÄ hàgÞÆÖFÏëßÄßÒ|cUÄëq¢ ØPÊâÃ|Îí ””   

                                            
9 Taken from the booklet published by Gita Press, Gorakhpur. It is too much to expect from the pirates to give the 
name of the source. 
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Note: verse no. 4. Sam¡game? At what point? K¡ver• merges into Narmad¡ 

one mile away toward the east from the eastern edge of the mountain /hill. This 
matter is not yet fully ascertained.  Source for this hymn not given. D¡r≈anik¡ 
ascribes this 12 Jyotirli©ga stotra to ⁄di Sha©kara Bhagavatp¡da. No 
authentication. However, TempleNet, a seemingly reliable source also says that it is 
composed by Sha©kar¡ch¡rya. If true, it means quite a lot. It says categorically that 
there is only one Jyotirli©ga here and that the name of the town was M¡ndh¡t¡ 
when this hymn was composed. But TempleNet may be only a copy-cat 
performance. 

 
Here is a popular Stotra recited daily by millions of Hindu devotees all over 

the world.  
 

ØìÐÞ*~ç ØëÎÈÞÅ¢ º hàÖèÒç Îß5µÞ¼|áÈÎí ”” 
©&ßÏKÏÞ¢ ÎÙÞµÞÒÎëÚµÞÐÎÎÐç]ÐÎí ”” — ””  
ÊÐRÏÞ¢ ÕèvÈÞÅ¢ º ÁÞßµKÏÞ¢ ÍàÎÖbÐÎí ””  
ØçÄáÌKÇç Äá ÐÞÎçÖ¢ ÈÞ·çÖ¢ ÆÞnµÞÕÈç ”” ˜ ””  
ÕÞÐÞÃUÏÞ¢ Äá ßÕ]çÖ¢ xÏPÌµ ·ìÄÎàÄ¿ç ””  
ßÙÎÞÒÏç Äá µ‡ÆÞÐ¢ á̧TÎçÖ¢ Äá ßÖÕÞÒÏç ”” ™ ””  
¯ÄÞßÈ FÏëßÄßÒ|cÞßÈ ØÞÏ¢ Ê}ÞÄ£ ÊÀç#Ð£ ””  
Ø+¼KÎµƒÄ¢ ÊÞÊ¢ UÎÐÃçÈ ßÕÈTÏßÄ ”” š ”” 
 

ÐÞÎÊ}ØÞÆ ÖÎÞ| ÖÞ7à  adds from ßÖÕÊáÐÞÃ rÞÛ Ø ¢ Û ¥JÏÞÏ ™   
  
  Ï¢ Ï¢ µÞÎÎÊçWÏèÕ ÊßÀ\ÏßKÄ ÈÐëkÎÞ£ ”  
  ÄUÏ ÄUÏ ËÒÊ}Þß+Í|ßÕ\ÏßÄ È Ø¢ÖÏ£””   
  ¯Äç×Þ¢ ÆÖ|ÈÞÆçÕ ÊÞÄµ ÈèÕ ßÄ)ßÄ ”  
  µÎ|pÏë ÍÕçkUÏ ÏUÏ Äá*ë ÎÙç]Ð£ ”” 

 
 

Note: Twelve pictures of all the 12 jyotirli©gas are featured in the Picture Section 
of our Home Page on the Internet along with many others.  We have used the G•t¡ 
Press Book that contains all the twelve pictures and much more.  Probably they are 
not real, just the imagination of an artist!       
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Dv¡da≈a Jyotirli©g¡ni 

(Romanized) 

01. Saur¡ßtre---Soman¡tham ca 
02. ˛r•≈aile---Mallik¡rjunam. 
03. Ujjayiny¡m---Mah¡k¡lam 
04. Oµk¡ram---Amale≈varam.  

   05. Paraly¡m--Vaidyan¡tham ca 
    06. Î¡kiny¡m---Bh•ma≈a©karam. 

   07. Setubandhe tu---R¡me≈am 
    08. N¡ge≈am---D¡ruk¡vane. 
    09. V¡r¡∆asy¡m tu---Vi≈ve≈am 
    10. Tryambakam---Gautam•ta†e. 
    11. Him¡laye tu---Ked¡ram 
    12. Ghu≈me≈am tu---˛iv¡laye. 
  

Shiva-tattva-dar≈ana of R¡mapras¡da ˛¡str• differs in the text. He has taken 
from Shivapur¡∆a. It is there. I have seen it. What we had seen so far gives the 
names in Karmak¡raka—accusative or objective case. Shivapur¡∆a, on the other 
hand, gives in Kartƒk¡raka—nominative. 
 
 In all the cases of the enumeration of the 12 jyotirli©gas, there is a place 
name and then the name of the jyotirli©ga, i.e. adhiß h¡na and adhiß h¡tƒ. The 
number four is an exception. Both are adhiß h¡tƒ, i.e. pratham¡nta. 
 
 [See p. 25 for further discussion and also Darshanik¡. The interpretation 
provided by present Shankaracharya of Kanchi Kamakoti Peetha is arbitrary to say 
the least. It is unjust, improper, immoral. The “Man” providing the illegal and 
immoral interpretation has taken law into his own hand. Now Law is a burning 
fireball. It is to be followed with caution and care. It should not be taken into hand.] 
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Further explanations                 
 

    01. Soman¡tha in Saurashtra, Gujarat State. Called since ancient times as 
Prabh¡sa Kshetra. Also called Prabh¡sa Pa††a∆a.  Three miles from Veraval port. 
However, it is the name of a region and not a specific place or location. Subject of 
Muslim tyranny and fanaticism time and again. Restored more than once. A great 
symbol of Hindu solidarity.  It is remarkable to note that the ˛ivali©ga here is 
adorned with the symbol of OM. We have reproduced it in our OM Book One. This 
may be only an imagination of the artist. 

          
With regard to the pictures of the jyotirli©gas as presented in the publication 

of the Git¡ Press, we are not sure if they are the actual pictures -- exact 
photographic images, or just the imaginations of an artist. 

 
It is said that what was rebuilt by Ahilyab¡i Holkar of Indore is a little bit 

away from the one built by India's independent Government under the direction of 
Sardar Vallabhbh¡i Patel.    
 

    02. Mallik¡rjuna on Shr•≈aila Mountain on the bank of Krishna River in 
Andhra Pradesh.  Called the Kailash of the South with respect and reverence. What 
is K¡lahast•? 

 
    03. Mah¡k¡la in Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh, located on the holy bank of 

Kshipr¡ or ˛ipr¡. One scholar named Samanta has a whole book on this Jyotir-
li©ga entitled Sacred complex of Ujjain.  

 
04 To be discussed later in details.  

  
05. Vaidyan¡tha in  Parle  or  Paral• ?  Cit¡bh¶mi.  Some read: Paraly¡m  

Vaidyan¡tham. Some say: Vaidyan¡thm cit¡bh¶mau. The stotra cited above says: 
Prajvalik¡bhidh¡ne. Prajvalik¡ may easily mean “cit¡,” Some believe this to be 
near Deogarh in Bihar, Santhal Parganas, while others would like to take it to 
Andhra Pradesh.  Some say in Mar¡ haw¡∂¡--a matter of dispute. But what is in 
Bihar is quite famous as Vaidyan¡tha Dh¡ma. 
   

06. Bh•ma≈a©karam in Î¡kin•, near Pune in Mah¡r¡sh ra. The River Bh•m¡ 
originates from here. There may be some internal connection between the name of 
the jyotirli©ga there--Bh•ma≈a©kara and the name of the river Bh•m¡. 
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07. R¡me≈vara in Tamil Nadu, extreme south of India.10 
 

          08. N¡ge≈a in D¡ruk¡vana, Dwarka.  There is a very long and interesting 
story about this D¡ruk¡vana.  Same as Bet Dv¡rak¡?  ZDMG vol. of 1817 gives in 
translation a Puranic text. Our Ratn¡kara has discussed this subject very well 
referring to many other sources 
  
         09. Vi≈van¡tha in Varanasi, U.P.        

  
         10. Tryambake≈vara on the bank of Gautam•, near Nasik, Mah¡r¡sha ra. The 
river is better known as God¡var•. 
 
         11. Ked¡ran¡tha in the Him¡lalyas, earlier geographically in UP, but now a 
new state has been created called Uttar¡nchal.  "The shrine is in a sylvan setting 
against the backdrop of the majestic Garhwal Him¡layas. Located at the base of the 
Mand¡kini Glacier, Ked¡rn¡th can be reached after a 14 km. trek from 
Gaur•ku∆∂a." [Source: Homeindia.com] 
          
         12. Ghu≈me≈a in ˛iv¡laya, Ellora, Aurangabad. Also called Ghusƒ∆e≈a.   
Manm¡∂-P¶r∆¡ Rly line. Daulat¡b¡d--Devagiri?  66 miles from Manmad, 12   
miles from Daulat¡b¡d 
 
 Located in a place called Ber¶lag¡mva.  
 
 We fail to understand how ˛iv¡laya could be a place distinctive enough. 

  
The Internet sources used by us for some of the locations and descriptions do 

not seem to be accurate or authentic. Yet to be verified, all of them. 
 

Some Related Comments 
 
We had located all the 12 jyotirli©gas on a map of India.  Of course, the 

location becomes approximate since the names of many places (where these 
jyotirli©gas are located) turn to be relatively insignificant when shown on a small 
size map of India, although the same places are quite significant in terms of their 
being highly holy.  But now we have found another map, a better one on the 
Internet. It shows only the dozen dazzling jyotirlingas by special li©ga marks   very 
distinctive and charming. Internet has a great deal of information on so many topics 
we are interested in.  

                                            
10 Cf. Kedareshvara—extreme north of India. 
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There are certain cities (locations) which are quite famous worldwide. For 

example, Ujjayin•, R¡me≈vara, and V¡r¡∆as•.  There are doubts and disputes about 
the locations of some jyotirli©gas, for example Vaidyan¡tha. No writer has 
discussed or explained what Paral• is that is given in the hymn as the home of 
Vaidyan¡tha. We are told that it is near Deogarh in Santh¡l Paraganas, Bihar, but 
some writers would like to take it to Andhra Pradesh, as stated earlier! 

 
It is to be remembered in this connection that the Dv¡da≈jyotirli©ga stotra 

ascribed to ˛ri ˛a©kar¡c¡rya says: P¶rvottare prajvalik¡bhidh¡ne. Now this word 
P¶rvottare would not allow us to take this temple to the South. 
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04. Oµk¡re≈vara / Amale≈vara /Amare≈vara / Mamale≈vara.11 
 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Island or M¡ndh¡t¡ Parvata, Shivapuri, Vaid¶rya Ma∆i 

Parvata, East Nimar, now  in Khandwa District, MP. 
 
Now we present some detailed discussion of the Omkare≈vara jyotirli©ga, 

the fourth avat¡ra of ˛iva Sha©kara Mah¡deva, based on 
  
˛ivapur¡∆a (˛a. Ru. Sam. 3, Adhy¡ya 42):  
 

³¢µÞÐ£ ÊÐÎçÖÞÈë ÇãÄ£ ÖPÍë£ ÊÐÞHÎÈ£ ””  
¥ÕÄÞÐ^ÄáÅë| ßÙ Í,ÞÍà*ËÒÊ}Æ£ ”” — ””  
ßÕßÇÈÞ UÅÞßÊÄë [?]12 Í-ÏÞ UÕßÒcÞÄí ÊÞßÅ|ÕÞKÎáÈç ””  
Ê}ÞÆáÍ|âÄë ÎÙÞÆçÕë ßÕKJÏµÞÎÊ}ÊâÐµ£ ”” —Ÿ ””  
ÆçÕè£ ØPÊ}ÞßÅ|ÄUÄq ßgÇÞaÊçÃ Ø¢ßUÅÄ£ ””  
Íáß,Îáß,Ê}Æë ßÒc-aÊë Õè Í,ÕHØÒ [£?] ”” ˜– ””  
Ê}ÃÕç13 ºèÕ ºëÚµÞÐ-ÈÞÎÞØàß5cÎákÎÎí ””   
ÊÐÎç]Ð14 ÈÞÎÞØàÄí ÊÞßÅ|Õ^ ÎáÈà]Ð ”” ˜— ”” 
Í,ÞÍà*Ê}Æë rçÏë ÏëÝßÊ Æã*ëÝßº|Äë ÎáÈç ””  
FÏëßÄßÒ|cç ÎÙÞßÆSÏç ÕßÃ|Äç15 Äç ÎÙÞÎáÈç ”” ˜˜ ””  

 
 It is obvious from the above citation that there are two jyotirli©gas (or at 

least one of the two is a jyotirli©ga) at this holy place. One more unique speciality. 
However, the Souvenir volume published to commemorate the 12th centenary 
celebrations of ⁄di ˛a©kara Bhagavatp¡da says that the present Sha©kar¡ch¡rya of 
Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha has decreed that there is only one Omkare≈vara jyotirli©ga 
here, the one at the top of the M¡ndh¡t¡ Hill. He is a great authority by position. 
But we will call this a pontification. We don’t know how he will explain the dual 
number–dvivacana--jyotirli©ge mah¡divye Var∆ite16…  

                                            
11 So many names!  Our primary source here is—Rama Prasad. 
12 By whom? 
13 Pranave! Would it mean on the mountain named Omakara? 
14 Parameshvara ? Would it mean Amareshvara? 
15 Mark the dual no. 
16 È ßÙ Ê}ßÄrÞÎÞqçÃÞÅ|ßÈÕÞ|Ù£ ”  ¥Å º,  ¯µÞßµÈà Ê}ßÄrÞ ßÙ Ê}ßÄrÞÄ¢ È ØÞÇÏçÄí  ” We need a Ê}ÎÞÃ ”  See ·ìÄÎàÏKÏÞÏ Øâq  --
Ê}ÎÞÃÊ}ÎçÏ… ”  The reader is advised to pay special attention to what appears in this very Notebook with regard to 
Amareshvara located on the South Bank of  Narmada. 
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Darshanik¡ brings in many other Sha©kar¡ch¡ryas to add their weighty 

words to this controversy in favor of there being only one Jyotirli©ga. This view 
cannot be accepted easily.  It is a function of vested interests. 
 

This holy temple is located at the confluence of Narmad¡ and K¡veri rivers. 
The K¡veri is a small tributary that meets the great holy Narmad¡ about a mile up 
the river. There is a great deal of myth here which obscures the Truth.  Many 
statements made by many writers presented here are very vague. Kapil¡ or 
Kapiladh¡r¡ is a small stream that flows into the south bank of Narmad¡. It 
originates from the Satpura Mountain. It divides Vish∆upuri (W.) and Brahmapuri 
(E.). It is very close to the temple of Amare≈vara.  An important point to take 
note of.  The short article by Vish∆ur¡ma San¡vady¡ has a good description of 
many temples on the south side of M¡ndh¡t¡dv•pagiri.    

 
R¡ma Pras¡da also says that there are two jyotirli©gas here--Oµk¡re≈vara 

and Amale≈vara or Amare≈vara, but they are regarded as one for the purpose of 
numbering and counting the totality of the jyotirli©gas. A dozen is a dozen. This 
view is expressed by many other writers. But it is only a make-belief attempt. It is 
an arbitray decision. According to some others, the name of the second jyotirli©ga 
is Mamale≈vara--Oµk¡ram Mamale≈varam.17 

 
Skandapur¡∆a, Rev¡kha∆∂a, Adhy¡ya 22 [verse?]:  [as quoted by 

R¡mapras¡da Sh¡stri.  Original not yet seen. Nag ed. does not have this specific 
verse in chap 22.]           

 
Devasth¡nasamam hyetat matpras¡d¡t bhavißyati. 
Annad¡nam tapa˙  p¶j¡ tath¡ pr¡∆avisarjanam. 
Ye kurvanti nar¡s teß¡m ˛ivalokaniv¡sanam. 

 
R¡mapras¡da Shastri translates the expression pr¡∆avisarjanam merely as 

mƒtyu p¡n¡ (meet with the death in a natural way). But it is not correct. The term 
means "self-immolation" as described by the Encyclopedia Britannica (5:321: 2b) 
and copied by many other writers. 

 

                                            
17 Since we wrote the above we have collected much more information of various kinds from many sources. This is not  
a question that can be easily settled. However, one important fact is to be kept in mind. If the image of Shiva at the 
Omkareshvara Temple is svayambhu and the one at Amareshvara is kƒtrima the controversy may be settled in favor 
of the one at Mount Manhata. 
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In ancient Sanskrit literature it is called Bhƒgupatana.  Amarako≈a says: 
Prap¡tas tvatato bhƒgu˙.  EB mentions the bhƒgupatana as a performance of the 
holy act that was discontinued in 1824.18 

 
Sva-≈ar•ra-visarjana, sva-deha-bali-d¡na, Self-immolation 
 
R¡mapras¡da Sh¡stri quotes a Paur¡∆ika vacana. He does not interpret the 

original word ¡tma-visarjana correctly. It is not mƒtyu p¡n¡--meet the natural 
death, but visarjana = ty¡ga=abandonment, let it be repeated. 

 
Consider sat•-prath¡. 
 
Joh¡ra of the Rajasthan--heroines who burnt themselves in a group when 

their husbands went to war to protect their honor and country.  
 
Those who have no charm for the assemblage of materials called the "deha" 

have no hesitation in sacrificing it for a noble cause. 
 
Cf. K¡lid¡sa--Deheßvan¡sth¡ khalu bhautikeßu. 
 
Suicide --¡tmahaty¡ is regarded as sin. Bhƒgupatana, on the other hand, is 

regarded virtuous.  
 
 

                                            
18 This statement was made earlier. Since then we have found many other writers writing this. 
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¥Å hàßÖÕÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ºÄáIÏÞ|¢ µëß¿nÆ}Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞÎí 
³¢µÞÐç]ÐFÏëßÄßÒ|c-ÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|ÈÎí ” 

¥*ÞÆÖëÝJÏÞÏ£ ” 
 

«×Ï ªºá£-  ØâÄ ØâÄ ÎÙÞÍÞ· hÞßÕÄÞ ;÷áÄÞ µÅÞ ”  
  ÎÙÞµÞÒÞAÏßÒcUÏ ßÈ¼Í,ØáÐßpÃ£ ” — ””  

FÏëßÄßÒ|c¢ ºÄáÅ| ¢ º µƒÊÏÞ ÕÆ ßÕkÎ ”  
ðµÞÐ¢ ÊÐÎçÖUÏ ØÕ|ÊÞÄµÙÞßÐÃ£ ”” ˜ ””  

ØâÄ ©ÕÞº £-           
ðµÞÐ¢ ÊÐÎçÖÞAÏ¢ ßÒcÎÞØàvÅÞ ßg¼Þ£”  
ÄÅÞ ÕWÏÞßÎ Õ£ Ê}àHÏÞ hâÏÄÞ¢ ÊÐÎ×|Ï£ ”” ™ ”” 
µßUÎ¢ß^Äí ØÎÏç ºÞq ÈÞÐÆë Í·ÕÞÈí ÎáßÈ£ ”  
·ëµÃÞ|AÏ¢ ßÖÕ¢  ·wÕÞ ßØ×çÕç ÊÐÍß,ÎÞÈí ”” š ””   
ÄÄ£ Ø ¦·Äë ßÕKJÏ¢ È·çÖ¢ ÎáßÈØkÎ£ ”  
ÄqèÕ Êâß¼ÄUÄçÈ ÌÙÎÞÈÊáÐ£ØÐÎí ”” › ”” 
ÎßÏ ØÕ|¢ ßÕvÄç º È KÏâÈ¢ ßÙ µÆÞºÈ ”  
§ßÄ ÍÞÕ¢ ØÎÞUÅÞÏ Ø¢ßUÅÄë ÈÞÐÆÞ·}Ä£ ”” œ ”” 
          
ÄKÎÞÈ¢ ÄkÆÞ háHÕÞ ÈÞÐÆë ÎÞÈÙÞ ÄÄ£ ”  
ßÈ£]UÏ Ø¢ßUÅÄUÄq háHÕÞ ßÕKJÏëÝÌ}ÕàßÆÆÎí ””  ”” 
 

ßÕKJÏ ©ÕÞº:-- 
ßµ KÏâÈ¢  º HÕÏÞ Æã*¢ ÎßÏ ßÈ£]ÞØµÞÐÃÎí ”  
ÄÄí  háHÕÞ ÈÞÐÆë ÕÞ@ÏÎÌ}ÕàÄí Ø ÎÙÞÎáßÈ£ ””  ””      
 

ÈÞÐÆ ©ÕÞº:-- 
ßÕvÄç HÕßÏ ØÕ|¢ ßÙ Îçnn'ÄÐ£ ÊáÈ£ ”  
ÆçÕç\ÕßÊ ßÕÍÞ·ëÝUÏ È ÄÕÞßUÄ µÆÞºÈ ”” Ÿ ””  
 

ØâÄ ©ÕÞº:-- 
§HÏá-ÕÞ ÈÞÐÆUÄUÎÞ&·ÞÎ º ÏÅÞÝÝ·ÄÎí ”  
ßÕKJÏ^ ÊßÐÄ+ë Õè ßÇ·í Õè Îç ¼àßÕÄÞßÆµÎí ”” —– ”” 
ßÕ]ç]Ð¢ ÄÅÞ ÖPÍáÎÞÐÞJÏ º ÄÊÞPÏÙÎí ”  
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§ßÄ ßÈß^HÏ  ÎÈØÞ ÖbÐ¢ ÖÐÃ¢ ·Ä£ ”” —— ””  
¼·ÞÎ Äq ØáÊ}àHÏÞ ;ëÚµÞÐë Ïq  Õè UÕÏÎí 19”  
ºµÞÐ º ÊáÈUÄq  ßÖÕÎâßk|¢ º ÊÞßÅ|ÕàÎí ””—˜””  
¦ÐÞJÏ º ÄÆÞ ÖPÍá¢ ×LÎÞØ¢ Ø ßÈÐKÄÐÎí ”  
È ººÞÒ ÄÊ£UÅÞÈÞßD»ÕJÏÞÈÊÐÞÏÃ£ ”” —™ ”” 
¯Õ¢ ßÕKJÏÄÊë Æã*íÕÞ Ê}Ø#£ ÊÞÕ|ÄàÊßÄ£ ”  
UÕaÊ¢ ÆÖ|ÏÞÎÞØ ÆáÒ|Í¢ Ïëß·ÈÞÎßÊ ”” —š ””  
Ê}Ø#£ Ø ÄÆëÕÞº Ì}âßÙ HÕ¢ ÎÈØçßMØÄÎí ”  
ÄÊØÞ Äç Ê}Ø#ëÝßUÎ Í,ÞÈÞÎàßMØÄÊ}Æ£ ”” —›””    
 

ßÕKJÏ ©ÕÞº :-- 
ÏßÆ Ê}Ø#ë ÆçÕçÖ Ìáßf¢ ÆçßÙ ÏÅçßMØÄÞÎí ”  
UÕµÎ|ØÞßÇÈàÚ ÖPÍë HÕ¢ ØÆÞ Í,ÕHØÒ£ ”” —œ ””  
 

ØâÄ ©ÕÞº :-- 
ÄÄí  háHÕÞ Í·ÕÞG»PÍáß^ºçÄ oÆÏç ßºÐÎí ”  
ÊÐëÊÄÞÊÆ¢ ßÕKJÏë ÕÐßÎD»ßÄ ÎâÂÇà£ ”” — ””  
ßµ µÐëßÎ ÏÆçÄUÎè ÕÐÆÞÈ¢ ÍÕçD»ÍÎí ”  
Îdk¢ ÊÐÆá£¶ÞÏ ÕÐÆÞÈ¢ ÏÅÞ È ßÙ ”” — ””  
 

ØâÄ ©ÕÞº :-- 
ÄÅÞßÊ ÆkÕÞÈí ÖPÍáUÄUÎè ÄgÐÎákÎÎí ”  
ßÕKJÏ ÊÕ|ÄÐÞ¼ HÕ¢ ÏÅçD»ßØ ÄÅÞ µn ”” —Ÿ ”” 
¯Õ¢ º ØÎÏç ÆçÕÞ£ «×Ï^ÞÎÒÞÖÏÞ£ ”  
Ø¢ÊâFÏ ÖbÐ¢ Äq UÅÞÄSÏßÎßÄ ºÞÌ}áÕÈí ”” ˜– ””   
ÄÄí háHÕÞ ÆçÕÕºÈ¢ Ê}Ø#£ ÊÐÎç]Ð£ ”   
ÄÅèÕ µƒÄÕÞÈí Ê}àHÏÞ ÒëµÞÈÞ¢ Øá¶ÙçÄÕç ”” ˜— ”” 
ðµÞÐ¢ ºèÕ Ïß5cÎçµ Ä' ßgÇÞ·ÄÎí ”  
Ê}ÃÕç ºèÕ ðµÞÐÈÞÎÞØàHØ ØÆÞßÖÕ£  ”” ˜˜ ”” 
ÊÞßÅ|Õç ºèÕ Ï&ÞÄ¢  ÄÆÞØàÄí ÊÐÎç]Ð£ ”  
Í,ÞÍà*Ê}Æì ºëÍì Íáß,Îáß,Ê}Æì ßg¼Þ£ 20”” ˜™ ”” 

                                            
19 To be noted well. 
20 To be noted well. 
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ÄHÊâ¼Þ¢ º ÄÆÞ º.íáÆ|çÕÞ' «×ÏUÄÅÞ ”  
Ê}ÞÊááÕ|ÐÞÈÈçµÞ¢^ ØKÄë\Ï Õã×ÍJÕ¼Îí ”” ˜š ””      
UÕUÕUÅÞÈ¢ ÏÏáÆ|çÕÞ ßÕKJÏëÝßÊ ÎáßÆÄëÝßÇµÎí ”  
µÞÏ|¢ ØÞßÇÄÕÞÈí UÕàÏ¢ ÊßÐÄÞÊ¢ ¼Ùì ßg¼Þ£ ””˜›””  
Ï ¯Õ¢ Êâ¼ÏçD»PÍá¢ ÎÞÄã·Í|¢ ÕØç# ßÙ ”  
ÏÆÍà*¢ ËÒ¢ Ä' Ê}ÞMÈáÏÞKÈÞq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” ˜œ ””   
 

ØâÄ ©ÕÞº :-- 
  ¯Äkç ØÕ|ÎÞAÏÞÄÎëÚµÞÐÊ}ÍÕç ËÒÎí ”  
 
 §ßÄ hàßÖÕÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ºÄáIÏÞ|¢ µëß¿nÆ}Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞÎ í  

³¢µÞÐç]ÐFÏëßÄßÒ|c-ÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎÞ*ÞÆÖëÝJÏÞÏ£””   
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ßÕKJÏµà  ÄÊUÏÞ, ³¢µÞÐÎçÚ  ÊÐÎçTÕÐ 21 ßÒcµ‡  Ê}ÞÆáÍÞ|Õ  
´Ð ©Øµà ÎßÙÎÞ µÞ ÕÃ|È 

 
«ß×Ïë¢ Èç µÙÞ -- ÎÙÞÍÞ· ØâÄ¼à! ¦ÊÈç ¥ÊÈç Í@ÄëÚµà ÐpÞ µÐÈçÕÞÒç ÎÙÞµÞÒ  

ÈÞÎµ  ßÖÕßÒcµà  ÕÙ  ¥ÆíÍáÄ  µÅÞ ØáÈÞÏà  Ùè ”  ¥Ì  µƒÊÞ  µÐµ‡  ºìÅç   FÏëßÄßÒ|c µÞ 
ÊßÐºÏ Æàß¼Ïç -- ³¢µÞÐ ÄàÅ| ÎçÚ ØÕ|ÊÞÄµÙÞÐà  ÊÐÎçTÕÐ µÞ  ¼ë  FÏëßÄßÒ|c Ùè, ©Øµ‡ 
¦ßÕÍÞ|Õ µà µÅÞ ØáÈÞ§Ïç ”  
 

ØâÄ¼à ÌëÒç --ÎÙß×|Ïë ¢ ! ³¢µÞÐ ÄàÅ|ÎçÚ ÊÐÎçÖØ¢rµ FÏëßÄßÒ|c ß¼Ø Ê}µÞÐ Ê}µ¿ 
Ù¦, ÕÙ ÌÄÞÄÞ Ù‚ ” ¯µ ØÎÏ µà ÌÞÄ Ùè Í·ÕÞÈí ÈÞÐÆ ÎáßÈ  ·ëµÃ| ÈÞÎµ ßÖÕ µ‡ ØÎàÊ 
¼ÞµÐ ÌÁà Íß@Äµ‡ ØÞÅ ©Èµà ØçÕÞ µÐÈç Ò·ç ”  µ» µÞÒ µ‡ ÌÞÆ Õç ÎáßÈhç\À ß·ßÐÐÞ¼ 
ßÕKJÏ ÊÐ ¦Ïç ´Ð ßÕKJÏÈç ÕÙÞ¡  ÌÁç ¦ÆÐ ØHµÞÐ µ‡ ØÞÅ ©ÈµÞ Êâ¼È ßµÏÞ ” ÎçÐç ÏÙÞ¡  
ØÌ µ» Ùè, µÍà ßµØà ÌÞÄ µà  µë¨ µÎà ÈÙà ¢ ÙëÄà Ùè, §Ø ÍÞÕ µë ÒçµÐ ßÕKJÏÞºÒ 
ÈÞÐÆ¼à µ‡ ØÞÎÈç ¶ÁÞ Ùë ·ÏÞ ” ©Øµà ÕÙ ¥ßÍÎÞÈ ÍÐà ÌÞÄ [!] ØáÈµÐ ¥Ù¢µÞÐÈÞÖµ 
ÈÞÐÆ ÎáßÈ ÒPÌà ØÞ¡Ø ¶àÚºµÐ ºáÊºÞÊ ¶Áç ÐÙ ·Ïç ”  ÏÙ Æç¶ ßÕKJÏÊÕ|Ä Èç Êâ»Þ --’¦ÊÈç 
ÎçÐç ÏÙÞ¡ µìÈØà µÎà Æç¶à Ùè ? ¦Êµ‡ §Ø ÄÐÙ ÒPÌà ØÞ¡Ø ¶à¢ºÈç µÞ  @ÏÞ µÞÐÃ Ùè ?’ 
 
 ÈÞÐÆ¼àÈç µÙÞ --ÍèÏÞ ! ÄáPÙÞÐç ÏÙÞ¡ ØÌ µ» Ùè ”  ßËÐ Íà Îçn ÊÕ|Ä ÄáÎØç ÌÙÄ ª¡ºÞ 
Ùè ” ©Øµ‡ ßÖ¶Ðë¢ µÞ ßÕÍÞ· ÆçÕÄÞ³¢ µ‡ Òëµë ÎçÚ Íà ÊÙºÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”  ßµKÄá ÄáPÙÞÐç ßÖ¶Ð µÞ 
ÍÞ· ÕÙÞ¡ Äµ ¥Íà ÈÙàÚ ÊÙº ØµÞ Ùè ”   
 
 ØâÄ¼à µÙÄç Ùè¢ -- °ØÞ µÙµÐ ÈÞÐÆ¼à ÕÙÞ¡ Øç ß¼Ø ÄÐÙ ¦Ïç Åç, ©Øà ÄÐÙ ºÒ ßÆÏç 
”  ÊÐKÄ á  ßÕKJÏ ÊÕ|Ä ’ÎçÐç ¼àÕÈ ¦ßÆµë ßÇ@µÞÐ Ùè’  °ØÞ ØëºÄÞ Ù¦ ÎÈ Ùà ÎÈ Ø¢ÄMÄ 
Ùë ©ÀÞ ”  ¥D»Þ, ’¥Ì ÎèÚ ßÕTÕÈÞÅ Í·ÕÞÈí ÖPÍá µà ¦ÐÞÇÈÞÊâÕ|µ ÄÊUÏÞ µa¡·Þ’ °ØÞ 
ÙÞßÆ|µ ßÈTºÏ µÐµ‡ ÕÙ Í·ÕÞÈí Ö¢µÐ µà ÖÐÃ ÎçÚ ·ÏÞ ”  ÄÆÈKÄÐ ¼ÙÞ¡ ØÞpÞÄí  ³¢µÞÐ 
µà ßUÅßÄ Ùè, ÕÙÞ¡ Ê}Ø#ÄÞÊâÕ|µ ¼ÞµÐ ßÖÕ µà ÊÞßÅ|Õ ÎâßÄ| ÌÈÞÏà  ´Ð »£ ÎÞØÄµ 
ßÈÐKÄÐ ÖPÍá µà ¦ÐÞÇÈÞ µÐµ‡ ßÖÕ µ‡ JÏÞÈ ÎçÚ ÄHÊÐ Ùë ÕÙ ¥ÊÈà ÄÊUÏÞ µ‡ UÅÞÈ Øç 
ßÙÒÞ Äµ ÈÙàÚ ” ßÕKJÏÞºÒ µà °Øà ÄÊUÏÞ Æç¶µÐ ÊÞÕ|ÄàÊßÄ Ê}ØKÈ Ùë ·Ïç ” ©KÙëÈç 
ßÕKJÏÞºÒ µë ¥ÊÈÞ ÕÙ UÕaÊ ßÆ¶ÞÏÞ ¼ë Ïëß·Ïë¢ µ‡ ßÒÏç Íà ÆáÒ|Í Ùè ”  Õç Ê}ØKÈ ÙëµÐ 
©Ø ØÎÏ ©ØØç ÌëÒç--’ßÕKJÏ ! ÄáÎ ÎÈëÕÞßG»Ä ÕÐ ÎÞ¢·ë ”  ÎèÚ Í@Äë µë ¥Íà\¿ ÕÐ 
ÆçÈçÕÞÒÞ Ù‚ ´Ð ÄáPÙÞÐà ÄÊUÏÞ Øç Ê}ØKÈ Ù‚ ”’   
 

                                            
21 Imp. to note. 
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ßÕKJÏ ÌëÒÞ-- ÆçÕçTÕÐ ÖPÍë !  ¦Ê ØÆÞ Ùà Í@ÄÕHØÒ ÙèÚ ”   ÏßÆ ¦Ê Îá½ ÊÐ 
Ê}ØKÈ ÙèÚ Äë Îá½ç ÕÙ ¥Íà\¿ Ìáßf Ê}ÆÞÈ µàß¼Ïç, ¼ë ¥ÊÈç µÞÏ| µë ßØf µÐÈç ÕÞÒà Ùë ”  

 
Í·ÕÞÈí ÖPÍá Èç ©Øç ÕÙ ©kÎ ÕÐ Æç ßÆÏÞ ´Ð µÙÞ--ÊÕ|ÄÐÞ¼ ßÕKJÏ ! ÄáÎ ¼èØÞ 

ºÞÙë ÕèØÞ µÐë’”  §Øà ØÎÏ ÆçÕÄÞ ÄÅÞ ßÈÎ|Ò ¥KÄ£µÐÃÕÞÒç «ß× ÕÙÞ¡ ¦Ïç ´Ð ÖbÐ µà 
Êâ¼Þ µÐµ‡ ÌëÒç--’Ê}Íë ! ¦Ê ÏÙÞ¡ ßUÅÐ aÊ Øç ßÈÕÞØ µÐçÚ ’” 22 

 
ÆçÕÄÞ³¢ µà ÏÙ ÌÞÄ ØáÈµÐ ÊÐÎçTÕÐ ßÖÕ Ê}ØKÈ Ùë ·Ïç ´Ð Òë·ëÚ µë Øá¶ ÆçÈç µ‡ 

ßÒÏç ©KÙëÈç ØÙ×| ÕèØÞ Ùà ßµÏÞ ” ÕÙÞ¡ ¼ë ¯µ Ùà ³¢µÞÐßÒc ÅÞ, ÕÙ Æë UÕnÊëÚ ÎçÚ ßÕÍ@Ä Ùë 
·ÏÞ ”  Ê}ÃÕ ÎçÚ ¼ë ØÆÞßÖÕ Åç, Õç ³¢µÞÐ ÈÞÎ Øç ßÕAÏÞÄ Ù̄  ´Ð ÊÞßÅ|ÕÎâßÄ| ÎçÚ ¼ë ßÖÕ-
FÏëßÄ Ê}ßÄß\ÀÄ Ù̈ , ©Øµà ÊÐÎçTÕÐ Ø¢rÞ Ù̈  ” (ÊÐÎçTÕÐ µë Ùà ¥ÎÒçTÕÐ Íà µÙÄç ÙèÚ ) ”   
§Ø Ê}µÞÐ ³¢µÞÐ ´Ð ÊÐÎçTÕÐ Ïç ÆëÈëÚ ßÖÕßÒc Í@ÄëÚ µë ¥Íà\¿ ËÒ Ê}ÆÞÈ µÐÈç ÕÞÒç ÙèÚ 
”  ©Ø ØÎÏ ÆçÕÄÞ³¢Èç ´Ð «ß×ÏëÚÈç ©È ÆëÈëÚ ßÒcëÚ µà Êâ¼Þ µà ´Ð Í·ÕÞÈí Õã×ÍJÕ¼µë 
ØKÄá\¿ µÐµ‡ ¥Èçµ ÕÐ Ê}ÞMÄ ßµÏç ”  ÄHÊTºÞÄí  ÆçÕÄÞ ¥ÊÈç ¥ÊÈç UÅÞÈ µë ·Ïç ´Ð 
ßÕKJÏÞºÒ Íà ¥ßÇµ Ê}ØKÈÄÞ µÞ ¥ÈáÍÕ µÐÈç Ò·Þ ” ©ØÈç ¥ÊÈç ¥Íà\¿ µÞÏ| µë ßØf 
ßµÏÞ ´Ð ÎÞÈßØµ ÊßÐÄÞÊ µë HÏÞ· ßÆÏÞ ”  ¼ë Êán× §Ø Ê}µÞÐ Í·ÕÞÈí ÖbÐ µÞ Êâ¼È 
µÐÄÞ Ùè, ÕÙ ÎÞÄÞ µ‡ ·Í| ÎçÚ ßËÐ ÈÙàÚ ¦ÄÞ ´Ð ¥ÊÈç ¥Íà\¿ ËÒ µë Ê}ÞMÄ µÐ ÒçÄÞ Ùè 
§ØÎçÚ Ø¢ÖÏ ÈÙàÚ ”     

What has been stated here as the cause of the disturbance in the mind of the 
Vindhya Mountain is different from what is stated elsewhere. There the cause is 
stated as Vindhya’s not having the physical presence of Gods [home] on him. 
Extreme height of Meru Mountain may be another cause of jealousy. 

Our original reads: Deveßvapi vibh¡go’sti na tav¡sti kad¡cana. i.e. Meru 
receives his share of offerings along with other gods. You don’t get it as your own 
share. The idea is that Meru is reckoned as a god, but Vindhya is not. 

                                            
22 What we read in ˛ivapurana differs.  Vindhya wanted to achieve whatever he wished or something like that     Shiva 
understood the evil mind of Vindhya.  He did not like it, but he gave it unwillingly, or something like that. 
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³¢µÞÐÎÞKÇÞÄÞ--ÇÞÎßÕÇÞÄÞ  

º.ÕÄàï ØÎ}Þ¿ 
ÐÞ¼ß×| ÎÙÞÈí ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ  

 
  ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ Ø ÎÙàÊßÄ£ ßpßÄÄÒçÝÒbÞÐÍâÄë ·Ä£    
   ØçÄáÏ|çÈ ÎÙëÆÇì  ßÕÐßºÄ£ @ÕÞØì ÆÖÞUÏÞKÄµ£ ””  
  ¥KÏç ºÞßÊ ÏáßÇß)ÐÊ}ÍãÄÏë ÏÞÕKÄ ¯ÕÞÍÕÈí   
   Èèµ‡ÈÞßÊ ØÎ¢ ·ÄÞ ÕØáÎÄà Îá% HÕÏÞ ÏÞUÏßÄ ””  
 
             Íë¼Ê}ÌKÇç  

                    ØáÍÞß×ÄÐHÈÍÞLÁÞ·ÞÐÄ£  
                     p. 379, verse 374. 
 
 

It is significant to note here that M¡ndh¡t¡ flourished in the ⁄diyuga, also 
called Kƒtayuga or Satyayuga.  
 
Bhagav¡n Shri R¡macandra flourished in Tret¡, which is the second yuga. 
 
And Yudhiß hra flourished in the Dv¡para, which is the third one, beyond 
the two. 
 

 Thus M¡ndh¡t¡ leads the Worthiest Class of All Kings.  
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M¡ndh¡t¡ 
The Great Emperor 

By Vettam Mani 
 

Yuvan¡≈va, the father of M¡ndh¡t¡ had one hundred wives. Still he had no 
child.  Greatly grief-stricken by the lack of a son he went to the forest to see the 
people of virtue and piety.  During his wandering in the forest he happened to reach 
an ¡shrama of sages. Yuvan¡≈va went in and sat in their midst. The sages asked 
him why he looked so sad and the King crying like a child told them the cause of 
his grief. The sages took pity on him and made him conduct the y¡ga named 
‘Indra-daivata.’ They brought a jug of water, made potent by re-citals of mantras, to 
be given to the queens to make them pregnant, and placed the pot in the y¡ga≈¡l¡. 
The y¡ga was coming to an end.     
 

One day [or night?] the King felt unusually thirsty and not willing to 
disturbthe sages who were taking rest [or sleeping?] the King entered the 
y¡ga≈¡l¡ and finding a jug there full of water drank from it and quenched his thirst, 
little knowing that it contained the water made potent for a specific purpose by 
mantras. The next day when the sages went to the y¡ga≈¡l¡ they found the jug 
almost empty and were worried and started making enquiries. The King then 
confessed what he had done. The sages said that it was futile to fight against fate 
and somehow finished the y¡ga and went to their ¡≈ramas.    
 
 The King became pregnant and after ten months a child came out bursting 
open the right side of his stomach. The King then consulted his ministers as to what 
should be done with the child and on their advice the child was taken to the forest 
and left there. But the child was protected by the Devas and they enquired among 
themselves as to whose breast-feeding it would get, when Indra appeared and said 
“M¡µ dh¡t¡,” meaning “it would drink23 me.” That was how the child got the 
name “M¡ndh¡t¡.” Indra put the child’s big toe into its mouth and the child began 
to suck milk through it. M¡ndh¡t¡ who grew thus drinking his own toe became a 
mighty man of renown. (7th Skandha, Dev• Bh¡gavata).   
 

3) Administration of the state and marriage.  When M¡ndh¡t¡ became a 
man of great strength his father died and he ascended the throne and became an 
Emperor of great fame.  He conquered many kingdoms. He made his enemies flee 
from him.  Because he intimidated the dasyus he got the name Trasadasus.  He 
married the perfect-figured chaste daughter Bindumati of ˛a≈abindur¡ja.  She got 
two sons, named Purukutsa and Mucukunda. 
                                            
23 Nurse or suckle. 
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The Pur¡∆a [which?] states that M¡ndh¡t¡ had another son named Ambar•ßa 

and fifty daughters who were all married to a sage named Saubhari.24 
 
4) How he caused rain in the country.  M¡ndh¡t¡ ruled the country very 

virtuously without at any time going against truth and justice and his country 
became prosperous.  Once it so happened that there were no rains for three 
successive years in the country and greatly worried King went to the forest to know 
from the great sages there the reason for such a calamity.  The sages told the King 
thus: “Oh King, of all yugas Kƒtayuga is the best.  This Yuga is a Br¡hmin-
predominent one and Dharma stands on four legs.  Penance is for Brahmins only 
and no man of any other caste can do penance in this yuga.  In your country a ≈¶dra 
is performing penance and that is why the clouds refuse to shower rains.  Kill him 
and then evil will go.”  Hearing this M¡ndh¡t¡ replied” I will never kill an innocent 
ascetic.  Teach me my duty at this time of peril.”  The sages were pleased at the 
reply of the King and advised him thus: “Oh King start observing Vrata on the 
ek¡da≈• day-(Eleventh day in each half of a month). The ek¡da≈• day which falls in 
the bright half of Bh¡drapada is called ‘Padman¡bha.’ and if you observe it, by its 
cogency you will get not only rains but prosperity and happiness free from misery 
of any kind. You must persuade your subjects also to observe this.” 

 
The King returning to his palace started observing ek¡da≈• along with his 

subjects of all the four castes and then it started to rain.  Rain came in plenty and all 
the crops were rich.  The subjects became happy. (Chapter 59, Padma-pur¡∆a). 
 

5) Other details: 

(i) M¡ndh¡t¡ had to fight once against Lava∆¡sura but had to accept 
defeat before [in the face of?] the god-given spear which Lava∆¡sura 
possssed. (Uttara R¡m¡ya∆a). 

(ii) A≈van•devas once helped M¡ndh¡t¡ in his work as an owner of land. 
(S¶kta 112, Anuv¡ka 16, Ma∆∂ala 1, Ïgveda). 

(iii) M¡ndh¡t¡ became pure by yajña and attained Svarga. (≈loka 5, 
Chapter 257, Vana Parva). 

(iv) Once N¡rada spoke to Sañjaya about the greatness of M¡ndh¡t¡. 
(Chapter 62, Dro∆a Parva).        

                                            
24 Cf. Saubhari Ny¡ya in our Laukikany¡y¡nali. 
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(v) At another time, ˛r• Kƒß∆a spoke in glowing terms about the yajña of 
M¡ndh¡t¡. (˛loka 81, Chapter 29, ˛¡nti Parva). 

(vi) Once Mah¡viß∆u came to M¡ndh¡t¡ disguised as Indra and con-
versed with him on ‘R¡jadharma’ (duties and responsibilities of a 
King). (˛loka 16, Chapter 64, ˛¡nti Parva).   

(vii) Utatthya Angiras once taught M¡ndh¡t¡ the outlines of R¡ja-dharma. 
(Chapter 90, ˛¡nti Parva). 

(viii)   M¡ndh¡t¡ conquered the whole world in one day (˛loka 16, Chap-
   ter 124, ˛¡nti Parva). 

(ix)    On another occsation Bƒhaspati conversed with him on the       subject 
of God¡na (The giving away of cows as gifts).  (˛loka 4, Chapter 76, 
Anu≈¡sana Parva). 

(x) M¡ndh¡t¡ gave away as gifts millions of cows, (˛loka 5, Chapter 85, 
Anu≈¡sana Parva). 

(xi) M¡ndh¡t¡ hated non-vegetarian food. (˛loka 61,Chapter115, Anu-
≈¡sana Parva).  

From Pura∆ic Encyclopedia.   

 

Vettam Mani does not relate his hero with Mount M¡ndh¡t¡. A deplorable 
omission, indeed. 

 
The great M¡ndh¡t¡ of the solar race plays a significant role in the story 
given in the Saubhariny¡ya. He had fifty princesses. All were married to this 
sage named Saubhari. See our Laukikany¡y¡ñjali by M. L. Nagar & Kumari 
Kamalee, 2000,  p. 293. 
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An early, authentic account, based on direct perception. 
A class by itself 

 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and  Joshi 

 
M¡ndh¡t¡ 

By Captain James Forsyth 25  
Deputy Commissioner of Nimar 

Author of Highlands of Central India 
IN: The Gazetteer of the Central Provinces of India 

Ed. By Charles Grant. 2nd ed. 1870 
Courtesy of Omkareshwar Temple Trust 

 
M¡ndh¡t¡ : An island of Narbad¡ belonging to the Nim¡r District, remar- 

kable as containing  numerous temples, ancient and modern, including the great  
shrine of Omk¡ra, a form of ˛iva.  The island covers an area of about five-sixth  
of a square mile.  Towards the northern branch of the river the slope is not very  
abrupt in most places, but its  southern  and eastern faces terminate in bluff pre- 
cipices 400 to 500  in  height.  It is cleft in two by a deep ravine running nearly  
north and south, the eastern end containing about one third of the area. [imp. to 
note]26 
                                            
25 He visited the Holy Land twice and explored it extensively.  His is an evidenced statement. 
26 It is only a wild guess on our part today—not verified by direct view, because we have not seen it ourselvles—but 
we think that the one third part to the east     is populated and contains the cluster of temples and habitations.  
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The southern bank of the Narbad¡ opposite M¡ndh¡t¡ (called Godarpura) is 

as precipitous as M¡ndh¡t¡,  and  between them the river forms an exceeding- ly 
deep and silent pool, full of alligators and large fish, many of which are so tame as 
to take grain off the lower steps of the sacred gh¡ts. 
 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
The rocks on both sides of the river are of a greenish hue, very boldly 

stratified, and said to be homestone slate.  
 
The island is said in the Narbad¡ Khand (professing to be a portion of the 

Skanda Pur¡∆a) to have been originally called Vaid¶rya Ma∆• Parvata, which was 
changed to M¡ndh¡t¡ as a boon granted by Omk¡r to the Raja Mandhatri, 
seventeenth of the Solar race, who had here performed  a great sacrifice to the God. 
[Is this too written in the said Pur¡∆a? No authentication.] 

 
Be this as it may, there is no doubt that the worship of Shiva was established 

here at an early age. On M¡ndh¡t¡, the shrine of Omk¡r, and on the southern bank 
that of Amare≈vara (Lord of the Immortals), are two of the twelve great li©gas 
which existed in India when Mohammad of Ghazni demolished the temple of 
Soman¡tha in A.D.1024. The name Omk¡r is from the syllable Om, which says 
Professor Wilson,27 is a combination of three letters invested by Hindu mysticism 
with peculiar sanctity, employed in the beginning of all prayers. It comprehends all 
the gods, the Vedas, the three spheres of the world, etc. 
                                            
27 Professor   H.H.. Wilson's Essays on the Religion of  the Hindus, vol. 1, p. 223, Edn. 1862. 
 Hall's  Edition of  Wilson's  Vishnu Purana,  vol. 1, pt. 1, chap 1, p. 1, note 1. 
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The Br¡hmanas who now officiate at the shrine wish to exclude Omk¡ra 

from the twelve Li©gas, usually called “⁄di” or first, as something above and 
before them all. The Narmad¡ Kha∆∂a supports them in this assertion, but as it 
contains a prophecy of the time when India shall be ruled by Mlecchas (non-
Hindus) and other modern allusions, its antiquity is certainly a good deal open to 
doubt. The evidence of the K¡≈i Kha∆da and other Shivite writings is against them, 
and the pilgrims, who have vowed to visit B¡r¡ [b¡r¡=b¡raha=12] Jyoti Li©gas, 
pay their adoration both to Omk¡ra and Amare≈vara. 

 
Regarding the latter, they are, however, avowedly left by the Br¡hmanas    

under pious mistake. Amare≈vara was altogether lost during the wars of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the south banks having been deserted and 
overgrown with jungle, and when, towards the close of the eighteenth century, the 
Peshvas desired to rebuild the temple, neither the Li©ga nor the old temple could be 
found. The temple was, however, built, together with a group of smaller ones, from 
slabs brought chiefly from the ruined temples on the island, and sometimes 
afterwards in digging the bricks (many of which of an old shape are found all over 
the neighborhood) the old Li©ga was found standing on four argh¡s, one above the 
other, showing that it had existed through the four ages of the world.28 It was also 
pronounced to be the true one by Benares pa∆dits, in consequence of being situated 
in a line with Omk¡ra and the Kapil¡ Sa©gam, where a small stream joins the 
Narmad¡. Rao Daulat Singh, the last Raja of M¡ndh¡t¡, built a temple over it, but 
the honours and name were gone, and it has now been dubbed [Kashi?]Vishva 
N¡th, to distinguish it from its traditional rival. 
 

                                            
28 Much of it is Greek and Latin to us. 
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Indeed it seems very doubtful whether the present Omk¡ra is the real old 
deity of that name. The temple is evidently of modern construction and all the 
really old temples in the place are situated along the banks of the northern branch 
of the Narmad¡29, not the southern. Tradition also states that the chief places of 
worship used to be on that side of the island, and probably at one time, it was also 
the main channel of the river, as indeed it still is during floods. It has now been 
dubbed the K¡veri; and fiction [!] is that a stream of that name which enters the 
Narbad¡ about a mile higher up from the south passes unmixed through the waters 
and again leaves it at M¡ndh¡t¡ in order to confer additional sanctity on the place 
by making a double sa©gama or junction of two holy rivers.   

 
The R¡j¡ of M¡ndh¡t¡, who is hereditary custodian of all the modern 

temples, is a Bhil¡la, claiming descent from a Chauh¡n Rajput named Bh¡rat 
Singh, who is stated in the family genealogy to have taken M¡ndh¡t¡ from a Bhil 
chief in the year A.D. 1165.  The genealogy gives twenty eight generations to the 
family since then, or twenty-five years to each generation.  The Bh•l¡las of this part 
of India are all descended from alliance of Rajputs with Bhils, and take the name of 
the Rajput clan to which they trace back their origins.   

 
The same genealogy affirms that at that time a Gossin [Gos¡•n], named 

Dary¡o N¡th was the only worshipper of Omk¡ra on the island, which could not be 
visited by pilgrims for fear of a terrible God called K¡l-Bhairava, and his consort, 
K¡l• Dev•, who regularly fed on human flesh.  Daryao Nath, however, by his 
austerities shut up the latter in a sub-terranean cave (the mouth of which may still 
be seen) appeasing her by creating an image outside to receive worship, and 
arranged with K¡l Bhairava that for the future he should receive human sacrifices 
at regular intervals. 

                                            
29 The so-called K¡ver• 
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Accordingly thereafter devotees were induced to precipitate themselves over 

the B•rkhal¡ rocks, at the eastern end of the island on to the rocks by the river 
brink, where the terrible deity resided, a practice which continued till 1824 [1822?], 
in which year the British officer in charge of Nim¡r witnessed the last offering of 
the sort made to K¡l Bhairava. 

 
The Chauh¡n Bh¡rat Singh is related to have been invited by Dary¡o N¡th 

to kill N¡th¶ Bh•l, which he did; but it is more likely that he only married his 
daughter, and thus founded the present family, as N¡th¶’s descendents are still the 
hereditary custodians of all the temples on the top and north side of the hill, that is 
of all those that are really ancient.  [imp. to note]. The disciples of Dary¡o N¡th 
still enjoy lands on account of the worship of Omk¡ra. It is not difficult to trace in 
this fragmentary story the revival of the worship of Shiva which took place about 
the tenth or eleventh century, and its gradual propagation by adventurous 
missionaries, adopting as it went the K¡li’s and Bhairavas of the savage tribes as 
mythological consorts and sons of Shiva, just as its Rajput protectors allied 
themselves with the daughters of the wild Bhil chiefs who worshipped these blood 
thirsty deities. 

 
The old temples about M¡ndh¡t¡ have all suffered greatly from the bigotry 

of the Mohammedans who ruled the country from about A. D. 1400. Every old 
dome is overthrown, and not a single figure of a god or animal is to be found 
unmutilated. The fanatic Al¡-ud-d•n passed through the country in A.D. 1295 on 
his return from his Deccan raid, and as he took As•rgarh which is not far off, it is 
improbable that he would have passed over so tempting an idol preserve as 
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M¡ndh¡t¡. Doubtless the work commenced by him was continued by the Ghori 
princes of Malwa, and completed by that arch iconoclast Aurangzeb. [imp. to note]. 

 
Yet much remains among the ruins which must be highly interesting to 

the archaeologist. [emphasis added] Both the hills are covered with remnants of 
habitations built in stone without cement.  The walls of the different forts, two of 
which enclose the two sections of the island itself, and two more the rocky 
eminances of the southern banks, display some excellent specimens of the old style 
of Hindu architecture. They are formed of very large blocks of stone without 
cement. The stone is partly the basalt of the hill itself, and partly a course yellow 
sandstone which must have been brought from a considerable distance. [imp. to 
note.] 
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The gateways are formed with horizontal arches, and ornamented with much 

fine carving, statues of gods, etc. The best are those on the eastern end of the 
island, or M¡ndh¡t¡ proper [N.B.] which also appears to be the only part that has 
ever received any repairs. [imp. to note].  
 

 
 

 
 
It is easy to distinguish these from the old works, some being even as recent 

as the Mohammedan period, as at the Bh•m¡rjun• gate (opposite the B•rkhal¡ 
rocks), where there is distinct pointed archway laid in mortar. 
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The oldest Shivite temple in the place is probably that on the B•rkhal¡ rocks 
at the extreme eastern point of the island. It consists of a sort of closed court-yard 
with a front verandah, through which apparently was passage to the shrine, which 
has now completely disappeared. It is totally different in plan from any other 
temples, which consists of the ordinary shrine and porch. The stones are of great 
size, the verandah and colonnades of the court-yard being supported on massive 
pillars very plainly carved in rectilineal figures.  
 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
On the M¡ndh¡t¡ hill are the remains of what must have been if it ever 

approached completion, a remarkably fine Shivite temple, now called Siddhe≈var 
Mah¡deva. The dome which covered the shrine is, however, completely gone and 
has been recently replaced by mean flat roof, not so high as the remaining pillars of 
the porches. In its fall it has also overthrown and covered many of the pillars of the 
porches, and much of the fine work of plinth. It appears to have  been a square 
shrine of about twenty-six feet outside measurement, with projections added to the 
four sides, each about five feet in depth. In each of these was a doorway, and in 
front of each door a porch (Sabh¡ Mandap) resting on fourteeen pillars. These 
pillars are fourteen feet high to the architrave, each porch being thus a perfect cube. 
They are elaborately carved in squares, polygons, and circles and most of them 
have curious frieze or fillet of Satyr-like figures about half way up. 
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They are about three feet square at the foot and do not taper very much. They 
are all crowned with bracket capitals, on which rest the architraves, each bracket 
being carved into a grotesque squat human figure. The roofs of these porches 
appear to have been of flat slabs. It is impossible now to say what the adytum or 
shrine was like; but if it corresponded with the porches, it must have been a most 
imposing structure. [very imp.]  
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The most remarkable feature of the building, however, is the plinth or 
platform on which it is built; this projects ten or twelve feet beyond the porches in 
front of each of which it is broken into flight of ten steps. It is raised about ten feet 
off the ground and appears to have been faced all round with a frieze of elephants, 
carved in almost complete relief of stone slabs. The elephants are between four and 
five feet in height and are executed with singular correctness and excellence of 
attitude. The material is yellow sandstone and they are consequently now a good 
deal weather-worn.  In some cases there are two on a single slab in an attitude of 
combat, but more generally a single one, resting one foot on a small prostrate 
human figure. This frieze does not appear to have been completed, as close by, 
within an enclosure of which two sides are still standing, are a number of detached 
slabs with elephants carved on them, exactly like those on the plinth, all these, and 
most in the temple also have been sadly mutilated—trunks, ears, figure of the rider 
being generally broken off.  The R¡j¡ of M¡ndh¡t¡ has also removed a number to 
build into his new palace, after getting a mason to chisel them down in a 
manageable size.  The only two left at all perfect now have been rescued, and will 
be properly cared for.30     

 

 
 
There is no record of any extensive crescentades against idol between the 

time of Al¡-ud-d•n and Aurangzeb, nor is it very likely that so pretentious a work 
as this would have been undertaken so late as the time of Aurangzeb; besides which 
its style and excellence of architecture seem evidently to belong to an earlier age. It 
is not therefore unreasonable to conclude that it was just being finished in A.D. 
1295, when Sultan Al¡-ud-d•n interrupted the works, demolishing even the 
elephants that were still standing in the workshop.  Most of them had, however, 

                                            
30 They are now guarding the entrance to the Central Museum at Nagpur, we are told. 
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been fixed in their places and the superstructure was probably complete, if so, the 
temple must have been inferior, as work of art, to no structural Hindu temple of that 
period of which illustrations or descriptions have been given to the public; besides 
which it appears to have been on a plan unusual in any known school of Hindu 
architecture; at least Fergusson gives no notice of four open pillared porches in a 
Hindu temple [N.B.]    

 
There is another old ˛ivite temple below the M¡ndh¡t¡ hill, on the bank of 

the so-called K¡ver• branch of the Narmad¡. The porch only of this too is all that 
remains of the old work, and though probably older, it is inferior in carving and 
general effect to the temple already described. In neither of these buildings is there 
a trace of lime in the old part of the work. 
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On the northern section of the island called Muchukund (after R¡j¡ 
M¡ndh¡t¡’s son) [very imp. to note] there are no temples now standing of any age. 
That of Gaur• Soman¡th appears, however, to be an old shrine rebuilt with lime. 
Soman¡th himself is a gigantic li©ga, now black but once, as the story goes, white, 
in accordance with its name [!]31.  
 

  
 

The Mohammedan leader, who destroyed old M¡ndh¡t¡, is related to have 
been told that this li©ga had the property of displaying to the curious a reflection of 
the subject into which their souls should pass at their metempsychosis, and on 
inquiring as to his own fate, the devout son of Islam was shown in the li©ga a pig, 
whereon he cast it into the fire, and since then it has assumed its jet black hue. An 
immense Nand• (Shiva’s bull) of a fine green stone, lies headless32 in front of the 
shrine, and about a hundred yards in front of door is an overthrown pillar [N.B.], 
which has been nineteen and a half feet high with its capital and stood on a raised 
platform of basalt blocks. For the first six and a half feet it is two and a half feet 
square--then polygonal, with occasional round belts to the capital, which is square--
and furnished with five holes in the top, either to hold lamps or the fastening of 
some figures.  

 

                                            
31 If the writer means that the name Gauri means white qualifying Shiva, he is misinformed. Gauri was Parvati and not 
Shiva. 
32 Imp. to note! 
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 On the north bank of the so-called K¡ver•, opposite M¡ndh¡t¡ is a series of 
deserted temples, evidently of considerable antiquity. M¡ndh¡t¡ itself seems to 
have been a perfect stronghold of Shaivism, no temple having ever been erected 
save to the destroyer or his associate deities. Here, however, besides one or two old 
structures that seem to have been also consecrated to Shiva, we find several 
devoted to Vishnu, and a whole group of Jain temples, the existence of which has 
only recently been ascertained. Just where the Narbad¡ forks are the remains of a 
large Vishnuite erection, of which only some gateways, and a shapeless building 
formed of the old materials, exist. The former are in the same style of architecture 
without cement, as the oldest on the M¡ndh¡t¡ hill. In the latter are twenty-four 
figures of Vishnu and his various avat¡ras, carved in good style in a close grained 
green stone, including a large Var¡ha or Boar avat¡r, covered with the same 
panoply of sitting figures as that at Khandwa [Note]. Jain-like sitting figures also 
appear in the other carvings of Vishnu, illustrating the intimate connection between 
the two religions. The date 1346 [V.S.] appears on an image of Shiva in the same 
building, but there are no legible dates on the others. Further down the river bank 
are some very old remains, formed of huge blocks, and apparently from the 
carvings, Shivite. Of one, a portion of the dome is standing, formed in the same 
manner of blocks crossing each other at the angles.  

 
A little way on is a small ravine running down from the hills, called the 

R¡vana N¡l¡, in which are some curious remains. First comes a prostrate figure33 
carved in bold relief on four basalt slabs laid end to end. From head to foot it 
measures eighteen feet and a half length. It is rather rudely executed; it is much 
weather-worn, and the legs are gone from the thighs to the ankles. It has ten arms, 

                                            
33 Imp. to note. 
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all apparently holding clubs and pendent skulls, but only one head, one foot rests 
on a smaller prostrate human figure, in which also are fastened the tiger-like claws 
of a small figure on the left. A scorpion is carved on the large figure, and rat is 
sculptured on the slab near his right side. The people call it R¡va∆a,34 the demon 
who carried off Sita, the wife of Rama, but it is questionable if statues are ever 
erected to him, nor have the scorpion and a rat, it is believed to do with the story of 
the R¡m¡ya∆a.  The figure was intended to be erected in a mammoth temple, which 
never advanced far towards completion.  

 
The adjoining bed of the ravine is strewn with huge blocks, rough-hewn and 

slightly carved in some places. They are from ten to fifteen feet in length, and about 
two feet and a half square; a few intended for uprights are partially cut into 
polygons and circles. A number of blocks, shaped like crosses, are also to be seen. 
They are quite rough, five and six inches across each limb into the four projections 
being of equal size--cubes of one foot nine inches. They were evidently intended to 
be cut into the bracket capitals of the temple. It cannot but occur to an observer 
how closely some of these resemble the so called Christian cross recently 
discovered in the Godavari valley, figured in the proceedings of the Asiatic 
Society;35  and had any of the huge blocks erected in their places, how easy it 
would have been to make out of them the remains of a Druidlical circle.  

 
Number of these stones from this n¡l¡ appear to have been removed to build 

the modern town of M¡ndh¡t¡. The dry bed of the Narbad¡, near the fork, is strewn 
with them, as if they had fallen out of boats in attempt to transport them during 
floods. It may be conjectured that the figure is some form of Bhairava or some 
other of Shiva’s sanguinary developments. R¡va∆a should have twenty arms and 
ten heads, and if, to save labour they divided the arms by two, at least they should 
have done the same by his heads and given him five instead of one.       resume 

 
The most curious of all the remains along this branch of the river is the 

group of Jain temples. They cover an elevation overlooking, but a little retired 
from, the river. The building nearest the figure just described appears rather to be a 
monastery than a temple, It may be described as a quadrangle, measuring outside 
53 feet east and west by 43 ½ north and south. The western extremity is, however, 
rounded off at the corners, open so as to make a sort of bow-face towards the river. 
In the centre is an open courtyard 23 ½ feet by 14 feet. The whole of the rest, 
except in three places, had been roofed by flat stone slabs, resting on numerous 
carved capitals, which differ only in the style of ornamentation from those of the 
neighbouring old Hindu temples.  
                                            
34 A footnote on the word Ravan appears at the end of this article. 
35 Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. V, 1868.. 
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There are four main rows of these pillars running round the building, and 

they stand about ten feet apart. They are also ten feet high, and the building is 
therefore wholly wanting in external architectural effect. But the three spots now 
uncovered were evidently at one time covered by domes or spires. Two of these 
were of small diametre, on either side of the main entrance, at the eastern end of the 
building. Of one of these a portion is still standing, and it seems to have been of a 
ribbed pyramidical shape. The third must have been a large dome, over an 
octagonal opening in the centre of the western or rounded end of the building. It 
appears to have been built of large flat blocks, some of which are still in situ. The 
building apppears to have been closed by walls on all sides except that toward the 
river. The eastern wall is still complete. The carving is mostly in the form of circles 
of foliage scapp, quadrated lozenges, and variations on the square, polygonal, and 
circular sections of the pillars. It is all done in the same yellow sandstone as the 
Hindu temples, and is of greatly inferior execution to the Jain remains of Khandw¡. 
The building seems to have been left almost entirely devoid of external ornament. 
To the right of the eastern entrance have been two chambers projecting into the 
building and immediately under the small spires already mentioned. That to the left 
is, with its spire, in ruins. In that to the right the writer found a greatly mutilated 
image of one of the Tirthankaras, but neither on it, nor anywhere in the building, 
was there any trace of an inscription.  

 
Immediately to the right and left of the doorway, on entering, are two figures 

carved on slabs about two feet in height. That to the left might be taken to 
Bhaw¡n•, the consort of  Shiva, with her tiger  and usual accompaniments, except 
that she has a sort of corona or canopy  of radiating foliage, and holds in one of her 
four hands a sort of tripple-knotted rope, both of which emblems are seen in Jain 
carvings. That to the right, is palpably an adaptation of a Tirthankara to Shivite 
ideas, and may be considered a most curious exemplification of the proneness of 
the later Jains to adopt the Hindu mythology of the sect that happened to be most in 
fashion in their neighbourhood. It is a pronouncedly naked (Digambara) figure, 
with a single cord round the waist, and pendent ends, which alone would stamp it 
as Jain. It has also large circular ear-rings and plain round anklets. It is standing in 
an easy attitude, one leg encircled by a long loop seemingly part of a snake, which 
also passes along the left side, through the left hand, and up behind the head, where 
it ends in three-hooded snake heads, forming a canopy over the head. So far it 
might all be Jain (serpent making it out as P¡r≈van¡tha) but beyond this it has four 
hands one occupied, as stated, by the snake, while two hold a sword and buckler, 
and the fourth Shiva’s drum or hour-glass (damaru). These and the Tirthankara 
already mentioned seem to be the only image now left in the building, though the 
usual Jain figures are carved all over the ornamentation of this and the other two 
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buildings now to be mentioned It should be added that this building is erected on 
platform of basalt blocks of five or six feet high.  

 
A little to the north of the last building is the second, a great part of which is 

in ruin. This ruin seems to have been the temple proper, and to have been formed of 
a pyramidical shape with numerous smaller spires. The building still standing is its 
anterior porch, closely resembling that of ⁄mw¡ near Ajanth¡, figured in 
Fergusson’s Architecture, vol II, p.626 at the plinth extends much further out all 
around, forming in fact a wide open terrace about sixty feet square in front of the 
porch, and cut down the centre into a long flight of steps. In form it is a square of 
fifteen feet and a half, worked into an octagon by large slabs thrown across the 
corners, on which appears to have rested the dome now quite gone. From each side 
of the square projects a recess or alcove about six feet square, at each angle is a 
carved pillar, the intervals being filled up with dressed sandstone blocks. The 
pillars are richer than those in the monastery, and the ceiling in particular appears 
to have been exceedingly richly carved in concentric circular patterns of foliage. 
The main entrance is to the east, opposite the steps. The northern alcove is closed 
by a wall; and in it the writer found a headless sitting image of a T•rthankara, 
carved in the same green stone as images in the Vishnuite temple, already 
mentioned. It bears a Sanskrit inscription on the pedestal, stating it to be 
Sambhunath. It has not yet been properly deciphered, but the date appears to be 
illegible. It is very correctly carved, but does not appear to be of any very great age.  

 
Probably all these green stone images were brought from a distance long 

after the erection of the temples in which they stand. The recess in the southern face 
may have been either a doorway or another image chamber, and is now quite 
ruined. The doorway from the porch into the ruined shrine is covered with 
ornamental carving, chiefly sitting female figure like that on the left of the entrance 
to the monastery, and friezes of elephant heads, and figures of goats with human 
heads. No doubt the most interesting part of the building is the shrine, now buried 
beneath the ruins of its dome.     

 
The third building is merely a small temple, nineteen feet square, built on the 

top of a pyramid of basalt blocks, about twenty-five feet high, and with very steep 
sides.  The dome must have been a very high one, judging from the quantity of 
ruins, and it appears to have had no porch of any sort.  It has an image recess in the 
southern face, which is now, however, empty.  The sitting figures all over its 
doorways and other carvings are precisely similar to those in the two larger 
buildings.  It is probable that these buildings date from the same period as the other 
Jain remains of Nimar at W¶n, Burw¡ni Has¶d, and Khandw¡, viz. A.D. 1166 to 
1293; but excepting those at Wun they are the only remains of the sort at all in 
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decent preservations.  The hills adjoining these temples are like M¡ndh¡t¡ itself--
covered with the remains of habitation and walls of stone, and nowhere is there any 
trace of the use of lime in the building.  It seems therefore that the whole of the 
section of the Narbad¡ valley, in which M¡ndh¡t¡ stands, was at one time the seat 
of populous community.  It is now unoccupied except by the attendants of the 
temples and the Raja’s people.   

 
The great fair of Omk¡rj• takes place on the fifteenth of K¡rtik (end of 

October and beginning of November), and 10,000 to 15,000 people usually attend, 
with numerous shops and traders from all parts of the country.  The place is easily 
accessible from the Barw¡ni travelers bungalow, from which it is about seven miles 
distant by a good bridle-road.  It is said to be increasing in importance.  The 
southern bank, which was wholly waste at the close of last century, is now site of 
numerous temples and several monasteries of Godar (whence its name of 
Godarpur). Nir¡njan•, Dasn¡m• and other devotees built and endowed by Ahilya 
Bai and other Maratha chiefs, and Maharaja Holkar has recently intimated his 
intention of founding another. 

 
The M¡ndh¡t¡ Br¡hma∆as fully rely on the accomplishment of a pro-phecy 

contained in the Bhavißya Pur¡∆a (and copied of course into the local gospel), that 
after 5000 years of the Kaliyuga the sanctity of the Ga©g¡ river will expire, and the 
Narbad¡ will be left without a rival.  There are now only thirty one years left of this 
period, but it remains to be seen whether the Gangetic Br¡hma∆s will not discover 
some means of averting such a disastrous extinction of the profitable “M¡h¡tmya” 
of their river. 

 
Contributed  by Captain J. Forsyth, Deputy Commissioner of Nimar.   
 
Regarding this figure, Captain T. Forsyth, the writer of the article, has 

contributed the following additional information :--  
 

“On a second visit to M¡ndh¡t¡ and a careful examination of the figure, I am 
satisfied that it represents the consort of ˛iva in her more terrible form of 
Mah¡k¡l•. It is certainly a female, has a girdle and necklace of snakes, and is either 
eight or ten-handed, it is not very clear which. The sword, bell, mace, skull, and 
head held by the hair in her hands, point, I think, clearly to the dread goddess 
K¡l•.”—T.F 
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                       hà - ³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ - ·ìÐÕ 

ßÕ\ÃáÐÞÎ ØÈÞÕvÞ  
     ÎÞÇÕÊáUÄµÎÞÒÞ      
     (ÎJÏ-Ê}ÆçÖ) [1971] 

 
 

 ÎJÏÊ}ÆçÖ µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä ß¼ÒÞ ÊâÕ| ÈàÎÞÁ ÎçÚ ¶¢ÁÕÞ Øç §KÆìÐ ÙëÄà Ù̈  ¥¼ÎçÐ ¼ÞÈç 
ÕÞÒà Ìà. Ìà. ¯KÁ Øà. ¦Ï? [¥Ì Êß^Î] ÐçÒÕç µà ÖÞ¶Þ ÊÐ ÎëÐ¿!Þ ÐçÒÕç U¿çÖÈ Øç 
Ò·Í·  ÎàÒ µà ÆâÐà ÊÐ ”hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ” ÍÞÐÄ Ê}ßØf ÄàÅ| UÅÞÈ Ùè ”  ÍÞÐÄ µç 
µëÈç µëÈç Øç ÏÙÞ¡ ÏÞqà ÆÖ|È µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦Äç ÐÙÄç ÙèÚ ”  

 
ÎëÐ¿!Þ Øç ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ Äµ ØìKÆÏ|ÊâÃ| ÊÙÞÁà ÐÞUÄÞ Ùè ” ÎëÐ¿!Þ Øç ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ Äµ   

¼ÞÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ Îë¿ÐëÚ µà µÞËà ØáßÕÇÞ Ùè ”  ÈÞÕ gÞÐÞ Íà ÊÙº ØµÄç Ùè ”  hà³¢µÞÐç]Ð-   
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ UÅÞÈ ß¼ÄÈÞ ÊßÕq ´Ð ·ìÐÕÖÞÒà Ùè, ©ÄÈÞ Ùà ÐÎÃàµ Íà  Ùè ”  ºÞ¡ÆÈà 
ÐÞÄ ´Ð Õ×Þ| µ‡ ØÎÏ ÏÙÞ¡ µÞ ÆãTÏ Æç¶Èç µ‡ ÏëBÏ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ”      

 
ÏÙÞ¡ ÊÐ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µÞ ÊÞ¿ ¥ßÇµ È ÙëµÐ ¼Ò µà ·ÙÐÞ¨ ÌÙÄ ¥ßÇµ Ùè ”  ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡       

Ìàº ÎçÚ ¦Èç Øç hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ Æë ÍÞ· Ùë ·¯ Ùè¢ ”  ¯µ ÍÞ· µë ¥ÎÐç]Ð µÙÄç ÙèÚ  
´Ð ÆâØÐç ÍÞ· µë  ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ”  ßËÐ ¥ÎÐç]Ð µ‡ Æë ÍÞ· Ù̄  ÙèÚ, ¯µ µÞ ÈÞÎ Ì}:ÊáÐà ÄÅÞ 
ÆâØÐç µÞ ÈÞÎ ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà Ùè ”  ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÆâØÐÞ  ÈÞÎ ßÖÕÊáÐà ÏÞ ³¢µÞÐÊáÐà Ùè ”  §Ø Ê}µÞÐ 
Ì}:ÊáÐà, ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà, ´Ð ßÖÕÊáÐà Ïç ÄàÈëÚ ßÎÒµÐ  ”hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ” ÎÙÞÈí ÄàÅ| 
ÌÈÞ Ùè ”  

 
 ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ÆëÈëÚ Ä¿ ÊÐ ßÕÖÞÒ ¸Þ¿ ÌÈç Ù̄  ÙèÚ ”  §È ¸Þ¿ëÚ µà ÖëÍÞ Æç¶µÐ ÆÖ|µ µë 
Ê}Ø#ÄÞ ÙëÄà Ùè ”   ßÖÕÊáÐà µÞ ¸Þ¿ Ê}ÞÄ£ UÎÐÃàÏÞ. ÊáLÏTÒëµÞ ÆçÕà hà ¥ßÙRÏÞÌÞ¨ ÙëRµÐ 
µÞ ÌÈÕÞÏÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”   hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà UÅÞÊÈÞ µ‡ ØPÌKÇ ÎçÚ ÊáÐÞÃëÚ ÎçÚ ÕÃ|È Ùè 
ßµ §WÕÞµ µ‡ µÒ ÎçÚ ©HÊ# ÐÞ¼Þ ÏáÕÈÞ]36 µà ¥Èçµ ÐÞßÈÏÞ¡ Åà¢  ”  ßµKÄá ¯µ Íà ØKÄÞÈ 
ÈÙàÚ ñ Åà ”  §ØßÒ¯ ØKÄÞÈ Ê}Þß+ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç ÆÞÈ ÇÎ|, Ïr ¦ßÆ ÌÙÄ ßµ¯ ÊÐKÄá ÐÞ¼Þ 
µë µ» Íà ÒÞÍ ÈÙàÚ Ù¦ ”  ¥KÄ Îç¢  ÕÙ ßÈÐÞÖ ÙëµÐ ¥ÊÈÞ ÐÞFÏ ÎKqà µë ÆçµÐ ÕÈ ÎçÚ 
ÄÊ^ÏÞ| µ‡ ßÒ¯ ºÒÞ ·ÏÞ ” 
 

                                            
36 There are many errors in the text. 
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 µ» ßÆÈ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç Íã·á «ß× µ‡ ¦hÎ ÎçÚ ßÈÕÞØ ßµÏÞ ”  ¯µ ÐÞßq µë ¼Ì Íã·á ¦ßÆ 
«ß× ´Ð ©Èµ‡ ßÖ\Ï Ê}·ÞÂ ßÈÆ}Þ ÎçÚ Øë ÐÙç Åç ÐÞ¼Þ µë  ÌÙÄ MÏÞØ Ò·à ”  ÄÌ ©ØÈç 
ÏrÕçÆà ÎçÚ Ð¶ç Ù̄  µÒÖ µÞ ¼Ò Êà ßÒÏÞ ”  ÆâØÐç ßÆÈ Íã·á «ß×   Èç ¼Ì  µÒÖ µë Æç¶Þ Äë 
ÕÙ ¶ÞÒà ßÎÒÞ ”   ¶ë¼ µÐÈç ÊÐ ©Èµë ßÕßÆÄ Ù¦ ßµ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç ¥rÞÈÕÖ µÒÖ µÞ ÊÞÈà 
Êà ßÒÏÞ Ùè ”  Íã·á «ß× ÌÙÄ ßºßKÄÄ Ùë ·Ïç ´Ð ©KÙëÈç ÐÞ¼Þ Øç µÙÞ ßµ Ùç ÐÞ¼Èí ! ÄáÎÈç 
ÏÙ ÌÙÄ ÌáÐÞ µÞÎ ßµÏÞ Ùè ”  µÒÖ µÞ ÎKqÏá, ¼Ò Êáq Ê}Þß+ µÐ ÆçÈç ÕÞÒÞ ÅÞ. ÕÙ ÄáÎÈç 
Êà ßÒÏÞ ”  ¥Ä¯Õ ¥Ì ÄáPÙÞÐç ©ÆÐ ÎçÚ  ·Í| ÐÙç·Þ ”  ¥KÄ ÎçÚ Íã·á «ß× Èç ¼ë µÙÞ ÕÙà Ù¦ ”  
¥Ì ÐÞ¼Þ µë ßºKÄÞ Ù̈  ßµ ÈÕ¼ÞÄ ßÖÖá µë ÆâÇ µÙÞ¡ Øç ßÊÒÞÏÞ ¼ÞÏ ”   
 
 §ÄÈç ÎçÚ ÐÞ¼Þ §KÆ}37 ÕÙÞ¡ ¦Ïç ´Ð ÌëÒç ”ÎÞ¢ ÇÞUÏßÄ”38  ¥ÅÞ|Äí Îá½ç ÇÞÏç·Þ ” 
ÄÆÈáØÞÐ    ÐÞ¼Þ §KÆ} Èç ÌÞÒµ µ‡ ÙÞÅ µÞ  ¥câÀÞ ©Ø µ‡ Îá¡Ù ÎçÚ ÆçµÐ ¼àÕÈ ßÆÏÞ ”  ’ÎÞ¢ 
ÇÞUÏßÄ’ Ö[Æ Øç Ùà ©Ø ÌÞÒµ µÞ ÈÞÎ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÊÁÞ ”  ¦·ç ºÒµÐ ÏÅÞØÎÏ §Ø 
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ UÅÞÈ ÊÐ hà ³¢µÞÐ UÕaÊ ßÖÕ¼à µÞ 
Êâ¼È µÐ ”hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ” ÈÞÎ Øç Ùà  §Ø ÄàÅ| µà UÅÞÊÈÞ µà ”  ÐÞ¼Þ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ 
¯µ ÎÙÞÈí ÆÞÈà ´Ð ÖâÐÕàÐ ÅÞ ” 
 

§ßÄÙÞØ [!] ÎçÚ  ßÒ¶Þ Ùè  ßµ ØÈí ——œ› ¨ ÎçÚ  ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù ºìÙÞÈ Èç ÈÞÅâ ÍàÒ Øç §Ø 
UÅÞÈ µë ¼àÄ  ßÒÏÞ ”  ÄÌ Øç ¥Íà Äµ ©Øà µ‡ Õ¢ÖÇÐ ÏÙÞ¡ µ‡ Ê}ÌKÇµ ÙèÚ ” §ÈµÞ 
ßÈÕÞØUÅÞÈ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ ÌÈÞ Ù¦ Ùè ” 

 
hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÍÞÐÄ µ‡ ÌÞÐÙ FÏëßÄßÒ|cëÚ ÎçÚ Øç ¯µ FÏëßÄßÒ|c  ÙëÈç Øç ÏÙ 

ÎÙÞÈí ÇÞßÎ|µ ´Ð ÊÐÎ ÊßÕq UÅÞÈ Ùè ”  ÏÙÞ¡ ÎßKÆÐ ´Ð ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞÏçÚ µÞËà Ùè ”  ¥ÎÐç]Ð µà  
ÌUÄà ÊÙÞÁëÚ µ‡ Ìàº ÎçÚ Ùè ´Ð ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà ÌUÄà ¶Áà ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè    
¼ë ÈÎ|ÆÞ ´Ð µÞÕçÐà µ‡ Ìàº gàÊ Øà ¶Áà Ùè ”  ÊmÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ §Ø ÊÙÞÁà µÞ ©5ç¶      
ÕèÆâÏ|ÎßÃ  ÊÕ|Ä ÈÞÎ Øç ßµÏÞ Ùè ”  ÏÙ ÊÙÞÁà UÕÏÎí hà ³¢µÞÐ aÊ Øà Ùè [ ! ]´Ð ¶ÞØ hà 
³¢µÞÐ¼à µÞ ÎßKÆÐ §Øà ÊÐ ÌÈÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”  µÞÕçÐà ÈÆà ÈÎ|ÆÞ µà Ùà ÖÞ¶Þ [ ! ] Ùè ”  ÏÙ hà 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð - ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà ÊÙÞÁà µà ©kÐ ØàÎÞ µë ÌÈÞÄà  Ù̈  Êß^Î ÎçÚ ÈÎ|ÆÞ¼à ÎçÚ ßÎÒ 
·¨ Ùè ”  ¼ÙÞ¡ Øç ÏÙ ÈÆà ÈÎ|ÆÞ¼à Øç ßÈµÒÄà  Ùè [?], ÕÙÞ¡ ÊÐ µÌçÐ Í¢ÁÞÐ ÈÞÎµ ÊßÕq 
UÅÞÈ Ùè ”  §Ø UÅÞÈ ÊÐ µÌçÐ µç UÅÞÊÈ ßµÏç Ùá̄  hà µÌçÐç]Ð ÎÙÞÆçÕ ÙèÚ ***”  ÊáÐÞÃë ¢ ÎçÚ  
§Ø UÅÞÈ µà ÌÙÄ ÎßÙÎÞ ·ÞÏà ·Ïà Ùè ”  ÎHUÏÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ ßÒ¶Þ Ùè ßµ ÏÙÞ¡  ÊÐ µÌçÐ µë Øì 
Õ×| µà ÄÊUÏÞ µ‡ Ê^ÞÄí  ßÖÕ µÞ ÕÐÆÞÈ Ê}Þ+ Ù¦ ´Ð ÕÙ ÏpëÚ µÞ ÐÞ¼Þ ÌÈ ·ÏÞ ”  ¼ë 
Êán× ÏÙÞ¡ Ø¢·Î [ ? ] ÎçÚ UÈÞÈ µÐµ‡ ßÖÕ µÞ Êâ¼È µÐÄÞ Ùè, ©Øµë ¥]ÎçÇ Ïr  µÞ ËÒ 
                                            
37 He was the king of gods, and not  merely a king. Devarája would be better. 
38 The correct word is M¡µ Dh¡t¡. 
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ßÎÒÄÞ  Ùè  ´Ð ¥KÄ ÎçÚ nÆ}Òëµ  µà  Ê}Þß+ ÙëÄà Ùè ”  ¥ßBÈÊáÐÞÃ ÄÅÞ µ‚Î|-ÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ Íà §Ø 
UÅÞÈ µà ÎßÙÎÞ µÞ ÕÃ|È Ùè ”   
 

¥ÎÐç]Ð µà ¥ÊçpÞ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ Ê}ÞµƒßÄµ ÆãTÏ ¥ßÇµ ØáKÆÐ Ùè ”  ÎÙwÕ  µ‡ ØÍà 
ÆçÕUÅÞÈ, ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÐÞ¼ÎÙÒ, ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞ, ÆáµÞÈçÚ, ÎµÞÈ ¦ßÆ ÊÙÞÁà µ‡  ÂÒáÕç ÍÞ· ÎçÚ  
ÌÈç ÙëÈç µ‡ µÞÐÃ ßÕÖç× ÖëÍÞÖÞÒà ßÆ¶Þ¨ ÆçÄç ÙèÚ ”  ÊÙÞÁà µ‡ ªÊÐ ¼cÒ ÎçÚ Íà ÆçÕ-  UÅÞÈ, 
ËÞ¿µ, ÎÀ ¦ßÆ µ‡ ¥ÕÖç× ÙèÚ ” 39   
 

ßÖÕÖÄnÆ}Ø¢ßÙÄÞ ÎçÚ ßÒ¶Þ Ùè ßµ hà ³¢µÞÐ¼à ßÖÕ µ‡ ¥ÕÄÞÐ ÙèÚ ”  hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ 
ÎßKÆÐ ª¡ºç UÅÞÈ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ ÙëÈç Øç ÆâÐ Øç ßÆ¶Þ¨ ÆçÄÞ Ùè ”  §Ø ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ UÅÞßÊÄ ßÖÕ- ßÒc 
UÕÏ¢Íâ  Ùè ´Ð §Øµ‡ ¦ØÊÞØ ºÞÐëÚ ³Ð ÊÞÈà ¯µ ØÄÙ Äµ ØÆÞ ÍÐÞ ÐÙÄÞ  Ùè ” ßÖÕßÒc µ‡ 
ÊÞØ  ÊÞÕ|Äà ÄÅÞ ·ÃÊßÄ µà ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¡  ÙèÚ ” ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ßÆÈ ÐÞÄ ¸à µÞ ÆàÊµ ¼ÒÄÞ ÐÙÄÞ Ùè ”  
hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð¼à µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ÆâØÐç Îß%Ò ÊÐ ÎÙÞµÞÒç]Ð µà ÎâßÄ| Ùè  ¼ë Ààµ ·áPÌ¼ µ‡ 
Èàºç Ùè ”  ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ªÊÐ Øç ¦ØÊÞØ µÞ ´Ð ÈÎ|ÆÞ µÞ ÆãTÏ ÌÙÄ Ùà ØáKÆÐ ÎÞÒâÎ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ”  

 
 hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ¼à µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ØÎàÊ ¥ßÕÎá,ç]Ð, µ‡ÆÞÐç]Ð, ·ÃÊßÄ, µÞßÒµÞ ¦ßÆ 

ÆçÕà ÆçÕÄÞ³¢ µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ Ùè¢ ´Ð hà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð¼à µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ Èàºç ÈÎ|ÆÞ µÞ µëß¿ÄàÅ| ÈÞÎ 
µÞ Ê!Þ ¸Þ¿ Ùè ¼ÙÞ¡ ÏÞqà ÆÖ|È µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¼ÞÈç Øç ÊßÙÒç UÈÞÈ µÐÄç Ùè¢ ”  µëß¿ÄàÅ| µ‡ Êß^Î ÎçÚ 
º.ÄàÅ| ÈÞÎ µÞ ÆâØÐÞ ¸Þ¿ Ùè ”  ÏÙÞ¡ Øç ÊßÐ.ÎÞ Ê}ÞÐPÍ ÙëÄà Ùè ”  µëß¿ÄàÅ| ´Ð º.ÄàÅ| 
µ‡ ÎJÏ ÎçÚ ÐÞ¼Þ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÎßKÆÐ Ùè ”  ÊßÐ.ÎÞ ÎçÚ ¶çÁÞÊßÄ ÙÈáÎÞÈí, ßÄÒÍÞLÁçç]Ð, 
µ‡ÆÞÐç]Ð, «ÃÎá,ç]Ð, ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ, ßØfç]Ð, µKÄàÎÞÄÞ, ÍàÎÍèÐÕ, ÊÞLÁÕ ÎßKÆÐ ¦ßÆ 
µ‡ ÆÖ|È ÙëÄç Ùè ¢”  ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ µÞ ÎßKÆÐ ’ÎÞÎÞ ÍÞ%Þ ÎÙÞÆçÕ’ ÈÞÎ Øç Ê}ßØf Ùè ”  µÙÄç ÙèÚ 
ßµ ÊÙÒç ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ ßÖÕßÒc ØË‡Æ ÅÞ ”  ´Ð ©ØÎçÚ Æç¶Èç ÕÞÒëÚ µëç ¥ÊÈÞ ÊâÕ|¼KÎ ÄÅÞ 
ÍÞÕà ¼KÎ µÞ ßºq Æà¶ÄÞ ÅÞ ”  ÊÐKÄá ¼Ì Îá·Ò ÌÞÆÖÞÙ ´Ð¢·¼çÌ Èç ¥ÊÈÞ ã̧ßÃÄ aÊ 
Æç¶Þ ÄÌ .ëßÇÄ ÙëµÐ §Ø ßÖÕßÒc µë ¼ÒÞ ßÆÏÞ ”  §ØØç §Ø ßÖÕßÒc µÞ TÏÞÎ ÕÃ| Ùë 
·ÏÞ Ùè ”  ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ÊÞØ ¯µ ˜– Ëà¿ ª¡ºÞ UÄPÍ Ùè ”  »ë¿à ÊßÐ.ÎÞ µÐÈç ÕÞÒç ÏÞqà  ÏÙÞ¡ 
Øç Ùà º.ÄàÅ| ÕÞßÊØ Òì¿ ¦Äç ÙèÚ ”  ÌÁà ÊßÐ.ÎÞ µÐÈç ÕÞÒëÚ µë ¦·ç ßØfç]Ð ÏÞ ßØfÈÞÅ 
ÎÙÞÆçÕ µÞ ÎßKÆÐ Ò·ÄÞ Ùè ”  §Ø ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ¥¼|áÈ ´Ð ÍàÎ µà ßÕÖÞÒ ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¡ ÙèÚ ”  

 
Ì}:ÊáÐà ´Ð ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà ÎçÚ ¥ÎÐç]Ð µ‡ Æë ßÕÍÞ· Æë ¿àÒë ¢ ÊÐ ÌØç Ùè ”  ÆëÈëÚ µ‡ Ìàº ÎçÚ 

µßÊÒÇÞÐÞ ÈÞÎ µà »ë¿à ¼Ò ÇÞÐÞ ÌÙÄà Ù̈  ¦µÐ ·ëÎá¶ Øç ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÎçÚ ß·ÐÄà Ùè ”  §Ø UÅÞÈ 
µÞ ÈÞÎ µßÊÒÞ Ø¢·Î Ùè ”  §Ø Ø¢·Î µ‡ ªÊÐ µ» ºÂÞ¨ µ‡ ÌÞÆ ßÊ¢·ÒÆçÕ, ¥ßÕÎá,ç]Ð, 

                                            
39 This is a very spirited account based on personal observation, but from the literary point of view quite poor indeed. 
We have done some editorial improvement. 
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µÐÄç]Ð ¦ßÆ µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ ÙèÚ ”  µ‚Î|ÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ  ßÒ¶Þ Ùè ßµ Ì}:ç]Ð ßÖÕßÒc µà UÅÞÊÈÞ UÕÏ¢ Ì}:Þ 
Èç µà Åà ”  µÞÕçÐà ´Ð ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ Ø¢·Î ÎçÚ UÈÞÈ µÐÈç Øç Ì}:Òëµ Ê}Þ+ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ”  ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà ÎçÚ 
Í·ÕÞÈ ßÕ\Ãá, ÎÞµ‹LÁçç]Ð, ºKÆ}ÎëÒç]Ð, µßÊÒç]Ð, µÞÖàßÕ]ç]Ð ¦ßÆ µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ ÙèÚ ”        

      
ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ßµÈÞÐç ¼Ò µ‡ Ìàº ÎçÚ ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ßÖÒÞ ÈÞÎµ ºjÞÈ Ùè ”  ß¼Ø ÊÐ ÏÎ 

ÏÞÄÈÞ Øç »¿µÞÐÞ ÊÞÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÏÞqà Òë· Òç¿Äç ÙèÚ ”  ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ©kÐ ÎçÚ µÞÕçÐà µ‡ ©Ø ÊÞÐ 
DÏÕÈÞhÎ, ·ÏÞßÖÒÞ ´Ð ßÆ·PÌÐ ¼èÈ ØÎÞ¼ µÞ Ê}ßØf ßØfÕÐµ‚¿ ßØfpçq Ùè ”  ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ 
µ‡ ÊâÕ| ÎçÚ ÊÖáÊÄç]Ð, ßÕ\Ãá µ‡ ºìÌàØ ¥ÕÄÞÐ ¦ßÆ UÅÞÈ ÙèÚ ”  

 
Ê}ßÄ Õ×| µÞßÄ|µ ÎÞØ ÎçÚ ÏÙÞ¡ ÌÙÄ ÌÁÞ ÎçÒÞ Ò·ÄÞ Ùè ”  ÎçÒç µ‡ ØÎÏ Ù¼ÞÐëÚ ÏÞqà 

ÆÖ|È µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦Äç ÙèÚ ”  ÏÙÞ¡ ¦ÕÞ·ÎÈ µà ´Ð ÀÙÐÈç µà ÌÙÄ ØáßÕÇÞ Ùè ”  ÎèÈç UÕÏ¢ §Ø 
ÊÐÎ ÊßÕq ÊáLÏ UÅÞÈ ÎçÚ Ò·ÞÄÞÐ ÄàÈ ßÆÈ Äµ ßÈÕÞØ µÐ ÌÙÄ Ùà Øá¶ ´Ð ÖÞßKÄ µÞ  
¥ÈáÍÕ  ßµÏÞ  Ùè ”  ¼ë Íà  ÍÞBÏÖÞÒà  §Ø ÊÐÎ ÊÞÕÈ  ÄàÅ|  µà  ÏÞqÞ µÐ  Í·ÕÞÈí   hà 
³¢¢µÞÐç]Ð ¼à µ‡ ÆÖ|È µÐçÚ·ç ©Èµë ØºÎáº ¥ÊÞÐ ¦ÈKÆ ´Ð ÎÙÞÈí ÊáLÏ Ê}Þ+ Ùë·Þ ”  
 
    ÖáÍÎí - ÍâÏÞÄí ” 40         
     

                                            
40 An eye witness account; nor just based on hearing.  Quite valuable. 
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K¡ver• 

 
East Nimar District Gazetteer, p. 12:  
 
The K¡ver• rises from the ridge diagonally traversing Khandwa tahs•l. It 

runs into the Narmad¡ some little way above [from the point of view of the flow of 
the waters] the island of M¡ndh¡t¡.  Local belief 41 is that the waters of K¡ver• 
here at its [first real] confluence do not mix with the waters of the Narmad¡, but 
flow across them and around the north side of the island, and then mix with the 
waters of the Narmad¡ below the island. The belief has thus attributed greater 
sanctity to this confluence then the real one, and pious devotees take dip here and 
not at the real confluence.42  

 
[All this is only a dantakath¡ as the Darshanika beautifully puts it. ] 
 

 
Kaveri  merges into Narmada - Satellite Image  

 
The legend of the River Kaveri.  She is not accepted right away. Goes  her 

own way independently. Flows further on unmixed. Finally, at a little distance 
away from the original meeting point, she is accepted and then gets united. A rare 
natural phenomenon in the world indeed. Most of the descriptions are meant for the 
simple folks—bhole bh¡le r¡ha calate loga-- to extract money from them by 
exciting their religious sentiments. There is very little authentic, scientific, 
verifiable, exact description. Most of the writings are merely a copy-cat 
performance.43 The footnote here does not make any sense!!! 

                                            
41 Only a tradition? Or a verified truth? A fact or fiction? 
42 We believe: Accessibility may be the primary factor. 
43. Kaveri sangam M¡h¡mah¡tmy var∆an in Skand Pur¡∆a, ch. 84, pp.372-73. The description  ???? 
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Then when cajoled and persuaded she rejoins the Narmada about 2 miles 

below.  The hilly island so formed in between is roughly 1-½ miles long and about 
¾ mile wide.  It is called Vaid¶rya Ma∆i Parvata. The Narmada is a dividing line 
between the Vindhya Mountain in the north and the Satpura to the South. The 
channel north of the island (K¡ver•) is shallower and wider, while the Narmada to 
the south is narrow and deep, forming a silent pool full of fish and in former times 
with alligators too.  The depth of the river below the bridge is taken by the 
engineers to be about 250 deep.  

 
 

µÞÕçÐàØcÎÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|ÈÎí44 
 

 ÏáßÇß)Ð ©ÕÞº :-- 
µÞÕçÐàßÄ º ßÕAÏÞÄÞ ßq×á Òëµ‡×á ØkÎ ” 
ÎÞÙÞHPÏ¢ hëÄáßÎD»ÞßÎ ÄUÏÞ ÎÞµ‹LÁ ÄwÕÄ£ ”” — ””  
µàÆãÖ¢ ÆÖ|È¢ ÄUÏÞ£ ËÒ¢ UÊÖ|çÝÅÕÞ ßÕÍë    
UÈÞÈç ¼ÞMÏçÝÅÕÞ ÆÞÈ ©ÊÕÞØç ÄÅÞ ÎáÈç ”” ˜ ”” 
µÅÏUÕ ÎÙÞÍÞ· µÞÕçÐàØcÎç ËÒÎí ”  
ÇÎ|£ háÄëÝÅ Æã*ë ÕÞ µßÅÄë ÕÞ µƒÄëÝßÊ ÕÞ ”” ™ ”” 
¥ÈáÎëßÆÄë ÕÞ ßÕÊ}çKÆ} ÊáÈÞÄàßÄ háÄ¢ ÎÏÞ ”  
ÏÅÞ ÇÎ|Ê}Øcç Äá ÎáÈç ÇÎë|ÝßÊ ¼ÞÏÄç ”” š ”” 
UÕ·|^ ÈÐµ^èÕ §HÏçÕ¢ ÕèßÆµà háßÄ£ ”” › ”” 

 
hàÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ©ÕÞº :- 

ØÞÇá ØÞÇá ÎÙÞÍÞ· ÏHÊã*ëÝÙ¢ HÕÏÞÝÇáÈÞ ”  
ÖãÃá\ÕèµÎÈÞ ÍâHÕÞ µÞÕçÐàËÒÎákÎÎí ”” œ ”” 
¥ßUÄ Ïpë ÎÙÞØwÕ£ µÌçÐë ÈÞÎ ßÕháÄ£ ”  
ØëÝßÊ ÄàÅ|Ê}ÍÞÕçÃ ÐÞ¼KÏpÞßÇÊëÝÍÕÄí ””  ”” 
ÄD»ƒÃá\Õ ßÕÇÞÈçÈ Í-ÏÞ ÊÐÎÏÞ ÈãÊ ”  
ßØßf¢ Ê}Þ+ë ÎÙÞÍÞ· µÞÕçÐàØcÎçÈ Äá ””  ”” 
µÞÕçÏÞ| ÈÎ|ÆÞÏÞUÄá ØcÎç ÒëµßÕháÄç ”  
Äq UÈÞHÕÞ ÖáßºÍ|âHÕÞ µÌçÐ£ ØwÕßÕ.Î£ ”” Ÿ ””   
ßÕßÇÕß#ÏÎ¢ µƒHÕÞ ÖÞ7Ïá-ÏÞ ÈÐëkÎ ”  

                                            
44 Skanda Purana, Nag ed. Also Bareli ed. and  Mora,  Calcutta ed. 
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¦ÐÞÇÏKÎÙÞÆçÕÎçµßºk£ ØÈÞÄÈÎí ”” —– ”” 
¯µÞÙÞÐëÝÕØÈí ÎÞØ¢ ÄÅ ×)Þ>µÞßÒµ£ ”  
ÊpëÊÕÞØë KÏÕØHµß$ÄíµÞÒ¢ ÈãÊëkÎ ”” —— ””     
ÎâÒÖÞµËÒè^ÞKÏ¢  µÞÒ¢ ÈÏßÄ ÌáßfÎÞÈí ”  
ßµß$HµÞÒ¢ ÕØ¢UÄq ÄàÅ|ç ÖèÕÞÒÍë¼È£ ”” —˜ ””      
ÊÐÞµ‡ÃÞÈÏÄí µÞÒ¢ µƒD»~çÃÞßÊ º ÎÞÈÆ ”  
ºÞKÆ}ÞÏÃçÈ ºÞMÏKÏÎKÏ¢   ÕÞMÏPÌáÍë¼È£ ”” —™ ””   
¯Õ¢ Äq ÈÐhç) µÞÎÐÞ·ßÕÕß¼|Ä£ ”  
ßUÅÄë Õ×|ÖÄ¢ ØÞ·}¢ µ×|ÏKUÕ¢ ÄÅÞ ÕÊá£ ”” —š ””  
ÄÄë Õ×|ÖÄUÏÞKÄç ÆçÕÆçÕë ÎÙç]Ð£ ” 
Äá*UÄá ÊÐÏÞ Í-ÏÞ ÄÎáÕÞº ÙØß#Õ ”” —› ””     
Íë Íë Ïp ÎÙÞØwÕ ÕÐ¢ ÕÐÏ ØáÕ}Ä ”  
ÊßÐÄá*ëÝßUÎ Äç Í-ÏÞ ÄÕ ÆÞUÏç ÄÅçßMØÄÎí ”” —œ ”” 
ÏßÆ Äá*ëÝßØ ÆçÕçÖ ©ÎÏÞ ØÙ ÖbÐ ”  
¥vÊ}ÍãßÄ ØÕ|ç×Þ¢ ÏpÞÃÞÎßÇÊë ÍÕç ”” — ””   
¥pÏ^ÞSÏÏ^èÕ ÄÕ Íß,ÊáÐUØÐ£ ”  
ÇÎ|ç ÎßÄ¢ º Îç ßÈHÏ¢ ÆÆUÕ ÊÐÎç]Ð ”” — ””  
 

¨]Ð ©ÕÞº:-  
ÏwÕÏÞ Ê}ÞßÅ|Ä¢ ØÕ|¢ ËÒ¢ ÇÎ|UÏ ÄkÅÞ ”  

  §HÏçÕÎá-ÕÞ Ä¢ Äq ¼·ÞÎÞÆÖ|È¢ ÙÐ£ ”” —Ÿ ””   
ØëÝßÊ UÈÞHÕÞ ßÕÇÞÈçÈ ØKÄMÏ| ßÊÄãÆçÕÄÞ£ ”  
¦ÎKqßÏHÕÞ ÄkàÅ|¢ µƒÄÞÅ|^ ·ãÙ¢ ÏÏì ”” ˜– ””     
Êâß¼ÄUÄq ÏpèUÄá ØëÝßÍß×,ë ßÕÇÞÈÄ£ ”  
ºµÞÐ ßÕÊáÒ¢ Äq ÐÞFÏÎàßMØÄÎákÎÎí ”” ˜— ””  
 
Äq ºÞKÏç ØáÐÞ£ ßØfÞ Ïp·KÇÕ|¢ßµ#ÐÞ£ ”  
·ÃÞ^ÞMØÐØÞ¢ Äq «×Ï^ ÄÅÞÝÈ¸ ”” ˜˜ ”” 
µÞÕçÐàØcÎ¢ ÄçÈ ØÕ|ÊÞÊÙÐ¢ ßÕÆá£ ”  
UÕ·Þ|ÃÞÎßÊ ØÕ|ç×Þ¢ gÞÐÎçÄváßÇß)Ð ”” ˜™ ”” 
Äç ÇKÏÞUÄç ÎÙÞHÎÞÈUÄç×Þ¢ ¼KÎ Øá¼àßÕÄÎí ”  
µÞÕçÐàØcÎç UÈÞHÕÞ ÏèÆ|k¢ ßÙ ßÄÒëÆµÎí ”” ˜š ””  
ÆÖ ÊâÕ|ç ÊÐç ÄÞÄ ÎÞÄãÄ£ ßÊÄãÄUÄÅÞ ”          
ßÊÄÐ£ ßÊÄÞÎÙÞUÄçÈ ©fãÄÞ ÈÐµÞÃ|ÕÞÄí ”” ˜› ””   
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ÄUÎÞHØÕ|Ê}ÏHÈçÈ Äq UÈÞÏàÄ ÎÞÈÕ£ ”  
¥º|ÏçÆà]Ð¢ ÆçÕ¢ ÏÆàD»çD»Þ]ÄàÚ ·ßÄÎí ”” ˜œ ”” 
µÞÕçÐàØcÎç ÐÞ¼Èí UÈÞÈÆÞÈÞº|È¢ ÈÐè£ ”  
µƒÄ¢ Í@kÏÞ ÈÐhç) ¥]ÎçÇÞßÇµ ËÒÎí ”” ˜ ”” 
ÙëÎçÈ ºÞpÏ£ UÕ·ë| ¼ÊÞÆÞÏáßÕ|ÕÇ|Äç ”  

 JÏÞÈÄë ßÈHÏÎÞÏÞßÄ ÊÆ¢ ßÖÕµÒÞHÎµÎí ”” ˜ ””         
¥ßBÈÊ}ÕçÖ¢ Ï£ µÏÞ|Äí ÄßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç ÈÐç]Ð ”  

 ¥ßBÈÒëµ‡ ÕØçÄí ÄÞÕÄí ÏÞÕÆÞÍâÄØ¢MÒÕÎí ”” ˜Ÿ ”” 
 ¥ÈÞÖµ Äá Ï£ µÏÞ|Äí ÄßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç ÈÐÞßÇÊ ”” 
 ÄUÏ ÊáLÏËÒ¢ Ïgè ÄD»ƒÃá\Õ ÈÐëkÎ ”” ™– ”” 

·KÇÕÞ|MØÐØbàÃ|ç ßÕÎÞÈç ØâÏ|Øß#Íç ”  
ÕàFÏÎÞÈë ÕÐ7àßÍÆ|èÕÄè£ ØÙ ÎëÆÄç ”” ™— ””   
×ß*Õ×|ØÙ7ÞßÃ ×ß*Õ×|ÖÄÞßÈ º ”  
.àÁÄç nÆ}ÒëµUÅUÄÆKÄç ÍáßÕ ºÞ·Ä£ ”” ™˜ ”” 
Íë·ÕÞKÆÞÈÖàÒ^ ¼ÞÏÄç ÊãßÅÕàÊßÄ£ ”  
¦ßÇÖëµßÕßÈÎ|áá,ë ¼àÕç' ÖÐÆÞ¢ ÖÄÎí ”” ™™ ”” 
¯Õ¢ ·áÃ·ÃÞµàÃÞ| µÞÕçÐà ØÞ ØßÐ#ãÊ ”  

 ßq×á Òëµ‡×á ßÕAÏÞÄÞ ÈÎ|ÆÞØcÎç ØÆÞ ”” ™š ”” 
ß¼ÄÕÞ!ÞÏßºkÞ^ JÏçÏJÏÞÈÐÄÞUÄÅÞ ”       
µÞÕçÐàØcÎç ÄÞÄ ÄçÝßÊ ÎëpÎÕÞMÈáÏá£ ”” ™› ””  
ÖãÃá ÄçÝKÏÄí Ê}ÕWÏÞßÎ ¦^Ï|¢ ÈãÊØkÎ ”  
ßq×á Òëµ‡×á µÞ HÕKÏÞ ÆãTÏÄç ØßÐÄÞ ØÎÞ ”” ™œ ””  
Ò[Ç¢ ÏèÈ|Î|ÆÞÄëÏ¢ Ïç º µÏ|á£ Ê}ÆßpÃÎí ”    
Ïç ßÊÌßKÄ ¼Ò¢ Äq Äç ÊáLÏÞ ÈÞq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” ™  ””  
È Äç×Þ¢ ØKÄßÄD»çÆë ÆÖ ¼KÎÞßÈ Ê$ º ”  
Äç×Þ¢ ÊÞÊ¢ ßÕÒàÏçÄ ßÙÎ¢ ØâÏë|ÆÏç ÏÅÞ ”” ™ ””   
·cÞÏÎáÈØcç Õè ÏÄí ËÒ¢ ÒÍÄç ÈÐ£ ” 
ÄÄí ËÒ¢ ÒÍÄç ÎHÏ|£ µÞÕçÐàUÈÞÈÎÞºÐÈí ”” ™Ÿ ””  
ÍìÎç Äá ÍâÄ¼ÞÏë·ç SÏÄàÊÞÄç º Ø¢.Îç ”  

  ÐÞÙØëÎØÎÞÏë·ç ÄÆçÕÞ*·áÃ¢ UÎãÄÎí ”” š– ””  
¥ÖàßÄ^ ÏÕÞ£ Ê}ë,Þ ·cÞÏÎáÈØcÎç ”  

 µÞÕçÐàÈÎ|ÆÞÏë·ç ÄÆçÕÞ*·áÃ¢ UÎãÄÎí ”” š— ””  
 ·cÞ ×ß*ØÙ9èUÄá pçqÊÞÒè£ Ê}ÊâFÏÄç ”  
 ÄÆÇ|èÐKÏÄàÅÞ|ßÈ ÐWÏKÄç ÈÞq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” š˜ ””  
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 ¥ÎÐç]Ðç Äá ØßÐÄÞ¢ Ïç Ïë·Þ£ ÊßÐµàßÄ|ÄÞ£ ”  
Äç HÕÖàßÄØÙ9èUÄá pçqÊÞÒèUÄá ÐßpÄÞ£ ”” š™ ””  

 ÄÅÞÎÐç]Ðç ÏÞPÏç ßÒc¢ Õè ºÊÒç]ÐÎí ” 45 
 ßgÄàÏ¢ ºLÁÙUÄÞAÏ¢ gç ßÒcç ÄàÅ|Ðpµ‡ ”” šš ””  

ßÖÕçÈ UÅÞßÊÄç ÊâÕ|¢ µÞÕçÏÞ|vßÍÐpµ‡ ” 
 ÒpçÃ ÐßpÄÞ ÆçÕà ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÌÙµRÊ·Þ ”” š› ””  
 ÇÈá×Þ¢ ×*lßÍÏáÄè£ Êán×èÐàÖÏëß¼Äè£ ”  
 ðµÞÐÖÄØÞÙ9è£ ÊÕ|Ä^ÞßÍÐßpÄ£ ”” šœ ””  
 ¥KÏÆçÖµƒÄ¢ ÊÞÊÎßUÎÈí pçqç ßÕÈTÏßÄ ”  

¥ßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç µƒÄ¢ ÊÞÊ¢ Õ¼}ÒçÊë ÍßÕ\ÏßÄ ”” š ””  
¯×Þ Äç µßÅÄÞ ÄÞÄ µÞÕçÐà ØßÐÄÞ¢ ÕÐÞ ”      

 nÆ}ÆçÙØÎáHÊ#Þ ÄçÈ ÊáLÏÞ ØßÐgÐÞ ”” š ””  
 
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢ Ê$Îç ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁç ÐçÕÞ¶LÁç 
ÈÎ|ÆÞÎÞÙÞHPÏç µÞÕçÐàØcÎÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎèµëÈßq¢ÖëÝJÏÞÏ £ ””  

 

                                            
45 This needs further study. 
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M¡ndh¡t¡ (22° 14’ N 76° 17’ E) 

 
East Nimar District Gazetteer : pp. 468 ff.46 

 
Considered to be one of the most sacred places of pilgrimage, M¡ndh¡t¡ is a 

village in the Khandwa Tehsil. It is about 47 miles (75.2 kms) north-west of 
Khandwa.  Its nearest railway station is Omkareshwar-Road on metre gauge 
Western Railway, connecting Ajmer and Khandwa.  The distance is 7 miles (11.2 
kms.) from the station.  
 

 
 

The village is situated partly on the south bank of the Narmad¡ and partly on 
an island in the river.  The island47 is roughly about a mile and half long [imp. to 
note] and is composed of lofty hills, divided by a valley which runs from near the 
summit at the eastern end down to the water’s edge at the western extremity.  

                                            
46 More authentic than many other writings. 
47 Nimar District Gazetteer, p. 239.  
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To the east the hills fall in precipitous cliffs for about 400 or 500 feet to the 

river below, while to the west they tail off gradually.  The southern bank of the 
Narmad¡ opposite M¡ndh¡t¡ is equally precipitous and between them the river 
forms deep and narrow channel. The rocks on both sides of the river are of 
beautiful sand-stone formations. The ruins of the village show that once the place 
was a considerable town. [To be noted] There is a controversy among scholars in 
regard to the identification with the celebrated city of Mahishmati. Some scholars 
identify it with Mahishmati while other scholars assert that Maheshwar is the 
ancient town of Mahishmati.48 
 

 
 
 The main temple at M¡ndh¡t¡, which attracts thousands of pilgrims from all 
parts of the country, is dedicated to Omkareshwara, and is situated on the northern 
side of the river Narmad¡ on the island.  The temple contains a li©gam to which 

                                            
48 H.D. Sankalia, Excavations at Maheshwar and Navadatoli,  pp. 1-15. 
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M¡ndh¡t¡ owes its celebrity.  [The great columns of the temple are old and belong 
to an earlier structure] and the present temple, therefore, is of no great antiquity.   
 

Curiously enough, the li©gam is not placed as usual either in line with the 
front door of the temple or under the spire or pinnacle of the temple.  This 
arrangement which is not found elsewhere cannot be explained.49 The li©gam cell 
actually is to the one side and is not seen except from the remote end of the hall.  It 
seems that under the spire in the sanctum there was once some original deity, which 
was probably covered by a wall, subsequently erected to hide it for reasons not 
known.[?]  The li©gam is held to be most sacred one, being one of the twelve 
jyotirli©gas of the country. There is a cell around the li©gam, filled with water. 
Whatever may be the quantity of water poured into it, the water level would always 
remain constant.  Occasionally air bubbles come to the surface to signify the deity’s 
satisfaction with the pilgrims’ offerings.  Barren women desiring children often 
imprint Swastsik mark on the walls of this four-storeyed [or five?] temple and tie a 
string round the image of a goddess inside, as a token of vow. [imp to note. 
Appears elsewhere too.]  
 

The Bhil¡l¡ Raos of M¡ndh¡t¡, hereditary custodians of the great shrine of 
Shiva at M¡ndh¡t¡, have preserved traditions of the family, according to which 
their ancestor Bharat [Bh¡rata] Singh was a Chauhan Rajput, who took M¡ndh¡t¡ 
from Nathu Bhil in A.D. 1165. [An imp. date to remember]  Bharat Singh probably 
married Nathu Bhil’s daughter and founded a Bhil¡l¡ family.  He also restored the 
worship of Shiva to the island, which was not accessible [stress added].  

 
At the top of the hill and above the famous temple of Omkareshwar is 

situated a temple said to be dedicated to Siddheswara.50 The scholars assume that 
the temple was probably left unfinished, but was intended to be a very fine 
building.  As it stands, it consists of the square sanctum with a doorway in each of 
its four sides, its walls having been carried up almost to the springing of the spire.  
 

                                            
49 Even if we make a hypothesis that the two parts of the temple were not constructed at one and the same time? 
50 Nimar District Gazetteer, p. 241. 
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It appears that the spire was not completed, though many dressed stones lie 
about prepared for it. In later times, the temple was partially completed by adding 
to it an unsightly dome in Muhammadan fashion, which was later removed by the 
Government and covered with a flat roof designed to be more in keeping with old 
work.  

 
The temple is standing upon the high platform, sides of which are carved 

with elephants with various position of relief.  These are four or five feet high and 
have been executed with singular correctness and excellence of posture. Many of 
these carved slabs disappeared from their original places while the remaining 
were mutilated long ago. [emphasis added.]   

 
The central shrine had an entrance on each side with a porch resting on 18 

pillars.  These are 14 feet high to the architrave and are elaborately carved.  But 
here again, the work appears to have been left unfinished, the architraves alone 
lying across the tops of the columns.  The whole building has been built of heavy 
blocks of stone put together without mortar with little or no bonding.    
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To the north of the island stands a temple called that of Gaur• Soman¡tha. It 

was long ago rebuilt with lime.  The plan is star-shaped, formed by the corners of 
superimposed square.  

 

 
 
The temple contains a gigantic li©gam of smooth black stone, while a nandi 

or bull of similar stone is outside [up or down?] According to a local legend once 
the color of the li©gam was white.  Any one who looked into it intently could see a 
reflection representing the form which he is to take in his next birth.  Once 
Aurangzeb visited the temple and saw the figure of a pig after gazing into the 
li©gam. Violently angry with this manifestation, he threw the li©gam into fire.  
Since then it took a jet-black colour.  The temple [is] alleged to have been built by 
the first king of M¡ndh¡t¡. 
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At the western end of the island is situated a shrine Rina-Mukte≈vara which 
is not very old.   

 

 
 
Besides, there are a number of old temples most of which are in ruins.  There 

are also remains of fortification on the island, of which two gateways with watch-
towers are adorned with carvings of Mah¡k¡l• and Bhairava.    
 

 
 

The general appearance of the M¡ndh¡t¡ island is very picturesque. The 
rows of houses, shops, temples, and newly built dharmash¡l¡ standing on terraces 
carved out of the sides of the hills, with the palace of the former Rajas conspicuous 
above all the rest, these offer a panorama pleasing the eyes of the visitors. Some  
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little way above the island, a small river, K¡veri, joins the Narmad¡ on the 
southern side and the popular belief is that its waters do not mix  

with those of the Narmad¡, but flow across and round the north side of the 
island, the Narmad¡ continuing to the south.   

 
On the southern bank of the river or to the south of the island beyond 

Narmad¡ are situated some temples.  The important of them is that of Amare≈vara. 
The temple contains four inscriptions on the walls of the portico dated in 1063 
[!]A.D.       

 

    
 

[Very imp. to note. Contents? Shiva-Mahimnas stotra of Pushpadanta. ?] 
The home page of the Omkareshvara Jyotirli©ga Temple Trust says that the 
Mahimnastava has been inscribed on the walls of the temple. If true, this will be the 
second inscription of this immortal hymn, there being one already on the bank of 
the River Narmad¡ itself near Nanded [?] discussed and detailed by W. Norman 
Brown in his edition of the work.   

 
[Note added 06-12-01: Both are one and the same. More will be added here 

later. Many statements made earlier have proved to be wrong as more and more 
reading was done and new facts were discovered. However, we have not yet been 
able to do much editorial work. These notes are presented here as they were 
recorded.]             
 

Between the Vaishnava and the Jain temples [beyond the island, in the N.E. 
direction and on the right bank of K¡ver•] is a stream, now locally called 
Ravananala [R¡va∆an¡l¡?] after a gigantic statue 18 feet long and ten-armed lying 
[NB.] near the nallah.  The statue, in fact, is of Mah¡k¡l•, the consort of Shiva. She 
has a girdle and necklace of snakes and holds a sword, mace and skull in her hands. 
Her stomach is empty to signify her unslaked longing for human victims and has a 
scorpion carved on it.  
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[This does not seem to be the proper or original place for this gigantic statue 

of Mah¡k¡l•! Subsequently I read Forsyth. He has provided many satisfying 
details, authentic and fully explanatory. Sthito’smi gatasandeha˙.] 

 
The southeast end of the island is the cliff [note well] from which the 

devotees of Bhairava were formerly accustomed to hurl themselves on the rock 
below.  Local tradition was that Bhairava and his consort Kali were accustomed to 
feed on human flesh.  But sometime in the later half of the 12th Century, a 
worshipper, Daryao Nath,51 by virtue of his austerities is said to have shut up K¡l• 
in a subterranean cavern and thus removed the fear of pilgrims who abstained from 
visiting the island.  The tradition goes that he also arranged with Bhairava that for 
the future he should receive human sacrifices at regular intervals and should, 
therefore, refrain from molesting pilgrims.  Accordingly, on the occasion of the 
annual fair some of his devotees hurled themselves on the rocks in fulfillment of 
the promise of Daryao Nath.  Perhaps the last sacrifice of this kind was witnessed 
by an English Officer in A. D. 1824.52      
  

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
 

The village of M¡ndh¡t¡ is wholly dependent on the earning from the 
pilgrims.  The annual fair is held twice there; once in the bright fortnight of  
                                            
51 Omkareshwar Darshanika says that he was the presiding priest Gosain and gives detailed description of how the 
island was captured by the Chauhans from the Bhil chieftain.. There is much more to be written on this topic. 
52 The sordid details of that human sacrifice, left behind by the Officer, were found by Captain Forsyth among the 
Nimar records, and are quoted by the latter in his book, The Highlands of Central India, p. 181. Our observation: This 
account is colored by the British superiority complex. They thought that India was their paternal property which will 
remain as their property for ever.  1824 is not the correct date; it was witnessed in 1822. It was banned or abandoned in 
1824. 
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hK¡rtika and lasts for 7 days, and again on the occasion of ˛ivar¡tri for five days.  
On both the occasions the place is visited by thousands of pilgrims.  On the 
southern bank it has a number of dharmashalas.   
 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
M¡ndh¡t¡ is now a small village which had a population of 550 in 1961 as 

against 900 in 1901. It covers an area of 658 acres together with an area of 1884 
acres of Godarpura [imp to note. The settlements and temples, etc. located on both 
banks of Narmad¡ are collectively called M¡ndh¡t¡.]  The village is electrified and 
has a Gram Panchayat.  

 
This is the end of ENG.  
 
[This description is outdated. This Gazetteer was published in 1969. Also it seems 
that it was not revised before it went to the press.]53      
 
We have named the two parts as the North M¡ndh¡t¡ and South M¡ndh¡ta. 
 
Archaeological Survey of India. 
Archaeological Survey Lists: Central Provinces. Pp. 40-41. 
Henry Cousens’ List of Antiquarian remains….Reprinted by  
Indological Book House, Varanasi,54 1971.    

                                            
53 It is very sad; very bad. 
54 Working only for money not for the promotion of true scholarship. 
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5. M¡ndh¡t¡.  On the Narmad¡ river, 32 [?] miles north by west from 
Khandw¡ and about seven miles east of Morak¡ [!] railway station.  As a Hindu 
place of pilgrimage M¡ndh¡t¡ is famous on account of the presence there of one of 
the twelve most celebrated li©gas of ˛iva. The town of M¡ndh¡t¡ is built partly 
upon the south [left] bank of the Narmad¡ and partly upon an island in the river.  
The island is, roughly, about a mile and a half long, and is composed of two lofty 
hills divided by a valley, which runs from near the summit at the eastern end down 
to the water’s edge at the western extremity.  These hills join at the eastern end 
where their sides fall in precipitous cliffs to the river below, the western ends 
tailing off gradually.  
 

 
 

Up the southern face of the south hill is built one-half of the town of 
M¡ndh¡t¡, and exceedingly picturesque it is with its rows of houses, temples, 
shops, and the Raja’s palace, conspicuous above all the rest, all built upon terraces 
scraped out of the rugged sides of the hill.  The rest of the hills are covered with 
jungle, amongst which are scattered extensive ruins of a much more substantial 
colony than now exists. [imp. to note.]  The Narmad¡ river, being one of the most 
sacred rivers of India, is crowded with jogis and pilgrims, many of whom do the 
pradakshi∆¡ of the river--that is, they start from Broach and travel along its north 
bank to its source among the hills at Amaraka∆ aka and return again to Broach by 
the southern bank. This is said to take three years to accomplish, but this includes 
all the halts at the numberless sacred spots along its banks.   
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Upon the tops of the hills forming the island of M¡ndh¡t¡ are signs of a once 

flourishing settlement, and temples, basements, long lines of walking, 
fortifications, and gateways, in most part in ruin, show that the place was once of 
no small importance.55  But this is now, save for a little attention to one or two of 
the shrines, practically deserted, and stands high above, and apart from the modern 
town. Among the ruins are some fine old temples and other buildings. The town 
with its scores of comparatively modern temples is not so interesting. The great 
columns in the temple of Oµk¡ra are certainly old, and belong to a former 
structure, the present building being of no great age.  

 
A curious arrangement in it is that the li©ga cell is not placed, as usual, in the 

line with the front door of the temple, but is placed to one side, so that the li©ga 
cannot be seen except from the remote inner end of the hall.  

 
The temple of Siddhan¡tha, upon the top [exact location?] of the hill, now in 

ruins, is the principal and most interesting relic of antiquity at M¡ndh¡t¡ [imp. to 
note]. 

                                            
55 Very important to note. 
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It stands upon the plateau towards the eastern edge, upon a raised platform 
whose plinth is supported all around by elephants in various positions in relief, two 
of which have found their way to the Museum at N¡gpur, where they guard the 
entrance to that building56.  

 
The central shrine still stands with its four entrances, one on each of its four 

sides, and the great columns of the four porches. The ≈ikhara or spire of the shrine 
and the roofs of the porches have fallen. The temple has been well decorated. 

 

                                            
56 All others are mutilated.  
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Among other ruins on the hill is a large bracketted gateway similar to, 
though not so elaborate as to those at Dabhoi in Gujarat. It is in a very ruinous 
condition. It is one of the gateways of the old fort.  
 

 
 

Of another old temple the shrine and tower remain with a very large li©ga 
within.  The plan is star shaped, formed by the corners of superimposed squares.  

 
There are also the ruins of other temples, together with a Vaiß∆ava shrine 

still in use at the western end of the plateau. Ruined walls and the basements of 
houses, together with loose sculptures, show that an extensive settlement once 
existed here [emphasis added.]         
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Balfour’s  Encyclopedia Asiatica57 
   

M⁄NDH⁄T⁄, an island in the Narbad¡ belonging to the Nimar district, 
containing numerous temples, ancient and modern, including the great shrine of 
Oµkar, a form of ˛iva. It is cleft in two by a deep ravine running nearly north and 
south, the eastern end containing about one-third of the whole area. The southern 
bank of the Narbad¡ opposite M¡ndh¡t¡ (called Godarpura) is as precipitous as 
M¡ndh¡t¡, and between them the river forms an exceedingly deep and silent pool 
[note], full of crocodiles and large fish, many of which are so tame as to take grain 
off the lower steps of the sacred gh¡ts.     

 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
The worship of ˛iva was established here at an early age. On M¡ndh¡t¡ the 

shrine of Omk¡r, and on the southern bank that of Amareshwar (lord of the 
immortals) are two [!] of the twelve great li©gams which existed in India when 
Mahmud of Gazni demolished the temple of Somn¡th in A.D. 1024 [imp. to note]. 
The name Omkar is from the syllable Om, which, says Professor Wilson [where?], 
is a combination of letters invested by Hindu mysticism with peculiar sanctity, 
employed in the beginning of all prayers. It comprehends all the gods, the Vedas, 
the three spheres of the world, etc.  
 

The Brahmans who now officiate at the shrine wish to exclude Omkar from 
the twelve li©gams, and it is usually called ⁄di or first, as something above and 
before them all. The Narmad¡ Kha∆∂a supports them in this assertion, but as it 

                                            
57 Evidently Balfour borrows from Forsyth, the Gazetteer. 
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contains a prophecy of the time when India shall be ruled by Mleccha (non-Hindu) 
and other modern allusions, its antiquity is certainly a good deal open to doubt. The 
evidence of the K¡≈• Kha∆∂a and other ˛aivite writings is against them, and the 
pilgrims who have vowed to visit the B¡r¡˙ jyoti li©gam pay their adoration both to 
Oµkar and Amareshwar.  
 

The raja of M¡ndh¡t¡, who is hereditary custodian of all the modern tem-
ples, is a Bhil¡l¡, claiming descent from a Chauhan Rajput named Bharat Singh, 
who is stated in the family genealogy to have taken M¡ndh¡t¡ [by force] from a 
Bhil chief in the year A.D. 1165. Atk [?]  The last three letters not clear!  Looks 
like Atk. This may be an abbreviation for the source.    

 
* * * * * * 
It is now clear that the village on the top of the island/hill, or the hilly-island 

is M¡ndh¡t¡. That is part of the Vindhya Mountain. The village called Godarpura 
is situated on the south bank of the Narmada River and is part of the Satpura 
Mountain. 
 

 
View of Godarpura and Satpura Mountain from Mandhata hillside 

 
Balfour spells the name of M¡ndh¡t¡ correctly. However, Sir John Malcolm 

has a corrupt form, showing the distortion brought to the Indian names by an alien 
government. For example, Mathur¡ had become Muttra, reminding something 
which belongs actually to the bathroom only. Baladeva, for example, was turned 
into Buldeo.  
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Omkareshwar Mandhata 58 
By Amar Nath Khanna59 
[Pathetically Poor Performance] 

 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
Situated in District Nimar in Madhya Pradesh, at a short distance from 

Omkareshwar Road railway station and 50 [?]60 kilometres from Khandwa, 
Mandhata is a small township on the Narmad¡.  This river, one of the sacred rivers 
of India, is said to have sprung from the body of Shiva and is considered by the 
local devotees to be even holier than the Ganga, the Ganga herself being supposed 
to take a dip in its water once a year to maintain her purity.61 
 

The place is popularly known as Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ after the shape of the 
island, which resembles the mystic letter Om. [Emphasis added]. The island is 
about two kilometres long [?] is surrounded by Narmada or Rewa and [a] 
streamlet62 Kaveri, joining Narmada. 
 

The island itself is known as ˛ivapur•, while the section on the southern 
bank is divided into Brahma and Vishnu puris by the little stream called Kapil¡, 
                                            
58 Obtained through the kind courtesy of Dr. C. P. Ramasesh, Mysore.  Bhavan’s journal, Feb. 9, 1963.    
59 Extremely poor writing. A disgrace to scholarship. 
60 It is 77 kms dumb! 
61 We need validation—what is the authority. Hearsay won’t do any good in a systematic writing. But it is not a 
systematic writing at all. It is meant for the common folk. Simple Simons. 
62 Nonsense and rubbish.  
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which flows into the Narmada through gomukha (cow’s mouth). It appears that the 
northern bank of the Narmada was originally Vishnu’s town as the principal 
remains of Vishnu temples are found here [noteworthy], while those on the 
southern bank of the river are of much less consequence.63  

 
The situation of the island has also contributed to its sacredness as in the 

case of many other places of Hindu pilgrimage. The principal temple at Mandhata 
is situated partly on the bank of the Narmada and partly on the ˛ivapur• island [?], 
which is very rich in natural beauty. The charm of the landscape lies in the 
picturesque gorge cut into the hornstone slate rocks of greenish hue belonging to 
the earliest rock systems. The strongly stratified character of the rocks presents a 
step like appearance [?] the entire landscape recalling the legendary flight of steps 
leading to heaven (svarga-sop¡na).   

 
According to the tradition, the li©ga representing Shiva was installed here by 

King M¡ndh¡t¡ Chakravarti, who gave his name to the town, in the beginning of 
this Kalpa (aeon). Known as Parame≈vara, the li©ga enshrined at this place is one 
of the twelve most sacred li©gas (Jyotirli©gas) described in the ˛ivamah¡pur¡∆a. 
Jyotirli©gas are generally supposed to be self-born [self-emerging ?]  living li©gas, 
often compared in ancient literature with Jyotiku∆∂a, the eternal column of light 
symbolizing the all-pervading God (Shiva). 
 

The Jyotirli©ga, on account of which M¡ndh¡t¡ is considered to be a very 
significant pilgrimage centre, is also designated as Amare≈vara. [Wrong, wrong! 
Simply disgusting!]. The famous Mahimnastava (Ode to praise of Shiva’s 
greatness) was found inscribed in the characters of the 11th – 12th century A.D. on a 
stone slate [?] in the temple of Omkar64, but the extant shrine could not be dated 
earlier than the 17th century. Perhaps, the inscription belonged to some older Shiva 
temple of the mediaeval period.65 A curious feature of the li©ga is that it is not 
placed as usual right in front of the principal entrance of the temple, but to a side. 
The cell round the li©ga is filled with water and it is said that the water-level in it 
remains consistently the same in spite of any quantity of water being poured 
therein.66  
 

There are impressive remains of a Shiva temple on the top of the island67. 
When it was intact, this temple must have been exceedingly graceful and 
                                            
63 Does not make any sense to us at all.  
64 We need a reference to this statement! 
65 Does not make any sense to us at all. Maybe the author himself does not know what he is talking about. It seems to 
be a matta pral¡pa. 
66 Is this verifiable? 
67 Exact location? Every statement is vague. 
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imposing68. Nothing definite is known about the date of the builder of this temple. 
On stylistic grounds, however, it may be assigned to circa 12th century A.D. It has 
also some late inscriptions, one of which bears a date, Samvat 1795, i.e. A.D. 
173869. This temple is noteworthy on account of its plan and particularly the 
position of the garbhagriha, which is placed in the centre instead of at one end, as 
is usually the case. 
 

At the western end of the island is the shrine of Rinamukteshvara [Ï∆]. 
There are also two gateways belonging to the forts which formerly enclosed the 
sections70 of the hill. In the niches flanking the gateways are the images of 
Mahish¡suramardin• [?] and Ga∆esha [?]71.    

 
There is also [!] an annual fair, beautifully picturesque, held at Mandhata 

which starts on the Shudi Ekadashi of K¡rtika (October-November) and lasts for 
ten days. Thousands of pilgrims attend the K¡rtika fair at Mandhata and offer 
worship at the shrine of Omkaraji, which contains one of the twelve Jyotirli©gas in 
the country. In the month of Ph¡lguna also, a fair takes place on the eve of 
Shivar¡tri, which lasts for five days.  
 

Towards the north-east of Shivapur• (the island/hill) can be seen the remains 
of a Vishnu temple known as Chaubis Avatar Temple. It contains sculptures 
showing eighteen [?] of the twenty-four forms of Vishnu, most of the names being 
inscribed below the images. Though nothing definite is known about the date and 
builder of the temple, on sculptural, structural, and paleographical grounds, it may 
be assigned to circa 13th century A.D. The main image is that of the Var¡ha-
Avat¡ra of Vishnu. Majority of the sculptures is highly polished though inferior in 
artistic quality. To the north-east…Chaubis Avatar [?] Temple is a shrine called 
Siddhavarak¶ a. (NB. Information on the temples has been moved to the Temples 
section.)      

 
Note: This is not a scholarly writing at all. Far, far away from it.  There are no 
references, no citation.  It is not authentic.  It is not trustworthy.72  Only two pages, 
published in a popular magazine supported by ads and ads.  Very pathetic situation 
indeed.  Written in tandr¡ or in madironm¡da.  
 

                                            
68 Some say it was never completed. 
69 It is a thoughtless statement. 
70 How many? Do you know it, dear writer? Or, you just copied it? Thanks. 
71 Where did you see  this ? 
72 Much of it is nonsense and rubbish any way. It is good that the writer did not write more and thus spared us from 
more agony. 
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In other words, this paper has presented certain information which is beyond 
the grasp of our limited power of understanding.  Only a scholar possessing the 
power of the writer can understand.73 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                            
73 We believe it is a disgrace to scholarship.  It is a disservice to the World of Learning.  It is very sad.  It is very bad.  
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Sir John Malcolm 

 
MUNDATTA74 

 
Sir John Malcolm gives a short description of Mundatta[!] on p. 504 of vol. 

2 of his Memoir of Central India… in the section called Geographical Index: 
 

MUNDATTA. (Phallus-gifted—or gilted ? )—A small town containing one 
hundred houses [imp. to note], situated on the South side of an island in the 
Nerbudda, and famed for the sanctity of its Pagoda. Lat. 22.14 N.; Long. 76.17 E.  
[Note the exact location.] The Nerbudda is here confined between rocks, and not 
more than one hundred yards broad, but very deep. About three-quarters of a mile 
to the Eastward is a ghaut which becomes fordable in January or February; but 
never easily, owing to the rapidity of the stream and the large round stones in its 
bed. [This is a very important description.] 
 

 
 

The island of Mundatta [same as M¡ndh¡t¡] is a hill of moderate height, and 
was formerly fortified, but there are now only the remaining a few gateways and 
old pagodas all covered with jungle. The town stands on the slope of the hill. The 
neighbouring country consists of a succession of low hills, deep ravines, and water-
courses, the whole covered with high thick forests, which for seven or eight miles 
                                            
74 The honorable name is terribly distorted. This corrupt form of the name has been used by a writer who wrote on the 
coins dedicated to OM. Many writings seen by us on Mandhata are found to be of a very low level indeed. The best 
one is that of Captain James Forsyth. Most of others have copied him without understanding.  
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from the river are only passable on foot. The Pagoda here is dedicated to Ongkar, 
the phallic emblem of Mahadeva; and about three-fourths of a mile East, is the 
sacrifice rock, called Bheercallah, whence the devotees project themselves during 
the feast of Cartic Jattra. [K¡rtika y¡tr¡]. This is one of the twelve celebrated 
places, where, according to the followers of Siva, the god is most peculiarly 
present. Here he is known under the form of the mystic syllable Om. 

 
We note: This corrupt form of the holy name has been used by a writer in 

VKP on the subject of coins dedicated to OM. Many writings presented in this 
collection of ours on Mandhata are found to be of a very low level indeed. The best 
one of the present age is that of Forsyth. Most writers have copied from this great 
writing without fully understanding the reality of the original. There is another 
good writing and it is that of Vishnurama Sanavadya. It is a first hand account. The 
writer visited the place himself and stayed there for three nights, seeing is 
believing. But it is extremely short.  
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Omk¡re≈vara M¡ndh¡t¡ 

R¡m N¡th Pasrich¡ 
Roop Lekh¡  (Vol. 42, nos. 1-2). 

 
 
 Omk¡re≈vara M¡ndh¡t¡, about 50 miles from Indore by bus or train, is a 
small rock island which stands between two streams of Narmad¡.  It is the site of 
one of the twelve jyotirli©gas described in the ˛ivamah¡-pur¡∆am.  It is an 
important pilgrim place in Madhya Pradesh, where hundreds of devotees come 
daily for a holy dip in the Narmad¡ and “Darshan” of the “Li©ga.” What is more 
important about this place is that the island and its surroundings have numerous 
ancient temples, and a large number of extremely fine sculpture lie scattered on the 
hillock, uncared for [imp. to note]. 
 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
In Skandapur¡∆am, there is a story which describes the coming into being of 

this island. Once, it is said, there lived on the mountain a demon called 
Andhak¡sura. Lord Shiva hit him with his trident, which caused a thunderous roar.  
Out of this roar, emerged the island of Omkareshwar.75  
 
 A second story describes how this island came to be known as M¡n- dh¡t¡.  
Once, it says, there was a king in Ikßv¡ku dynasty whose name was Yuvan¡kßa [or 

                                            
75 Skanda purana is an ocean. How does it help? The question is: If the mountain was already there, on which lived a 
demon, how could it come up again? Not a scholarly statement at all. 
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Yuvan¡≈va?].  He had no child. He retired to an “¡shrama” of “rishis” to perform 
penance to please the gods and be blessed with a son. The “rishies” filled a pitcher 
of water and sanctified it with prayers for the queen to drink, so that she might 
conceive. But by an accident [!], it was the king who drank it and after a hundred 
years, gave birth to a son. Gods assembled to see this wonderful child and asked 
Indra as to who would suckle [nurse?] the baby. “Eßa m¡m dh¡t¡” He will drink 
me [!]  said Indra, and put the middle finger [?] of his right hand in the child’s 
mouth.  He named the child M¡ndh¡t¡.  For sixteen years Indra nursed M¡ndh¡t¡ 
thus, after which he crowned him as king.  He was so pleased with the manly 
qualities and the wisdom of the young king that he gave him half of his kingdom.76  
 

M¡ndh¡t¡ is said to have ruled for a hundred million [!] years and once 
performed a hundred “yajña” in praise of Lord Shiva.  The Lord appeared before 
him and asked him to pronounce a wish.  M¡ndh¡t¡ requested the Lord to stay on 
the island for ever, and ever since the “Jyotirli©ga” has been on the island which the 
Lord named M¡ndh¡t¡ after the king.77      
 

 
 

The exact dates and who built the numerous temples and [?]78 on and around 
the island are not known, but the Puranic stories do indicate the antiquity of this 
pilgrim place. The only sources which throw meagre light on these temples are 

                                            
76 It seems the auther wanted to write something.  So he wrote what pleased him whether it is right or wrong. 
77 I am puzzled where did he get all this information from? He has given no source. I have never come across such a 
description.  
78 Apparently the paper was self-proof read! Irresponsible work. Disgusting. 
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three huge copper plates79 which were discovered on them80. One of these plates 
dates back to 1055-56 A.D. and records the grant of nearby villages to the 
“Br¡hma∆as” of “Amareshvara Temple” on the south bank of the Narmad¡ by 
Jayasimhadeva (1055c.-1070 A.D. who was the successor of King Bhoja of Malwa. 
The other two, dating 1225 and 1260 A.D. found in the Siddheshvara temple [!] 
mention the name of Devap¡la (1218-39 A.D.) and Jayavarman (1255-74 A.D.). It 
is likely that the Parm¡rs, who ruled the whole of Malwa to which this place 
belonged between 9th and 13th centuries A.D. with their capital at Dhar, and who 
were devotees of Shiva, must have been associated with these temples in one way 
or the other.81  

 
The finest temple of the whole complex is the Siddheshvara Temple. It is 

located on the top of the hill on the island.  The temple has a square sanctum with a 
doorway in each of its four sides.  The plinth which is four to five feet high has 
elephants in elegant poses carved in relief.  The entrance on each side of the inner 
shrine has a mandapa on 18 pillars.  These pillars are 14 feet high and are 
elaborately carved.     
 

 
 
Most of these have figures half way up and end in the four projections in the 

shape of “Apsar¡s”, on which rest stone slabs intended to form the roof.  Most of 
the elephant carvings are now mutilated and the original roof of the inner complex 
is there no more.  Lord Curzon visited this temple in 1902 and according to the 
Imperial Gazetteer [ref?]82, it then had an unsightly dome, possibly built in a much 
                                            
79 It was only one inscription covering three plates! The references to the inscriptions made here are wrong, dead 
wrong!  Poor performance. It is not clear if the matter was clear to the writer. He must have been thinking  
something else. 
80 A very vague and misleading statement. 
81 A childish writing.  Does not reserve to be published in a standard journal. It is misleading. It proves the validity of 
the ny¡ya—Svayam naß a˙ par¡n n¡≈ayati, or Svayam api likhitam svayam na v¡cayati.  
82 Searching needle in a haystack! 
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later period.  He formed the opinion that the temple might have been left unfinished 
by the original builder.  He had the dome removed and replaced by a new roof, 
invisible from outside, to give the temple what he conceived to be its original 
look.83  

 

 
 

The main chamber of the shrine has a “Li©ga,” and a number of beautiful 
sculptures picked up from the surroundings are stored there. [imp. to note.] The 
temple was protected by a wall, pierced by two gateways, the remains of which are 
still there. The gateways are important from the architectural points of view.  The 
gateway in the west is in a deteriorated condition, with the roof gone.  Only the side 
pillars and some slabs of stone across them remain.  These pillars are exquisitely 
carved. The eastern gateway is flanked by huge images of “Mah¡-k¡la” and 
“Bhairava.”84 

 
Another important temple on the island is the “Gori [Gaur•] Soman¡tha” 

temple.  It has a gigantic “Li©ga” of smooth black stone and a “Nandi” of the same 
stone is outside. 85 It is a three-storeyed building, elaborately carved with beautiful 
sculptures.   

 
The temple is in good shape and the hillock around is strewn with beautiful 

sculptures of various sizes. [Imp. to note] 
 
The “Omkareshwara” temple on the ghats of the island, which is the goal of 

most of the pilgrims, is a much later sculpture, and possibly belongs to the 17th 
century.  According to the 11th and 12th century stone inscriptions found in that 

                                            
83 How much did Lord Curzon know of ancient India’s art and architecture? And how much did our author know of the 
subject he was writing upon. Very pathetic situation indeed. 
84 Is this verifiable? 
85 Up or down? 
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temple86  there must have been an earlier structure, over which the present one is 
superimposed.  In the nooks and corners around the temple and on stairways and 
parapets lie beautiful sculptures throbbing with life, unattended, and none, alas, will 
ever know who created them. [Noteworthy statement. Will they stay there for ever?  

 
WE NEED A MUSEUM OF ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY ON MOUNT 

MANDHATA!!]  
 

The southern bank of the Narmad¡ is partitioned by a small stream called 
Kapil¡. The two parts are called Brahmapur• and Vish∆upur• and have two 
important temples called “Amareshvara” and “Bƒdheshwar.”  
 

   
 

In ”Amareshwara” temple were found four inscriptions dated 1063 A.D.87 
[copy-cat writing, not authentic] The structures of these temples, of “Siddheshvara” 
temple and its gates88, and the “Gaur• Soman¡tha” temples, have been raised by 
putting blocks of stones one above the other without the use of the mortar.  The 
temples have no arches and even the spires are built of tiers of stone slabs shelving 
inwards.  

 
On the other bank, [i.e. northern bank of K¡ver•] there is a complex of Jain 

temples.  Although some of the images in the temples are said to be very old, the 
temples themselves belong to a much later period.  Nearby flows a small stream 
along which lies a gigantic stone sculpture of “Mah¡k¡l•.”  Folk tradition has 

                                            
86 Difficult to believe. 
87 This date is doubtful. 
88 Blind writing! 
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identified it with R¡va∆a.89 [The writer had no knowledge of what he was writing 
about.] 

 
The whole complex of temples on the island and on the southern and 

northern banks of Narmad¡ remain unstudied by scholars. They are lying 
there neglected and the possibility of valuable sculptures having been removed 
cannot be ruled out.  [Emphasis added].     

 
Note: Pictures of this article appear in a separate section in the original. 
 
My observations: The writer knows to some extent what is art, archi-tecture 

and sculpture, i.e. appreciates them, but does not authenticate his statements here 
by any citations or references to sources. Maybe, he does not have them at all. He 
writes in a popular vein. It is written for the common people, the man in the street, 
who is not going to understand the writing any way. On the whole, this is a very 
poor writing.          
 
 
 
 

                                            
89 This is very unfortunate. 
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H. D. Sankalia 

 
H. D. Sankalia in his Report on Excavations at Maheshwar…says that 

Mucukunda built a parikh¡ or moat around the city of M¡hißmat•, now called  
Maheshvara.  

 
It is to be remembered in this connection that Mucukunda was one of the 

two sons of the Great King M¡ndh¡t¡, highly devoted to Bhagav¡n Vish∆u.  
Another son was Ambar•sha, equally devoted to Lord Vish∆u, whose story 
regarding Shr•mat•, the Princess is narrated in Li©gapur¡∆a--N¡rada-Parvata-muni-
yugala-vy¡moha.    

 
But we have found that the Muchukunda of Sankalia is different by 

parentage. This matter needs a great deal of search and research. Maybe some day 
someone would do this “Utkhanana.” 
 

West Nimar District Gazetteer has some substantial information on Ma∆∂ana 
Mishra and M¡hishmat• as well as Ma∆∂aleshvara. 

 
H. D. Sankalia says on p. 11:- 

 
Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡  
 
Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ or simply M¡ndh¡t¡ ((22° 14’ N 76° 17’ E)) is an island 

in the Narmad¡.  It is about 38 miles above Maheshwara, but considerably distant 
by road.  The approach from the railway is through the jungle on the southern side. 
Just where the site is, the river has cut through beautiful sandstone formation.  The 
river channel is deep and narrow, with high, rocky banks.  The main temple 
(Omk¡reshwar) is situated on the northern side.  Higher up on the same side [?] are 
magnificent temples (in ruins), some with Tora∆as of the Para-m¡ra period.  There 
are number of old temples on the southern side also.  When Malcolm visited it he 
noticed remains of fortification on the island. (Malcolm, John, Memoir of Central 
India (London 1832), vol. II, p. 504 (see under Mundatta).  Also I. A. 1896, pp. 53-
56.      

 
 Other late, medieval or early notices of the place seem to be few (unless it be 
identified with M¡hismati). Puranic references are also scarce.  There is one in the 
˛ivamah¡pur¡∆a (˛ivamah¡pur¡∆a IV (K¡l• [?] rudrasamhit¡kha∆∂a), A 18) and 
one in Saurapur¡∆a (Saurapur¡∆a (Anand¡shrama, Poona, ˛aka 1811. VI, ≈lokas 
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15-18).  Both these, however, describe the sacredness of Omk¡re≈vara, but do not 
couple it with M¡ndh¡t¡, of which there is no mention at all.  However, after Fleet 
and Pargiter some writers identify it with M¡hißmati.  

*  *      *    
 We believe: The sources and resources available to Sankalia were limited 
indeed as far as M¡ndh¡t¡ is concerned. His main attraction was Maheshvara. He 
used all his power of argumentation to deny the identification of Mandhata with 
ancient Mahishmati.  Anyone who goes through what is presented in this 
Sourcebook shall be convinced of this reality. This fact gives us some real 
satisfaction that we have rendered some substantial service to the world of learning. 
We can only hope and pray that some impartial true scholar will get inspired by our 
work and would continue it.   
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Pilgrim spots in the heartland of India: 

Madhya Pradesh. 
 

An Anonymous writing.90  
 

On p. 54 of Adi Sankara Book we read under the heading—OMKARJI 
 
Omkarji is five [!] miles91 from the Omkareshwar Road railway station, 

which is on the Indore-Khandwa railway line from Mandu. Omkarji can be reached 
through Mhow. [Why only one?]   

 
M¡ndh¡t¡ and the ˛iva Temple 
  

The holy city [!]92 of Omk¡rj•, otherwise called M¡ndh¡t¡, boasts of two of 
India’s holiest temples dedicated to ˛iva. Situated on an island, a mile and a half 
long, in the middle of sacred Narmada river, Omkarji is split into two by a deep 
ravine from north to south. Steep hills dot the southern and eastern parts of the 
island. The swift and deep river is a haunt of crocodiles. The rocks have a tint of 
green, which blends beautifully with the dark green foliage and the brown and gray 
temples which rise in rows. The Birkhala rocks to the east end of the island are of 
great sanctity. According to tradition, it was considered meritorious to die at this 
spot and devotees used to cast themselves into the river, until the practice was 
ended in 1824. [These two are not identical.] 

 
The founder of this holy Shrine was one R¡j¡ M¡ndh¡tri [!], who claimed 

descent from the Sun.  M¡ndh¡tri performed a great sacrifice to ˛iva [note--not 
tapas] on the island which was named after the king. 

 
The great temple of Omkarji on the Birkhala rocks is a picturesque building 

with courtyard and colonnades supported by massive pillars. The original shrine of 
Amaleshwar or Mamaleshwar [?], which contains the specially holy li©gam is on 
the southern part of the island.93 The original site was swallowed by the growing 
jungle. Peshwa Baji Rao II of Poona tried to find and restore the shrine, but could 
not do so and built a new temple. The original site was later found and a temple 
built over it, but Peshwa’s shrine retains the name of Mamlleshwar [?]. There is a 

                                            
90 Betrays immaturity. 
91 In Hindi there is a saying: Kahat¡ bh• d•v¡n¡ sunat¡ bh• d•v¡n¡. 
92 Any word goes for any idea. A village becomes city! 
93 Nonsense and rubbish. 
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colossal Nandi (bull) carved in green stone in front of the Gauri Somanatha Temple 
on the precipice on the western part of the island.94  

 
Other Spots in Ruins          
  
 On the north bank of the Narmada95, a short 96distance from Omkarji, are 
ruins of temples dedicated to Lord Vishnu, and also some Jain shrines. There is a 
temple dedicated to Varáha (boar) incarnation of Vish∆u, with a fine repre- 
sentation of the boar, near the point where the river branches into two97. Carved in 
green stone are twenty four figures of Vish∆u. In a ravine, further down the bank, is 
a huge idol (18 1/2 long98) of the Goddess Cámu∆∂a [same as described as K¡l•---
R¡va∆an¡l¡ in the Gazetteer]. The ten-armed deity is shown sporting with lion cubs 
and human skulls. On her chest is a scorpion and her right a rat. She rests one foot 
on a prostrate figure.99 
  

A big fare is held on the occasion of the Mah¡ Shivar¡tri festival in 
February/March and another on the occasion of K¡rtika P¶r∆im¡ (full moon) 
festival in November. (Anonymous, p. 57)100  
 
 
 

 

                                            
94 The writer alone may understand what he wrote.  To us all this is mumbo jumbo.  He was half asleep when he wrote.  
Or, was under the spell of heavy drinking.   
 95 Quite important to note. It is to be remembered that another cluster of holy temples and palaces in what is now 
called Maheshvara is also located about 38 miles down west on the northern bank of the river Narmada. 
96 How short? Every statement is vague, written for the simpletons—simple folks—bhole bh¡le loga.. 
97 First meeting point of Narmada and Kaveri, east of the island. 
98 Note the word “long.” Is it standing or lying down? The writer lacks knowledge. The writing bertrays his ignorance. 
He is not a proper adhik¡rin at all to write on this subject. 
99 Kapolakalpita galpa or simply a gappa. 
100 In ancient times there were wandering bards. Now we have wandering writers, jumping from one idea to another. 
No relationship. There are M.A.’s. Here we have Master of Writing. 
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 M. T. Mahajan writes in Adi Sankara book under the title— 
 
Introducing Omk¡reshwar—M¡ndh¡t¡.  
 
He says101:     
 
Omk¡reshwar is one of the foremost [!] of the 12 Jyotirli©gas of the Hindu 

mythology [?] situated on the bank of the holy river Narmad¡. It is 13 kilometers 
from Omk¡reshwar Road Rly Station and 77 K.M. each from Indore and Khandwa 
at the opposite ends. In ancient times [?] when the village was situated on the top of 
the island hill in the river as a fortified town its population was considerable.102 
Presently the population is 4000 [What was earlier?  When?].  Its sudden rise is due 
partly to increased tourist traffic and largely to the construction of a cantilever 
bridge across the Narmad¡ in the midst of the townlet in 1979 at a cost of 29 lakhs 
[of rupees].  The exact location of the island in terms of the lat. and long. are [is?] 
22°14’ N and 76° 17’ E.  
 

 
Courtesy: Friends of Indore, Pal and Joshi 

 
Puranic History and Legend of the Land: 

 
R¡j¡ M¡ndh¡ta of the Ikshv¡ku family and ancestor of Shri Ramachandra 

performed great penance (tapas) here [evidence lacking]. God Shiva was pleased 
and as desired by the King established himself as Omkara at the place. The throne 
of Raja M¡ndh¡t¡ is still there near the Omkareshwar Temple and is worshipped 

                                            
101 This writing by Mahajan has been reproduced in Darshanika. Of course, his name is given as the author.  
102 All fairy tales.  No authentication.   
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[imp. to note]. Cf. Sadaiva m¡ndh¡tƒpure vasantam and M¡ndh¡tƒ-
dh¡tr•dhara˙.   

 
[We have not yet seen any documentary evidence [even from a Pur¡∆a] to 

this hearsay. Vettam Mani in his Puranic Encyclopedia gives a great deal of 
information about this famous king M¡ndh¡t¡, supported by Puranic references, 
but he does not relate this island in any way with Cakravarti Samr¡   M¡ndh¡t¡ of 
the solar race.]        

 
Omkare≈var is a picturesque island with remarkable scenic beauty. It is 

about 500 miles from the source of Narmad¡.  A small 22 mile long river K¡veri 
joins the Narmada at Omkareshwar [!], but as she was not received properly by the 
bigger and elder sister Narmada [only a gappa], in the wrath she crosses the 
Narmada unmixed with its waters carrying not only the flow, but also its name to 
the other side [All hearsay. No authentication. Every statement is vague.]  

 
[It is noteworthy here that the River K¡veri flows in from the South and tries 

to meet Narmada. She crosses the main river and flows for complete length of the 
island on the right side of the Island/Hill and gets merged into Narmada at a 
distance away from the point of her descent [at the western end of the island]. It is 
an unparalleled phenomenon if true. It has been brought out well following the 
copying method by some other writers. This is called Bhe∂iy¡ dhas¡na in Hindi.] 
103 

 
Then when cajoled and persuaded she rejoins the Narmada about 2 miles 

below.  The hilly island so formed in between is roughly 1-½ miles long and about 
¾ mile wide.  It is called Vaid¶rya Ma∆i Parvata [Where? By whom?.] The 
Narmada is a dividing line between the Vindhya Mountain in the north and the 
Satpura to the South. The channel north of the island (K¡ver•) is shallower and 
wider, while the Narmada to the south is narrow and deep, forming a silent pool 
full of fish and in former times with alligators too.  The depth of the river below the 
bridge is taken by the engineers to be about 250 deep.  

 
History of the Place: 

 
During the medieval period Mandhata Omkareshwar was ruled by Rajput 

Chauh¡ns under the suzerainty first of the Param¡ras, and then of the  Sultans of 
Malwa, and lastly  of the Scindias, who handed over the Island to the British in 
1824. [The date is important in terms of the abandonment of the self-immolation as 

                                            
103 All this is only   the tales of grandmother told to put the child to sleep.  
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said to have been discontinued after this specific date. An example of senseless talk 
presented by some earlier English writers who didn’t care for the truth.] 

 
We have just learnt [from an official report] that the Rajas of Mandhata 

served as the governors of nearby forts under the Muslim rulers of the region. 
 

Omkareshwar Temple:  
 
The Omkareshwar temple containing the Jyotirli©ga is the main center of 

attraction and object of veneration. As to who constructed the temple and when, it 
is all shrouded in mystery [What effort, if any, has been made to find the truth?]. 
The inner sanctum sanctorum which appears as an independent temple in itself is 
very old [how old?] while the extension of the temple with its imposing Sabh¡ 
Ma∆∂apa containing huge stone columns with carved human avataric figures 
appears to belong to the Brahmanical times or Gupta period of 4th or 5th century 
A.D.  [No evidence]. As the sanctum is close to the precipitious bank of the 
Narmada River, the extension made is sideways. [Does not make any sense to us at 
all!]  That is why neither the main door is in front of the deity, nor the Shikhar 
above it. The temple is five storeyed. The Raos of Mandhata used to be the 
hereditary custodians of the temple. It was declared a Public Trust in 1959.  
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Govindeshwar Guph¡ and Temple:  

 
It is a well-known historical fact104 that Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya took 

his Diksha and education of the Shastras from his Guru Shri Govinda 
Bhagavadpada at Omkareshwar.  The place on the bank of Narmada where he took 
his D•ksh¡ is consecrated by the erection of a temple aptly called the 
Govindeshwar Temple. The guph¡ or cave where Govinda Bhagavatpada 
performed his penances is also touching [?] the Narmada bank.   
 

It has excellent carvings of different designs on its stone roof105 and of 
human figures in various moods on its pillars inside [imp. to note].  Both the Guph¡ 
and the temple are very old and are partially or fully submerged in high floods of 
the Narmada and had been much damaged.  So Shri Jayendra Sarasvati Svamigal, 
the [present] Shankaracharya of Shri Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha has, in order to 
perpetuate the glory of the two great Acharyas, acquired both the Guph¡ and the 
temple and made extensive repairs.  A big Sabha Mandapa is also being 
constructed in front of the Govindeshwar Temple. Ten acres of land of the 
Mandhata (Island) hill has already been acquired and about two acres is being 
acquired in the southern part of the  town for the whole Shankaracharya 
complex….at a cost of about Rs. five crores…[A big drum is being beaten, 
generating a loud noise, but which is hollow inside. Correspondence with them has 
been a one-way street. It was terribly disappointing and disgusting. They are VIP’s. 
They converse only with the VIP’s. We are merely kshudra jantus. This has been 
a very sad experience. Some of their associates are only money-mongers. They 
don’t know what is ty¡ga and tapasy¡, service and benevolence.]   
 
 
 

                                            
104 Is it tradititional or historical? Is there any documentary evidence?  Could it be verified? To this  class of writers the 
“history” stands for any story.   
105 Is it roof or ceiling? 
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⁄di ˛a©kara at Omk¡re≈vara 
 
Shri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetha Seva Trust Omkareshwar106 
 
M. G. K. Menon 
 
Omkareshwar, a tiny [an understatement] island created by the River Kaveri, 

a tributary of Narmada, which joins the main river from the left bank, crosses her 
and rejoins from the right—a rare geographical phenomenon in the world--is the 
most important among the twelve jyotirlingas, where Lord Shiva is worshipped in 
the Bh¡ratavarsha.  It is most important, because the very “Pra∆ava” (OM) is the 
physical feature [?] of this blessed land of King Mandhata, over the Hill of which 
the Mountain Vindhya himself had undertaken a long penance to bring Shiva down 
to earth in the form of Siddhin¡tha.  It was here that Shankaracharya, born to 
⁄ry¡mb¡ and Shivaguru of Kaladi in the deep south Kerala, at the tender age of 
eight found h is Guru Shri Govinda Bhagavadp¡da and was initiated to Sanny¡sa. 
[All these traditional tales are beyond the power of our understanding.]    

 
According to a legend, Adi Shankara in search of a guru for himself came all 

the way from Kerala and found Shri Govinda Bhagavadp¡da under mys- terious 
circumstances.  The young lad who had walked hundreds of miles, crossing wild 
forests, mountains, hills, valleys, rivers and rivulets reached Omkareshwar and 
found Shrimad Govinda Bhagavatpada in a state of Nir- vikalpa Nishtha [sam¡dhi] 
in a cave under a Banyan tree on the bank of River Narmada at Omkareshwar. It 
was widely believed that this was the same Banyan tree from which Sage 
Gau∂ap¡da, the disciple of Shuka, the son of Veda Vy¡sa, suffering from a curse 
was hanging upside down in the form of a Brahma R¡kshasa and eating those 
walking under, unable to give appropriate answers to his questions on Advaita [?].  
Govinda Bhagavatp¡da, giving correct answers, it is said, escaped sudden death 
and devouvrement at the hands of Gau∂ap¡da and took down the intricacies of 
Vedanta and redeemed Gau∂ap¡da of the curse.  The tree is, however, not there 
now. 107 

                                            
106 This  Trust is different from the  Omkareshwar Jyotirli∆ga Temple Trust. They now have their own home page. 
Most of what follows is only a hearsay. 
107 Was it ever there? According to another legendary tale, the tree was on a highway. The Brahmar¡kßasa used to ask 
every passerby. 
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River Narmada was in floods when Sha©kara reached Omkareshwar108. Sage 
Govindap¡da was in deep meditation and the swollen Narmada had flooded the 
whole area there.  Distressed folks gathered around the sage, trying to seek his 
intercession to mitigate the fury of Narmada, but they were afraid to disturb him.  It 
was at this stage that the eight-year old lad from Kaladi appeared on the spot.  
When young Shankara saw the plight of the flood-stricken people, he took out his 
gha a [jar] and held its mouth against the surging flood waves, and lo, and behold, 
the flow was caught up and contained in the gha a. The joyful ones of the people 
woke Govindap¡da. Shankara made his humble obeisance and prostrated before 
him. Govindap¡da told him: Sages perform tapas for centuries to have the darshan 
of Lord Parameshvara, which thou hast voluntarily afforded unto me. Even so 
conforming to the ways of the world, I shall accept you as my disciple and make 
myself worthy to be blessed. [Comparison may be made with the question –as to 
“Who are you”—asked by the guru and the answer given by the disciple as “I am 
neither earth….”Na bh¶mir na toyam.109    

 
He then embraced Shankara and took him into his fold. He imparted Brahma 

Vidy¡, all the yogas and other intricate secrets of Vedas, Pur¡∆as, and Upanishads.  
Shankara was then initiated into Sanny¡sa [?].  

 
Both the Cave in which Adi Shankara found Shrimad Govinda Bhagavad- 

p¡da, his guru and the spot at which Shankara was initiated to Sanny¡sa by his 
master (on the bed of River Narmada identified as Govindeshwar Temple in the 
Koti Tirtha)110 still exist at Omkareshwar, but ravages of time and neglect for 
centuries have left them in total ruins.   

 
 B  that occurred to the nonagenarian  Param¡c¡rya of Sri Kanchi Kamakoti 

Peetham some years ago that invoked sustained efforts of some experts who could 
identify and confirm the cave in which Sankara found his Guru Govindap¡da and 
the spot at which Sankara was given the Deeksha of Sanny¡sa. These experts 
inspected the Cave in January 1979 and found that it conformed to the descriptions 
of the Book, The Age of Sankara. [No bibliographical details. I saw one book with 
this title. It was a cheap, shallow, modern work-- almost a trash. There must be 
some authentic older publication. Let us find out.] 

 

                                            
108 Exact spot of reaching? 
109 This is another traditional tale. 
110 What is this? 
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His Holiness Sri Jayendra Sarasvati Svamigal, the reigning ˛ankaracharya of 
Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham, visited Omkareshvar in 1980 and  was dis- tressed 
to find the miserable conditions in which both the hallowed spots were allowed to 
remain.  They were in a state of utter abuse and filthy surroundings.  He decided to 
take them over for renovation and preservation in furtherance of the dream  the 
Param¡c¡rya, His Holiness Chandra Shekharendra Svamigal, his own guru had 
envisioned.  

 
In March 1987 when His Holiness Shri Jayendra Sarasvati Svamigal visited 

Bhopal, he met some of the devotees and discussed his plans with them to acquire 
both the Cave and Govindeshwar Temple at Omkareshavar, renovate them, and 
preserve them with proper maintenance and also to have a befitting memorial to 
Adi Shankara Bhagavadp¡da and his Guru, Srimad Govinda Bhagavadp¡da on the 
Mandhata Hill, overlooking both the rivers, Narmada and Kaveri.       

 
Accordingly under his direction, Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetha Seva Trust 

Omkareshvar was founded. [The writer then describes the nature and the con- 
stitution, etc. of the Trust.]  

 
The Trust has already acquired the Cave Temple…the State Government has 

allotted Sri Govindeshvar Temple at Koti Tirtha (the spot at which Adi Shankara 
was given the Deeksh¡ of Sanny¡sa by his Guru) and ten acres of land over the 
Mandhata Hill at a nominal price. 

 
Both the Cave Temple and Sri Govindeshvar Temple have been renovated 

and on the last Shankara Jayanti day (April 21, 1988) H. H. Sri Jayendra Sarasvati 
installed the deities of Srimad Govinda Bhagavadp¡da in the Cave Temple and of 
Adi Shankara Bhagavadp¡da in Sri Govindeshvar Temple.  

 
The Trust has now plans to develop the ten acre land over Mandhat Hill  into 

a Shankara Jñ¡na Kendra, consisting of a Veda Pathashala, Sanskrit Academy, a 
Research Centre and Library of the life and works of Adi Shankara Bhagavadp¡da, 
an Institute of Vedic Mathematics and a Yoga Centre.111  

 

                                            
111 They don’t want to help others. Correspondence with them is a one-way street. Their recycling bin must be as 
gigantic as their plans. They are big. They talk with only big ones. We are too small to receive any attention from 
them.  
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To begin with, it is proposed to have a Sanskrit Pathashala, perhaps this year 
itself. 

 
The task is heavy, even for Herculeans to accomplish. But then, with the 

blessings of Blessed Acharyas of Sri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham, who have 
inculcated the spirit and heritage of ancient India, there is nothing impossible, and 
with this belief firm in our mind, the Trustees have determined to make 
Omkareshvara the most saught afer place for the faithfuls and students of 
India’s near ancient past. [Emphasis added.]  MAY WE BE BLESSED THUS. 

 
 The greatness, grandeur and glory of Shankaracharya 

The greatness of Shankara’s achievement rests on the peculiar intensity and 
splendour of thought with which the search for reality is conducted, on the high idealism 
of spirit grappling with the difficult problems of life, regardless of theological 
consequences, and on the vision of a consummation which places a divine glory on 
human life.  

 
Supreme as a philosopher and a dialectician, great as a man of calm judgement 

and wide toleration, Shankara taught us to love truth, respect reason and realise the 
purpose of life. Twelve centuries have passed, and yet his influence is visible. He 
destroyed many an old dogma, not by viciously attacking it, but by quietly suggesting 
something more reasonable, which was at the same time more spiritual too. He put into 
general circulation a new body of important knowledge and formative ideas, which, 
though contained in the Upanishads, were forgotten by the people, and then recreated for 
us the distant past. He was not a dreaming idealist but a practical visionary, a 
philosopher, and the same time a man of action, what we may call a social idealist on the 
grand scale. Even those who do not agree with his general attitude to life will not be 
reluctant to allow him a place among the immortals. 

     Dr. S. Radhakrishnan  
 
 ˛a©kar¡c¡rya once more revivified the Vedanta philosophy. In the Upa- 
nishads the arguments are often very obscure. He worked out, rationalized, and 
placed before men the wonderful coherent system of Advaita.  
        Swami Vivekananda   
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hàÖbÐÞÏ ÈÎë ÈÎ£ 
 

¦ÖèÒÞÆáÆÏÞÄí  ÄÅÞUÄß·ßÐÄë ÍÞUÕvÖëÐßTÎßÍ£  
 SÏÞ+¢ ßÕ]ÎÈKÇµÞÐÎÍÕvUÏ UÎ ßÖ\ÏèßÐÆÎí ” 
¦ÐÞÄí rÞÈ·ÍßUÄßÍ£  Ê}ßÄÙÄ^KÆ}ÞÏÄç ÍÞUµÐ£  
 ÄUÎè ÖbÐÍÞÈÕç ÄÈáÎÈëÕÞßBÍÈ|Î£ UÏÞÄí ØÆÞ ”” 
 
  Unto the great ˛a©kar¡c¡rya – glorious as the sun whose fame, as effulgent 
as the rays of the Sun, was propagated in the world by his disciples, from the east to 
the west, dispelling the darkness of ignorance, in the vicinity of whose splendour of 
wisdom even the Sun pales away into a moon--unto that great ˛a©kara may our 
obeisance through thought, word, and deed for ever be!  
 
*  *  *  *  *  * 
 
háßÄUÎãßÄÊáÐÞÃÞÈÞÎÞÒÏ¢ µnÃÞÒÏÎí ” 
ÈÎÞßÎ Í·ÕHÊÞÆ¢ ÖbÐ¢ ÒëµÖbÐÎí ”” 
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    ÕèßÆµ ØÈÞÄÈ ÇÎ| µà ¦ºÞÏ| ÊÐPÊÐÞ  
  

ÈÞÐÞÏÃ¢ ÊmÍÕ¢ ÕßØ)¢ Öß,¢ º ÄHÊáqÊÐÞÖÐ¢ º  
SÏÞØ¢ Öáµ ·ìÁÊÆ¢ ÎÙÞKÄ¢ ·ëßÕ¢ÆÏë·àKÆ}ÎÅÞUÏ ßÖ\ÏÎí ”  

hàÖbÐÞºÞÏ|ÎÅÞUÏ ÊmÊÞÆ¢ º ÙUÄÞÎÒµ º ßÖ\Ï¢  
Ä¢ Äë¿µ ÕÞßÄ|µµÞÐÎKÏÞUÎÈUÎöáaKØKÄÄÎÞÈÄëÝßUÎ ”” 

 
Í·ÕÞÈí ÈÞÐÞÏÃ, Ì}:Þ, ÕßØ), Öß,, Öß, µ‡ Êáq ÊÐÞÖÐ, SÏÞØ, ÖáµÆçÕ, ©Èµ‡ 
ßÖ\Ï ·ìÁÊÞÆÞºÞÏ|, ©Èµ‡ ßÖ\Ï ·ëßÕKÆÍ·ÕÄíÊÞÆ, ©Èµ‡ ßÖ\Ï ÖbÐÞºÞÏ|, ©Èµ‡ 
ßÖ\Ï ÊmÊÞÆÞºÞÏ|, ÙUÄÞÎÒµÞºÞÏ|, Äë¿µÞºÞÏ|, ÕÞßÄ|µµÞÐ ØáÐç]ÐÞºÞÏ| ÄÅÞ 
§Èµ‡ ¥ÈKÄÐ ÙëÈçÕÞÒç ¥ÊÈç Øöán³¢ µë ÎèÚ ÖÐàÐ, ÎÈ, ´Ð ÕÞÃà Øç ÆLÁÕÄí Ê}ÃÞÎ 
µÐÄÞ Ù‚ ”         
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Advaita-Param¡c¡rya-Parampar¡      
at Omk¡ra  M¡ndh¡t¡ 

 
Shri Gau∂ap¡da 
Govinda Bhagavadp¡da, and  
Sha©kara Bhagavadp¡da 
at the Vindhya Foothills   
on the Narmad¡ River Bank 

 
By N. Krishnamoorthy112 

 
The foot-hills of the Vindhyas and the banks of the Narmada, from [time?] 

immemorial, are considered to be one of the very sacred places in Bh¡rata. 
Omkareshwar, Mandaleshwar and Maheshwar are the holy places on the banks of 
the Narmada famous for the Shiva Temples.  But still greater is the importance of 
these holy cities, as they have been very closely associated with  the lives of the 
great Religious Trio, Gau∂ap¡da, Govinda Bhagavadp¡da and Sha©kara 
Bhagavadp¡da (⁄di Sha©kara).113  
 

The Advaita Vidy¡ was transmitted to Lord N¡r¡ya∆a by Lord Sad¡- shiva 
and passed on by the latter to Brahm¡, and from Brahm¡ to Vasish ha, from 
Vasish ha to his son Sakhti (?), from Sakhti to his son Par¡shara, and from 
Par¡shara to his son Vy¡sa and from Vy¡sa to his son ˛uka. 
 

Thus we see that the Advaita Vidy¡ was passed on or transferred from father 
to son as a family inheritance up to ˛uka and from ˛uka onwards it moved through 
the Guru-≈ißya-parampar¡. ˛uka’s disciple was Gau∂ap¡da. Govinda 
Bhagavadp¡da was the disciple of Gau∂apada, and ˛a©kara Bhagavat-p¡da (⁄di 
Sha©kar¡ch¡rya), the disciple of Govinda Bhagavatp¡da. 
 

During the short span of 32 years, ⁄di Sha©kara traveled three times through 
the length and breadth of Bh¡rata, and was responsible for the revival of 
Hinduism[?],  which had been almost broken up due to the predominance of the 
idealism of Buddhism, Jainism and seventy two other sects, which had also enticed 
a large section of the people of Bharata, resulting in the people discontinuing the 

                                            
112 This article is quite rich in contents, but very poor in presentation. We have tried to improve its contents and style. 
For example, even the last name of the author was spelled wrong. The original may be OM, but the rendering is not 
desirable at all. The editorial work is of a very low level indeed. The story is only traditional. 
113 We could safely add Mandana Mishra. 
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Vedic rites and getting converted  to other sects and religions.  Under these 
confused and tormented conditions in Bharata, the great Sha∆kara was born on 
˛ukla Pakßa Pañcham• day, Anur¡dh¡ Nakßatra, in the year 509 B.C. [?] at Kaladi, 
to the pious couple ˛ivaguru and ⁄ry¡mb¡ 
 

Having mastered all the Vedas, etc.114 and with the desire to renounce the 
world, Sha©kara at the tender age of eight left his home, with the permission of his 
mother (his father having passed away when he was only four) in search of a guru, 
to get himself initiated to the Sanny¡sa ⁄≈rama. The young aspiring ascetic, 
walked on and on, crossing all the mountains, rivers, and forests, with cheer and 
fervent hope of finding out his preceptor.  Finally he reached  Omkareshwar on the 
banks of the River Narmada and met Govinda Bhagavadp¡da, who by intuition was 
waiting all along for the arrival of Shri   Sha©kara, whom he initiated into the 
Sanny¡sa ⁄≈rama and imparted to him all the Advaita Vidy¡.   

 
Now, who is this Mah¡tm¡ Shr• Govinda Bhagavadp¡da?  Of course, it is 

necessary that we should first know the story of his Guru Shr• Gau∂ap¡da. 
 

Sage Patañjali conducted his classes for about 1000 students assembled at 
the Chidambaram Temple on Vy¡kara∆a Bh¡ßya, sitting behind the curtain. Being 
the Avat¡ra of ⁄di≈esha, he could impart the lessons, through the one thousand 
tongues he possessed with the condition that no one should move out of the hall 
during the classes, otherwise he would be cursed to become a Brahma R¡kßasa.  He 
also laid the condition that if anybody would remove the curtain between him and 
the students, all the students would be reduced to ashes.   

 
Once a student from the Gau∂adesa, by name Gau∂ap¡da went out for some-

time to answer the nature’s call.  During that time, another student, out of curiosity 
to know as to how his master could teach all the one thousand students with one 
voice, removed the curtain, which resulted in all the students being reduced to 
ashes, due to the poisonous gas emanating from the mouth of ⁄di≈esha.  
Gau∂ap¡da, who returned to the class, found heaps of ashes only instead of the 
students and the sage Patañjali sitting there with a sad face.  On seeing this lone 
disciple, the sage was pleased to the extent that at least one student had been saved 
from his first curse.  But the same student could not escape the punishment of 
becoming a Brahma R¡kshasa, as he had gone out of the class without the 
permission of the sage.  However, the great sage Patañjali, blessed Gau∂ap¡da, the 
last surviving disciple, with all the knowledge he would have acquired had the 
classes he had been conducting been continued and also blessed him that he would 

                                            
114 Only a hyperbole.  
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get rid of the form of Brahma R¡kßasa and get back his normal form of a human 
being when he would find a suitable disciple to whom he could impart his 
knowledge.   

 
Gau∂ap¡da immediately assumed the form of a Brahma R¡kßasa. After 

wandering with a restless spirit and without any mental peace, he reached 
Omk¡reshwara, and took refuge under the banyan tree on the highway connecting 
the South and the North of India.115  The Brahma R¡kßasa would stop any man of 
letters on the road and ask intricate questions in Sanskrit grammar just like the 
Nish h¡ Pratyaya for the roots bhuj (Íá¼í ), shak (Öµ), etc. which everybody would 
answer as bhukta (Íá,) shakta, (Ö,) etc. Immediately it would ask the Nish h¡ 
pratyaya of the root pach (Êºí ), for which the consequent thoughtless answer 
would come out as pakta, (Ê,), while in reality it should be (Ê@Õ).  The Brahma 
R¡kßasa would say: “Your answer is wrong.  Pakva (Ê@Õ) is the correct answer, 
and you are also Pakva for being eaten by me” and immediately would kill him.  

 
After many years of waiting under the Banyan tree, one day a very young, 

handsome and learned Brahman bachelor, by name Chandra Sharm¡, was passing 
through the highway, and he was also asked the same questions,    Chandra Sharma 
replied without any hesitation that Nish h¡ Pratyaya for the root pach (Êºí) is (Ê@Õ 
).  The Brahma R¡kßasa was happy that he could spot out the right disciple and 
would get his deliverance from the curse no sooner he imparted the knowledge to 
the disciple. This disciple was Govinda Bhagavad-p¡da, the Guru of ⁄di 
Sha©kar¡ch¡rya.    

 
The Brahma Rãkßasa sat on the branch of  the Banyan tree and started giving 

the lessons, which Chandra Sharma went on noting down on the leaves of the 
Banyan tree with the help of the nails, using the blood drawn out of his  thigh as 
ink. After finishing the lessons, the Brahma Rãkßasa was released from the curse 
and assumed the original form as Gau∂apãda, blessed his disciple and left for the 
Himalayan slopes for penance.  

 
Chandra sharma bundled all the leaves in a cloth and as he was exhausted, 

having spent sleepless nights without food for a number of days, fell asleep under 
the same banyan tree, keeping the bundle of the leaves behind him.  When he was 

                                            
115 This makes sense. The writer who wrote that the tree was close to the cave was unaware of this believable fable. 
This kind of writing merely proves  the validity of the story of the four blind men trying to find the exact nature of the 
elephant. They just saw a part only and ran away with  their distinctive opinion.  
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disturbed from sleep, he found that a goat had eaten away a good portion of the 
leaves in the bundle.  

 
Whatever remained was called the AJA BHAKSHITA BH⁄SHYA. Chandra 

Sharma took possession of the remaining leaves in the bundle and reached Ujjain. 
He retired to rest in the front verandah of the house of a Vaishya and fell into deep 
sleep for such a long time that he had to be attended upon by the daughter of the 
Vaishya which brought consciousness to him. The daughter of the Vaishya said that 
she would marry only him as she had done that type of service which normally a 
wife would do to the husband.  Since Chandra Sharma refused to marry her, the 
matter was referred to the King of Ujjain for decision.  The king who was very 
much impressed with the personality and learning of Chandra Sharma, thought of 
offering his own daughter to him, and he called his minister for consultation. The 
Minister, who also had a daughter of marriage- able age, thought that the king 
would have called him for the settlement of the marriage of his own daughter with 
Chandra Sharma.  As such, Chandra Sharma, who had no inclination for marriage 
at all, had to marry one more girl from the shudra community as it was the custom 
in those days that if a Brahmana would marry a girl from non-Br¡hma∆a 
community, he must marry at one and the same time the girls from all the other 
communities too, in addition to the one from the Br¡hma∆a family. 

 
As such he married, in addition to the three girls from the Br¡hma∆a, 

Kshatriya and Vaishya communities, a girl from the Sh¶dra community also.  He 
led a family life till all the wives delivered one child each. The  children are known 
to the posterity as Bhartƒhari, Patil[?], Vararuchi, and Vikram¡ditya.  Thereafter he 
left for the Himalayas to meet his guru Gau∂ap¡da.  Gau∂ap¡da offered him 
sanny¡sa, initiated him into the ⁄tma Vidya, viz. Advaita Philosophy, and was 
given the D•kß¡ name, Govinda Bhgavatp¡da.  He stayed with his guru for many 
years in the Himalayas.   

 
Gau∂apãda and Sage Vedavy¡sa, by intuition, came to know that Lord Shiva 

had taken his birth in a family of Namboodhri’s at Kaladi in Kerala, and that he 
would be going over to Omk¡re≈vara, on the bank of the Narmada, where he 
should be initiated to the Sanny¡sa ⁄shrama and given lessons in the Advaita 
philosophy. Hence Gau∂ap¡da instructed Govind Bhagavatpãda to retire to 
Omk¡reshvara and await the arrival of Sha©kara who was none other than Lord 
Shiva Himself. Govinda Bhagvatpada came back and was plunged in deep 
meditation for many years.     

 
Sha©kara also reached there when he was hardly eight years old, and met 

Govinda Bhagavatp¡da.  The latter was astonished at the deep learning and wisdom 
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of this young boy and formally initiated him into the Advaita Vidy¡ after giving 
him sanny¡sa.  The Guru and shißya stayed a few years in the same cave which is 
being renovated by the present Sha©kar¡c¡rya of Kanchi mutt,--H.H. Jayendra 
Sarasvati Svami, with a view to erect a suitable memorial for the trios – 
Gau∂ap¡da, Govinda Bhagavatp¡da, and Sha©kara Bhagavatp¡da – at the foot of 
the Vindhyas and on the river bank of the sacred Narmad¡. 116  

 
Sha©kara after staying with his Guru for a few years created history by 

travelling to K¡≈i, Badrinath, Kedaranath, Kailash, Pa≈upatin¡th, etc. and by 
writing the immortal Bh¡ßyas for the Prasth¡ntraya, viz., the  Brahma S¶tras, 
Upanißadas and Bhagavadg•t¡ before his 16th year and also travelling through the 
length and breadth of the country three times, propagating the philosophy of 
Advaita and driving away the effects of Buddhism, Jainism and 72  other cults 
which had started taking roots in the soil of Bharata. 

 
In those days the doctrine of P¶rva M•m¡µs¡ was also very much prevalent 

in the country, Mandana Mishra being one of the foremost exponents of the 
doctrine. He was staying at Mandaleshwar117 on the banks of the Narmada and a 
few miles away from Omkareshvara. Sha©kara having come to know about the 
learned Ma∆∂ana Mishra from Kumarila Bhatta of Pray¡ga t•rtha reached 
Mandaleshwar and found that even ladies of that town were well versed in Sanskrit.  
When he asked the ladies returning home from the river, as to the exact location of 
the house of Ma∆∂ana Mishra, he was astonished at the erudition of the ladies who 
gave the reply in the form of a Sanskrit verse. 

 
 UÕÄ£ Ê}ÎÞÃ¢ ÊÐÄ£ Ê}ÎÞÃ¢ µàÐÞcÈÞ Ïq º Ø¢ß·ÐKÄç ” 118  
 gÞÐUÅÈàÁÞKÄÐØ¢ßÈnfÞ£ ¼ÞÈàßÙ ÄKÎLÁÈÊßLÁÄìµ£ ””    
 
Meaning that, that is the house of Mandana Mishra where on the phials or 

verandahs of the house even the parrots would  be discussing about the philosophical 
terms like “Svata˙ pram¡∆a or parata˙ pram¡∆a,” etc. Such was the educational 
standard at Mandaleshwar during the period of Sha©kara Bhagavatp¡da.119   
 

Sha©kara met Ma∆∂ana Mishra and had 21 days of continued debate with 
him. Sarasvat•,120 wife of Ma∆∂ana Mishra, who was herself an erudite scholar, 

                                            
116 Publicity and propaganda. A drum, though making a loud noise, is hollow inside.  
117 West Nimar Gazetteer has presented a great deal of information on Mandana Mishra at Mandaleshvara. 
118 Yatra giro vadanti, is a variant reading 
119 WNG also tells us that Maheshvara or Mahishmati was the karmabhumi also of Murari Kavi of Anargharaghava 
fame, an immortal work. So the former Nimar District was a great center of learning and spiritual enlightenment. 
120 Also famed as Bh¡rat•. 
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was agreed upon by the two scholars as the Umpire. Sarasvati rightly upheld the 
doctrine of Advaita over the doctrine of Karma M•m¡µs¡.  As per the terms of the 
debate, Ma∆∂ana Mishra having accepted the defeat became the disciple of 
Sha©kara and was initiated by him to the order of sany¡sa, and was given the name 
of Sureshvar¡ch¡rya.   

 
 Sureshvar¡ch¡rya was not only the foremost among the disciples of the  ⁄di 

Sha©kara but was Also entrusted by him the responsibility to supervise the 
functions of all the ma has established by Sha©kara with his headquarters at Kanchi 
Kamakoti Peetha at Kanchi along with his Guru [?].  Adi Sha©kara ascended the 
Sarvagna Peeth and attained Siddhi at the age of 32 in the year 477 B.C. on the 
Shukla Paksha Ek¡da≈•  of the month of Vai≈¡kha, by entering the cave in the 
Garbhagƒha of Goddess K¡m¡ksh• at K¡nch•puram. 

 
    ØÆÞßÖÕØÎÞÐPÍÞ¢ ÖbÐÞºÞÏ|ÎJÏÎÞÎí ”  
    ¥UÎÆÞºÞÏ|ÊÏ|KÄÞ¢ ÕKÆç ·ánÊÐPÊÐÞÎí ”” 
 

-------------------------------- 
 
Let us see, i.e. read, what the Shankaradigvijaya has to say about all this. [Yet to be 
seen]  
 
 H. D. Sankalia and the West Nimar Gazetteer inform us that there was a 
deep association of Ma∆∂ana Mishra with Maheshvara, i.e. M¡hishmat• to the 
extent that even today there is a place, area or region there named as Ma∆∂anakho. 
 
 Recently I have come across and read a book on Mahe≈vara, etc. named 
M¡hißmat• Sm¡rik¡.  It may be added that what I saw was marked as vol. 1 of a 
series.  We don’t know if future vols. were published or not.   
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The Tourist Trade 
Contributions 
 

Excite Travel 
 
 East of the main river crossing at Barhawa, the Narmada dips southwards, 
sweeps North again to form a wide bend, and then forks around a two kilometer-
long wedge-shaped outcrop of sandstone. Seen from above the island, cut by 
several deep ravines, bears an uncanny resemblance to the “Om” symbol.  This, 
coupled with the presence on its sheer south-facing side of a revered Shiva-lingam, 
has made Omkareshwar, 77 km south of Indore, one of the most sacred Hindu sites 
in central India. [A good writing for a change!] 
 
 Since ancient times, pilgrims have flocked here for darshan and a holy dip in 
the river.  Until recently, however, few foreign visitors knew of the village’s 
existence; but it is among the region’s most atmospheric spots, and anyone who can 
survive for a couple of days without a comfortable hotel room is likely to enjoy it.  
Ruined temples, wayside shrines, bathing places, and caves inhabited by chillum-
smoking Shivaite sadhus are dotted around the island, strung together by an old-
paved pilgrims’ trail.  
 
 From the bus stand at the bottom of the village [?], Omkareshwar’s only 
street runs 400m uphill to a ramshackle square, where you’ll find most of the 
dharamshalas, chai shops, and a handful of stalls hawking lurid puja para- 
phernalia (including the excellent stylized maps taken home by pilgrims as 
souvenirs of their visits).  The island itself is connected to the mainland by a high 
concrete footbridge, and by flat-bottomed ferries that shuttle between the ghats.  
Once across, you’re soon swallowed up by the crowded narrow lane leading to the 
main temple.  
 
 The prominent white shikhara that now soars above the Shri Omkar 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Mandir is a relatively new addition to the dense cluster of buildings on 
the south side of the island. Below it, the ornate pillars in the assembly hall, or 
ma∆∂apa are more representative of the shrine’s great antiquity. [N.B.] Myths 
relating to the origins of the deity in the low ceilinged sanctum date back to the 
second century BC.  Another of India’s twelve jyotirlingas (“linga of light”) it is 
said by the Hindus to have emerged spontaneously from the earth after a struggle 
between Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. (Ref. Excite Travel). 
Cf. Li©godbhava. But this story does not bring in any mountain. 
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Indian Heritage.  
 
 The Omkareshvara temple is built in the North Indian style of architecture, 
with high spires.  Devotees consider worship to Panchamukha Ganesha to be very 
auspicious. There is a shrine to Annap¶r∆¡. Shiva lingas of various sizes are sold in 
great numbers in this place. [Rambling thoughts!] 
 
 Omkareshwar is situated on the Mandhata hills in Madhya pradesh, known 
in ancient times as Shivapuri.  The temple dates back to the Krita Yuga.  River 
Narmada flows here around the M¡ndh¡t¡ Hill in the form of an Om (Omkaram) 
[!].  The Jyotir Li©gam split in two, and there are two Shiva Lingams, Omkashewar 
and Amaleshwar (Amareshwar). 
 
 M¡ndh¡t¡ was a great Emperor of the Ikshv¡ku clan who ruled this land. He 
did great penance in this land and there is an ¡shrama called M¡ndh¡t¡ Ashrama 
here. [Noteworthy] 
 
 It is said that once sage N¡rada during his visit to the Vindhyas sang the 
praise of Mount Meru to Mount Vindhya. On hearing this, Mount Vindhya prayed 
to Lord Shiva to gain in importance.  Lord Shiva blessed him and appeared here as 
Omkareshvara and Amareshvara and gave the boon of growing, but without 
hindering Shiva devotees. But the Vindhyas did not stop growing, and even 
obstructed the sun and the moon.  Sage Agastya subdued its growth by saying it 
should not grow till he gets back there.  He never went back and hence the growth 
was arrested. [Just a fable.] 
 
 In our childhood we had heard another story. Vindhya started growing and 
going up and up. The sun was blocked. There was darkness everywhere. There was 
chaos. The gods approached Maharshi Agastya for help. He came. Vindhya 
prostrated in reverence. Agastya asked Vindhya not to get up until he returned. But 
he never returned.  
 

It is said that going to the south is the end—no return. 
 
 Note: Good writing. This web site is worth exploring further. Seems to have 
writings on many temples. The top reads: Indian Heritage–Temples–Jyotirlingas  – 
Omkareshwar.                 
 
The  bottom gives the URL as  
http://www.saigan.com/heritage/temple/jyotir4.html 
Note the no. 4 after jyotir. 
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 The following additional information to access further items appears at the 
bottom. This may be a kind of index. Jyotirlinga Sthalam 

 
Mystic India 
 
 It has good picture of Omkara-Mandhata Island and its surroundings. 
     
Shri Omkar Mandhata:         
 
 The temple stands on a one mile long [?], half a mile wide island that has 
been formed by the fork of the Narmada.  The soft stone of which it was 
constructed has lent its pliable surface to a rare degree of detailed work, of which 
the frieze of figures on the upper portion is the most striking.  Also intricately 
carved is the stone roof [!] of the temple.  Enriching the shrine are verandas with 
columns which are carved in circles, polygons and squares. [We are not sure if the 
writer was sure about what he was writing.] 
 
 
Spiritual journeys.net 
 
 Omkareshwar:  Omkareshwar has a gorgeous idyllic setting.  The sacred 
island, shaped like the holiest of all Hindu symbols, ‘Om’, has drawn hundreds of 
generations of pilgrims.  Here, at the confluence of the rivers Narmada and Kaveri, 
the devotees have gathered to kneel before the Jyotirlingam (one of the twelve 
throughout India) at the temple of Shri Omkar Mandhata.  The work of nature 
complements those of man to provide a setting awe-inspiring in its magnificence.  
The temple is a huge imposing stone structure with the inner sanctum deep inside.  
The construction itself is without any cement with beauti-ful carvings on the 
support structure. 
 
 And what a glorious sight, with the Narmad¡ splashing along her rocky 
course and the K¡ver• tumbling in adolescent glee from either side. ”They flow in 
their own individual vastness and then merge into that mysterious Oneness.”  Adi 
Shankara lived and practiced here [what?]. 

 
Templenet 

 
TempleNet seems to be a sensible source. We have here only one of their 

contributions on Omkareshwar, but it seems they have descriptions of all the dozen 
of them. This source seems to be learned. Their note on this temple ends with the 
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Sanskrit verse K¡verik¡-Narmadayo˙… OJTT says that this stotra is composed 
by Adi Shankaracharya. One another source too says so, but there has not been any 
authentication as yet. 

 
Omkareshwar located in Madhya Pradesh, on the M¡ndh¡t¡ hill on the 

banks of the Narmad¡ is one of the 12 revered Jyotirlinga shrines of Shiva.  It is 
located at a distance of about 12 miles from Moratakka in Madhya Pradesh. 

 
The river Narmada branches into two and forms an island named M¡ndh¡t¡ 

or Shivapur• in the center. The shape of the island resembles that of the visual 
representation of the Omkara sound, Om. There are two temples here, one 
[dedicated?] to Omkareshwar and one to Amareshwar.  

 
Legend has it that the Vindhya mountain prayed to Shiva - Omkareshwara 

and was blessed here. Legend also has it that upon the request of the Devas, the 
Shivalinga split into two, one half being Omkareshwar and the other Amaleshwara 
or Amareshwara. King Mandhata of the Ikshvaku clan is believed to have 
worshipped Shiva here.  

 
Govinda Bhagavatp¡da, the guru of Shankar¡ch¡rya, is believed to have 

lived here in a cave.  
 
The temple can be reached by ferry from the banks of the river. [Old story 

dated prior to 1979 when the bridge was constructed.]  The Omkareshvara temple 
built in the Nagara style is characterized by a lofty shikhara. There are also shrines 
to Annap¶r∆¡ and Ga∆esha here. [There are many more. It is a Paradise for 
Pilgrims. These are all popular writings for the people to get excited and use the 
services of travel agents to help them make more money. ] 

 
One More Contribution 
 
 The important part of the town containing the famous Jyotirli©ga, 
Omkareshwar temple, is situated on the island formed in the Narmad¡ and the rest 
of the town formed in the southern bank of the river. 
 
 In the ancient times the village was situated on the island hill and it was 
considered as a town-ship, the remains of which are still extant. Later on the 
habitations are shifted down-ward touching the bank of Narmada and dwindled to 
about 600 and then gradually increased to 1350 in the 1970 census and to about 
6000 by 1995 [Wonderful writing! Deserves award of a special reward]. 
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 It is still increasing owing to tourist facilities and the construction of the 
Cantilever bridge in 1979 across the Narmada in the midst of the town. 

 
*        *       * 
 
Generally the writers appearing on the Internet—and there are scores of 

them—do not mention that there is a palace of the Raja.  Also the name of the place 
mentioned by the Encyclopaedia Britannica. is Godarpura. But this is the name of 
the settlement located on the southern bank of the Narmada. We may call it the 
South M¡ndh¡t¡, 

 
All the 'Rajas' were wiped off by the Congressite independent Government 

of India (Sovereign Democratic Republic). So how could they of the Old Order 
exist in the new India? Their palaces too might have been wiped off.  However, 
many pictures of this holy island show the grand and imposing structures of the 
palace of the Raja. [This was written long ago. Man grows in age as well as 
knowledge if he wants.] 

 
A special note: More has been written in the Internet on this temple than any 

other Jyotirli©ga Temple in India. This may be declared at least on the basis of 
what I have seen so far. This temple is romantic. It has many legends and stories in 
the background as the basis. 
 

 
 

Some writers mention the Cantilever type bridge, 270 ft. above the water 
level, constructed in 1979, which has increased the grandeur, traffic and population 
of the holy site. There are numerous descriptions of this Island on the Internet. 
None gives a picture of the bridge, although it was constructed in 1979. OM—
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Darshanika has a picture with this bridge. [We have secured some pictures showing 
the bridge as well.] 

 
Exact location in terms of latitude and longitude: 22° 14’ N. 76° 17’ E.  
 
Railway station: Omkareshwar Road. The temple is located 7 miles (12 

kms.) from this Railway station. One writer says that the actual name of this Rly. 
station is Moratakka. He criticizes others who name the nearest Railway Station as 
Omkareshwar.  However, Moratakka is far away from the Railway line and is 
located in the southwest direction from the Omkareshwar Railway Station. But it 
seems that both the names refer to one and the same station. One may be the actual 
name and another only a popular one. This matter needs more investigation and 
explanation.  

 
 

Madhya Pradesh State Tourism Development Corporation: 
 
Omk¡reshwar: Omk¡reshwar, the sacred island, shaped like the holiest of 

all Hindu symbols121, 'Om', has drawn to it hundreds of generations of pilgrims. 
Here, at the confluence of the rivers Narmada and Kaveri, the devotees gather to 
kneel before the Jyotirlinga (one of the twelve throughout India) at the temple of 
Shri Omkara Mandhata. And here, as in so many of Madhya Pradesh's sacred 
shrines, the works of Nature complement those of man to provide a setting awe-
inspiring in its magnificence. [This is copied by many advertisers in an attempt to 
make a mountain of money out of this holy mountain. Utterly disgusting.]  

 
This writing contains a picture of probably the island, but is not distinct 

enough.  The following statement appears under the picture: 
 
The island comprises two lofty hills and is divided by a valley in such a way 

that it appears in the shape of the sacred Hindu symbol 'OM' from above. [A fairy 
tale so far.] Between the precipitous hills of the Vindhya on the North and the 
Satpura on the South, the Narmada forms a deep silent pool, which in former times 
was full of alligators and fish, so tame as to take grain from human hand. This pool 
is 270 ft. below the cantilever type bridge constructed in 1979. The bridge has 
enhanced scenic beauty of the place, making it exceedingly picturesque.    

                                            
121 A fairy tale so far. No one has shown a real picture. All sing the same song. 
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Temples, Deities 
And  

Outstanding Landmarks 
 
01. Amale≈vara (same as Amare≈vara and Mamale≈vara) 
02. Amare≈vara (See # 1) 
03. Annap¶r∆¡ 
04. ⁄sh¡pur• 
05. Bh•ma Arjuna 
06. Brahm¡ 
07. Bƒdhe≈vara ( ? )122 
08. Chand Suraja Gate 
09. Dv¡rak¡dh•sha 
10. Gaur• Soman¡tha 
11. G¡yatr• 
12. Govinde≈vara Guph¡ 
13. Govinde≈vara Mandira 
14. Han¶m¡n 
15. K¡≈• Vi≈ve≈vara 
16. Ked¡reshvara 
17. Kunt• M¡t¡ (cf. # 5) 
18. Mah¡k¡leshvara 
19. Mah¡k¡l• (C¡mu∆∂¡) (Never finished) 
20. Mamale≈vara, same as Amare≈vara 
21. M¡rka∆∂eya Saµny¡sa ⁄≈rama 
22. M¡rka∆∂eya Shil¡ 
23. Omk¡ra Ma ha 
24. Pañcamukh• Ga∆esha. 
25. Parame≈vara (same as Amare≈vara) 
26. Ramakrishna Mission 
27. Ï∆amukte≈vara  
28. Siddhavarak¶ a (Jaina) 
29. Siddhan¡tha, Siddhin¡tha, Siddhe≈vara 
30. Sikh Gurudv¡r¡ 
31. Shr• Krishna Vir¡  Svar¶pa 
32. Vish∆u 
 

                                            
122 See History and culture of  the Indian people, Vol. 5., illustrations at  the end. 
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Temples 

 
Amareshvara Temple at M¡ndh¡t¡ 

 

  
 

¥ÎÐÞÃÞ¢ ÖÄè^èÕ ØçßÕÄë ;ÎÐç]Ð£ ” 
ÄÅèÕ «ß×ßÍ^èÕ123 ÄçÈ ÊáLÏÄÎë ÎÙÞÈí ””  

 
A nice eulogy of Amareshvara quoted by STD from Skanda Pur¡∆a, Rev¡ 

Kha∆∂a, 28:133.  Captain Forsyth says: Both Omkare≈vara and Amre≈vara ˛iva 
Li∆gas are equally honored and worshiped by the pilgrims. Our question is : How 
any one can assert categorically and emphatically  that there is only one Jyotirli∆ga 
that is worshiped at Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ Dh¡ma? cf. Jyotirlinge mah¡divye 
var∆ite te mah¡mune!  

 
It must have been, maybe, 10-15 years ago that I read about a ˛iva Temple 

on the bank of the River Narmada, which was enriched by the Mahimnastotra of  
Pushpadanta engraved on its wall. This happened while preparing for a religious 
discourse delivered to an audience of ˛iva devotees in Columbia, Missouri, 
celebrating the Shivar¡tri festival.  

 
Little did I think at that time that I would be studying the same temple and 

the hymn inscribed therein sometime in the future and that in the middle of the year 

                                            
123 We have a variant reaading--rßisa©ghai≈ ca. 
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2001 I would come across the same temple and the hymn in connection with my 
search and research on Oµk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ and Its Holy Environs (earlier title of 
our Notebook). 

 
There cannot be two ˛iva temples on the bank of the River Narmad¡ made 

holier by the Mahimnastotra! The two must be one and the same, so I thought. And 
yes, I found that W. Norman Brown had prepared and published his critical and 
illustrated edition of the Mahimnastotra using this very ins-cription, inscribed on 
the walls of the Amareshvara Temple at South Mandhata as the primary basis for 
his text. 

 
Editor Brown says in his Foreword: Got a photograph of the inscription at 

the Amare≈vara Temple at M¡ndh¡t¡, in the Nimad District which was kindly 
supplied by the Archaeological Survey of India. 

 

 
 
And he says in his Introduction, p. 3: The earliest known text is a stone 

inscription at the Amare≈vara Temple at Mandhata in the district of Nim¡∂ on the 
northern [sic] bank124 of the Narmad¡ river. This is dated, but unfortunately the 
second digit of the date [year] is damaged [?] and the year might be either Samvat 
1120 or 1220. The complete date works out to be either November 21, 1063 A.D. 
or October 27 1163 A.D.125 

 
See N. P. Chakravarti, Epigraphia Indica, vol. 25, part 4, October 1939 pp. 

183-185. This inscription is reproduced and discussed by Gaurishankar Ojha in 
Kaly¡∆a, bh¡ga 8, a©ka 1 [?], Gita Press, Gorakhpur, Samvat 1990, (August 1933), 

                                            
124 The temple is not located on the northern bank but on the southern bank, exactly opposite to the Omkareshvara 
temple complex. May be it is on the northern wall. There seems to be some confusion. To be resolved. The matter 
needs further investigation as to what Brown said and what is the fact. VERIFY. This note was prepared earlier. Since 
then much water has rolled down the River of Narmada. 
125 Rahman Ali to note. 
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pp. 467-471. [Ojh¡’s paper not yet seen. I wrote to the Press. My request went 
straight into their waste paper basket. This is not an exception. This has been a rule 
in the present study. People are so busy that they don’t even acknowledge our 
letter. This has been a very sad experience.]          

 
And here is Chakravarti :  
 
N. P. Chakravarti, “A Note on the Hal¡yudha stotra in the Amare≈vara 

Temple,” Epigraphia Indica, 25:105 [183?] ff. 
 
Sanskrit Stotras in Amareshvara Temple 
 
Chakravarty says:  
 
There are several Sanskrit stotras engraved on the side walls of the 

ardhama∆∂apa [front portico ?] in the Amare≈vara Temple at M¡ndh¡t¡….The 
northern wall contains three of these, viz. (1) a stotra in 8 lines and 9 verses in 
praise of the river Narmad¡, (2) the well known ˛iva-Mahimna stotra in 40 verses 
taking up 22 lines, and (3) a single verse in 3 lines in praise of ˛iva and P¡rvat•. 
[Nos. 1 and 3 not yet seen.]  

 
The main record on the southern wall contains the text of the Hal¡yudha-

stotra. [very imp. to note.]….I have already noticed these records in the Annual 
Report, Arch. Survey of India, for the year 1937-38 in the chapter on Epigraphy.  
Though Hiralal126 noticed all these records as unimportant,127  I found the colophon 
of the Hal¡yudha-stotra to be of sufficient interest for the history of Sanskrit 
literature.      

 
There are a number of grammatical and other errors, particularly in the 

portion which is the writer’s own composition….These mistakes show that the 
writer, though he calls himself a Pandit, was not well versed in Sanskrit. 

 
The record opens with the phrase Oµ nama˙ ˛iv¡ya which is immediately 

followed by the Hal¡yudha-stotra in praise of ˛iva.  The stotra actually finishes in 
v. 63, the last verse being a colophon containing an account of the author of the 
hymn. This is immediately followed by another hymn (ll. 48-50) in 5 verses the 
text of which is identical with that found in the ˛iva-dv¡da≈a-n¡ma-stotra and 
gives the 12 principle names of ˛iva. Then comes a verse enumerating five 

                                            
126 List of inscriptions in the C. P. and Berar, 2nd ed., p. 84, No. 151. 
127 Since it did not contain any historical information. 
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jyotirli©gas, viz., those at Avimukta (Benares) and Ked¡ra, besides Oµk¡ra, Amara 
and Mah¡k¡la (at Ujjayin•).  It may be noted here that though the names of 
Oµk¡ra and Amara have been given separately, the eight other great li∆gas have 
been omitted in this list.  [An important point to note.] 

 
And here is the original in Devan¡gar•: 
 

¥ßÕÎá,^ µ‡ÆÞÐ ³¢µÞÐ^ÞÎÐUÄÅÞ ”  
Ê$ÎUÄá ÎÙÞµÞÒ£ Ê$ ßÒcÞ£ Ê}µàßÄ|ÄÞ£ ”” 

 
Now ¥ßÕÎá,  (1) is in Vára∆asi, U. P., µ‡ÆÞÐ (2) in the Him¡layas, 

³¢µÞÐ (3) and ¥ÎÐ (4) both in Oµk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ dh¡ma (North & South), and (5) 
ÎÙÞµÞÒ in ©&ßÏÈà. 
 
  There are three in M.P., i.e. Mah¡k¡la, Oµk¡ra & Amara.128 

 
Chakravarti continues:  
 
The last line contains the date, undoubtedly of the setting of the record, 

which I have read as Samvat 1[ 1 ] 20…..The reading of the second digit is, 
however, uncertain, which may be read as 2. The same date is given at the end of 
the Mahimna-stava found engraved on the northern wall which was also written by 
the same Pa∆∂ita mentioned there as G¡ndhadhvaja and also at the end of the 
Narmad¡ stotra….But in these instances also the second digit is not clear…If the 
year is 1120 the date would be 1063 and if read as 1220 it would be 1163.129  
 

It is significant to note here that a specific figure (a©ka) appears as doubtful 
in all the three cases. It may not be an error, but a kind of correction, amendment, 
or overwriting. A character in stone, cut in a specific way, cannot be easily 
changed. [cf. Hindi saying: Patthara para lak•ra—cannot be changed]  This 
dating needs special, critical, scientific, and systematic examination. Maybe 
electronic  or microscopic investigation clears the doubt. 

 
Chakravarti also discusses Bhojanagara and Some≈varadevama ha. This 

matter needs more investigation. No information is available as to who con-structed 
the temple. 

                                            
128 Provided we regard the last two as separate. 
129 But Hira Lal had no doubt about the date at all. He takes it to be 1120 without any question or hesitation. The same 
is true of Rahman Ali in his book on Temples of Madhya Pradesh. I call them arm-chair researchers.  
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More on Amare≈varat•rtha 
From the Stone Inscription 

Preserved Therein  
 

 Ê}ÅÎ¢ Äá ÎÙÞÆçÕ¢ ßgÄàÏ¢ º ÎÙç]ÐÎí ”  
 ÄãÄàÏ¢ ÖbÐ¢ rçÏ¢ ºÄáÅ|¢ Õã×ÍJÕ¼Îí ””  
 Ê$Î¢ µƒßkÕÞØ¢ º ×)¢ µÞÎÞcÈÞÖÈÎí ”  
 Ø+Î¢ ÆçÕÆçÕçÖ¢ hàµLÀ¢ ºÞ*Î¢ UÎãÄÎí ”” 

ÈÕÎÎí ¨]Ð¢ rçÏ¢ ÆÖÎ¢ ÊÞÕ|ÄàßÊ}ÏÎí ””  
nÆ}ÎçµÞÆÖ¢ ÈÞÎ gÞÆÖ¢ ßÖÕÎáDÏÄç ””  
gÞÆÖèÄÞßÈ ÈÞÎÞßÈ ©ÍÏç ØKJÏÄí Ï£ ÊÀçÄí ””  

 ------------------ 
The editor recommends the reading of M Manuscript— 
ßqØKJÏ¢ Ï£ ÊÀç#Ð£  
We regard it as far-fetched. Could we read -- ©Íç ØKJÏç Äá Ï£ ÊÀçÄí  
Or, ©ÍÏë£ ØKJÏÏë£ ÊÀçÄí , provided it is correct grammatically.  
--------------------------- 
·ëCÈ£ µƒÄCÈ^èÕ [!] Ì}:ÙÞ ·ánÄRÊµ£ ”  
·ëCÈ è̂Õ µƒÄCÈ^ [we suggest] 
7àÌÞÒ¸ÞÄµ^èÕ ØáÐÞÊà Õã×ÒàÊßÄ£ ”  
ÎáDÏÄç ØÕ|ÊÞÊçOÏë ßÕ\ÃáÒëµ¢ Ø ·D»ßÄ ””  
 
¥ßÕÎá,^ µ‡ÆÞÐ ³¢µÞÐ^ÞÎÐUÄÅÞ ”  
Ê$ÎUÄá ÎÙÞµÞÒ£ Ê$ ßÒcÞ£ Ê}µàßÄ|ÄÞ£ ””  
 
¥rÞÈÞFrÞÈÄë ÕÞßÊ ÏßgnfÎÈáß)ÄÎí ”  
ÄHØÕ|¢ ÊÖáÍâÊUÏ pKÄSÏ¢ µÞÐÃç]Ð ”” 
  
UÕßUÄ ” hàÍë¼È·Ðç hàØëÎç]ÐÆçÕÎÀßÈÕÞØà È¢ßÆÏÁßÕßÈ·|Ä£ Ê}ÃÞÎ·ëq[£] 
ÏÎßÈÏÎØ¢ÏÎUÕÞJÏÞÏJÏÞÈÞÈá)ÞÈÐÄ[£] ÊÐÎÊÞÖáÊÄÞºÞÏ| [£] ÍjÞÐµhàÍÞÕ  
ÕÞRÎàµ£ ” hà¥ÎÐç]ÐÆçÕqèÒë@ÏÞßÇÊÄç£ JÏÞÈÊáLÏØ- -¯ÄßD»\Ï§*ÞßÇµÊ}ÆÞÈ ÐÄ 
ÍjÞÐµhàÍÞÕÕÞRÎàµ£  ßqµÞÒØKJÏÞØÎÞßÇµÐÃ·ánÊÞÐ¢ÊÏ|ßÕÇÞÈÏá,£ ”  
hà¥ÎÐç]ÐÆçÕÊÞÆÊb¼Í}ÎÐÞJÕÈàÈÊÅhÞKÄÄÊëÇÈÞOÏÞ·ÄÞÒÏØKÄÞÊ£ ”  
hà¥ÎÐç]ÐÆçÕÕàpÃÎâßk|ØÆÞßÈÕÞØà ÍjÞÐµhàÍÞÕØÎáÆ}£ ” ÊßLÁÄ ÍÞÕßÕÐß$£ 
Ê}ÃÎßÄ ßÖÕÎí ”  
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ð UÕßUÄ hà ¥ÎÐç]ÐÆçÕUÏÞÏÄÈç qèÒë@ÏßÕháÄç UÅÞÈç ÆçÕÆÞÈÕÆá¼|ÏÆçÕ·ánÄÊë – 
ÇÈÖáhâ×ÞÐÄÊÐÎÍjÞÐµhàØáÊâß¼ÄÐÞßÖ£ ” ¯ÄßD»\ÏßÕÕçµÐÞßÖ£ ” ÊáÈ£ ÄUÏ ßÖ\ÏçÃ 
ºÊÒ·ëqßÕßÈ·|ÄØÙ¼Íß,ÖÞKÄÎâßk|ÊßLÁÄ·ÞKÇJÕ¼çÈ ÊÐÎÍ-ÏÞ 
ÎßÙPÈÙÒÞÏáÇUÄáßÄÎí ¦HÎUÏÞÅ|ç [!] UÕÏ¢ ßÒß¶ÄßÎßÄ ” Ø¢ÕÄí  ——˜–       µÞßÄ|µ 
ÕßÆ   —™ ” ÎcÒÎí ” ÎÙÞhà£ ” 130 
 
   
 
 
Amare≈vara -- how and why it became so popular. 
 
The following statement appearing on p. 469 of the East Nimar Gazetteer 

deserves attention.   
 

As stated above, Bh¡rata Singh restored the worship of Shiva to the 
island, which was inaccessible (emphasis added).  

Omk¡reshvara Darshanik¡  issued by the Managing Trust of the Temple has 
many more details about the fight between the Bhila chieftain (lord of the island) 
and the chief priest Daryao Gosain. The latter had to seek help of the Maharaja of 
Jaipur, who deputed [his brother] Bharat Singh to subdue the Bhil chieftain. Finally 
the entire tussle ended with the marriage of Bharat Singh with the only daughter of 
Nathu Bhil.131 The associates of Bharat Singh got married with some other Bhil 
girls and they all settled in M¡ndh¡t¡ in the year 1165 A.D.132 
 

It is our conjecture that since the deity on the island was inaccessible, the 
one named Amareshwar [in the south] got prominence and became popular. It was 
situated on the mainland and not across a turbulent river on the top of a mountain. 
It was easily accessible by all. Accessibility may be a vital contri-butory cause in 
favor of its becoming so popular and an object of great veneration. It might have 
been considered as holy as the deity on the top of the Mount Mandhata. The extent 
of the holiness is a function of the faith of the devotees. Darshanika gives many 
reasons why Amareshvara acquired such an exalted position. However, it may be 
added here that some reasons are reasonable, but many of them are simply a loose 
talk—nonsense and rubbish. 

 

                                            
130 The editor has noted many an error in the original suggesting a plethora of changes and improvements. To us all 
this seems far beyond our understanding.  
131 It was not just a simple end. The fact is that Chauhan Bharat Singh became the Lord of the Land. 
132 An important date to note.  
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Moreover, Amareshwar at M¡ndh¡t¡ was the family deity [Kuladevat¡, 
Iß adeva] of Param¡ra kings of Dh¡r¡ who visited it for worship and honored 
Br¡hma∆as with donations, etc.133     

 
It is noteworthy here that while one Param¡ra inscription honors 

Amareshvara and its environs by naming them as ---t•rtha, another calls them as 
kshetra. The colophon of the stotras engraved on the walls of the Amare≈vara 
Temple [as presented above] goes further and declares: ˛r• 
Amare≈varadevasy¡yatane trailokyavi≈rute sth¡ne.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
133 Hiralal, Inscriptions in CP and Berar, pp. ?? .  
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¥ÎÐµ¿ÊÕ|ÄÎÞÙÞHPÏÎí 134 

 
ßØßfpçq¢ ÊÐ¢ ÄÞÄ ÊÕ|Äë ;ÎÐ¢µ¿£ ””  

 ØÕ|ÆçÕÞßhÄë ÏUÎÞÆãß×ßÍ£ ÊßÐØçßÕÄ£ ”” —– ”” 
ßØfßÕvÞÇÐÞ ÍâÄ- ·¢ÇÕÞ|£ UÅÞÈÎákÎÎí ””  
ÆãTÏÞÆãTÏÞ^ ÐÞ¼çKÆ} ØçÕKÄçç ßØßfµÞ¢ßpÃ£ ”” —— ”” 
¥Ù¢ º ÊÐÎ¢ UÅÞÈ¢¢ ÄÄ£ Ê}ÍãßÄ Ø¢ßhÄ£ ””  
¥q Ê}ÃÕaÊë Õè UÅÞÈç ßÄ)HÏáÎÞÊßÄ£ ”” —˜ ”” 
hàµÀ£ Ø·Ã£ ØÕ|-ÍâÄØ¢̧ èßÈ|×çßÕÄ£””  
¥UÎÞßößÐÕÐÞ÷âÊ ÕWÏç ÄàÅ|UÏ ßÕUÄÐÎí ”” —™ ”” 
ÏÞßÈ Ø¢ÄàÙ ÄàÅÞ|ßÈ ÊáLÏÞßÈ ÈãÊØkÎ ””  
ÏÞßÈ ÏÞÈàÙ ÄàÅÞ|ßÈ ÈÎ|ÆÞÏÞUÄ¿gÏç ”” —š ”” 
È Äç×Þ¢ ßÕUÄÐ¢ Õ,á¢ Ö,ë Ì}:ÞßÊ ÍâÊÄç ””  
Ïë¼ÈÞÈÞ¢ ÖÄ¢ ØÞ·}¢ hâÏÄç ØßÐÆákÎÞ ”” —› ”” 
ßÕUÄÐçÃ Äá ÐÞ¼çÚÆ} ¥Ç|Ïë¼ÈÎÞÏÄÞ ””  
×ß*ÄàÅ|ØÙ7ÞßÃ ×ß*µë¿lUÄÅèÕ º ”” —œ ”” 
ÊÕ|ÄÞÆáÆßÇ¢ ÏÞÕÆáÍç µ‚Òç È Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” — ”” 
Ø+×ß*ØÙ7ÞßÃ Ø+×ß*ÖÄÞßÈ º ””  
Ø+×ß*UÄÅÞ µë¿lë ÕÞÏáUÄàÅÞ|ßÈ ºÞÌ}ÕàÄí ”” — ”” 
ÊÐ¢ µƒÄÏá·ç ÄÞßÈ ÏÞ¢ßÄ Ê}HÏpÄÞ¢ ÈãÊ ”” 
ÊTÏ¢ßÄ ÎÞÈÕÞ£ ØÕ|ç ØÄÄ¢ ÇÎ|ÌáfÏ£ ”” —Ÿ ”” 
ÏÅÞ ÏÅÞ µßÒ¸ë|Ðë   ÕÄ|Äç ÆÞnÃë ÈãÊ ””  
ÄÅÞ ÄÅÞRÊÄÞ¢ ÏÞ¢ßÄ ÙàÈØwÕÞ ÏÄë ÈÐÞ£ ”” ˜– ””   
¼ÞÒç]ÐÞßÆÄàÅÞ|ßÈ ÊÕ|ÄçÝßUÎ#ÐÞßÇÊ ””  
ßÊÄãÄãß+Ê}ÆÞKÏÞÙ£ UÕ·|ÎëpÊ}ÆÞßÈ º ”” ˜— ”” 
hç)¢ ÆÞnÕÈç Äq ºnµÞØ¢·Î£ ÖáÍ£ ””  
©kÐç ÈÎ|ÆÞÏÞUÄá ºnµ‡]ÐÎákÎÎÎí ”” ˜˜ ””    
ÆÞnµ‡]ÐÄàÅ|¢ º SÏÄàÊÞÄç]Ð¢ ÄÅÞ ””  
ÊÞÄÞÒç]ÐÄàÅ|¢ º µëß¿Ïr¢ ÄÅèÕ º ”” ˜™ ”” 
§ßÄ ºèÕëkÐç µ‚Òç ÐçÕÞÏÞ ÈãÊØkÎ ””  

                                            
134 cf. Amaraka∆ aka, the origin of Narmad¡ 
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¥ÎÐç]ÐÊÞ]|ç º ßÒcÞKÏ*ëkÐ¢ ÖÄÎí ””˜š””  
ÕnÃç]ÐÎáAÏÞßÈ ØÕ|ÊÞÊÙÐÞßÃ º ””˜›””    
ÎÞ¢ÇÞÄãÊáÐÊÞ]|ç º ßØfç]ÐÏÎç]Ðì ”” 
ðµÞÐÞHÊâÕ|ÍÞ·ç º µ‡ÆÞÐ¢ ÄàÅ|ÎákÎÎí ”” ˜œ ”” 
* * * 
¥ßUÎ¢UÄá ÊÕ|Äç ÄÞÄ nÆ}ÞÃÞ¢ µë¿Ï£ ßUÅÄÞ£ ””  
UÈÞÈèUÄáß*Í|Õçkç×Þ¢ ·¢ÇÎÞRÏÞÈáÒçÊÈè£ ”” ˜Ÿ ”” 
Ê}àÄÞUÄçÝßÊ ÍÕ¢HÏq nÆ}Þ ÐÞ¼# Ø¢ÖÏ£ ””  
¼ÊçÈ ÊÞÊØ¢ÖáßfJÏÞ|ÈçÈÞÈ¢HÏÎ6áÄç ”” ™– ”” 
ÆÞÈçÈ Íë·ÞÈÞMÈëßÄ §HÏçÕ¢ Ö¢µÐëÝÌ}ÕàÄí ””            
ÊÕ|ÄÞHÊß^Îç ÆçÖç UÕÏ¢ ÆçÕë ÎÙç]Ð£ ””  
ßUÅÄ£ Ê}ÃÕaÊëÝØì ¼·ÆÞßÆ£ ØÈÞÄÈ£ ”” ™— ””  
 *    *  * 
¯Õ¢ Äç×Þ¢ ÍÕçHØÕ|¢ Ïç ÎãÄÞ ;ÎÐç]Ðç ””  
¥ßBÈÊ}ÕçÖ¢ Ï£ µÏÞ|÷-ÏÞ ;ÎÐµ¿µ‡ ”” šœ ”” 
Ø ÎãÄ£ UÕ·|ÎÞMÈëßÄ ÏÞUÏÄç ÊÐÎÞ¢ ·ßÄÎí ””   
UÈÞÈ¢ ÆÞÈ¢ ¼Êë ÙëÎ£ ÖáÍ¢ ÕÞ ÏßÆ ÕÞÝÖáÍÎí ”” š ”” 
ÊáÐÞÃç hâÏÄç ÐÞ¼KØÕ|¢ µëß¿·áÃ¢ ÍÕçÄí ””     
ÄUÏÞUÄàÐç Äá Ïç ÕãpÞ£ ÊßÄÄÞ£µÞÒÊÏ|Ïç ”” š ”” 
ÈÎ|ÆÞÄëÏØ¢UÊã*ÞUÄç ÏÞ¢ßÄ ÊÐÎÞ¢ ·ßÄÎí ””  
¥ßÈÕãßkµÞ ·ßÄUÄUÏ ÊÕÈUÏÞPÌÐç ÏÅÞ ”” šŸ ””  
ÊÄÈ¢ µnÄç ÏUÄá ÄßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç ÈÐÞßÇÊ ”  
µKÏÞ7àßÃ ØÙ9ÞßÃ ÊÞÄÞÒç Íë·ÍÞß·È£ ”” ›– ””  
ßÄ)ßKÄ ÍÕÈç ÄUÏ Ê}ç×Ãç Ê}ÞÅ|ÏßKÄ º ”  
ßÆSÏÍë·è£ ØáØPÊ#£ .àÁÄç µÞÒÎàßMØÄÎ í ”” ›— ””  
ÊãßÅSÏÞ¢ ;ÞØÎáÆ}ÞÏÞ¢ ÄÞÆãÖë ÈèÕ ¼ÞÏÄç ”  
ÏÞÆãÖëÝÏ¢ ÈÐhç) ÊÕ|ÄëÝÎÐµL¿µ£ ”” ›˜ ””  
* * * 
ÆßpÃç ÈÎ|ÆÞÄàÐç µßÊÒÞ Äá ÎÙÞÈÆà ”  
* * * 
ØÞ·}¢ µëß¿ÖÄ¢ Äq ×àÃÞßÎßÄ ÖáháÎ ”” ›  ””  
ÄÊUÄ+íÕÞ ·Ä¢ Îëp¢ Ïç×Þ¢ ¼KÎ È ºÞ·Î£ ” 
ÏçÈ Äq ÄÊUÄ+¢ µßÊÒçÈ ÎÙÞHÎÈÞ ”” › ””  
Äq Ä'ÞÍÕkàÅ|¢ ÊáLÏ¢ ßØfßÈ×çßÕÄÎí ”  
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ÏçÈ ØÞ µÞßÊÒèUÄÞÄ ØçßÕÄÞ ß×ßÍ £ ÊáÐÞ ”” ›Ÿ ””  
ÄçÈ ØÞ µßÊÒÞÈÞÎ ·àÄÞ ÊÞÊpÏ¢µÐà ”  
Äq µëß¿ÖÄ¢ ØÞ·}¢ ÄàÅÞ|ÈÞÎÎÐç]Ðç ”” œ– ””      

  ¥ÙëÐÞqëß×Äë ÍâHÕÞ ÎáDÏÄç ØÕ|ßµßRÌ×è£ ””  
ÆÞÈ¢ º ßÕßÇÕdwÕÞ ÏÅÞÖ-ÏÞ ßg¼ëkÎç ”” œ— ”” 
 
Ref.  UµKÆÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç (Nag ed.) ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁ ç › ÐçÕÞ¶Û™ ¥Û˜— ÊãÛ—Ÿ  
 
ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ©ÕÞº :- 
  
ÄqèÕ Ø¢·Îç ÐÞ¼KÍ-ÏÞ ÊÐÎÏÞ ÈãÊ ””  
Ê}ÞÃÞ¢UHÏ¼¢ßÄ Ïç ÎHHÏÞ|UÄç ÏÞ¢ßÄ ÊÐÎÞ¢ ·ßÄÎí ”” — ”” 
Ø¢KÏUÄØÕ|Ø¢µRÊë ÏUÄá Ê}ÞÃÞKÊßÐHÏ¼çÄí ””  
¥ÎÐç]ÐÎÞØÞv   Ø UÕ·|ç ßÈÏÄ¢ ÕØçÄí ”” ˜ ””    
ÖèÒçÚÆ}¢ Ï£ ØÎÞØÞv ¦HÎÞÈ¢ Îá¢ºÄç ÈÐ£ ”  
ßÕÎÞÈçÈÞµ‹ÕÃ|çÈ Ø ·D»çÆÎÐÞÕÄàÎí ”” ™ ””  
ÈÐ¢ ÊÄKÄÎÞÒë@Ï È·ÞÆÎÐµL¿µÞÄí ”  
Ì}áÕKHÏMØÐØ£ ØÕÞ| ÎÎ ÍkÞ| ÍÕçßÆßÄ ”” š ””  
ØÎ¢ ¼Ò¢ ÇÎ|ßÕÆë ÕÆßKÄ ØÞÐUÕÄ¢ ·ÞcßÎßÄ Ê}ÌáfÞ£ ”  
ÄUÏëÊßÐ*ÞÄí Ê}ÕÆßKÄ Ä¼írÞ ÐçÕÞ¼Ò¢ ÈÞq ßÕºÞÐÃÞßUÄ ”” › ””  
 
* * * 
 
¯Õ¢ Äá µßÊÒÞ ºèÕ ßÕÖRÏÞ ÐÞ¼ØkÎ ””  
¨]ÐçÃ ÊáÐÞ Øã*Þ ÒëµÞÈÞ¢ ßÙÄµÞPÏÏÞ ”” —— ”” 
Äq UÈÞHÕÞ ÈÐë ÐÞ¼KØëÊÕÞØë ß¼ÄçßKÆ}Ï£  
¥]ÎçÇUÏ ÎÙÄëÝØ¢ÖÏ¢ ËÒÎÞMÈáÏÞÄí ”” —˜ ”” 
¥ÈÞÖµ 135 º Ï£ µQÏÞ|kßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç ÈÐÞßÇÊ ””  
ØÕ|ÊÞÊßÕßÈÎ|á,ë ÏÞßÄ Õè ßÖÕÎßKÆÐÎí ”” —™ ”” 
ÊãßÅSÏÞ¢ ØÞ·ÐÞKÄÞÏÞ¢ UÈÞÈÆÞÈçÈ ÏHËÒÎí ””  
ßÕÖRÏÞØcÎç UÈÞHÕÞ ØµƒkHËÒÎ6áÄç ”” —š ”” 
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢  
Ê$Îç ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁç ÐçÕÞ¶LÁç ßÕÖRÏÞØcÎÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎ  

                                            
135 Abstaining from food; fast. 
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qÏëßÕ¢ÖëÝJÏÞÏ£ ””  
 
hàÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ©ÕÞº :- 
ØcÎ£ µÐÈÎ|ÆÏë£ ÊáÐç ÎÞKÇÞÄãØ¢ßrÄç ”  
·HÕÞ UÈÞHÕÞ ÄÊ|ßÏHÕÞ ßÊÄã ãÈí ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐç Õ}¼çÄí ”” — ”” 
  
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢ Ê$Îç ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁç ÐçÕÞ¶LÁç 
µÐÈÎ|ÆÞØcÎÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎ qÏëßÕ¢ÖëÝJÏÞÏ£ ””  
 
hàÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ©ÕÞº :- 
ðµÞÐÞÄí ÊâÕ|ÍÞ·ç Õè ØcÎë ÒëµßÕháÄ£ ”  
ÐçÕÏÞ ØcÄÞ Ïq ÈàÒ·cÞ ÈãÊëkÎ ”” — ””  

 Äq UÈÞHÕÞ ¼ßÊHÕÞ º µëÝÅë|ÝÒOÏë ÍÕç÷áßÕ ” 
* * * 
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢  
Ê$Îç ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁç ÐçÕÞ¶LÁç ÈÎ|ÆÞÎÞÙÞHPÏç ÈàÒ·cÞÏÞ£ ØcÎÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎ 
Ê$ßÕ¢ÖëÝJÏÞÏ£ ””  
 
ÎÈØÞÝßÊ UÎÐçvUÄá Í-ÏÞ ;ÎÐµL¿µÎí ”  
ºÞKÆ}ÞÏÃÞßÇµ ÊáLÏ¢ Ø ÒÍç#Þq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” ——˜ ””  
¥ßÄÊáLÏë ß·ßÐhç)ë ÏUÎÞÆí ÍÐÄØkÎ ” 
¥UÎÞß#HÏ¢ ÍÕçÆí ÐÞ¼Èí ØÕ|ÊÞÊpÏ¢µÐ£ ”” ——™ ””  
* * * 
Ì}:çKÆ}ßÕ\ÃáÊ}Îá¶è;|ÎÐè^ ØÙ9Ö£ ”  
ØçSÏÄç ÆçÕÆçÕçÖ£ ÖbÐUÄq ÊÕ|Äç ”” ——œ ””  
ÊÄÈ¢ µnÄç ÏëÝßUÎÈí ÊÕ|ÄçÝÎÐµL¿µ‡ ”  
.àÁÄç .ÎÖë ÐÞ¼Èí ÍáÕÈÞßÈ ºÄáÆ|Ö ”” —— ””    
* * * 
ÏáßÇß)Ð ©ÕÞº :-- 
µëÝMÏq ßÕßÇnßd*£ ÊÄÈç ß×ØkÎ ”  
¯ÄÈí Îç ØÕ|ÎÞºWÕ Ø¢ÖÏëÝßUÄ ÎÙÞÎáÈç ”” —˜— ””  
 
hàÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ©ÕÞº :--  
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ÖãÃá\Õ µÅßÏ\ÏÞßÎ Ä¢ ßÕßÇ¢ ÊÞLÁÈKÆÈ ”  
ÏÄí µƒHÕÞ Ê}ÅÎ¢ µÎ| ßÈÊÄçkÆÈKÄÐÎí ”” —˜˜ ””     
*  *  * 
¥ÈÞÖµ Äá Ï£ µÏÞ|Äí ÄßUÎ¢UÄàÅ|ç ÈÐÞßÇÊ ”  
ÎáDÏÄç ØÕ|ÊÞÊçOÏë nÆ}Òëµ Ø ·D»ßÄ ”” —™˜ ””  
¥ÎÐÞÃÞ¢ ÖÄè^èÕ ØçßÕÄë ;ÎÐç]Ð£ ”  
ÄÅèÕ ß×Ø¢¸è^ ÄçÈ ÊáLÏÄÎë ÎÙÞÈí ”” —™™ ””  
ØÎKÄÞvë¼È¢ ÄàÅ|¢ ÊáLÏ¢ ;ÎÐµL¿µÎí ”  
nÆ}µëß¿ØÎëÊçÄ¢ ÄçÈ ÄÄí ÊáLÏÎákÎÎí ”” —™š ””  
ÄUÏ ÊÕ|ÄÐÞ¼UÏ Ï£ µÐëßÄ Ê}ÆßpÃÎí ”  
Ê}ÆßpÃàµƒÄÞ ÄçÈ ÊãßÅÕà ÈÞq Ø¢ÖÏ£ ”” —™› ””  
ÕÞßºµ ÎÞÈØ¢ ºèÕ µÞßÏµ ßqßÕÇ¢ º ÏÄí ”  
ÈTÏÄç ÊÞÄµ ØÕ|ßÎHÏçÕ¢ ÖbÐëÝÌ}ÕàÄí ”” —™œ ””  
¥ÎÐç]ÐÊÞ]|ç º ÄàÅ|¢ Ö.ç]Ð¢ ÈãÊ ”  
ÄÊUÄ+íÕÞ ÊáÐÞ Äq Ö.çÃ UÅÞßÊÄ¢ ßµÒ ”” —— ””   
* * * 
µÞÕçÏÞ|£ ÊâÕ|ÍÞ·ç º ÄàÅ|¢ Õè ÎÞÄãµ‡]ÐÎí ”” —™Ÿ ””  
§ßÄ hàUµÞKÆç ÎÙÞÊáÐÞÃç ¯µÞÖàßÄØÞÙ9lÞ¢ Ø¢ßÙÄÞÏÞ¢ Ê$Îç ¦ÕKHÏ¶LÁç ÐçÕÞ¶LÁç  
ßqÊáÐßÕJÕ¢ØÈç FÕÞÒç]Ð 136 ÄàÅÞ|ÎÐç]ÐÄàÅ|ÎÞÙÞHPÏÕÃ|È¢ ÈÞÎÞ*ÞßÕ¢ÖëÝJÏÞÏ£ ”” ˜ 
” » ” 
 
 
 

                                            
136 We need to study further the Jváleshvaratirtha in Amareshvara area. 
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Govindeshwar Guph¡ and Mandira:   

 
It is a well-known historical fact137 that Jagadguru ⁄di Sha©kar¡ch¡rya took 

his D•kß¡ and education of the Shastras from his Guru Shri Govinda Bhagavadp¡da 
at Omkareshwar.  The place on the bank of Narmada where he took his Dikß¡ is 
consecrated by the erection of a temple aptly called the Govindeshwar Temple. The 
guph¡ or cave where Govinda Bhagavatp¡da per- formed his penances is also 
touching the Narmada bank [really?.  It has excellent carvings of different designs 
on its stone roof138 and of human figures in various moods on its pillars inside 
[imp. to note].  Both the Guph¡ and the temple are very old and are partially or 
fully submerged in high floods of the Narmada and had been much damaged.   
 

   
 

So Shri Jayendra Sarasvati Svamigal, the [present] Sha©karacharya of Shri 
Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha has, in order to perpetuate the glory of the two great 
Acharyas, acquired both the Guph¡ and the temple and made extensive repairs.  A 
big Sabh¡ Mandapa is also being constructed in front of the Govindeshwar Temple. 
Ten acres of land of the Mandhata (Island) hill has already been acquired and about 
two acres is being acquired in the southern part of the town for the whole 
Shankaracharya complex….at a cost of about Rs. five crores…139  (Sections of 
some writings on temples have been brought here from their original places and 
reproduced here. This is Mahajan).  
                                            
137 Is it traditional or historical? Is there any documentary evidence?  Could it be verified? To this class of writers, the 
“history” is different from what is generally accepted by the modern world today. 
138 Is it roof or ceiling? 
139 A big drum is being beaten, generating a loud noise outside but it is hollow inside. 
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Gaur• Soman¡tha Temple140 
 
 Gaur• Soman¡tha is a star-shaped temple containing a gigantic li©gam.   As 
per local legend, the li©gam was formerly white reflecting the shape [?] of the 
future birth of anyone looking into it.  The Emperor Aurangzeb, the devout son of 
Islam and arch iconoclast, while passing to the south could not resist the tempation 
to come to a spot so full of spoils.  He came; did some [!] mutilations of idols and 
stood before the li©gam to test the legend.  He saw a pig in it and gave orders to 
burn it.  Since then the li©gam has become black and its properties lost. One fact is 
however striking. While the li©gam is at least a thousand years old it has retained 
its ever shining polish as if newly installed. [Mahajan p. 79. Incongruous writing. 
Pitiable.]     
 

The following is an extract from M¡hißma•i sm¡rik¡, p. 96. 
 

·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ ÎßKÆÐ ÄÞÒÞÌ µ‡ ßµÈÞÐç ÌÈÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”  ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ØÞÎÈç ¯µ µÞÒç 
ÊHÅÐ µÞ È¢Æà ¥ÊâÃ| ßÈßÎ|Ä Æãß*·ëºÐ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ” µÒÞµÞÐ Èç §Øç ¥ÊâÃ| @ÏëÚ »ëÁ ßÆÏÞ §ØµÞ 
µÞÐÃ ¶ë¼ÈÞ Äµ‹ Øç ÊÐç µà ÌÞÄ Ùè ”  ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ØÍÞ ÎLÁÊ ÎçÚ ¥Èçµ Ê}UÄÐ UÄPÍ ÙèÚ ”  ÄàÈ 
ßÆÖÞ³¢ ÎçÚ ØàßÂÏÞ¡ ÙèÚ ”  ÎJÏ ÎçÚ  µ»̄  µà ÎâßÄ| Ùè ¼ë ¦HÎÞßÍÎá¶à  ·áÃ µ‡ ßÒ¯ Ê}ßØf Ùè ” 
·Í| ·ãÙ ÎçÚ ¯µ Ùà ÊÞ×ÞÃ µÞ ¦ÆÎ µÆ Øç Íà ª¡ºÞ ßÖÕßÒc UÅÞßÊÄ Ùè ” ÎâßÄ| µà ÊàÀ ÕçØÐ 
( ·ëÒÞµÞÐ ) Ùè ” ßÖÕßÒc µà ·ëÒÞ¨ §ÄÈà Ùè ßµ Æë ¦ÆßÎÏëÚ  µ‡ ÌÞÙ³¢ ÎçÚ Íà ¦ØÞÈà Øç 
ÈÙàÚ ØÎÞ ØµÄà ” §ÄÈÞ ÌÁÞ ßÖÕßÒc ÍÞÐÄÕ×| ÎçÚ ßÌÐÒç UÅÞÈ ÊÐ Ùà Æç¶Þ ¼Þ ØµÄÞ Ùè ”  
¥ßÇµ ª¡ºÞ ßÖÕßÒc ÙëÈç µ‡ µÞÐÃ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ¯µ ÍÞ· Øç ªÊÐ ¼ÞÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ ØàßÂÏÞ¡ ÌÈà 
Ù̈  ÙèÚ ” ªÊÐ ¼ÒÞßÍ×çµ µà ÊâÃ| SÏÕUÅÞ Ùè ”  §Ø ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ØÍÞ ÎLÁÊ µÞ ¼àÃë|gÞÐ µƒ\ÃÞ 
ÌÞ¨ ÎÞ¡ ØÞÙçÌ (ÙëRµÐ Õ¢Ö) Èç µÐÕÞÏÞ ÅÞ ”  §Ø ÎßKÆÐ µÞ Öç× Ê}ÞºàÈ §ßÄÙÞØ ÎÛ Ê}Û 
ÊáÐÞÄwÕ  ßÕÍÞ· µ‡ ÊÞØ Íà ÈÙàÚ Ùè ”    

 
Mandhata and the ˛iva Temple [Anonymous] 
  

The holy city [!] of Omkarji, otherwise called M¡ndh¡t¡, boasts of two of 
India’s holiest temples dedicated to ˛iva. Situated on an island, a mile and a half 
long, in the middle of sacred Narmad¡ river, Omkarji is split into two by a deep 
ravine from north to south. Steep hills dot [!] the southern and eastern parts of the 
island. The swift and deep river is a haunt of crocodiles. The rocks have a tint of 
green, which blends beautifully with the dark green foliage and the brown and gray 
temples which rise in rows. The Birkhala [?] rocks to the east end of the island are 
                                            
140 Both M¡ndh¡t¡ and Maheshvara have this temple.  
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of great sanctity. According to tradition, it was considered meritorious to die at this 
spot and devotees used to cast themselves into the river, until the practice was 
ended in 1824. [A mixed writing. The writer is only a copycat. He had no 
knowledge of what he was writing. Absurd. Disgusting.] 

 
The founder of this holy Shrine was one Raja Mandhatri [!], who claimed 

descent from the Sun.  Mandhatri performed a great sacrifice to ˛iva [note--not 
tapas] on the island which was named after the king. [Evidence?] 

 
The great temple of Omkarji on the Birkhala rocks [!]141 is a picturesque 

building with courtyard and colonnades supported by massive pillars [?]. The 
original shrine of Amaleshwar or Mamaleshwar [?], which contains the specially 
holy li∆gam is on the southern part of the island.142 The original site was swallowed 
by the growing jungle. Peshwa Baji Rao II of Poona tried to find and restore the 
shrine, but could not do so and built a new temple. The original site was later found 
and a temple built over it, but Peshwa’s shrine retains the name of Mamlleshwar 
[?]. There is a colossal Nandi (bull) carved in green stone in front of the Gauri 
Somanatha Temple on the precipice on the western part of the island. [The writer 
alone may understand what he wrote. To us all this is mumbo jumbo. Wandering 
writing. Restless rambling. Not cohesive at all.]   (Anonymous p. 66? ). 
 
 

 
Courtesy: Omkareshwar Trust

                                            
141 We are not sure if the writer was sure of what he was writing.  A parrot says “R¡ma R¡ma.” Does he know what it 
means! 
142 Nonsense and rubbish. 
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M¡ndh¡t¡143 

 
Vaiß∆ava Temples 

 
 (46) An interesting collection of medieval images of Vish∆u, together with a 
statue of Vishnu’s Boar-Incarnation, has been placed inside a broken old temple, 
called Chaub•s avat¡r k¡ Mandir.  The statues of Vish∆u are nine in number, and 
each of them has a short inscription, telling us which form of the God it represents. 
These inscriptions are : (1) Vish∆u; (2) Adhokshaja 144 [The epithet is very 
significant, though uncommon.] (3) Padman¡bha ; (4) Purushottama ; (5) 
N¡r¡ya∆a; (6) V¡sudeva ; (7) Upendra ; (8) M¡dhava; (9) Na≈¡gha( Nasha+agha 
?=na≈ynti agh¡ni yasm¡t?)  The explanatory lables evidently have been placed 
upon the statues for the same purpose as those at Bheraghat [Find out].  The statues 
represented rather uncommon [!] types of Vish∆u, and it was of importance to the 
worshipper to know the name of each image, when he was doing p¶j¡ to it ; 
otherwise the effect of the worship might become just the reverse of  what he 
expected.  The only difference between those nine images of Vish∆u besides their 
inscriptions lies in the distribution of the chihnas, or distinguishing marks of the 
Gods, over his four hands.  The marks are four : the wheel (cakra) ; the club (gad¡) 
; the conch (≈a©kha) ; and the lotus flower (padma).  Unfortunately, however, many 
of the hands of the nine images, together with their marks, are broken and lost, and 
this naturally takes away a good deal of the value of this interesting collection. [See 
if Bheraghat collection is better.] 
 

(47) The temple contains, in addition to the statues just mentioned, an image 
of Vish∆u and Lakshm• seated on Garu∂a, a statue of Vish∆u lying on the serpent 
Ananta, and one of the boar-incarnation (Var¡ha-Ava¡ra).  The Var¡ha or Boar is 
much smaller in size than the Boar at Eran, [note] and evidently, also about four or 
five centuries later. Its body, like that of the Eran statue, is covered with small 
figures of gods and saints, and near each of its hind legs is a carved wheel, the 
symbol of Vishnu. The legs are broken and the statue evidently has been removed 
in its present place from somewhere else.  

 
(48) A proposal to remove the statues to some other suitable place close by, 

where they might be shown to greater advantage, has been given up on account of 

                                            
143 Source is now located.  It was brought in but not recorded earlier. It was lost in a sense. But now thr Paradise is 
regained. The source is now noted at the end. 
144 ¥pÞÄí  §ßKÆ}ÏÞ&ÞÏÄç §ßÄ ¥p¼¢ Ê}HÏprÞÈÎí , ÄÆÇÐ¢ ·}ÞÙµHÕÞÍÞÕÞÄí ÙàÈ¢ ÏUÏ Ø£ ” ¥Ç£µƒÄ¢ ¥p¼Îí  ÏçÈ ” 
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local [?] objection against it.  [There was some local live force to decide whether 
the proposal was good or bad.] 
 
   (49) No further repairs are needed to the Temple of Siddhan¡tha, which is 
the most important ancient monument at M¡ndh¡t¡ [stress added].  It has been very 
well repaired some years ago, and all that is required for it is to collect the broken 
fragments lying around it, and to stack them, so as to show their carved surfaces.  
Provision for this has already been made in the estimate, which Mr. McQuillon has 
prepared lately, and which has now been sent up to the Chief Commissioner for 
approval. The temple is interesting on account of its ground-plan, which is cross-
shaped, the cell with the linga forming the center [imp. to note], while the four 
arms are made up by the four porticos in front of the doors leading to the sanctum.  
The carved figures of fighting elephants along the plinth of the temple show that 
the Rajputs of those days were as fond of that kind of sport as their descendents in 
the time of the Moghul Emperors.  The date of the temple at M¡ndh¡t¡ is not 
known to us, but it very likely is not less than a thousand years old [imp. to note].  
 
 (50) The R¡j¡ of M¡ndh¡t¡ was much interested, when I145 showed to him 
the names of some of his ancestors, whom I had found mentioned in the 
inscriptions at As•rgaƒh as Governors of that fort in the time of the Moghal 
Emperors. He got a copy made for me of his pedigree, which he keeps with his 
family records.  This list brings his family up to Prithir¡j....  
 
 (51) Two copper plates of the Param¡ra Kings Devap¡la and Jayavarman II, 
have been found at M¡ndh¡t¡ a few years ago.  They are now deposited in the 
Nagpur Museum,146 where I [Dr. T. Bloch] have examined them and got 
impressions of them taken.  They have recently been edited by the late Professor 
Kielhorn in the Epigraphia Indica, Vol. IX, pages 103-123…. 
 
Ref. Archaeological Survey, Eastern Circle, Report, 1907-08, pp. 27-28. Author: 
Dr. T. Bloch.  
 
[This information was found after a great deal of search and research. The inquiry 
was sent to many. Nobody could locate it. Very sad. Very bad. However, all is well 
that ends well. It was something which had never happened earlier in my life, but it 
did not remain so. Ultimately the source was found by me. Paradise lost. Paradise 
regained. Om is Great!]  
   

                                            
145 Dr. T. Bloch, Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Eastern Circle, 1907-1908.   
146 Nagpur was the capital of the Central Provinces and Berar, which included the region under our study. 
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Omkareshwar Temple:  
 

The Omkare≈war temple containing the Jyotirli©ga is the main center of 
attraction and object of veneration. As to who constructed the temple and when, it 
is all shrouded in mystery [What effort, if any, has been made to find the truth?]. 
The inner sanctum sanctorum which appears as an independent temple in itself is 
very old, while the extension [?] of the temple with its imposing Sabh¡ Ma∆∂apa 
containing huge stone columns with carved human avataric figures appears to 
belong to the Brahmanical times or Gupta period of 4th or 5th century A.D.   
 

  
 

As the sanctum is close to the precipitious bank of the Narmad¡ River, the 
extension made is sideways. [Not clear to us at all. It requires a kind of knowledge 
possessed by the writer.] That is why neither the main door is in front of the deity, 
nor the Shikhar above it.  
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The temple is five storeyed.147 The Raos of M¡ndh¡t¡ used to be the 

hereditary custodians of the temple. It was declared a Public Trust in 1959.  
[Mahajan, p. 59] 
 
Other Spots in Ruins          
  
 On the north bank of the Narmada148, a short 149distance from Omkarji, are 
ruins of temples dedicated to Lord Vishnu, and also some Jain shrines. There is a 
temple dedicated to Varáha (boar) incarnation of Vishnu, with a fine repre- 
sentation of the boar, near the point where the river branches into two150. Carved in 
green stone are twenty four figures of Vishnu [evidence lacking.] In a ravine, 
further down the bank, is a huge idol (18 1/2 long151) of the Goddess C¡mu∆∂¡ 
[same as described as K¡l•---R¡va∆an¡l¡ in the Gazetteer]. The ten-armed deity is 
shown sporting with lion cubs and human skulls. On her chest is a scorpion and her 
right a rat. She rests one foot on a prostrate figure. [Anonymous, p. 57]. 
Kapolakalpita! [Nonsense and rubbish. A rambling writing.] 
 
Siddhan¡th Temple:  
 
 It is on the island hill [Where? We would like to know the exact location].  
Siddhn¡tha though in a dilapitated condition now must have been when intact a 

                                            
147 Some say four! 
148 Quite important to note. It is to be remembered that another cluster of holy temples and palaces in what is called 
Maheshvara is also located about 38 miles down west on the northern bank of the river Narmada. 
149 How short? Every statement is vague, written for the people—simple folks—bhole bh¡le r¡ha calate loga.. 
150 First meeting point of Narmada and Kaveri, east of the island. 
151 Note the word “long.” Is it standing or lying down? 
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graceful and imposing structure.152  On the sides of its huge plinth there are 
numerous elephants carved out.  These are about five feet high executed with 
singular correctness and excellence of attitude.  They are in playful mood waith a 
mahut on and a victim being crushed under feet. The shrine has four doors with 
four Sabh¡ Ma∆∂apas, each having 18 huge stone pillars elaborately carved with a 
curious frieze of satyr like figures.  The temple is declared as Protected Ancient 
Monument.  Lord Curzon had visited it at the turn of the last century.153 [He paid 
more than a visit!] 
 

 
 

It is a fine example of early medieval Brahmanic [?] architecture [Mukham 
ast•ti vaktavyam].  Its unique feature is a frieze of elephants carved upon a stone 
slab154  at its outer perimeter. [There were 50, all mutilated, except two, which are 
now preserved in the Nagpur Museum and guard its entrance.]   

 
The 24 Avataras is a cluster of Hindu and Jain temples [!155], remarkable for 

their skilful use of varied architectural modes.[Most of the above writing is 
nonsense and rubbish.A sinful act.] [Mahajan, p. 56].  

                                            
152 It is believed by some that it was never completed. 
153 What do you mean? He visited the temple on Oct. 31, 1902. 
154 Thank you very much.  
155 Nonsense and rubbish. 
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Lord Curzon and the Siddheshvara156 Temple     

  
 John Marshall reports: 
 
 The work at the old temple of Siddhe≈vara at M¡ndh¡t¡ was started under 
special instructions from His Excellency the Viceroy, who visited the place in 
October 1902.  The temple is situated upon the top of the hill, on the island in the 
Narmad¡, above the famous temple of Oµk¡re≈vara.157  It appears to have been left 
unfinished, but was intended to be a very fine building.  As it stands at present, it 
consists of the square sanctum, with a doorway in each of its four sides, its walls 
having been carried up almost to the springing of the spire; but the latter seems 
never to have been built, though many dressed stones lie about prepared for it.  

 
To make the shrine usable in later times, an unsightly dome, in Muhamadan 

fashion, was thrown over it.  Standing upon the high platform, out in front of each 
of the four doors, are the great columns of the surrounding ma∆∂apa or porches. 
But here again the work has been left unfinished, the archi- traves alone lying 
across the tops of the columns. The removal of the ugly dome, and the substitution 
of something more in keeping with the old work, was the principal item of work to 
be accomplished here.  To build a sculptured stone spire, such as was originally 
intended, with its mass of fretwork ornament and minor spires and finials grouped 
about the main tower, would have been altogether out of question, both from the 
enormous cost and our ignorance of the intended design; while to build anything 
else approximating that in general outline, though plain, would have been false and 
out of harmony with the rest of the structure. It only remained, then, to remove the 
dome and introduce a sunk flat roof, which could not be seen from without, and so 
leave the building, to all appearances, such as it was before the dome was put on, 
that is, an unfinished structure. The slabs of this flat roof had to be laid upon the 
flanges of light –iron girders, laid across from wall to wall, the flanges being sunk 
into the stone and flash with the same.  Other minor repairs were also carried out, 
the total expenditure being estimated at Rs. 3,430. 

 
When these old decorated temples are the least bit ruinous, they are most 

dangerous piles to meddle with. Built of heavy blocks of stone, put together 
without mortar, with little or no bonding, the least settlement in any part often 
converted the whole of the fabric into a loose unstable mass, simply held together 
by the jamming of stones in their tendency to collapse. Add to this the frequent, 
                                            
156 A kind of official name. Skanda Pur¡∆a too has this name. Siddheshvara, Siddhan¡tha and Siddhin¡tha all are 
identical. The source appears later.  
157 We need the exact location.  
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breaking of stone beams and their consequent sagging, with the crushing weight of 
masonry, above them, and it would be difficult to find a more dangerous structure 
in which to risk one’s life. In the case of cracked beams, angle iron, in short 
lengths, can be used in a variety of ways to very great advantage; and as our 
principal object with such buildings is simply to preserve them as ruins from 
further damage, the look of these temporary struts and supports will be hardly 
objectionable than a frame placed around a broken museum exhibit to keep it 
together. At the fine old ruined Vaiß∆ava temple, now being repaired at J¡njgir, we 
shall have to use some such expedient to support the broken lintel of the great 
entrance doorway. The lintel of this doorway and the beam above it are richly 
sculptured with symbolic images and arbesques, and must, although both are 
cracked through, be retained at any cost. Indeed, to remove them, even if it were 
desirable, half the front of the building would have to be dismantled.  

 
On account of the peculiar method of construction followed in the erection 

of these old shrines, where the whole structure, spire included, is erected with an 
inner and an outer shell, the space between being filled in with dry rubble, and with 
little or no bonding of the two shells together, it is very difficult to know what to do 
when we find the outer shell fallen, and the rough back of the inner one exposed. If 
the original stones of the exterior are still there, they may, under expert guidance, 
be sorted and rebuilt; but, more often than not, they have long ago been carried 
away. [Emphsis added]. At P¡li, twelve miles beyond Ratanpur, in the Bilaspur 
district, is an old sculptured temple much in this condition, so far as its spire is 
concerned. From the upper half the outer casing of carved stones has fallen, leaving 
the crowning member supported upon stones of the inner core of masonry. Though 
it may be possible at some future time, when the more pressing work in the 
Province is finished and money is available, to reconstruct this outer shell in carved 
stone work, all we can do with it at present is to convert the whole loose mass, as it 
stands, into one solid whole by the use of cement grouting. This will not interfere 
with future restoration, and until then, will protect the tower from any further 
disintegration. The work has been put in hand.       

           
Imp. note for the source: 
 
This is the end of the extract drawn from pages 57 and 58 of the 

Archaeological Report by John Marshall, dated 1903. Now begins the extract from 
pages 6-7 of the same Report for 1905: 

 
In the Central Provinces, the heaviest items of expenditure have been the 

repairs to the famous temple of Siddhe≈vara at M¡ndh¡t¡ and to the less known 
shrine at Sirpur J¡njg•r. The first named was visited by Lord Curzon at the end of 
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1902, and it is on the note that he left behind him and of which the following 
extract will be read with interest, that all the subsequent measures have been based.      

 
“I visited,” wrote Lord Curzon, “this renowned and sacred island in the 

Nerbudda on October 31st, 1902, and was equally disappointed with its beauties 
and its monuments. The only building of any real character or distinction on the 
island is the Hindu Temple of Siddhe≈vara Mah¡deva. But this is such an absolute 
ruin as to defy restoration at any but an unpardonable cost. The plinth or platform 
on which the ruins of the temple stand is of a very curious design, its outer edge 
consisting of a series of projecting and re-intering angles. The porches in front of 
the doorways must have been a very striking feature, but are now in a state of 
irreparable decay. The central shrine has been covered by some pious iconoclast 
with a low, stunted cupola, such as might be seen in a Muham-madan mosque. This 
ludicrous erection is in violent contrast to its surroundings and ought to be 
removed. [N.B.] I presume that the shrine has at one time been covered with the 
conical Hindu cupola or spire. It would not now be worth while to re-erect this; but 
it would seem preferable either to cover in the exposed shrine with a flat roof or 
possibly to put upon it one of the small pointed pyramidal  roofs, of which several 
examples can be seen covering small Hindu shrines in the neighbourhood of the 
more modern temple in the town, just above the Rao’s palace [N.B. We need more 
details of this temple].  

 
The only restoration of which the temple of Siddhe≈vara seems to me 

profitably to admit is to clear the plinth with the elephant frieze (a really noble 
feature) to its foundaion, to cut away the jungle for a certain space around, so as to 
constitute a small enclosure, to remove all the fallen and broken stones and to 
collect against the wall any of these—and there are a great number, including some 
shattered elephants from the frieze-- that are carved or sculptured. In this way the 
place might be made to look more tidy. But it can never at anything except a 
wholly disproportionate cost be made into anything but a ruin.” 

 
The measures ordered by Lord Curzon were begun in 1904, but owing to 

local difficulties very slow progress was made, and it was not until last year that the 
work could be carried out in its entirety. The roof, it should be said, which has been 
erected over the sanctum, is flat, but sunk slightly into the top of the building so 
that it cannot be seen from without.              
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Siddhavarkut [Siddhavarak¶ a] 

East Nimar District Gazeteer 

Siddhawarkut (22º 15’ N and 76º 14’ E) 
 
A place of pilgrimage of considerable antiquity, Siddhawarkut is situated on 

the mountain peak near Panthia village to the north-east of M¡ndh¡t¡ island on the 
bank of the river K¡veri, a bifurcated stream of the Narmada. [N.B.] The Jains all 
over India, from time immortal [?], held this place as one of the Siddhakßetras or a 
place where one attains salvation.  From M¡ndh¡t¡ pilgrims have to engage a ferry 
for reaching Siddhawark¶t for a distance of about one mile (1.6 kms).  The direct 
way to the place is from Barwah, a railway station on meter gauge of Western 
Railway, connecting Ajmer-Indore-Khandwa. The place is about 14 miles (22.4 
kms.) by a fair weather motorable road from Barwah. 

 
Till the year 1883 the old temples of the place were in ruins.  Attempts to 

restore and reconstruct them were started by Digamber Jain community of Nimar 
and Malwa since that year. At present, there are eight such temples bearing 
somewhat new appearance and containing old images found at the place. The oldest 
of the images bear the dates ranging from the 13th to 15th century.  Tirthankar 
Chandra Prabhu’s image has on the pedestal an inscription of A.D. 1222. Besides, a 
M¡nastambha--a four faced small temple on a high white marble pillar and a 
chhattri are there.  The temples are of black basalt and red granite. The walls of the 
temples are decorated with modern paintings. The earliest reference to the place is 
found in an ancient Jain literary work in Prakrit, Nivvui Kandani, which describes 
exact geographical locations of the Jain holy places and gives reasons for their 
sanctity. [Noteworthy statement.] 

An annual fair is held on the 14th and 15th of bright fortnight of the Ph¡lguna.  
There are Dharamshalas providing all facilities to the visitors. The whole area is 
electrified and has a piped water supply from a well.  The cluster of temples pleases 
the eye of visitors with their lofty pinnacles.  There is a primary school. About one 
mile away from the present day Siddhavark¶ a there is a beautiful stone-built tank 
now in disuse and ruins. [How old is this story? 1969?] 
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Omkareshwara Temple at Coorg 
 

 
 

In 1820 a significant building built by Li©gar¡jendra was Omkareshwara 
temple. This has both Islamic and Gothic style of architecture. There is a tank in 
front of the temple. There is a footpath leading to a small “Mantapa.” The 
surrounding place is abode with peace. There is a story behind building of the 
temple.  

 
It is said that Li©garajendra killed an honest and pious Brahman to fulfill his 

political ambitions. That Brahman became a “Brahmar¡kshasa” and started teasing 
the king with troubles. It left the king only when the king brought a “Shivali©ga” 
from Kashi and installed it after building a temple. The shivalinga was named as 
“Omkareshwara” and regular rituals were performed. The bars of the windows of 
the temple were made of “Panchaloha” and an alphabet “lim” has been placed in 
between the bars. Four minars have been built on four corners of the temple and the 
central minar is like a globe, which anybody can see.  
 
Distance from Coorg 1 km. 
 
Auto fare Rs. 10. 
 
Courtesy:  Dr. C. P. Ramasesh, Deputy Librarian, Mysore University Library. 
 
Source: OurKarnataka.com 
 
Must be an official source for publicity and promotion.    
 
The description contains a small picture of the temple and surroundings.  
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An effort should be made to get larger and better quality pictures. November 30, 
2001.     
 
Many efforts were made. All proved fruitless. 1/18/03. This is a heart-rending story 
with regard to most of the attempts made to find out more authentic further 
information. There is greed everywhere. Real love for scholarship has disappeared 
from most of India. I was borne and brought up in that generous country. The 
country of my birth was not so greedy earlier.  
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Inscriptions 
 
 

Chance discovery of rare ancient records 
 

It is really remarkable to realize here that one of the most valuable copper 
plates of great historical importance was found in a stone box near the temple of 
Siddhan¡tha as far back as 1905. (Siddheshwar, Siddhan¡tha and Siddhin¡tha are 
all identical.)  The donees must have had a deep connection with this temple. 

 
Another copper plate inscription of equal importance—rather of much 

greater importance-- related to the reign of Param¡ra Jayasimha-Jayavarman II was 
accidentally found near the temple of Shri Kashi Vishvanath on the southern bank 
of the Narmad¡ river  (South Mandhata) while cleaning the ground for a mel¡ 
(fair).  

 
How incidental, how accidental, and how fortuitous was the find of these 

valuable ancient records!  
 

There might be many more such records buried underground! 
 
No systematic, exhaustive and exploratory archaeological investigation has 

ever been undertaken on Mount Mandhata. We need another Sankalia (H. D.) and 
his associates of the Deccan College.  I wrote to the heads of about one hundred 
institutions of higher learning and research in India, offering an award of a reward 
of as much as one hundred thousand rupees, if someone undertook some real search 
and research on OM and earned a Ph.D. Not even a single soul paid any attention to 
it! However, the offer still stands good. 

 
With regard to the inscriptions related to Mandhata vis a vis the temples, 

Pasricha says:         
 
“The only sources which throw meagre light on these temples are three huge 

copper plates which were discovered on them.158 One of these plates dates back to 
1055-56 A.D. and records the grant of nearby villages to the “Br¡hma∆as” of  
“Amareshvara Temple” on the south bank of the Narmad¡ by Jayasimhadeva 

                                            
158 We don’t understand what the author wants to say.  May-be, he himself does not know what he is talking about. We 
are presenting below the available details of all the inscriptions connected with Mandhata known to us so far.  It is 
hoped that the reader will have a true, clear, and a better picture now. This incident calls for a scientific, systematic, 
exhaustive study of the Holy Land and its environs which is disparately needed. 
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(1055c.-1070 [?] A.D.) who was the successor of King Bhoja of Malwa. The other 
two, dating 1225 and 1260 A.D. found in the Siddheshvara temple [!]159 mention 
the name of Devap¡la (1218-39 A.D.) and Jayavarman (1255-74 A.D.). It is likely 
that the Parm¡rs, who ruled the whole of Malwa to which this place belonged 
between 9th and 13th centuries A.D. with their capital at Dhar, and who were 
devotees of Shiva, must have been associated with these temples in one way or the 
other.”  

 
Ignorance is no bliss. We will call this du˙s¡hasa!  This is not a ≈iß ¡c¡ra. 

This is only an aty¡c¡ra. The above statement is vague, erroneous and misleading. 
The writer gave only his name to the writing. He did not give any time or attention 
to it. We call such writers as armchair researchers. We say this just to stress the 
point that there is a tremendous scope for search and research on Mandhata in order 
to find the truth. Many of the writings presented in this collection of ours suffer 
from this common disease. They are shallow. They have no depth. They are 
thoughtless, they are careless, they are senseless.  They are written simply for the 
common people, the man in the street—bhole bh¡le r¡ha calate loga. 

 
ENG says on p. 471: 
  
Four inscribed plates, respectively of Jayasiµhdeva (A. D. 1055-60).  

Devapaladeva (C. 1218-32 A. D.) and Jayavarman II (C. 1255-75 A. D.) all the 
three Param¡ra kings of Dhara of Malwa were found at M¡ndh¡t¡160 and they are 
referred to in Chapter II.    

 
ENG gives further details of the inscriptions found at Mandhata, on pp. 47-

48 of chapter II:  
 
Of the several inscriptions found in the district N•m¡r, the oldest was 

discovered at M¡ndh¡t¡, being dated in 1055 A.D. It records the grant of a village 
to the Brahmanas of Amareshwara [note], a temple on the left bank of the Narmada 
at Mandhata, for food and other purposes by Jayasiµhadeva (c. 1055-60 A.D.) 
successor of Bhoja.161 

 
Two inscriptions of the reign of Devapaladeva (C. 1218-32) were found at 

Harsauda (modern Harsud) and M¡ndh¡t¡.  This Stone Inscription, dated in V.S. 
1275 (A. D. 1218), records construction of a ˛iva temple and a tank nearby by a 

                                            
159 Nonsense and rubbish. 
160 Various locations 
161 Epigraphia Indica, Vol. III, pp. 46 ff;  Hiralal, Inscriptions in the C.P.and Berar, p.74.  
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merchant and states that Devapaladeva of Dhara was the then ruler.162  Another 
inscription dated in V.S. 1282 (A.D. 1225), with the name of the king was found 
near the Siddhe≈vara temple at M¡ndh¡t¡.  It records grant of a village Sataju∆¡, 
still existing under the same name, 13 miles south-west of M¡ndh¡t¡, to a number 
of Br¡hma∆as after the king had bathed in the Rev¡ (Narmad¡), while staying at 
M¡hißmat• which, as discussed earlier, is equated with M¡ndh¡t¡.  Inscription 
records not only names of the donees but also name of father, grandfather, place of 
origin, gotra, ≈¡kh¡, epithet, used by each one of them.  The donees were connected 
with [hailing from] far flung places of the country, like Mathur¡, Jodhpur, Tripuri, 
Akol¡, the country between the Himalayas, etc. 

 
The remaining two inscriptions, both of which are on copper plates and 

discovered at M¡ndh¡t¡, refer themselves to the reign of Jaysiµhadeva alias 
Jayavarman (C. 1255-75), described as lord of Dh¡r¡.  The first of these dated in 
V.S. 1317 (A.D. 1261), records the grant of a village Vadauda (the village Burud, 
22 miles from M¡ndh¡t¡) in Mahuada pathak (Mahod, 28 miles from M¡ndhata), 
by Pratih¡ra G¡ngeyadeva to three Brahmanas after bathing at the confluence of 
the Reva and the Kapila, near Amre≈vara temple.  This Charter was later ratified by 
Jayavarman while staying at Mandu.163  

 
         The other one, dated in V.S. 1331 (A.D. 1274), is a charter issued by 
S¡dhanika (a commander of the army), Anayasiµhadeva, with the permission of 
the Paramara king Jayavarman, granting four villages to a number of Br¡hma∆as 
[numbering 14] residing in Brahmapur• (i.e. the Br¡hma∆a164 settlement) at 
M¡ndh¡t¡. [To us this is the most important, significant, valuable, lovely, 
lovable and enchanting ancient record.] 
 

It is evident from these inscriptions that the north of East Nimar was under 
the sway of the Parmaras from the beginning of the ninth [?] to the last quarter of 
the thirteenth centuries. 

 

                                            
162 Indian Antiquary, Vol.  XX, pp. 310-11; Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vol. XXVIII, pp. 1-8; Inscriptions in 
the C.P.  and Berar, p. 77.  .    
163 Epigraphia Indica Vol. IX, pp. 103ff.  
164 Ibid Vol. XXXII, pp. 139ff.  
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Now we will present some data in brief and in chart form so that it appears 
as a hand mirror. 
 

 
Chart # 1. 
 
01  Date: 1112 V.S., 1055 A.D. 
 
02  Donor: Jayasiµhadeva (c. 1055-60 A.D.) 
 
03 Donation, Nature of: Grant of a village, named Bh•ma165, which belonged 
to Maktula village (group of) forty-two in the P¶r∆apathaka ma∆∂ala, while 
residing at Dh¡r¡. 
 
04 Donee: Brahmanas of Pa  a≈¡l¡ at holy Amare≈vara temple.  
“˛r• Amare≈vare pa  a≈¡l¡br¡hma∆ebya˙.” 
 
05 Objective: For food and other purposes. “bhojan¡dinimittam.” 
 
06 Located: Not known. Present whereabouts too unknown. 
 

   07 Medium: Copper plates.  
 

   08 Editor: Dr. F. Keilhorn and Trivedi (CII. 7.2 for all Trivedi.)  
 

09 Source (Ref.): East Nimar Gazetteer, Epigraphia Indica, 3: 46 ff. 
 

   10 Additional remarks: The Inscription asserts that Jayasiµhdeva succeeded 
Bhojadeva.   
 
  Trivedi says present whereabouts not known. 
 
    This is a very important inscription. It sets the end date of the reign of 
Bhojadeva.  Strangely enough, the name of this king [Jayasiµhadeva] does not 
appear in any subsequent records of the dynasty. 

 
The donor king was stationed at his capital Dh¡r¡ at that time and yet he 

thought of donating the village to the Brahmanas connected with the Amaresh-vara 
Temple.  The inscription itself says: Dh¡r¡vasthitair asm¡bhi˙. A.D.  1055 seems 
                                            
165 Trivedi says: The village Bhima appears to hava been represented by the modern Bh•mpur¡, a little distance east of 
Godarpur and on the Southern bank of Narmad¡. 
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to be the first year of his rule. Generally such donations are given on special 
occasions, such as an eclipse, or a particular parvan, or a visit to a holy place of 
pilgrimage.  

 
But our question is: Was the assumption of the rulership of such a vast 

kingdom, after suppressing the opposing forces and defeating the band of enemies, 
not a grand occasion to make this holy donation, even on a long distance basis, to 
the Brahmans connected with the kuladevat¡, iß† adevat¡ of the kingdom? We 
believe it was a grand occasion to celebrate the grand victory and assumption of the 
leadership of such a vast and prestigious government. 

 
The following information has been taken from Trivedi’s book: 
 

No. 18; Plate xx 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Grant of Jayasiµha 

Vikrama Year 1112 
 

This inscription is incised on two plates of copper which are said to have 
been found at or near M¡ndh¡t¡, an island in the Narmad¡ in the East Nem¡∂ 
(Kha∆∂w¡) District of Madhya Pradesh.  The record has been edited before, from 
an inscription prepared by Cousens, Superintendent of the Archaeological    Survey 
of Western India, by F. Keilhorn, in the Epigraphia Indica, Volume III (1894-95), 
pp. 46 ff, with text in N¡gari chracters (pp. 48-50) and facsimi ???  

 
*   *   * 

 
It is significant to recall here that Chálukya Vikramáditya VI, the hero of our 

Vikramánkadevacarita  Mahákávya, helped this Paramára Jayasimha to recover his 
kingdom. Mahákavi Bilha∆a has this to say: 
 

Ø ÎÞÒÕçKÆá¢ ÖÐÃ¢ Ê}ßÕ*Îí ¥µL¿µ‡ UÅÞÊÏßÄ UÎ ÐÞFÏç ” 
 

 And here is what I wrote about 60 years ago as a beginning young raw youth 
in my early twenties.   
 

On second thought, I believe that I did not write it.  Sarasvati Devi dictated it 
and Shri Ganesha wrote it. How could I write all this erudite matter at such a tender 
age! In reality, Mother Sarasvati dictated it and Shri Ganeshji wrote it. 
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Whatever may be the case, here is what was written; 
 

ÎÞÒÕçÖØÞÙÞQÏÆÞÈÎßÇµƒHÏ hàÎÞÈí ³½ÞÎÙëÆÏUHÕçÕÎÞÙ :--  [ØëÛÊ}ÞÛ§ÛÊÛ Ÿ™-
Ÿš ß¿MÊÃà º] “ßÕ.ÎÞßÆHÏë ÏUÎè ÎÞÒÕçÖÞÏ ØÞÙÞQÏÎÆÆÞÄí Ø ÊÐÎÞÐÕ¢Öë÷Õë ¼ÏßØ¢Ù£ 
UÏÞÄí Ïë ßÙ Íë¼ÐÞ¼ÞÆÈKÄÐ¢ ÇÞÐÞßØ¢ÙÞØÈÎßÇnÐëÙ ” ßµKÄá ÄÆÞHÕç ÄÆ}ÞFÏ¢ 
ÖqáØçÈÞÊßÐÕçß*ÄÎÞØàÄí, ÏÞ¢ ßÈÐÞµÄ|á¢ Ø ÈÞØàÆÒÎí ” ÄÄ^ ÄÆíÌÞKÇÕ 
©ÆÏÞßÆHÏUÄÆ}ÞFÏÎÊÞÙÐÄí ” ¯Õ$ ¼ÏßØ¢Ù£ UÕÐÞFÏÊáÈ£Ê}Þß+ÒÞÒØÏÞ µRÏÞÃÎ·ÞßÆßÄ 
Ø¢ÍÞSÏÄç ” ßµKÄá Ø ©ÆÏÞßÆHÏ¢ ßÈÐUÏ ÎÞÒÕÐÞFÏÊáÈÐÞØÞÆÈØÎÅë|ÝÍÕßÆßÄ  ÈëÊÒOÏÄç ”  
ÏÄë ßÙ ¼ÏßØ¢ÙUÏ ÄÞÎ}ÖÞØÈÎí —–›› ¨Û ÕHØÐàÏÎáÊÒOÏÄç, —–›Ÿ ¨Û ÕHØÐç 
ºëÆÏÞßÆHÏ£ ÖÖÞØçßÄ ©ÆÏÊáÐUÏ ( BÕÞßÒÏÐ) 
ßÖÒÞÒç¶ÞÆßÇ·PÏÄç ” ¯Õ$ Ê}Þ·á,ÕHØÐgÏÞOÏKÄÐç µÆÞºÈ ØÞÙÞQÏÎÏÞºÄ” §ßÄ ”   

 
ßºKHÏÎçÄÄí ” hàÎÄë ÁàÛØàÛ ·ÞcáÒàÎÙëÆÏUÏ ’ÊÐÎÞÐÕ¢ÖçßÄÙÞØ£’ ßÕ×ÏÎçÄ¢        

ßÕÖÆÏÈí hàÎÄ ³½ÞÎÙëÆÏUÏ ÎÄÞØcßÄ¢ ßÌRÙÃëß,ÏÞÅÞIÏ|¢ º Ê}ÎÞÃàµÐëßÄ ”           [ 
H.P.D. pp. 123 -124, D.H.N.1. P.873ff.].  ÄÅÞ º ÄqçÆÎßUÄ ßÈaßÊÄÎí :-- 

 
 µÒºáßÐµÃ|-ºÞÒá@ÏÍàÎ (Ê}ÅÎ)- ØÎÕçÄÌÒç Íë¼ÆçÕÌÒç º ÏáJÏÎÞÈç ¯Õ 
Íë¼ëÝØÞJÏÐë··}UÄ£ ØÈí Ê$HÕÎ$ßÄ UÎ ” ÄÆÞ ÄÆákÐÞßÇµÞÐà  ¼ÏßØ¢Ù£ ¦ÙÕÎ5¢ 
ØÞÙÞQÏÎÏÞºÄ ” ¦ÙÕÎ5ë ßÕ.ÎÞÏ µÞÏ|çÝßUÎÈí KÏÏá¹í, ”  ßÕ.ÎØÞÙÞQÏçÈ Ø ÍâÏëÝßÊ 
ßÈ¼ÐÞFÏÎÞØØÞÆ ” Ø ßµÒÞÈçµÕ×Þ|ßÃ ÖÞßUÄ UÎ, ÊÐ¢ ÄUÏ ÐÞFÏÞKÄµÞÒë È ßÈ^àÏÄç  ” 

 
ØëÎç]Ð£ ( ßgÄàÏ£) —–œ Õ×|ç  ÐÞFÏÎÒÍÄ ” Ø ¶Òá ÍàÎëkÐÞßÇµÞßÐÃÞ µÃ|çÈ   ( 

—–œ™-—–Ÿš ¨. ) Ø¢·HÏ ¼ÏßØ¢ÙÐÞ¼ÇÞÈàÎÞº.ÞÎ ” ÄßUÎ¢̂  ÄáÎáÒç Ïáfç ¼ÏßØ¢Ù£ 
Ê}ÞÃÞÈHÏÞpàÄí ” ÄßUÎ#áÊÐÄç ÄÆÐÞßÄ×á º ÈÞßºÐÞÏ ÇÞÐÞÎßÇµƒÄÕHUÕßÊ 
¼ÏßØ¢Ù.ÎÞÈáÏÞßÏÈÞ ©ÆÏÞßÆHÏçÈ ÖÞµÍÐàÊßÄºÞÙÎÞÈÕ¢Öë÷ÕÆáÒ|Í (ÄãÄàÏ)ÈãÊßÄ- 
ØÞÙÞQÏçÈ ßÈÐUÄÞUÄç ÖqÕ£, ÇÞÐÞ º ÍâÏëÝßÊ ÊÐÎÞÐ Õ¢Ö¼èÐJÏµÞßÐ ” [ H.P.D. pp. 127-
136].  ”  
 
 hàÎÄÞ ³½ÞÎÙëÆÏçÈ Ï£ ßÖÒÞÒç¶£ Ê}ÎÞÃHÕçÈëÊKÏUÄ£ Ø ÕUÄáÄ£ —›—™ ¨Û  
Õ×àïÏë ßÈÄÞKÄ¢ ¶ßLÁÄ^ÞßUÄ ” ©ÆÏÞßÆHÏ£ —–›Ÿ ¨Û  ÕHØÐç ©ÆÏÊáÐÎßKÆÐ¢ ßÈÎ|Îç §ßÄ 
ÄqÞßUÄ ÈâÈ¢ ßÒß¶ÄÎí, ÊÐ¢ Ø ÄÆÞ ØÞÇÞÐÃÈãÊßÄaÊçÃëÆÏÊáÐÞD»ÞØÈÎµÞ×àï# 
ÊáÈÇÞ|ÐÞÇàÖÄÏçßÄ ßÈß^ÄÎí ” [ H.P.D. p. 130 note 2] 
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 Ê}ÞDÏºÞÒá@ÏÕ¢Ö¼ç ÐÞ¼ÐÞ¼ç ( ÕçßcÆçÖÞßÇÊÄì ) —–œ˜ ¨Û  Õ×|ç  ßÆÕÎáÊ·Äç 
ßÕ.ÎUÄÆ}ÞFÏÎßÍÏÏì ” ÄÆÞ ¼ÏßØ¢Ùë ÇÞÐÞÇàÖÄÏÞ ßÕ.ÎÊpÎÕÞÒPÌÄ ”[ H.P.D. pp. 
125-127; I.H.Q. XIII pp. 87-88 ]  
 

ØëÎç]Ð^ ( ßgÄàÏ£) ·á¼|ÐÐÞ¼µÃ|çÈ Ø¢·HÏ ¼ÏßØ¢ÙÎÞ.ÞKÄÕÞÈí ”[ H.P.D. pp. 125-
127] µÃ|̂  Ê}ÞÏÖ£ —–œ™ ¨. ÕHØÐç ÐÞFÏßØ¢ÙÞØÈÎÞnÐëÙ ”  

 
Ê}ÎÞÃèÐÎàßÍßÐÆ¢ ßÈ£Ø¢ÖÏ¢  Ê}ÎÞÃàÍÕßÄ  Ï&ÏßØ¢Ù£ —–– ¨Û Õ×|¢ ÏÞÕD»ÞßUÄ  UÎ, 

©ÆÏÞßÆHÏUÏ   º  — –›Ÿ  ¨Û ÕHØÐç ÇÞÐÞÇàÖHÕ¢ ØÕ|ÅèÕÞØ¢ÍÞSÏßÎßÄ ”           
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Chart # 2 
 
01 Date: 1282 V. S., 1130 A.D. 
 
02 Donor: King Devap¡ladeva.         
 
03 Donation, Nature of: Grant of the village named Sat¡ju∆¡.   
 
04 Donee:  32 Br¡hma∆as hailing from various places.  
 
05 Objective: Not stated specifically.  
 
06 Located: In 1905 near the Temple of Siddhe≈vara at Mandhata.   
 
07 Medium: Copper plates. 
 
08 Editors: Dr. F. Keilhorn and H. V. Tivedi. 
 
09 Source (Ref.): Epigraphia Indica, 9:103 ff.  
 
10 Additional remarks:  Trivedi’s no. 51, pp. 175 ff. In fn. no. 1 on page 176 

Trivedi says: Long. 76° 9’ E.; Lat. 22° 15 N.  For the description of the temple, see 
A.S.I., A.R., 1903-04, p. 57.  

 
He says: In my visit to the place I learnt from some old persons there that the 

plates were found in the vicinity of the Amare≈vara temple there. [How reliable and 
authentic woud this be regarded.]  

According to Trivedi, Sat¡ju∆¡ appears to be the modern village of the same 
name, situated about 20 kms. South-west of M¡ndh¡t¡ in Long. 76° 3’ and Lat. 22° 
8’. 

 
On p. 182 Trivedi presents the text of the grant. The following are some 

significant statements in the original:  ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄàßUÅÄèÐUÎÞßÍ£ …  ÐçÕÞÏÞ¢ UÈÞHÕÞ 
hàÆèHÏØâÆÈØß#Çì Í·ÕKÄ¢ ÍÕÞÈàÊßÄ¢ ØÎOÏDÏ|  … 

 
And in fn. 7 he says: This appears to refer to the image of Vish∆u installed in 

an old temple in the vicinity of the well-known temple at Mandhata.  
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It is to be remembered here that according to Sankalia and company 
M¡hißmat• and M¡ndh¡ta are not identical.166 They are about 38 miles apart.  Did 
the king stay at M¡hißmat• and take bath and donate the village after taking bath at 
M¡ndh¡t¡? All this is not clear to us. This subject needs further exploration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

                                            
166 On the other hand, some scholars argue that both are identical.  
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   Chart # 3 
 
 
   01 Date:  1317 V.S., 1260 A.D. 
 
   02 Donor: King Jayavarman II. 
 
   03 Donation, Nature of: Grants a village named Vadauda. 
 
   04 Donee:  Learned and pious Br¡hma∆as. 
 
   05 Objective: Establishment provided for by the king’s favour. 
 
   06 Located: In 1904 at the village Godarpura.  
 
   07 Medium: Copper plates. 
 
   08 Editor: F. Keilhorn and Trivedi. 
 
   09 Source (Ref.): Epigraphia Indica, 9 : 117 ff. 
 
10 Aditional Remarks: Donated by Prat•h¡ra G¡©geyadeva, after bathing at 

the confluence of Rev¡ & Kapil¡ rivers and worshiping ˛iva at the Amare≈vara 
Temple; ratified by the king while staying at Ma∆∂apadurga. 
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Chart # 4 
 
01: Date: 1331 V.S., 1274 A.D.    
 
02 Donor: S¡dhanaika Anayasiµhadeva.   
 
03 Donation, Nature of:  Donates four villages. 
 
04 Donee: Fourteen Br¡hma∆as [14, 15 or 16 ?]167 residing in Brahma-pur•, 

i.e. Br¡hma∆a settlement at M¡ndh¡tƒidurga. 
 
05 Objective:  
 
06 Located: Discovered in 1927 at Mandhata, on the Southern bank of  

Narmada, when some people were cleaning the ground near the Ka≈• Vi≈va-n¡tha 
Temple for the K¡rtik• mel¡. 
 

07 Medium: Copper plates.  
 
08 Editor: D. C. Sircar and H. V. Trivedi. 
 
09 Source (ref): Epigraphia Indica, 32: 139 ff. 

 
10 Additional remarks: The ruling king ratifies the grant made by S¡dhanika 

Anayasimhadeva. 
 
Valuable verses from this Inscription appear as the Ma©gal¡cara∆a of this 

Holy Source Book--Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡--A Paradise for Pilgrims. 

Here are some vital quotes: 

The next six verses (61-66) describe the benefactions of Anayasiµha at 
different places. He constructed a temple of ˛iva at Devap¡lapura; another, which 
was lofty and dedicated to Ambik¡, at ˛¡kapura, and still another, of ˛iva (locally 

                                            
167 The number 16 is very significant. Sixteen temples were constructed and dedicated. There are 16 kal¡s in Moon. 
P¶r∆a Avat¡ra is regarded as constituting 16 kal¡s. The full worship is called ßo∂a≈opac¡ra p¶j¡.  A lady fully 
ornamented is called having ßo∂≈a ≈rƒ©g¡ra. Originally the idea was to donate the villages to 16 Br¡hm¡∆as, but the 
total number fell short by one or two. Probably the intention of the donor was to find the additional Br¡hma∆as and 
make the total number of 16, and it was only a temporary expedient measure to keep the balance in the possession of 
the donor for final disposal.   
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known as Jamb¶ke≈vara) near that of Omk¡re≈vara168 M¡ndh¡t¡.  He excavated a 
tank at Ma∆∂apa-durga, and at the same place he donated a city, a Brahmapur•, 
with the permission of his master, to Br¡hma∆as--a city furnished with the 
surrounding wall (rampart) and street (pr¡k¡ra and pratol•), sixteen temples 
surmounted with jars of gold, and containing several apartments, a guest-house, 
one temple for gods (guru-sura-sadana)[?] and a stepped well. (v. 66) (Ref. 
Trivedi).  

The above passage is not clear to us at all. Where is the translation of the 
words most important to us: M¡ndh¡tƒdurge’pyanupamaracan¡m tadvad eva 
vyadhatta ? It seems the translator has proved once again the validity of an age-old 
adage—To err is human. But it was a real heart-burn to us. Very sad; very bad. 

 Here is the original in transliterated form: 

Tasm¡d Anayasiµho'bh¶d Kal¡v¡n iva v¡ridhe˙. 

Ya eka˙ kalpavƒkß¡di-madhye ga∆anay¡nvita˙. //61// 

Devap¡lapure yena pr¡s¡de k¡rite ˛iva˙. 

˛r¡nta˙ ku∆∂ajalavy¡j¡t Siddhasindhum dadhau pura˙. //62// 

˛¡kapure'bhraµliha≈ikharaµ169 surasadanam Ambik¡'dhigatam.   

Yo'c•karad iva d¡tum vi≈r¡ntim khe dvijasya sambhramata˙. //63// 

Omk¡rapr¡s¡dam samay¡ niram¡payattar¡m tu©gam170. 

Jamb¶ke≈varan¡mna˙ ˛ambhor ya˙ sadanam anupam iti.171 //64//  

Yatk¡rite sarasi Ma∆∂apadurgamadhye 

Kumbhodbhava˙ pratini≈am pratibimbyam¡na˙. 

Jyotirmayo lava∆av¡ridhiv¡rip¡na- 

                                            
168 Trivedi says: This temple is not in existence now. Some deep archaeological excavation—search and research is 
needed. According to Omkareshvara Darshanika, there is a Shvalinga named as Jhumkeshvara Mah¡deva.  It does not 
give any more details. But we have found much more there near this Shivali©ga. Discussed in detail a little later. 
169 The editor (D. C. Sircar) recommends to read ˛¡kapur¡khye. To us it seems a hasty judgment. It will make the 
word only a vi≈eßa∆a, the qualifier. Where is the vi≈eßya, the qualified substantive?  
There are various variations of the metre ⁄ry¡. 
Trivedi makes it ≈ikharm, and correctly too.  
170 N.B. 
171 N.B. 
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 du˙sv¡dadu˙kham iva m¡rß i pibannapo'nta˙.  //65// 

Pr¡k¡re∆a pratoly¡ ßa∂adhikada≈abhir mandirai˙ svar∆akumbhair 

 uttu©gair bh¶rikakßair gurusurasadanen¡mbuku∆∂ena yukt¡m. 

Yo durge Ma∆∂ap¡khye vyatarad iha pur•m Br¡hma∆ebhyo nƒp¡jn¡m 

labdhv¡ M¡ndh¡tƒdurge'pyanupamaracan¡m tadvad eva vyadhatta //66// 

  ¥qÞßUÄ ÎâÒÎí ”  

ÄUÎÞÆÈÏßØ¢ÙëÝÍâHµÒÞÕÞßÈÕ ÕÞßÐÇç£ ”  

 Ï ¯µ£ µRÊÕãpÞßÆÎJÏç ·ÃÈÏÞÝßKÕÄ£ ””œ—”” 

 ÆçÕÊÞÒÊáÐç ÏçÈ Ê}ÞØÞÆç µÞßÐÄç ßÖÕ£ ””     

 hÞKÄ£ µLÁ¼ÒSÏÞ¼ÞÄí ßØfßØKÇá¢ ÆÇì ÊáÐ£ ”” œ˜ ”” 

 ÖÞµÊáÐçÝÍ}¢ßÒÙßÖ¶Ð¢ ØáÐØÆÈÎßPÌµÞÝßÇ·ÄÎí ”  

 ÏëÝºàµÐßÆÕ ÆÞÄá¢ ßÕhÞßKÄ¢ ¶ç ßg¼UÏ Ø¢Í}ÎÄ£ ”” œ™ ””     

 ³¢µÞÐÊ}ÞØÞÆ¢ ØÎÏÞ ßÈÐÎÞÊÏkÐÞ¢ ÄácÎí        

¼PÌâµ‡]ÐÈÞPÈ£ ÖPÍëÏ|£ ØÆÈÎÈáÊÎßÎßÄ ”” œš ”” 

ÏHµÞßÐÄç ØÐßØ ÎLÁÊÆá·|ÎJÏç µPÍë÷Õ£ Ê}ßÄßÈÖ¢ Ê}ßÄßÌP[ÏÎÞÈ£ ”  
 FÏëßÄÎ|Ïë ÒÕÃÕÞßÐßÇÕÞßÐÊÞÈ- Æá£UÕÞÆÆá£¶ßÎÕ ÎÞß*|  ßÊÌ#ÊëÝKÄ£ ””œ›””  

Ê}ÞµÞÐçÃ Ê}ÄëRÏÞ ×ÁßÇµÆÖßÍÎ|ßKÆÐè£ UÕÃ|µPÍè£     
  ©kácèÍ|âßÐµpè·|ánØáÐØÆÈçÈÞPÌáµLÁçÈ Ïá,ÞÎí ””  

Ïë Æá·ç|ç ÎLÁÊÞAÏç SÏÄÐßÆÙ ÊáÐàÚ Ì}Þ:ÃçOÏë ÈãÊÞrÞÎí  

 Ò[JÕÞ ÎÞKÇÞÄãÆá·|çÝMÏÈáÊÎÐºÈÞ¢ ÄgÆçÕ SÏÇk ””œœ””   

      Very important information secured through the kind courtesy of Dr. 
Mrs. Malati Mahajan of Nagpur. For the first time I learnt, and in the clearest 
possible terms, who constructed what on the Mount Mandhata. I have had this very 
inscription with me all along for a long time--and I had used it too, but I had not 
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paid any attention to this particular part, which is way below what I had read. In 
fact this inscription is the most valuable, dear and near to our heart, because it has 
provided us also with the ma©g¡lacara∆a for our Sourcebook—the first writing of 
this nature on Omkara Mandhata in the history of India’s glorious past.   
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Chart # 5 

 
01 Date: V.S. 1272; A.D. 1215. 
 
02 Donor: King Arjunadevavarman. 
 
03 Donation, Nature of: ÍâßÎßÐÏÎí  This land. 

 
04 Donee: The family priest named Govinda Sharmá. 
ÊáÐëßÙÄÊßLÁÄ·ëßÕKÆÖÎ|Ãç Ì}Þ:ÃÞÏ   
 
05 Objective: He was the family priest. 

 
06 Located: Not  known. 

 
07 Medium: Copper plates.  
 
08 Editor: Fitz-Edward Hall. 
 
09 Source (ref): Journal of the American Oriental Society, VII   ? 

 
10 Additional remarks: 
 
 The editor begins with the following remarks to head:  
 
 Two inscriptions Pertaining to the Param¡ra Rulers of  M¡lava : 
 The Sanskrit with Translations and Remarks 
 By Fitz-Edward Hall, D.C.L. Presented to Society, October 17, 1860172 
 
Here are some significant choice statements: 

  
ØëÎÕÄàÄàÅ|ç UÈÞHÕÞ--173 
hàÎÆ¼|áÈÕÎ|ÆçÕçÈ-- 
ÎÙÞµÞÒÊáÐÎJÏç-- 
 

                                            
172 Ref. Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 7  No. ? Pp. ? 
173 These remarks relate to the second inscription. 
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hàÍã·áµD»ØÎÞÕÞßØÄèÐUÎÞßÍ£--  
Ø+HÏßÇµgÞÆÖÖÄØ¢ÕHØÐç -- 
 
Ê·ÞÐÞÊ}ßÄ¼Þ·ÐÃµ‡ ÈÎ|ÆëkÐµ‚Òç ÙßÅÃÞÕÐ·}ÞÎç-- 
 
hàÎÆÎÐç]ÐÄàÅÞ|ÕßUÅÄèÐUÎÞßÍ£ 
ßgØ+HÏßÇµgÞÆÖÖÄØ¢ÕHØÐç  
ÐçÕÞµßÊÒÏë£ ØcÎç UÈÞHÕÞ Í·ÕKÄ¢ ÍÕÞÈàÊßÄÎëÚµÞÐ¢ ÒWÎàÊßÄ¢ º.UÕÞßÎÈ¢ 
ºÞÝOÏDÏ|  
ÊáÐëßÙÄÊßLÁÄ·ëßÕKÆÖÎ|Ãç Ì}Þ:ÃÞÏ ÍâßÎßÐÏ¢ ÊÐÏÞ Í-ÏÞ ÖÞØÈçÈëÆµÊâÕ|¢ Ê}ÆkÞ  
Ø¢ÕÄí —˜˜-- 
UÕÙUÄë’Ï¢  
ÎÙÞÐÞ¼hà¥¼|áÈÕÎ|ÆçÕUÏ ”  
 
ÐßºÄßÎÆ¢ ÎÙÞØÞßKÇÛÊ¢Û hà ßÌRÙÃØPÎÄçÈ-- 
 
UÕÙUÄë ÝÏ¢ ÎÙÞÐÞ¼hàÎÆ¼|áÈÕÎ|ÆçÕUÏ ”  
[1215 A. D.] 
 
Sojourning at the holy station of the blessed Amareshwara,  
After bathing at the junction of the Rev¡ and Kapil¡, 
In the year twelve hundred and seventy-two,  
And after worshipping the adorable lord of Bhav¡n•,174 Omk¡ra,175 the 
consort of Lakshm• and the master of the discus; 
 
In a note related to Amareshvara [his # 30], editor Hall says: 
 

This place has not been identified, any more than several others specified in 
this inscription and in that which follows.  The phallus of Amareshwara lies to the 
west of Mount Paryanka, according to the 26th chapter of the Rev¡-m¡h¡tmya.  
Mount Paryanka is son of Vindhya, in mythology. [This information must have 
been taken by the editor from his Puranic source. Not clear to us at all. All this is 
vague, not worthy of a scholar of the outstanding standing of Fitz-Edward Hall. 
There are no references. No authentication. No verifiable statement. Very sad. Very 

                                            
174 This is ˛iva. 
175 In the original, the anusw¡ra is wanting over the last syllable of this word.  Onk¡ra, ’the syllable Om’, is, among 
the S’aivas, the sensible type of S’iva ; among the Vaishnava or Vish∆u.[?]  
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bad. This makes us mad. Most of the discussion presented here by the editor is only 
vita∆∂¡v¡da] 

  
With reference to the confluence of Rev¡ and Kapil¡, Editor Hall says in a 

note [his no. 31]:   
 
This junction is east [?] of the Vaid¶rya mountain, in Dharm¡ra∆ya at 

Siddhimanvantara.  [This information possibly relates to Omk¡radv•pagiri, our 
Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ Island hill.] It lies to the north of the Rev¡ or Narmad¡. 
[Extremely important to note.] The Kapil¡ takes its rise in the highlands of 
Khandesh, and disembogues opposite the temple of Omk¡ra-M¡ndh¡t¡, a little to 
the east of the ”Churar.” [?] It arose from the water used at a sacrifice performed by 
King Vasud¡na. 176 Great is the merit of dying at the confluence of the Rev¡ and 
Kapil¡.  Again  

 
        ÐçÕÞÄ¿ç×á Ïç ÕãpÞ£ ÊßÄÄÞ£ µÞÒÊÏ|Ïç ” 

 ÈÎ|ÆÞÄëÏØ¢UÊã*ÞUÄçÝßÊ ÏÞßKÄ ÊÐÞ¢ ·ßÄÎí ””         
 

That is to say, so efficacious is the holiness of this Narmad¡, at all points 
throughout its length, that the very trees sprinkled by its spray are pronounced to be 
secure of future beatitude.  Revá-máhátmya, chpters 1-15, et alibi). 

*            *          * 
This royal deed of the Paramara King Arjunadevavarman is very significant 

in relation to the position and status of the holy shrine of Amareshvara and its 
environs.  We may visualize a royal residence, a palace there where the Royal 
Ruler and his entourage would sojourn when the king would  visit the holy place 
and spend some time there worshipping his Ish adeva and donating riches and land 
to the Br¡hma∆as.  

     
   As an aside we might point out that the writer of the deed was not an 
ordinary “pen-holder” but a composer of great merit. He demonstrates his poetic 
power in the very first verse. There is a worthy pun here. The land donated was to a 
Brahmana, a dvija. Now the Moon too is a dvija. The composer did not indulge in 
the lokapracalita kath¡ of Upar¡go graho rahu-graste tvindau ca  p¶ßa∆i—
R¡hu devouring the moon--but he brings the scientific nature  and state of the lunar 
eclipse—the shadow of the earth falling on the planet.   

 
This donation deed of Arjunadevavarman tells us that he worshipped both 

Bhagav¡n Bhav¡n•pati Oµk¡ra and Lakshm•pati Cakradh¡rin Mah¡vish∆u.  
                                            
176 Not very clear to us at all. The writer wrote for himself in his own cryptic language. 
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Now Mahe≈vara and M¡ndh¡t¡-Dv•pa-Giri were both primarily ˛aiva 

Dharma-kßetras or Pu∆yat•rthas. May be these kings of Param¡ra Kula had attained 
a higher state of religious belief where the teaching was  
 

˛ivasya hƒdayam Viß∆ur Viß∆o≈ ca hƒdayam ˛iva˙. 
 
Or, maybe, the fact was that being the kings of the people and the popular 

rulers of the land, these royal heads had to care for the people of all sects, faiths and 
beliefs. Internally, they might have had preference for Shiva, but they had also to 
think of the people who were devoted to Vishnu. 
 

No doubt Vish∆u images and temples dedicated to Him have been found on 
the Mount M¡ndh¡t¡ as well as on the southern bank of the Narmad¡ where one 
area is called Vish∆upur•.  
 

It is significant also to remember here that the image of Garu∂a was en-
graved on the inscriptions of the Param¡ra kings. It was a kind of royal emblem. 
Now Garu∂a is not a Shaiva symbol! 
 

The following is drawn from the section “Pratih¡ra and Param¡ra 
Dynasties,”  pp. 219 ff. of Malati Mahajan: Madhya Pradesh…. 
 
This is one more durga of the period of Jayasimha Jayavarman II known 

from the same M¡ndh¡t¡ pls. as above.   The grant records both these forts were 
provided with fortification wall, royal roads,177 assembly halls, and tanks in front of 
the temples.  It has been identified….. an island in Narmad¡.  It appears to be the 
Jaladurga as described by Kautilya.  There were two types of jaladurga viz., (1) 
Fort on island (2) fort surrounded by water.178  Kautilya tells us about the 
construction of forts as well as the duty established in the inner side of the fort. 
 

                                            
177 Nonsense and rubbish! The original has pratoli, which means a watch tower. 
178 The footnote does not appear here since the book is not here with us now.  To be seen by one  who follows us.  
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Coins 
 

Coins honoring OMk¡ra.  Source: K. V. Ramakrishna Rao, Om in epi-
graphy and numismatics,” VKP, p. 191 ff.  [This matter needs further reseaech]. 

 
[The following document was widely circulated among the major museums 

in India.  Only one replied -- Victoria Memorial, Calcutta : even that was negative.  
Most of the addressees didn’t care at all. They were not  interested in OM. Sarva˙ 
sv¡rtham sam•hate. This project has been a very sad experience for me, all of it. It 
was a bitter-sweet experience. Most of our appeals for help fell on deaf ears. It was 
truly crying in the wilderness. Ara∆yaruditam kƒtam….]    
 

Fig. 9: Perhaps, this figure solves the riddle of symbolism, as here a female 
figure clearly stands before the symbol with folded hands, proving that it must be a 
deity. The six or seven stones may represent Goddesses and the taurine symbol 
‘bull.’  This combination again gives the picture of a temple. As only the female 
figure is represented, the God represented by the symbol may be the God of 
procreation or Oµk¡ram¶rti. [N.B.]  The entire old world considered this mystic 
symbol as the union of the male and the female signifying creation.  The Tantric 
interpretation of OM is that it is capable of freeing the Jiva or soul from the 
bondage of birth and death. There are coins available with the name Sri 
Somaladev• supposed to be the wife of ˛akambhar• king Ajayadeva, found in 
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh belonging to the post-Gupta period.  On the 
reverse of the coins the expression '˛r• OM' or '˛r• Oµk¡ra' is found very 
clearly.  It is said that the coins were issued in the name of a God 'Omkara 
Mantata' [i.e. M¡ndh¡t¡, a copy-cat performance. Makshik¡-sth¡ne 
makshik¡]. There is a magnificent temple built in the name of this God at 
Mantata near Indore. (Note).  People believe that childless couples who 
worship the deity would bear a child.  (Emphasis added). 
 

In reference to the coins dedicated to Oµk¡ra, D. C. Ganguly says in “The 
Chahamanas,”  History and culture of the Indian people, Vol. 5, “ The Struggle for  
Empire,” p. 82:  [But very little] 
 

“The Ch¡ham¡nas of ˛¡kambhar•. Ajayar¡ja (elsewhere Ajayadeva), Son 
and Successor of Pƒthv•r¡ja…founded the city of Ajayameru, modern Ajmer. 
Silver and copper coins of his reign have been found, some of which bear the 
names of his queen Somaladev•. He was succeeded by his son Ar∆or¡ja, also 
known as ⁄naka and ⁄nalladeva, before 1133. [But Ganguly does not say that 
these coins were dedicated to Oµk¡ra, or that they were issued in the holy name of 
God Oµk¡ra.] 
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See Ganguly’s History of  the Paramara dynasty. Yet to be seen. 
[A note for me] 
  
Nagpur Univ. Librarian had given us a reference to Indo-Sassanian coins—

with legend ˛r• Omk¡ra—Journal of the Numismatic Society of India, vol. 11   [II 
?], p. 58 . We have been trying for a long time to get photocopies of these coins, 
but without any success.  This has been a serious drawback in our search for 
research data.  Our bibliographical resources are extremely limited here in 
Columbia, Missouri.  

 
Indo-Sassanian 

 
Sassan, grandfather of Ardashir  I fl. A.D. 226, who founded the Sassanid 

dynasty of, relating to, or having the characteristics of Sassanid  dynasty of ancient 
Persia and especially of the art forms or architecture developed during the period of 
the dynasty.  

 
We have been in correspondence, for a very long time, with the Asiatic 

Society of Bombay, which has some coins inscribed with Om. The matter is 
pending at their end. Apparently, they don’t want to promote what they have 
collected and preserved! All this is trying our patience to its limits. 

 
Source for the above: 
 
Bhagawanlal Indraji, “Gadhia coins of Gujar¡t and M¡lw¡,” Journal of the 

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 12:325-28.  
 
This is an important source. 
 
The author says at the end: “In the M¡lw¡ coins of a late period [!]  there are 

sometimes letters like modern N¡gar• characters in the centre of the altar. In no. 14 
there appears the well-known syllable om, in no. 18 there is a corrupt form of the 
same, or ≈r•. In no. 19 is ≈r• omkar [!], which has some reference to the well-known 
Mah¡deva on the banks of the Narmada near Indore.” 

 
Twenty sets of coins (obverse and reverse) have been reproduced on a plate, 

but they are all not at all distinct, especially those we are interested in or which are 
of great interest to us. 
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The paper was read October 14th 1876. The coins reproduced in the plate are 
from the Society’s cabinet. 

 
*      *      *    

Coins issued in honor of [the name of ] Omkareshvara at Mandhata. 

Some additional notes: 

Search: Somaladev•, queen of  Sh¡kambhar• King Ajayadeva.  

Think of Sh¡kambhar•, C¡ham¡na.  

Br¶te samprati C¡ham¡natilaka˙ ˛¡kambhar•bh¶pati˙
 ˛r•madv•saladeva eßa vijay• sant¡naj¡n ¡tmana˙. 

Asm¡bhi˙ karadam vyadh¡yi Himavadvindhy¡ntar¡lam bhuva˙  
 ˛eßasv•kara∆¡ya m¡’stu bhavat¡m udyoga≈unyam mana˙. 

(Drawn from memory.  Yet to be verified. Delhi Siwalik stambha lekha?) 
 
The book by Birla, on the above king (V•saladeva) is only a fiction. 

Appendix has an extract from Tod’s [?] Annals  of  Rajputana, not worth reading 
for our current work.  
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OMKARESHWAR 

 
(Source Darshanik¡) 

 

 
 
[Quite a good deal has been written with regard to the holy heritage, home of 
pilgrimage, famed as Omk¡raj•, Omk¡reshwar, or Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡. But at least 
some of it is a bad deal any way, since it is only a copycat performance. Some 
writings are merely childish—only a baby talk. Some others are bristling with 
bundles of horrible blunders. Here is something more authentic, responsible, and 
reliable.] 
 

Omkareshwar, also known as ‘Mandhata Omkareshwar’ is one of the 12 
Jyotirli©gas, that is, luminous physical self-appearances of Lord Shiva Shankara 
Mahadeva. It is situated on the bank of the holy river Narmada in Khandwa district 
of Madhya Pradesh, 12 kilometers from Mortakka or Omkareshwar Road railway 
station and 77 kms. each from Indore and Khandwa on the opposite sides [north 
and south].  
 

The main part of the town, containing the famous Jyotirlinga Omkaresh-
wara Temple, is situated on the southern [!] bank of the river [Narmad¡]. In ancient 
times the village was situated primarily on the island hill itself [at a higher level] 
and it was then a considerable township, the remains of which are still extant. Later 
on the habitation shifted downward touching the bank of Narmad¡, and dwindled to 
about 600. It gradually increased to 1350 by 1970 and about 6000 by 1995. It is 
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still increasing owing to the tourist facilities and the construction of a Cantilever 
bridge in 1979 across the Narmad¡ in the midst of the town. Till 1950 the place had 
only a Police Station and a Primary School. Now it has a High School, Civil 
Dispensary, Bank, Telephone Exchange, Irrigational Subdivisional Headquarters 
and a Nagar Panchayat.   

 
Puranic History and Legends 

 
Raja Mandhata of Iksh¡ku lineage and an ancestor of Bhagavan Shri 

Ramacandra performed penances here. His throne is still there in the Omkareshvara 
Temple complex. According to a legend it was his austere penance that the God 
Shankara made his habitation as Omkara at the site of Omkareshvara Temple.  

 
According to the Shiva Purana, the great deva-muni N¡rada, popularly 

known as the first Sañc¡ra Mantr• of the world, once visited Vindhy¡cala 
(mountain). It is situated all along the northern bank of the great river Narmada, 
Satpura mountain being in the south. Vindhy¡cala perceived the disgruntled mood 
of Narada muni and enquired what sort of shortcoming occurred in his reception. 
He was told that there was no habitation of Gods on him as on Kail¡sa and Sumeru 
mountains. On this Vindhyacala performed rigorous penance and pleased Lord 
Shiva who blessed Vindhyacala by making his permanent residence at 
Omkareshvara. Shivapurana presents similar narrartions how Lord Shiva made His 
residence and habitation on the rest of the 11 jyotirlingas by the penances of other 
devotees. 

 
Unique Scenic Beauty of Omkareshwar 
 

The Mandhata part of the village is situated on the Island which is roughly 4 
kms. long and 2 kms. wide. According to a legend K¡ver•, a local river (22 miles 
long) came from the south to meet holy Narmada (815 long) [850 ?] but Narmada 
did not treat her well so in her wrath Kaveri crosses the Narmada unmixed with its 
water carrying away not only its flow but also its name to the north of Narmada. 
When cajoled by Narmada, Kaveri merged in Narmada forming its second and final 
confluence. [She had no choice!]  

 
The island is about 450 to 500 feet above the encircled waters and is called 

“Vaid¶rya Ma∆i Parvata” in the Puranas. The stream to the north of the south  
[mountain?] i.e. Narmada is deeper but narrower, so during the rains the higher the 
flood levels the greater is the discharge through the Kaveri stream.  
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The island comprises two lofty hills and is divided by a valley in such a way 
that it appears in the shape of Om ( ð ) from above.179 Between the precipitous 
hills of the Vindhya on the north and the Satpura on the south, the Narmada forms a 
deep silent pool which in former times was full of alligators and fish, so tame as to 
take grain easily from the human hand. The pool is 270 feet below the cantilever 
type bridge constructed in 1979. The bridge, an engineering feat, has enhanced the 
scenic beauty of the place and has altered the geography of the markets [?] 
tremendously. The entire appearance of the place is exceedingly picturesque.  

 
The row of houses, temples, Dharmashalas, and shops standing on the 

terraces scrapped out of the hills, conspicuous amongst them being the King’s 
palace and the Omkareshwar temple—all adorning the picture. The narrow stone-
paved lanes ascending the steps, together with myriad hues houses give a feeling of 
a continental seaside town. There are many shops for the sale of Idols, Religious 
books, Photos, Coconuts and other requisites of worship. The town is also called 
‘Omk¡rj•.’ Omkar is derived from ‘Om’ which is recited by Hindus with great 
sanctity before the beginning of all the prayers. The town is divided into three 
parts, (1) Shivapuri or Shiva’s town [the island], (2) Brahmapuri with Brahma’s 
temple on the south bank, and (3) Vishnupuri with Vishnu’s temple [also on the 
south bank.] In between the last two, there exists a ravine through which a stream 
called Kapiladh¡r¡ flows through Gomukh• or Cow’s mouth.    
 

 
 

In the medieval period, Mandhata Omkareshwar was ruled by the ab-original 
Bhila chieftains under the suzerainty of the Param¡ra Kingdom of Dh¡r, the 
Sultans of Malwa, and the Scindias of Gwalior, who in turn handed it over to the 
British in 1824. [What about the early period, before the Paramaras?] 
                                            
179 Only a fairy tale so far. 
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The last Bhil chieftain Nathu Bhil fell out with Daryao Gosain, a power- ful 

priest of the place. The latter approached the king of Jaipur to set Nathu Bhil right. 
The king sent his brother Bh¡rata Singha Chauh¡na, the then Subedar of 
Jhalarapatan on the border of Malwa. Finally the entire tussle ended with the 
marriage of Bharata Singha and the only daughter of Nathu Bhil. Bharata Singha 
along with some other Rajput associates, who also married other Bhil girls, settled 
in Mandhata in 1165 A.D. The progeny is called Bhil¡l¡s. Bharata Singha’s 
descendants ruled Omkareshwar since then. During the British rule the Rajas 
(officially known as Raos) had Mandhata Omkareshwar as their Jagir rights, all 
abolished now. Bharata Singha’s direct descendants are called Rajputs.  
 
Temples on the Northern Bank 
(Island side) 180 
 

Omkareshwar temple is the main attraction of the pilgrims. In fact the town 
owes its very existence to this temple. As to who constructed the temple and when 
it is all shrouded in mystery.181 The sanctum sanctorum containing the Jyotirlinga 
seems to have been originally a small temple of the old construction style, the dome 
being made of layers of stone slabs and not of circular cut stones.  
 

 
 

As this temple is too close to the precipitously deep bank of the Narmada to 
the South, the great extension is of new construction style182. This is the reason 

                                            
180 We will call this North Mandhata, as opposed to the South Mandhata, which is also called Godarpur. 
181 What effort, if any, has been made to unravel the mystery. All tall talk. 
182 Does not make much sense. 
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why the sanctum sanctorum and the main deity are neither in the front of the main 
door, nor below the higher conspicuous Shikhara or the tower of later construction.  

 

 
 
 The temple has a grand Sabh¡ Ma∆∂apa (meeting or prayer hall) standing on 
about 60 huge brown stone pillars (14 feet high), elaborately carved with a curious 
frieze and fillet of satyrlike figures. Many of them have broad shoulders and 
meditating foreheads. The temple is five storeyed each having a different deity. 
There are three regular ‘Pujas’ in the temple. The morning one is done by the 
Temple Trust, the middle one by the priest of Scindia State, and the evening one by 
the priest of the Holkar State [imp. to note].  
 

 
The temple is always crowded with pilgrims, coming after a bath in the 

Narmada and with pots full of Narmada water, coconuts and articles of worship, 
many of them performing Abhisheka or special worship through the priests. During 
fair or ‘Parva’ times it is very difficult to control the crowds in the temple. On 
every Monday the gold-plated, three-headed idol of Lord Omkara is taken on a 
palanquin with bands, drums, priests and devotees gathered in procession. First 
they go to the river where worship is done and then through the streets of the town. 
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In the month of holy Shr¡va∆a, the processions called ‘Somav¡ra Sav¡r•s’ are huge 
and grand, the crowds dancing, uttering the Lord’s name ‘Om Shambhu Bhole 
N¡tha,’ and throwing gul¡la, making the atmosphere red.  
 
 The temple has been visited by VIP’s, including Rajas, Maharajas, 
Governors and Viceroys. Lord Curzon visited it in turn of the century [Oct. 31, 
1902] and declared certain temples and structures as protected ancient monuments. 
Later on, Lord Reading visited it and presented a big ornamental brass lamp with 
an inscription in Sanskrit praying for peace (sh¡nti) of the departed souls of those 
warriors who lost their lives fighting the first Great War. The last was Rashtrapati 
R. Venkata Raman to visit Omkareshwar in 1989. 
 
 Omkareshwar temple was declared a public trust in 1959 under the M. P. 
Public Trusts Act 1951, and a scheme of management was introduced in 1967 
under Section 27 of the M. P. Public Trusts Act, with seven trustees, including the 
Rao of Mandhata (as Managing Trustee) and his nominee, two nominees of the 
Collector Khandwa, three representatives each one of the Zila Panchayat Khandwa, 
Block Panchayat Punasa and of the Nagar Panchayat Omkareshwar. The present 
Managing Trustee is Rao Devendra Singh of the Rao family.  
 
 The annual income of the trust is around Rs. 35 lakhs and apart from 
maintenance and worship of the temple, the trust contributes in many works of 
public interest in the town.        
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Other Temples on the Circum- 
Rotation Route of the Island: 
 
1. Ï∆amukte≈vara Temple (Picture 4) 
 

 
 
           This is situated at the second or the final confluence of Narmada and Kaveri. 
As the name indicates, a pilgrim who offers gram pulse here is absolved of all the 
debts unpaid in his present or previous births.  
 
2. Gaur• Soman¡tha Temple (Picture 6) 
 

  
 
 This is a big star-shaped temple, containing a gigantic six feet tall Shiva- 
linga, around which, as the legend goes, two grown up persons embracing it cannot 
meet their hands unless they are related as maternal uncle and nephew (m¡m¡ 
bh¡ñj¡). The lingam though very old is of a smooth black stone with shining 
polish. There is a sitting Nandi (Sacred Bull) of similar stone outside. As per 
legend, if anyone looked into it, he would see the figure of his next birth. Emperor 
Aurangzeb, the devout son of Islam and arch-iconoclast, while marching to the 
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south, on his way near-by Omkareshwar, heard of the rich temples and monuments 
therein. So he could not resist the temptation of coming to a spot so full of spoils. 
He did come and did spoil by mutilating the figures as is evident even now. 
Curious to test the legend, he stood before the Li©gam and on gazing into it, he saw 
a pig in it. In his rage he burnt the Li©gam, and since then it has assumed its present 
jet black hue and the properties have been lost. Col. James Tod in his ‘Annals and 
antiquities of Rajasthan,’ written about two centuries back, makes a mention of 
Aurangzeb’s visit to Omkareshwar, but with a different version, saying that the 
emperor broke the idol, out of which blood gushed out. [I saw the book. I could not 
find anything substantial. A deeper and more extended search through the book is 
needed] 
 
2. Chand Suraj Gate (Picture 5) 
 

 
 
 It is a protected ancient monument of red-yellow stone. The gate has very 
fine carvings as if done on wood.  
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3. Siddhan¡tha Temple (Picture 7) 
 

 
 
 This is one of the most inspiring temples from architectural point of view, 
which has been declared a protected ancient monument by Lord Curzon. It is on a 
plateau on the island hill supported by a huge plinth whose four sides are carved 
with about 50 elephants in various positions of relief. They are about five feet high, 
executed with singular correctness and excellence of attitude, in play-ful mood with 
deficient trunks, with a mah¡wat on and a victim being crushed under foot. Two of 
them [the best ones] are removed and kept in the Nagpur Museum [guarding its 
entrance]. The rest are mutilated. The central shrine had an entrance on all the four 
sides with magnificent porches or Sabh¡ Ma∆∂apas. All the four, each containing 
18 stone pillars 14’ high to the architrave, have marvelously carved satyrlike 
figures. When complete, the temple must have been an imposing structure with a 
cluster of five shikharas, four on the porches and the fifth standing above them on 
the temple itself. 
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Ashapuri Temple (Picture 8)  
      
 This is an old renovated temple containing the family deity of the tribals and 
the Rao family. Regular P¶j¡ is performed here and the statue of the goddess is 
worth seeing. 
 

 
 

 
 

She sits on a lotus flower upon the back of a crocodile.  The inscription says: 
Hail Mother Narmada Hara =(Shiva).  Namaami Devi Narmada=I bow down to the 
Goddess Narmada. 
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Temples on the Southern Bank of Narmada 
  
Vishnu and Brahma Mandirs (Pictures 11-12) 
 

  
 
 These are two ancient stone built temples. The southern part of the town is 
called Brahmapur• and Vish∆upur• on account of these temples. 
 
Mamaleshwara Temple (Picture 10) 
 
 The proper name is Amareshwara Temple. It is a protected ancient monu- 
ment with good architectural stone work. Since the time of Maharani Ahilyabai 
Holkar, who expired in 1795, 22 Brahmanas paid by the Holkar State, daily per- 
formed Li©g¡rcana P¶j¡.  
 

 
Rare photo of Lingarcana, making of clay lingam 

 
Each Brahmana was provided with a wooden board having 1300 little holes. 

In each they put very small miniature clay lingam to re-present Shiva Lingas and 
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when nearly 14300 lingas were made and worshipped they used to be submerged in 
the Narmada. In the early part of the 20th century, the number of the Brahmanas 
was reduced to 11 and at present the number is only five. The wall of the temple 
contains the inscription of the Mahimnastotra dated 1063 [not certain] A.D.  
 

Some persons propound that this temple contains the real Jyotirlingam. The 
Jagadguru Shankaracharyas of Dv¡rak¡, Badr•n¡tha and Kanchi Kamakoti, who 
visited the place in recent past, have unanimously declared in open meetings that 
Omkareshwar Temple is the real Jyotirlinga. The reasons given are: Though there 
are temples on both the banks of Narmada, the important ones are all on the 
northern bank, e.g. Maheshwara, Mandaleshwara, Omkareshwara, Nemawara, 
Gauri Shankara, etc.183 The northern bank is Vindhya mountain and as God Shiva 
made His habitation on it as per boon granted to Vindhya, Mamaleshwara which is 
on the southern bank and in the Satpura mountain could not be the real Jyotirlinga. 
In all other 11 Jyotirlinga towns there are Omkareshwar temples and not of 
Mamaleshwara. In Ujjain Mahakaleshwara Jyotirlinga temple is below and 
Omkareshwara on the higher storey. In Omkareshwara, Mahakaleshwara is above 
and Omkareshwara is below in the same structure. Adi Shankaracharya took his 
D•ksh¡ from Guru Govindapadacharya on the northern bank of Narmada close to 
Omkareshwara temple where Govindeshwara temple has been built. The stotra of 
Adi Shankara- charya runs as follows:       
  

 µÞÕçßÐµÞÈÎ|ÆÏë£ ÊßÕqç ØÎÞ·Îç Ø&ÈÄÞÐÃÞÏ ””  
ØÆèÕ ÎÞKÇÞÄãÊáÐç ÕØKÄÎëÚµÞÐÎàÖ¢ ßÖÕÎçµÎàÁç 184 ”” š ”” 
  

This means that Omkara is situated between the two [ ? ] confluences of 
Narmada and Kaveri and  in M¡ndh¡t¡puri town which is on the island, while 
southern bank where Mamaleshwara is situated is outside the island and is known 
as Godarpura village. [This is not a true translation. It is distortion of truth and 
misrepresentation of facts.] 
 
 There is an age-old custom of Narmada Parikram¡. The pilgrims who start 
the Parikram¡ from Omkareshwara, take their bath on the northern bank of the 
Narmada called Ko i-t•rtha, which adjoins the Omkareshwara temple and then 
perform worship in the temple, and start the Parikram¡, by walking along the 

                                            
183 This is a sweeping remark. Either the writer has lost his moorings or we are too dumb to understand his rash 
statement.  
184 This verse is quite significant.  It does not bring the name of Amareshwara, etc. It gives the location as well and 
says ”One”.  There is a great deal of controversy on the question whether there is only one Jyotirlinga or two. This 
booklet published by Omkareshwar Jyotirlinga Temple Trust called Omkareshwar Darshanika ascribes this hymn to 
Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya.  If true, quite significant.   
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northern bank up to Amaraka∆ aka, the origin of Narmada, then turn and proceed 
by the southern bank up to the Bay of Khambh¡ta, where Narmada submerges in 
the sea. Then they start again on the northern bank and come to Omkareshwara and 
thus complete the Parikram¡. Before the Railway came in 1870, the route to 
Omkareshwara was from Barwaha on the northern bank and the southern temples 
including Mamaleshwara were all deserted.185  
 
 Omkareshwara is divided into three parts—Vishnupuri, Brahmapuri and 
Shivapuri.  Shivapuri being on the island in the north, Shiva’s abode could not be in 
the south. The confusion arises from the Jyotirlinga stotra which states: 
Ujjayiny¡m Mah¡k¡lam Omk¡ram Mamale≈varam. The correct reading as per 
Shankaracharya H. H. Jayendra Sarasvati is: Ujjayiny¡m Mah¡k¡lam Omk¡ram 
Amareshvare, that is, on Amareshvara mountain which is part of Vindhya [?  Any 
evidence or authority?  To us all this seems distortion of truth and 
misrepresentation of facts. Sheer publicity and propaganda.]  
 
 Ahilyabai Holkar started Lingarcana in Mamaleshwara temple as it is much 
less crowded. In Omkareshwara temple in the times of fairs and parvas it is difficult 
for a person even to stand in the Omkareshwara temple, then what to talk of 22 
Brahmanas with big wooden boards in front, sitting in the Omkaresh- wara temple.  
  

The same Ahilyabai constructed a Nag¡rakh¡n¡ (drum house), a Nava- 
graha temple and a Nandi in the Omkareshwara temple and the drum man is still 
paid by the Devi Ahilyabai Khasgi Trust. Nothing like this for the Mamale- shwara 
temple.  
 
 The island parikram¡ on foot and by the boat starts from Omkareshwara 
temple. No parikram¡ starts from Mamaleshwara temple. There is a bit of con- 
fusion in the Shivapur¡∆a also and some people make the compromise by regarding 
Omkareshvara as the Jyoti (spirit) and Mamaleshwara as the P¡rthiva (physical) 
body of  Shiva. Omkareshwara temple is not declared as a protected monument as 
it was already under the protection of the Omkareshvara Raja and well maintained.    
  

                                            
185 Quite important to keep in mind.  
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Vrahdheshwar [?]186 Temple  (Picture 11) 
 

 
 

It adjoins Mamaleshwara temple and has a beautiful finely carved frontage 
and front door. 
 
Annap¶r∆¡ Temple  (Picture 13) 
 

 
 
 There is an ancient type construction, being an old M¡rka∆∂eya Mandir 
around which the Annapurna Temple Trust of Indore has raised a great complex 
containing a Sarva Mangal¡ Temple with three goddesses-- Lakshmi, Parvati and 
Sarasvati and a thirty five feet tall statue of Lord Krishna depicting the ‘Vir¡  
Svar¶pa’ or gigantic image (cosmic form) of Shri Krishna as shown in the 

                                            
186 Vƒddhe≈vara? 
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Bhagavad Gita. It is a centre of attraction for the pilgrims. Svami Sacchid- anandaji 
Maharaj, a learned saint, guides the Ashrama, which he has formed.  

 
M¡rka∆∂eya Sanny¡sa Ashrama (Picture 15) 
 

 
 
 This is a newly constructed ashrama 30 years back, but it shows how the 
ancient Ashramas of the ‘Rishis’ functioned. Along with regular Pujas and prayers, 
there are learned discourses or Pravacanas of the Hindu shastras and scriptures by a 
body of monks. The Founder Trustee of the Ashrama is Mahatma Ramananda 
Sarasvatiji,187 the most learned and revered saint of Omkare- shwara. A garden and 
gaushala are attached to the Ashrama. 
 
Govindeshwara Gupha and Temple (Picture 9) 

 
 It is a well-known historical fact that Jagadguru Adi Shankaracharya 

took his ‘d•ksh¡’ and scriptural education from his guru Govinda Bhagavadpada at 
Omkareshwara and devoted here two formative years of his life span of 32 years. 
The place where he took his ‘diksha’ is consecrated by the erection of a temple 
aptly called Govindeshwara temple. The place where Guru Govindapada resided 
and performed penances is called Govinda Guph¡. Both the Guph¡ and the Temple 
have been renovated at great cost by His Holiness Jagadguru Jayendra Sarasvatiji 
in 1989, and the renovation inscribed slab was laid at the entrance of the Guph¡ by 
the then Rashtrapati Shri R. Venkataraman.188 The roof [?] of the Guph¡ has 
excellent carvings of different designs. To maintain the Guph¡ and Temple a 
separate trust named “Shri Kanchi Kamakoti Peetha Seva Trust Omkareshwara” 

                                            
187 Mentioned in an inscription related to a modern temple. 
188 Imp. to note. 
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has been founded under the patronage of Shri Shankaracharya Swamigal Srimatam 
Samsthanam, Kanchipuram of which the present Managing Trustee is Shri M. 
Natarajan, IPS Retd. and Shri M. T. Mahajan as Executive Trustee with six other 
trustees all from Madhya Pradesh.   
 
Gurudwara on the Island  
 

Shri Guru Nanak Deo had visited the Omkareshwara temple on his vast 
travels and to commemorate the event the Sikhs have constructed a Gurudwara 
which is visited by the Sikhs and Hindus alike. 
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Temples Across the Kaveri 

 
Siddhavarak¶ a Jaina Temples (Picture 18) 
 
 Just as Omkareshwara is one of the foremost 12 Jyotirlingas of the Hindus, 
so is Siddhavarak¶ a of the 24 Tirthankaras of the Jains. [!] There are a number of 
Jain temples in Siddhavarak¶ a, some old and renovated and some new ones. Some 
images found in the old temple bear the date 1488 A.D.  Most of the images are of 
Shantin¡thaj•, a Jain T•rthankara with the symbol of deer. Two images (statues) 
possibly of the 1st or 2nd century A.D. had been found in the diggings in about 1935 
and they have been now installed in separate temples.  

 
Dharmashalas and Mathas 
 
 There are about 25 Dharmashalas and most of them are new. There are also 
the old Akharas or Maths of Niranjani, Mahan Nirvani, Godad Juna [?] and 
Panchanami Akharas. Among the Dharmashalas the one constructed by the Baheri 
family of Sanawad is palatial and imposing. New Ashramas, e.g. Markandeya 
Sannyasa Ashrama, Annapurna Ashrama, Sadhana Kutira of Rama- krishna 
Mission, Char [?] Sampradaya, Khedapati Hanuman are all of recent origin. All 
these institutions have facilitated the accommodation of the growing number of 
pilgrims. 
 
Anjan•suta or Vika a Hanum¡n Mandira (Picture 16) 
 
 This is a big temple with a huge 22 feet tall image of Hanum¡n opened in 
1996. There are 24 idols of the Avat¡ras of God Vishnu kept in different big niches 
in the walls over which the Bhagavad G•t¡ is inscribed on marble stones. This is a 
new attraction for the pilgrims. 
 

Legend of the Land of Human Sacrifices 
 

There has been a legend, in fact a historical fact, of human sacrifice. To 
appease K¡la Bhairava, the fierce image of God Shiva, a human sacrifice used to be 
made annually on the Full Moon Day of the K¡rtika month, when there was the 
greatest assemblage of pilgrims in the Kartika fair. The sacrifice was by way of 
throwing human beings from a 120 feet hill top below on hard rock where there 
was the image of Bhairava.  
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 The last of such offerings was made in 1824189 as witnessed by an English 
Officer and as recorded by Captain Forsyth in the Highlands of Central India and 
the Nimar District Gazetteers of 1868 and 1908. At that time the island belonged to 
Scindia and the southern part of the town to the British. On hearing of the sacrifice, 
the officer crossed the Narmada with adequate force just before the sacrifice and he 
writes:  
 
 “The intended victim [?], a youth, approached the [?] morpheous idol (on the 
island hill top) with a light foot, while a wild pleasure marked his countenance. As 
soon as this subsided, I addressed myself to him, in the most urgent possible 
manner to recede from his rash resolve pledging myself to ensure his protection and 
a competence for his life. In vain I urged him. He now most resolutely replied that 
it was beyond the power of a human to remove a sacrifice of the powerful 
Bhairava. So distorted could only be surmounted by a force to exercise that I was 
unauthorized. His delusion gained strength and the barbarous throng cheered with 
voice and hand and he indicated a total disregard to my persuasion. A coconut was 
broken and the worship of the idol done. A priestess gave him some spirit and a 
pan-leaf which he consumed. A little of the drug was poured over the idol. At the 
priestess’ request he gave her a silver ring and in so doing he gave a singular proof 
of his collectiveness. He then appeared on the fatal eminence and rushing forward 
took a manful leap descending fast with feet foremost with terrifying rapidity till in 
mid career a projecting rock reversed his position causing headlong fall and instant 
death.”  
 
 It is said the belief was that if anybody stayed alive after a fall from a 120 
feet height, the Raja of Mandhata would descend his throne and the victim will 
ascend the throne. This was a tempting goad [?] for the victim. In ancient times 
boys and girls were offered to the deity of Omkara. The boys fed by the temple 
used to be insinuated to go as victims saying if they die they meet Omkara who fed 
them; and if they survive after the fall, they will get the throne of Mandhata. In fact, 
under state diplomacy, poison was administered in the liquor or wine offered to the 
victim in the ceremony just before the fall. One such child (male) was offered 
before the Omkara image in 1940 [?] when the author of this article was the 
Manager Court of Wards of the Mandhata Estate. The child was returned to the 
parents after adoption ceremony and naming him as Omkarasingh (He was a 
Rajput.) The child came back as a boy of 4 or 5 and was fed by the temple, but after 
3 or 4 years disappeared. If a married couple could not get issues, they made a vow 
that if God gave them issues, the first one would be offered to Him. 
 
                                            
189 Not true. Wrong reporting. Based on ignorance. The year was 1822. 1824 was the year when it was banned by the 
British Government. Read what Captain James Forsyth says. 
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 We have presented elsewhere in in this Sourcebook the original account of 
this episode as recorded by Captain James Forsyth from an old document. It 
appears originally on pp. 181 ff. of his Highlands of Central India. 
 

Fairs 
 

 
Courtesy: Omkareshwar Temple Trust 

  
There are two great Fairs, the K¡rtika of 10 days, and Shivaratri of 4 days, 

when pilgrims assemble in huge crowds. In previous times, they came on bullock 
carts, cooked their food and remained for 3 or 4 days. Now they come mostly by 
trains and buses. On the main days of the fairs and on Somavat• Am¡- v¡sy¡ the 
assemblage aggregates to more than a lakh [?].  
 
 The population and the market of the town are very rapidly increasing along 
with the increased tourist traffic. Still there is no Tourist Department. Many of the 
old temples of historical and architectural importance need renovat- on. [stress 
added]. With the coming up of the Narmada Sagar and the Omkareshwar Dam of 
Narmada, there will be a spiral growth of the town. 
 
 The next, i.e. the last page displays the Parikram¡ M¡rga.    
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Darshanik¡ Hindi 
 

Quite a good deal has been written with regard to the holy home of 
pilgrimage famed as Omkareshwar or Omkara Mandhata. But at least some of it is 
a bad deal any way since it is only a copycat performance. Most of the writings are 
written in popular vein for the simple folk who have more unquestionable devotion 
than reasonable reason—bhole bh¡le r¡ha calate loga! 
 

Here is something quite original. It is authentic to some extent. It is creative. 
It is official. It deserves special attention. 
 

This little publication entitled Omkareshwar Darshanik¡  is issued under the 
authorship of M. T. Mahajan and is Published by Omkareshwar Jyotirlinga Temple 
Trust.  
 

Therefore, we are reproducing it here in full in our collection. It is issued in 
two languages, Hindi and English, side by side. The English part is very poor from 
the literary and linguistic point of view. Yet we have already reproduced it.  Now 
we are reproducing the Hindi version for the benefit of those who know only the 
national language of India. 
 

³¢µÞÐç]Ð 
 

³¢µÞÐç]Ð, ß¼Øç ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Íà µÙÄç ÙèÚ, —˜ FÏëßÄßÒ|cëÚ ÎçÚ Øç ¯µ Ùè ” ÏÙ 
ßÙKÆá³¢ µ‡ §* ÆçÕÄÞ ’ßÖÕ’ µà FÏëßÄßÒ|c ÊÞßÅ|Õ ¥ßÍSÏß, Ùè ” ÏÙ ÊßÕq  ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà µ‡ 
Ä¿ ÊÐ ¶¢ÁÕÞ ß¼Òç (Î. Ê}.) ÎçÚ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎëÐ¿!Þ ¥ÅÕÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÐëÁ ÐçÒÕç 
U¿çÖÈ Øç —™ ßµÒëÎà¿Ð ÄÅÞ ¶¢ÁÕÞ ¯Õ¢ §KÆëÐ Øç  ßµÒëÎà¿Ð µà ÆâÐà ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  
³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ Ê}Îá¶ ¦µ×|Ã ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ Ùè ¼ë ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà ÎçÚ ßÈßÎ|Ä ¿ÞÊâ ÊÐ ÖëßÍÄ Ùè 
” ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ¥ßÄßÐ, ØÎâºÞ ÖÙÐ ÈÆà µ‡ ÆßpÃà Ä¿ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  Ê}ÞºàÈ µÞÒ ÎçÚ  
³¢µÞÐç]Ð È·Ð ¿ÞÊâ-ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ ßUÅÄ ÅÞ ” ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ ÎçÚ §Øµ‡ µ‡ÕÒ ¥ÕÖç× Ìºç ÙèÚ ” ØÎÏ µ‡ 
ØÞÅ  ØÞÅ  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð È·Ð ÈÆà Ä¿ µ‡ ØÎàÊ ¦ÌÞÆ ÙëÄÞ ºÒÞ ·ÏÞ ” Ê}ÞÐ¢Í ÎçÚ ¼ÈØ¢AÏÞ 
ÎÞq œ–– Åà, ¼ë —Ÿ– µà ¼È·ÃÈÞÈáØÞÐ ÌÂÜ µÐ —™›–, ¯Õ¢ —ŸŸ› ÎçÚ  ÌÂÜ µÐ œ––– 
Ùë ·¨ ” ¦ÌÞÆà ÎçÚ Õãßf µÞ ÎâÒ µÞÐÃ ÊÏ|¿È ØáßÕÇÞ ¢̄ ¯Õ¢ —ŸŸ ÎçÚ µ‡Èí¿àÒàÕÐ ÊáÒ µÞ 
ßÈÎÞ|Ã Ùè ” —Ÿ›– Äµ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ µ‡ÕÒ ¯µ ÊáßÒØ ºìµà Õ Ê}ÞÅßÎµ ÊÞÀÖÞÒÞ Åà ”  
©Øµ‡ ÌÞÆ ÙÞ¨Uµ‚Ò, ßØßÕÒ ßÁUÊçKØÐà, ÌèÚµ, ÆâÐÍÞ× µ‡KÆ}, È·Ð Ê¢ºÞÏÄ, ßØ¢ºÞ¨ ©ÊßÕÍÞ· 
UÅÞßÊÄ ßµ¯ ·¯ ”  
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ÊìÐÞßÃµ §ßÄÙÞØ ¯Õ¢ ÆKÄµÅÞ¯¢ 
 

°ØÞ ÎÞÈÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ ÎÙÞÐÞ¼Þ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ Èç,  ¼ë §WÕÞµ µÒ µ‡ Åç, ÏÙÞ¢ ÊÐ ÄÊUÏÞ 
µà Åà ” ©ÈµÞ ßØ¢ÙÞØÈ ¦¼ Íà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ Ùè ” ¯µ ßµÕÆKÄà µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ÎÙÞÐÞ¼Þ 
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ µÀëÐ ÄÊ µ‡ µÞÐÃ Ùà Ö¢µÐ Í·ÕÞÈí Èç ³¢µÞÐ µ‡  aÊ ÎçÚ ¥ÊÈÞ ßÈÕÞØ UÅÞÈ 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ÌÈÞÏÞ ” ßÖÕÊáÐÞÃ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ÆçÕÎáßÈ ÈÞÐÆ Èç, ß¼KÙçÚ Ø¢ØÞÐ µ‡ ØÕ| Ê}ÅÎ 
Ø¢ºÞÐ ÎKqà µà Ø¢rÞ Íà Æà ¼ÞÄà Ùè, ßÕKJÏÞºÒ ÊÕ|Ä µÞ, ¼ë ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ 
Ùè,  Í}ÎÃ ßµÏÞ ”  ßÕ¢JÏÞºÒ  Èç ÆçÕÎáßÈ ÈÞÐÆ µ‡ ¥Ø¢Äá* ÍÞÕ µÞ µÞÐÃ  Êâ»Þ ”  ÈÞÐÆ  ¼à  Èç 
µÙÞ ßµ ßµØ Ê}µÞÐ µ‡  ÊÕ|Ä Ùë ÄáÎ, ¼ÙÞ¡ ¯µ Íà ÆçÕà  ÏÞ ÆçÕÄÞ µÞ  ÕÞØ ÈÙà ¢ Ùè ”  µˆÒÞØ 
¥ÅÕÞ ØáÎçn  ÊÕ|Ä µà ÍÞ¡ßÄ ÏÙÞ¡ ¨]Ð µÞ ÕÞØ @ÏëÚ ÈÙà ¢ Ùè ”  §Ø ÊÐ ßÕ¢JÏÞºÒ Èç ÎÙÞÄÊ 
ßµÏÞ ”  §Ø ÄÊUÏÞ Øç Ê}Ø# ÙëµÐ Í·ÕÞÈí ÖbÐ Èç ßÕ¢JÏÞºÒ µë ØÞpÞÄí ÆÖ|È ßÆ¯ ÄÅÞ 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð µë ¥ÊÈÞ UÅÞÏà ÕÞØ ÌÈÞ ßÒÏÞ ”  ßÖÕÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ °Øç µ¨ Ø¢ÆÍ| ÙèÚ ß¼ÈØç ßÕßÆÄ 
ÙëÄÞ Ùè ßµ Í·ÕÞÈí  ÖbÐ Èç ¥ÊÈç  Í,ëÚ µà ÄÊUÏÞ µ‡ ËÒ-UÕaÊ —˜ FÏëßÄßÒ|cëÚ ÊÐ 
¥ÊÈÞ UÅÞÏà ÕÞØ µˆØç ÌÈÞÏÞ ”    
 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ ¥ßgÄàÏ Ê}ÞµãßÄµ ØìKÆÏ |  
  

³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÍÞ· ¯µ ¿ÞÊâ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ¼ë ºÞÐ ßµÒëÎà¿Ð ÒPÌÞ ÄÅÞ Æë 
ßµÒëÎà¿Ð ºìÁÞ  Ùè ” ¯µ ÆKÄµÅÞ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ÆßpÃ Øç µÞÕçÐà ÈÆà (˜˜ ÎàÒ ÒPÌà) ÈÎ|ÆÞ 
ÈÆà (—› [›–?]) ÎàÒ ÒPÌà Øç ßÎÒÈç ¦¨ ” ÊÐKÄá ÌÁà ÌÙÈ Èç ©ØµÞ ©ßºÄ UÕÞ·Ä 
ÈÙàÚ ßµÏÞ Äë ÕÙ Ðë×ÕÖ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µë µÞ¿Äà Ù̈ , ÄÅÞ ©ØØç ßÌÈÞ ßÎÒç Ùà ¥ÊÈÞ ÌÙÞÕ Õ 
ÈÞÎ Íà ¥Ò· Ð¶Äà Ù̈ , ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐ ÎçÚ ¥·}ØÐ Ùë ·¨ ” ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ÎÈÞÈç ÊÐ µÞÕçÐà ÈÎ|ÆÞ 
Øç ßÎÒÈç ÊÐ ØÙÎÄ Ùë ·¨ ´Ð ¥ÊÈÞ ÆâØÐÞ Õ ¥ßKÄÎ Ø¢·Î UÅÞßÊÄ ßµÏÞ ” §ØØç ¯µ  ¿ÞÊâ 
µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã Ù¦ ¼ë ¼ÒUÄÐ Øç š›–   Øç ›––  Ëà¿ ª¡ºÞ Ùè ”  §Øç ÊáÐÞÃ ÎçÚ  
ÕèÆâÏ| ÎßÃ ÊÕ|Ä  ÈÞÎ Øç ¼ÞÈÞ  ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ”  

 
¿ÞÊâ µ‡ ©kÐ ÎçÚ µÞÕçÐà Ùè ¼ë ©ÅÒà Õ ºìÁà Ùè, ÄÅÞ ÆßpÃ ÎçÚ ÈÎ|ÆÞ Ùè ¼ë ·ÙÐà  

Õ Ø¢µÐà Ùè ”  ¿ÞÊâ ÊÐ Æë ª¡ºà ÊÙÞßÁÏÞ¡ Ùè ¢ ß¼KÙçÚ ¯µ ¸Þ¿à ßÕÍÞß¼Ä µÐÄà Ùè ß¼ØØç ª¡ºÞ¨ 
Øç §ØµÞ ¦µÞÐ ð µà ÄÐÙ Æà¶ÄÞ Ùè ”  ÈÎ|ÆÞ µç ©kÐ µà ÊÙÞÁà ßÕ¢JÏÞºÒ Ùè ÄÅÞ ÆßpÃ 
µà ØÄÊáÁÞ Ùè ”  §È ÆëÈëÚ µ‡ Ìàº ÈÎ|ÆÞ ¯µ ·ÙÐÞ ÖÞ¢Ä ¼ÒÞÖÏ  ÌÈÞÄà Ùè ”  §Ø ¼ÒÞÖÏ Îç¢ 
ÊÙÒç ¥Èçµ Î·ÐÎD» Õ ÌÁà Î»ßÒÏÞ¡ ÅàÚ ” Õç ¼àÕ ÊâÃ|Ä£ ÖÞKÄ Õ ÊÞÒÄâ Åç ´Ð ÎÈá\Ï µ‡ 
ÙÞÅ Øç ¥# ·}ÙÃ µÐÄç Åç ” ÏÙ ÎÙÞÈí ¼ÒÞÖÏ —ŸŸ ÎçÚ ßÈßÎ|Ä µ‡K¿àÒàÕÐ ÊáÒ Øç ˜– 
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Ëà¿ Èàºç Ùè ” §Ø ÊáÒ Èç Ê}ÞµƒßÄµ ØìKÆÏ| ´Ð ßÈ¶ÞÐÞ Ùè ÄÅÞ §Ø UÅÞÈ µÞ Íâ·ëÒ 
[ÍâUÕaÊ?] ÌÆÒ ßÆÏÞ Ùè ”    
 
 Ø¢ÊâÃ| UÅÒ ¥HÏKÄ ØáÐPÏ Õ ÈÏÈÞßÍÐÞÎ Ùè ” ÎµÞÈëÚ µà µÄÞÐçÚ, Î¢ßÆÐ, ÇÎ- | 
ÖÞÒÞ ¢̄, ÆáµÞÈç¢, ÐÞ¼Þ µÞ ÎÙÒ ÄÅÞ ³¢µÞÐçTÕÐ Î¢ßÆÐ §Ø UÅÞÈ µë ¥Ò· ÊÙºÞÈ ÆçÄç 
ÙèÚ ” Ø¢µÐà ÊHÅÐ Øç ßÈßÎ|Ä ·ßÒÏÞ¡, ß¼Èµ‡ ¦ØÊÞØ Ð¢·-ßÌÐ¢· ç ÎµÞÈ ÌÈç Ù¯ Ùè¢, ÏÙ 
Ø¢ÊâÃ| ÆãTÏ ¯µ ÎÙÞgàÊà ØÎáÆ}Ä¿àÏ È·Ð µà ½Òµ Ê}ÆÞÈ µÐÄÞ Ùè ” ÎßKÆÐ ÊßÐØÐ ÎçÚ  
¥Èçµ ÆáµÞÈçÚ ÙèÚ  ¼ÙÞ¡ Êâ¼Þ µà ØÞÎ·}à  ßÎÒÄà  Ùè ”  ¼èØç ÇÞßÎ|µ ÊáUÄµ‡¡, ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¡, ÆçÕà- 
ÆçÕÄÞ³¢ µ‡ ßºq, ÈÞßÐÏÒ ¦ßÆ ”  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µë ’³¢µÞÐ¼à’ Íà µÙÄç ÙèÚ ”  ³¢µÞÐ ’ð ’ µÞ 
Ùà ¯µ aÊ Ùè,  ß¼Øç ßÙKÆâ ¥HÏKÄ ÊßÕqÄÞ Øç Ê}HÏçµ Ê}ÞÅ|ÈÞ Øç ÊâÕ| ©ÊÏë· µÐÄç ÙèÚ ¥ÅÕÞ 
©'ÞÐÃ µÐÄç ÙèÚ ”    
 

ÏÙ UÅÞÈ ÄàÈ ßÙUØëÚ ÎçÚ ßÕÍÞß¼Ä Ùè --( 1) ßÖÕÊáÐà  ÏÞ ßÖÕÈ·Ðà ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ Ùè, 
ÏÙÞ¡ ÎáAÏ ÎßKÆÐ Ùè ”  (˜) Ì}:ÊáÐà, ÆßpÃ Ä¿ ÊÐ Ùè, ÏÙÞ¡ Ì}:Þ¼à µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ”  ´Ð ( ™ ) 
ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà, ÏÙ Íà ÆßpÃ Ä¿ ÊÐ Ùèè, ÏÙÞ¡ ßÕ\Ãá¼à µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ”  §È ÆëÈëÚ  µ‡ ÎJÏ ÎçÚ ¯µ ¸Þ¿à 
Ùèè, ¼ÙÞ¡ ÊÐ ·ëÎá¶ Øç µßÊÒÇÞÐÞ ßÈµÒÄà  Ùè ”  
 
È·Ð µÞ §ßÄÙÞØ 

  
 ÎJÏµÞÒ ÎçÚ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÇÞÐ µ‡ ÊÐÎÞÐ ÐÞ¼Õ¢Ö µ‡ ¥ßÇÐÞFÏ ÎçÚ ¯µ ÍàÒ 
µÌàÒç µ‡ ØÐÆÞÐ gÞÐÞ ÖÞßØÄ ÅÞ ”  §Øµ‡ ÌÞÆ ÎÞÒÕÞ µ‡ ØáRÄÞÈ gÞÐÞ  ÖÞßØÄ ÐÙÞ ”   
ÄÆáÊÐÞKÄ  BÕÞßÒÏÐ µ‡ ßØ¢ßÇÏÞ  ÖÞØµëÚ µ‡  ÙÞÅëÚ¡,  ¥¢Ä ÎçÚ  ßÌ}ß¿Ö ØÞÎ}ÞFÏ  µë —˜š ÎçÚ  
ØìÚÊÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ¥¢ßÄÎ ÍàÒ ØÐÆÞÐ ÈHÅâ ÍàÒ ÅÞ, ß¼ØµÞ ÆÐÏÞ³ ·ëØÞ¨¢ ÈÞÎµ  Ê}ßØf Êá¼ÞÐà 
Øç ßÕÕÞÆ Ùë ·ÏÞ ÅÞ ”  Êá¼ÞÐà Èç ¼ÏÊáÐ µ‡ ÎÙÞÐÞ¼  Øç ÎÆÆ ÎÞ¡·à ”  ÎÙÞÐÞ¼ Èç ¥ÊÈç ÍÞ¨ 
ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù ºìÙÞÈ µë Íç¼Þ, ¼ë ½ÞÒÐÞÊÞ¿È µÞ ØâÌçÆÞÐ ÅÞ ”  ÏÙ ÎÙwÕÊâÃ| ÈÙàÚ  Ùè ßµ 
ÒÁÞ¨ µˆØç Öán Ù̈  ”  Ø¢ÊâÃ| ßÕÕÐÃ µÞ ØÞÐ ÏÙ Ùè ßµ ÈHÅâ ÍàÒ Èç, ¥ÊÈà ¯µÎÞq Êáqà  µÞ 
ßÕÕÞÙ ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù Øç µÐ ßÆÏÞ, ÄÞßµ ßÕÕÞÆ ØÎÞ+ ßµÏÞ ¼Þ Øµ‡ ”  ——œ› ¨Û  ÎçÚ ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù 
µ» ¥KÏ ÐÞ¼ÊâÄëÚ  µ‡ ØÞÅ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÎçÚ ÌØ ·ÏÞ ”   §È ÐÞ¼ÊâÄëÚ Èç ÍàÒ µKÏÞ³¢  Øç ßÕÕÞÙ 
ßµÏÞ ”  §Èµà ØKÄÞÈçÚ  ÍàÒÞÒÞ µÙÒÞ¨¢ ”  §Øµ‡ Ê^ÞÄí ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù µ‡ Õ¢Ö¼ë¢ Èç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µà 
ÌÞ·ÁëÐ Ø¢ÍÞÒà ”  ßÌ}ß¿Ö ÐÞFÏ ÎçÚ  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð §Èµ‡ ÊÞØ ÎÞq ¼Þ·àÐ µà ÍÞ¡ßÄ ÅÞ ”  ¦¼ÞÆà 
µ‡  ÌÞÆ ¼Þ·àÐà µÞ Ùµ  Íà  ØÎÞ+ µÐ ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ÍÞÐÄßØ¢Ù µ‡ ©kÐÞßÇµÞÐà  ÐÞ¼ÊâÄ 
µÙÒÞÄç ÙèÚ ”      
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¿ÞÊâ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ ÎßKÆÐ  
 

³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ  
 
hfÞÒá³¢ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ ¥HÏKÄ ¦µ×|Ã Õ hfÞ µÞ UÅÒ Ùè ” §ØÎçÚ µë¨ 

¥ßÄÖÏëß,  ÈÙàÚ Ùè ßµ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ µÞÐÃ Ùà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð È·Ð µÞ ¥ßUÄHÕ Ùè ”  ÏÙ 
Î¢ßÆÐ ßµØÈç ´Ð µÌ ÌÈÕÞÏÞ ÏÙ Ê}6¼Èµ ÌÞÄ Ùè ”  Î¢ßÆÐ ¥ÅÕÞ ©ØµÞ ÊÐÎÊÞÕÈ ·Í|-
·ãÙ ¼ÙÞ¡ FÏëßÄßÒ|c Ùè, ¯µ Ê}ÞºàÈ »ë¿Þ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ”   §Øµà ÌÈÞÕ¿ ÊáÐÞÈà Ùè ”  §ØµÞ ·áPÌÆ 
ÊHÅÐëÚ  µ‡   ÊÐÄ ÊÐ ÊÐÄ ¼ÎÞµÐ ÌÈÞÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÏÙ Î¢ßÆÐ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà ÍÞ· ÎçÚ ßUÅÄ Ùè 
¼ë µÞËà ·ÙÐÞ Ùè ” ¥Ä£ §ØµÞ ßÕUÄÞÐ ÌÞÆ ÎçÚ ©kÐ µà ³Ð ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ÌÞÆ µ‡ ßÕUÄÞÐ ÎçÚ 
ÌÈÞÕ¿ È¨ ÖèÒà µà ßÎÒÄà  Ùè ”  ©kÐ µà ³Ð ßÕUÄÞÐ µ‡ µÞÐÃ Ùà Ê}Îá¶ ·Í|·ãÙ È Äë 
ÎáAÏ gÞÐ µ‡ ØÞÎÈç Ùè ´Ð È Ùà ßÖ¶Ð µ‡ Èàºç Ùè, ¼ë ÌÞÆ ÎçÚ ÌÈÞÏç ·Ïç Åç ”  Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ 
¦ÒàÖÞÈ, ßÕÖÞÒ ØÍÞ-Î¢ÁÊ Ùè ¼ë Ò·Í·  œ– ÌÁç ÌÁç ÍâÐç ÊHÅÐ µ‡ ¶PÍë¢  ÊÐ ÌÈÞ Ùè ” Ïç 
¶¢Íç —š Ëà¿ ª¡ºç Ùè¢, ÄÅÞ §È ÊÐ ¥HÏKÄ ÎÈëÐÎ È!ÞÖà Ùè  ”  Î¢ßÆÐ › Î¢ß¼ÒÞ Ùè, ÄÅÞ ÙÐ 
¯µ ÎçÚ ßÕßÍ# Í·ÕÞÈëÚ µà UÅÞÊÈÞ Ùè ”   

 
ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ÄàÈ Ê}µÞÐ µà Êâ¼Þ µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  Ê}ÅÎ Êâ¼Þ Ê}ÞÄ£ µÞÒ ÎçÚ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ¿~U¿ 

gÞÐÞ µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ” ÆâØÐà Êâ¼Þ ßØ¢ßÇÏÞ U¿ç¿ µ‡ Êá¼ÞÐà gÞÐÞ µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ” ÄÅÞ ÄàØÐà ¥ÅÞ|Äí  
¥ßKÄÎ Êâ¼Þ ÙëRµÐ U¿ç¿ µ‡ Êá¼ÞÐà  gÞÐÞ ØÞÏ¢µÞÒ ÎçÚ Ø¢Ê# µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  ÎßKÆÐ ØÆèÕ Í,ëÚ 
Õ hfÞÒá³¢ Øç ÍÐÞ ÐÙÄÞ Ùè, ¼ë ÊßÕq ÈÆà ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÎçÚ UÈÞÈ µÐÈç µ‡ ©ÊÐÞKÄ ¦Äç ÙèÚ ”  ¥ÊÈç 
ØÞÅ Õç ÈÎ|ÆÞ µÞ ¼Ò, ÈÞßÐÏÒ Õ Êâ¼Þ µà ¥KÏ ØÞÎ·}à Íà  ÒÞÄç  ÙèÚ ”  µ¨ Í,·Ã Êá¼ÞßÐÏëÚ  
gÞÐÞ Êâ¼Þ ÏÞ ¥ßÍ×çµ µÐÕÞÄç ÙèÚ ”  ÊÕ| µ‡ ØÎÏ Í,ë ¢  µà ÍàÁÜ  µë ÐëµÈÞ ¥ÅÕÞ ßÈÏ¢ßqÄ 
µÐÈÞ ÌÙÄ ÎáßTµÒ Ùë ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ”   

 
Ê}HÏçµ ØëÎÕÞÐ µë ØëÈç µà ÄàÈ Îá¶ ÕÞÒà Í·ÕÞÈí ³¢µÞÐ µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ µë ÊÞÒµà ÎçÚ 

UÅÞßÊÄ µÐ ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ßÈµÞÒà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  §ØÎçÚ  ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ Ê}Îá¶ Êá¼ÞÐà, ¥ßÇµÞÐà ·Ã, ´Ð 
Í,-¼È ÖÞßÎÒ ÙëÄç Ùè ¢”  ØÕ|Ê}ÅÎ ÏÙ ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ÌèÚÁ ÌÞ¼ç µ‡ ØÞÅ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà Äµ Êâ¼Þ µ‡ 
ßÒ¯ Òç ¼Þ¨ ¼ÞÄà    Ùè¢ , ÄÅÞ ÌÞÆ ÎçÚ ØPÊâÃ| È·Ð ÎçÚ  ÏÙ ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ßÈµÒÄà  Ùè ”  

 
hÞÕÃ µ‡ ÊÞÕÈ ÎÞØ ÎçÚ ÌÙÄ ßÕÖÞÒ Õ ÍSÏ ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ¡̄ ßÈµÒÄà ÙèÚ, ß¼KÙç 

’ØëÎÕÞÐ ØÕÞÐà’ µÙÄç ÙèÚ ”  Ù¼ÞÐëÚ Í,ëÚ  gÞÐÞ ’ð Ö¢Íá ÍëÒçÈÞÅ’ µÞ Î¢që'ÞÐÃ µÐÈç Øç 
ØPÊâÃ| ÕÞÄÞÕÐÃ ¥HÏKÄ ÊßÕq Ùë ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” ØÞÐç ÎÞ·| Îç¢ ·áÒÞÒ ßÌ¶çÐÄà ÏÙ ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ¡̄ 
Ø¢ÊâÃ| ÕÞÄÞÕÐÃ µë  ÒÞÒ Ð¢· Ê}ÆÞÈ µÐÄà Ê}ÄàÄ ÙëÄà Ùè¢  ”   
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Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ¥Èçµ ßÕßÖ* SÏß, ¦Äç ÐÙÄç ÙèÚ ”  ÊÙÒç µ¨ ÐÞ¼Þ, ÎÙÞÐÞ¼Þ, ÎÙÞÐÞÈà, 
·ÕÈ|Ð Õ ÕÞ¨ØÐéÏ  Íà ÆÖ|È ÙçÄá ¦Äç Åç ”  ÒéÁ| µ¼|È Èç Íà ¥ÕÒëµÈ ßµÏÞ ÅÞ, ÄÅÞ §Øç 
ÊáÐÞÄwÕ  ßÕÍÞ· µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä Ð¶Èç ¯Õ¢ Ø¢ÐpÃ µ‡ ßÈÆ|çÖ ßÆ¯ Åç ”  §Øµ‡ µ» ØÎÏ ÌÞÆ ÒéÁ|| 
ÐàßÁ¢· ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ÆÖ|È ÙçÄá ¦¯, ÄÅÞ ©KÙëÚÈç ÎßKÆÐ µë ¯µ  ÇÞÄá µÞ ÌÁÞ ÒèPÊ ÍçÚ¿ ßµÏÞ, 
ß¼Ø ÊÐ Ê}ÅÎ ßÕ]Ïáf ÎçÚ ÖÙàÆ Ù̄  ØèßÈµëÚ µ‡ Ê}ßÄ Ø¢UµƒÄ ÎçÚ hfÞ¡¼Òà ßÒ¶à Åà ”  —ŸŸ ÎçÚ 
ÐÞ*~ÊßÄ ¦ÐÛ ÕçÚµ¿ÐÎÈ §Ø Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ÆÖ|È µÐÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦¯ ”  

 
³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ ØÈí —Ÿ›Ÿ ÎçÚ ÎJÏÊ}ÆçÖ Êß[Òµ ¿~U¿ ¯@¿ µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä Êß[Òµ ¿~U¿ 

¸ëß×Ä ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÄÅÞ Ê}Ì¢ÇÈ µà Ïë¼ÈÞ —Ÿœ ÎçÚ ÒÞ·â µà ·¨ ”  ÎÛÊ}Û Êß[Òµ ¿~U¿ ¯@¿ 
µà ÇÞÐÞ ˜ µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä ÏÙÞ¡  ¿~U¿à ßÈÏá, ßµÏç ·Ïç,  ß¼ÈÎçÚ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ÐÞÕ ( Ê}ÌKÇµ 
 ¿~U¿à µ‡ aÊ ÎçÚ ), ¯Õ¢ ©Èµ‡ gÞÐÞ ÎÈëÈàÄ Æë ØÆUÏ,ÄÅÞ ß¼ÒÞ Ê¢ºÞÏÄ ¶¢ÁÕÞ, [ÒÞµ 
Ê¢ºÞÏÄ ÊáÈÞØÞ,  ¯Õ¢ È·Ð Ê¢ºÞÏÄ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Øç ¯µ ¯µ Ê}ßÄßÈßÇ ÙëÄç ÙèÚ ” ¿~U¿ µà ÕÞß×|µ 
¦Ï Ò·Í· ™› ÒÞ¶ nÊÏç Ùè ” Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ Ð¶Ð¶ÞÕ Õ Êâ¼Þ ¦ßÆ µ‡ ÌÞÆ ¼ë ÊèØÞ ÌºÄÞ Ùè  
©Øç È·Ð µ‡ ¥KÏ ßÕµÞØ µÞÏ| ÎçÚ Ò·ÞÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ  Ê}ÌKÇµ ¿~U¿à ÐÞÕ ÊßÐÕÞÐ  µ‡ 
ÐÞÕ ÆçÕçKÆ} ßØ¢Ù ¼à ÙèÚ ”                
     
  ÆâØÐç Î¢ßÆÐ ¼ë ¿ÞÊâ  µà ÊßÐ.ÎÞ µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä ¦Äç ÙèÚ   
 
ÃÎá,ç]Ð  Î¢ßÆÐ  ( ßºq -4 ) 
   

ÏÙ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ´Ð µÞÕçÐà µ‡ ÆâØÐç ´Ð ¥ßKÄÎ Ø¢·Î ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  °Øà ÎÞKÏÄÞ Ùè ßµ 
¼ë Íà Í,·Ã ÏÙÞ¡ ¦µÐ ºÈç µà ÆÞÒ ¥ßÊ|Ä µÐÄç ÙèÚ  Õç ¥ÊÈç ØÎUÄ ÊáÐÞÈç  ÊâÕ|¼KÎëÚ µ‡ 
ÃëÚ Øç Îá, Ùë ¼ÞÄç ÙèÚ ”   

 
·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ Î¢ßÆÐ  ( ßºq -6 ) 
 
 ÏÙ ÄÞÐç µ‡ ¦µÞÐ µÞ ßÕÖÞÒ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ” §ØÎçÚ »£ Ëà¿ ª¡ºÞ ßÕÐÞ¿ ßÖÕßÒ¢· UÅÞßÊÄ 
Ùè  ”  ÏÙ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ Æë ÕÏUµ SÏß, Íà ßÎÒ µÐ §Ø ßÖÕßÒ¢· µ‡ ç̧Ðç µë   ÈÙàÚ ÊµÁ 
ØµÄç ÙèÚ ” µ‡ÕÒ ÎÞÎÞ Õ ÍÞ¡¼ç Ùà ßÎÒµÐ ÏÙ µÞÏ| µÐ ØµÄç ÙèÚ ” ßÖÕßÒ¢· ¥HÏKÄ ÊáÐÞÈÞ Ùè  
” ÏÙ ßÌRµÒ ßºµÈç µÞÒç ÊHÅÐ µÞ ÌÈÞ Ùè ÄÅÞ §ØÎçÚ ¥ßgÄàÏ ºÎµ Ùè ” §Øµ‡ ØÞÎÈç ©Øà 
ÊHÅÐ Øç ÌÈÞ È¢Æà ÌèÀÞ Ùè ”  
 
 °ØÞ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ ÊÙÒç ÏÙ ßÖÕßÒ¢· ØË‡Æ ºÎµÆÞÐ ÊHÅÐ µÞ ÌÈÞ Ù¦ ÅÞ, 
ÄÅÞ §ØÎçÚ Æç¶Èç Øç SÏß, ¥ÊÈç ¦Èç ÕÞÒç ¼KÎ µë Æç¶ ØµÄÞ ÅÞ ” ØáRÄÞÈ ´Ð¢·¼çÌ, ¼ë 
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µjÐ §UÒÞÎ Í, ÄÅÞ ÎâßÄ|Í¢¼µ ÅÞ, ¥ÊÈç ÆßpÃ ÍÞÐÄ µ‡ ÆìÐç µ‡ ÊâÕ| ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ¦ÏÞ ”  
ÕÙÞ¡ ©ØÈç Î¢ßÆÐ µë ÌÙÄ pßÄ ÊÙºÞ¨,  ¼ë ¦¼ Íà Ê}ÎÞßÃÄ Ùè ”  ©ØÈç ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ 
ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ßÖÕßÒc µ‡ ØÞÎÈç ¥ÊÈç ¥·Òç ¼KÎ µë Æç¶ÈÞ ºÞÙÞ  Äë ©Øç ©ØÎçÚ Øá¥Ð µà 
¦µƒßÄ Æà¶à ”  §Ø ¸¿ÈÞ Øç ÕÙ §ÄÈÞ .ëßÇÄ Ù¦ ßµ ©ØÈç ßÖÕßÒc µë ¼ÒÞÈç µÞ Ê}ÏHÈ 
ßµÏÞ  ß¼ØØç Ø¢ÊâÃ| ßÖÕßÒc µÞÒÞ Ùë ·ÏÞ ÄÅÞ ©ØµÞ  ÍßÕ\Ï µ‡ ¼KÎ µë ÆÖÞ|Èç ÕÞÒÞ ·áÃ 
ØÎÞ+ Ùë ·ÏÞ ”  µÈ|Ò ¼çPØ ¿Þ åÁ Èç ¥ÊÈà ÊáUÄµ ’¯ÈRØ ¯LÁ °ßK¿ß@Õ¿à¼ ±Ë 
ÐÞ¼UÅÞÈ’ ÎçÚ Ò·Í· Æë ÖÄÞ[Æà ÊâÕ| ßÒ¶Þ Ùè ßµ ´Ð¢·¼çÌ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ¦ÏÞ ÅÞ ÄÅÞ ©ØÈç 
ßÖÕßÒc µë pßÄ·}UÄ ßµÏÞ ÅÞ,   ß¼Øµ‡ ËÒUÕaÊ ©Ø ¶¢ßÁÄ ßÖÕßÒc ÎçÚ Øç ¶âÈ µà ÇÞÐÞ 
ÌÙà Åà ”  
 
ºÞ¡Æ-ØâÐ¼ gÞÐ ( ßºq-5) 
 

ÏÙ Ø¢ÐßpÄ Ê}ÞºàÈ ¥ÕÖç× Ùè  ¼ë ÒÞÒ Õ ÊàÒç ÊHÅÐ Øç ÌÈÞ ßÕÖÞÒ gÞÐ Ùè, ß¼Ø ÊÐ 
ÌÙÄ ÌÞÐàµ Õ ØáKÆÐ È!ÞÖà Ùè, ¼èØç ÒµÁà ÊÐ µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”   

 
ßØfÈÞÅ Î¢ßÆÐ (ßºq-7) 

 
ÏÙ Î¢ßÆÐ ÕÞUÄáßÖRÊ µà Æãß* Øç ¥HÏ¢Ä ÖÞÈÆÞÐ Õ Ê}ÍÞÕÖÞÒà Ùè ”  ÒÞÁ| µ¼|È gÞÐÞ 

ßÊ»Òà ÖÄÞ[Æà ÎçÚ §Øç ÊáÐÞÄwÕ Ø¢ÐpÃ Ê}ÆÞÈ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÅÞ ”  ÏÙ ¯µ ÊÀÞÐ ÊÐ ÌÈÞ Ùè ” 
§Øµà ÈàÚÕ Î¼ÌâÄ Õ ßÕÖÞÒ Ùè,  ß¼Øµ‡ ºÞÐëÚ  µëÈëÚ ÎçÚ ›– ÙÞÅà È!ÞÖà gÞÐÞ ÌÈÞ¯ ·¯ ÙèÚ, 
¼ë ÎUÄà µà ÎáÆ}Þ ÎçÚ Ùè¢ ”  Ïç ÊÞ¡º Ëà¿ ª¡ºç Ùè¢ ”  §ÈÎçÚ ßÕÈëÆà ÍÞÕ Õ ÒÙÐÞÄà Ù̈  Øâ¢Á ÌÈÞ¨ 
·¨ ÙèÚ ” §È ÊÐ ÎÙÞÕÄ ØÕÞÐ ÙèÚ ÄÅÞ ¥ÊÈç ÊèÐëÚ ÄÒç Ïç ßÖµÞÐ µë ÐìÚÆ ÐÙç ÙèÚ ” §ÈÎçÚ Øç Æë 
ÈÞ·ÊáÐ Ø¢·}ÙÞÒÏ ÎçÚ Ð@¶ç ·Ïç ÙèÚ ” µ‡KÆ}àÏ Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ºÞÐëÚ ³Ð Øç Ê}ÕçÖ gÞÐ ÙèÚ ”  §È ºÞÐëÚ gÞÐëÚ 
µ‡ ØÞÎÈç ºÞÐ ÍSÏ ØÍÞ ÎLÁÊ ÙèÚ ”  ÙÐ ¯µ Î¢ÁÊ ÎçÚ — ÊHÅÐ µ‡ ¶¢Íç ÙèÚ, ß¼È ÊÐ ¦µ×|µ 
ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¡ ÌÈÞ¨ ·¨ ÙèÚ ”  

 
¼Ì ÎßKÆÐ ¥ÊÈç ©Hµ×| ¥ÅÕÞ ÊâÃ|ÄÞ ÊÐ ÐÙÞ Ùë·Þ Äë ¥HÏ¢Ä ÍSÏ Ùë·Þ ”  §ØÎçÚ 

ÊÞ¡º ßÖ¶Ð Åç,  ºÞÐ Äë  gÞÐÎ¢ÁÊëÚ  ÊÐ Åç, ÄÅÞ ÊÞ¡ºÕÞ §Èµ‡ ªÊÐ UÕÏ¢ ÎßKÆÐ ÊÐ ÅÞ ”  
 

¦ÖÞÊáÐà  Î¢ßÆÐ (ßºq-8) 
 
§Ø ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ÐÞÕ ÊßÐÕÞÐ Õ ©Ø ØÎÏ µà ¼È¼ÞßÄ µà µÒÆçÕà µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ Ùè ß¼Øµà  

ßÕßÇÊâÕ|µ ßÈÏßÎÄ ¥º|ÈÞ µà ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  ÆçÕà µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¥HÏKÄ ÍSÏ ÄÅÞ ÆÖ|ÈàÏ Ùè ”  
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ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ÆßpÃà Ä¿ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Î¢ßÆÐ  
  
ßÕ\Ãá ¯Õ¢ Ì}:Þ µ‡ Î¢ßÆÐ (ßºq-11, 12) 
           

§È Ê}ÞºàÈ Î¢ßÆÐëÚ  µ‡ µÞÐÃ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ ÆßpÃà ÍÞ· ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà ´Ð Ì}:ÊáÐà 
µÙÒÞÄÞ Ùè ”  
 
ÎÎÒç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ (ßºq-10) 
  

§ØµÞ ØÙà ÈÞÎ ¥ÎÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ” §Øµ‡ ÊâÕ| ÍÞ· ÎçÚ Ì}:ÊáÐà Ùè ´Ð §Øµ‡ Êß^Î 
ÍÞ· ÎçÚ ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà Ùè ”   ÏÙ Ê}ÞºàÈ ÕÞUÄáßÖRÊ ÎçÚ ÊHÅÐ µ‡ µÞÎ µÞ ¥ßgÄàÏ UÎÞÐµ Ùè ”  
ÎÙÞÐÞÈà ¥ßÙRÏÞÌÞ¨ ÙëRµÐ µ‡, ß¼ÈµÞ ßÈÇÈ —›– 190 ÎçÚ Ù¦, ØÎÏ Øç ˜˜ Ì}Þ:Ã 
Ê}ßÄßÆÈ ßÒcÞº|È Êâ¼Þ ßµÏÞ µÐÄç Åç ” Ê}HÏçµ Ì}Þ:Ã µ‡ ÊÞØ ÒµÁà µÞ ÄAÄÞ ÙëÄÞ ÅÞ 
ß¼ØÎçÚ —™–– »ë¿ç »ë¿ç  ¶ÞÈç ÙëÄç Åç     ”  ÙÐ ¶ÞÈç  ÎçÚ ßÎjà µÞ ßÒc Ð¶Þ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ¼ë 
ßÖÕßÒc µÞ ßÈaÊÃ ÎÞÈÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ” ¼Ì —š™–– °Øç ßÖÕßÒc µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã Õ Êâ¼È Ùë 
¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ Äë ©KÙçÚ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÎçÚ ßÕØß¼|Ä µÐ ßÆÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ”  ÌàØÕàÚ ÖÄÞ[Æà µ‡ Ê}ÞÐ¢Í ÎçÚ Ì}Þ:ÃëÚ 
µà Ø¢AÏÞ ¸¿µÐ —— ÐÙ ·¨, ´Ð ¥Ì §Èµà Ø¢AÏÞ › Ùè¢  ” ÎßKÆÐ µà ÆàÕÞÐ ÊÐ ÎßÙPÈ  
UÄëq µ‡ Òç¶ ßÎÒÄç ÙèÚ , ¼ë —–œ™ ¨ Û µ‡ ÙèÚ ”  

 
µ» Òë·ëÚ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ §Ø Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ¥ØÒà FÏëßÄßÒ|c  Ùè ” gÞÐµÞ, ÌÆ}àÈÞÅ Õ µÞ¢ºà 

µÞÎµë¿à µ‡ ¼·öán Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏë|¢ Èç ØÕ|ØPÎßÄ Øç ÏÙ ¸ëß×Ä ßµÏÞ Ùè ßµ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ 
Ùà ¥ØÒà FÏëßÄßÒ|c Ùè ” §Ø ÌÞÄ µë ØÞßÌÄ µÐÈç ÙçÄá Äµ‹ ßÆÏç ÙèÚ ßµ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ 
Ùà ØÍà ÎÙwÕÊâÃ| Î¢ßÆÐ ÌÈç  Ù̄  Ùè¢--¼èØç ßµ ÎÙç]Ð,  Î¢ÁÒç]Ð, ³¢µÞÐç]Ð, ÈçÎÞ - ÕÐ, 
·ìÐàÖ¢µÐ ¦ßÆ ”  ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ Ùà ßÕKJÏ ÊÕ|Ä Ùè, ÄÅÞ Ö¢µÐ Í·ÕÞÈí gÞÐÞ ßÕKJÏ ÊÐ 
ßÈÕÞØ µÐÈÞ ßÕKJÏ µë ©Èµ‡ gÞÐÞ Ê}ÆÞÈ ßµÏç ·Ïç ¦ÖàÕÞ|ÆëÚ ÎçÚ Øç ¯µ Ùè ” ÎÎÒç]Ð ÎçÚ, ¼ë 
ÆßpÃà Ä¿ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ÄÅÞ ØÄÊáÁÞ ÊÕ|Ä µ‡ ¥KÄ·|Ä ¦ÄÞ Ùè, ¥ØÒà FÏëßÄßÒ|c µà  
Ø¢ÍÞÕÈÞ ÈÙàÚ Ùè ”    

 
ØÎUÄ —— FÏëßÄ|ßÒc Ïá, È·ÐëÚ ÎçÚ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè È ßµ ÎÎÒç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ ” ©&èÈ 

ÎçÚ ÎÙÞµÞÒç]Ð FÏëßÄßÒ|c Î¢ßÆÐ Èàºç ÙèÚè,  ©Øµ‡ ªÊÐ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ” ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ 
ÎÙÞµÞÒç]Ð ªÊÐ ÌÈÞ Ùè ÄÅÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Èàºç ©Øà ¦µÞÐ µÞ ÌÈÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”  ¦ßÆ 
Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| Èç ¥ÊÈà  ÆàpÞ ·án ·ëßÕKÆÞºÞÏ| Øç ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ 

                                            
190 Wrong. The correct date is 1795 as already recorded in the English version.  An irresponsible work. 
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ØÎàÊ Òà Åà,  ¼ÙÞ¡ ·ëßÕKÆç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ ÌÈÞ Ùè ”  ¦ßÆ ÖbÐÞºÞÏ| µÞ UÄëq (Stotra) §Ø Ê}µÞÐ 
Ùè - 

 
 µÞÕçßÐµÞÈÎ|ÆÏë£ ÊßÕqç ØÎÞ·Îç Ø&ÈÄÞÐÃÞÏ ”  

ØÆèÕ ÎÞKÇÞÄãÊáÐç ÕØKÄÎí, ³¢µÞÐÎàÖ¢ ßÖÕÎçµÎàÁç ”” 
 
§ØµÞ ÄÞHÊÏ| ÏÙ Ù¦ ßµ ³¢µÞÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ÈÎ|ÆÞ Õ µÞÕçÐà µ‡ Ø¢·Î ÊÐ, ÎÞKÇÞÄÞÊáÐà 

(È·Ð) ÎçÚ, ¼ë ¯µ ¿ÞÊâ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  
 
ÏÙÞ¡ Ê}ÞºàÈ ÐàßÄ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µà ÊßÐ.ÎÞ µÐÈç µà ÏÙ Ùè ” Í,·Ã ÊßÐ.ÎÞ Ê}ÞÐPÍ µÐÄç 

ÙèÚ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ØÎàÊ, ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ UÈÞÈ µÐµ‡, ß¼Øç µëß¿ÄàÅ| Íà µÙÄç ÙèÚ ”  
ÊßÐ.ÎÞ Ê}ÞÐ¢Í µÐµ‡ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ºÒÄç Ù¯ Ïç ¥ÎÐµ¿µ Äµ ¼ÞÄç  ÙèÚ, ¼ë ÈÎ|ÆÞ 
µÞ ©öÎ UÅÞÈ Ùè ”  §Øµ‡ Ê^ÞÄí  Õç Òì¿Äç ØÎÏ ÆßpÃà Ä¿ ÊÐ ºÒÄç Ù̄  ¶PÍÞÄ µà ¶ÞÁà 
Äµ ¼ÞÄç ÙèÚ, ¼ÙÞ¡ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ØÎáÆ} ÎçÚ ßÕÒàÈ Ùë ¼ÞÄà Ùè ” §Øµ‡ ÌÞÆ ÊáÈ£ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ºÒÄç Ù̄  
, ÊßÐ.ÎÞ ÊâÃ| µÐÈç µ‡ ÙçÄá ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ¦Äç ÙèÚ ”  

 
—– µ‡ ÊâÕ| ¼Ì ÐçÒ ÒÞ§È ÈÙàÚ Åà, ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÊÙºÈç µÞ ÎÞ·| ÌÁÕÞÙ Øç ÙëµÐ 

¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ” §Ø ÎÞ·| Øç ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ ÊÐ ÊÙºÞ ¼Þ ØµÄÞ ÅÞ ” ÆßpÃà Ä¿ µ‡ Î¢ßÆÐ, 
ß¼ØÎçÚ ÎÎÒç]Ð Íà Ùè, ßÈ¼|È ÐÙÄç Åç ” ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÄàÈ ÊáÐà ÎçÚ ßÕÍÞß¼Ä Ùè --ßÕ\ÃáÊáÐà, 
Ì}:ÊáÐà, ßÖÕÊáÐà  ” ßÖÕÊáÐà ¿ÞÊâ ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ¼ë ßµ ©kÐ ÎçÚ Ùè ” ¥Ä£ ßÖÕ¼à µÞ ßÈÕÞØ 
ÆßpÃà Ä¿ ÊÐ ÈÙàÚ  Ùë ØµÄÞ Ùè ” FÏëßÄßÒ|c µ‡ UÄëq µ‡ µÞÐÃ Í}Þ¢ßÄ ©HÊ#    ÙëÄà Ùè ” 
§Øµ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ÎÞÈÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ’©&ßÏÈÞÎí ÎÙÞµÞÒÎí’ ÄÅÞ ’³¢µÞÐ¢ ÎÎÒç]ÐÎí’”  
ÖbÐÞºÞÏ| ¯ºÛ ¯ºÛ ¼ÏçKÆ} ØÐUÕÄà ¼à µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ÕÞUÄÕ ÎçÚ  ’©&ßÏKÏÞ¢  ÎÙÞµÞÒÎí 
³¢µÞÐÎí ¥ÎÐç]Ðç ’ ØÙà ÊÞÀ Ùè ”  ³¢µÞÐ ¥ÎÐç]Ð ÊÕ|Ä ÊÐ Ùè  ´Ð ÏÙ ÊÕ|Ä ßÕ¢JÏ ÊÕ|Ä 
hçÃà ÎçÚ ¦ÄÞ  Ùè ”   

 
¥ßÙRÏÞÌÞ¨ ÙëRµÐ Èç ßÒcÞº|È ÎÎÒç]Ð ÎçÚ §ØßÒ¯ Ê}ÞÐ¢Í ßµÏÞ ÅÞ ßµ ÊÕ| Õ ÎçÒç µ‡ 

ØÎÏ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ¥HÏßÇµ ÍàÁÜ Ùë ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  °Øç ÎçÚ ˜˜ Ì}Þ:Ã ÒµÁà µ‡ ÄAÄëÚ ØßÙÄ 
Êâ¼Þ-¥º|ÈÞ ßÈÏßÎÄ aÊ Øç ÈÙàÚ µÐ ØµÄç Åç ” ¥ßÙRÏÞÌÞ¨ Èç  È·ÞÐ¶ÞÜÈÞ, ÈÕ·}Ù Î¢ßÆÐ Õ 
È¢Æà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ ÊßÐØÐ ÎçÚ Ùà ÌÈÕÞ¯, ÄÅÞ §ØµÞ Ð¶Ð¶ÞÕ ¥Íà Äµ ¥ßÙRÏÞÌÞ¨ 
¶ÞÜØ·à ¿~U¿ gÞÐÞ ßµÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” °Øà ÎÎÒç]Ð µ‡ ßÒÏç µë¨ SÏÕUÅÞ ÈÙàÚ µà ·¨ Ùè ”   

 
¿ÞÊâ µà ÊèÆÒ ÊßÐ.ÎÞ ÄÅÞ ÈÞÕ gÞÐÞ ÊßÐ.ÎÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Øç Ùà Ê}ÞÐPÍ ÙëÄà Ùè 

”  ßÖÕÊáÐÞÃ  Íà ÅëÁÞÜ Ø¢ÖÏ¼Èµ  Ùè ”  µ» Òë· §Ø ÈÄà¼ç ÊÐ ÊÙºç ÙèÚ ßµ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð 
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FÏëßÄ Ùè ÄÅÞ ÎÎÒç]Ð ÊÞßÅ|Õ ”  ¥ÅÞ|Äí  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ßÖÕ µà ¦HÎÞ ÄÅÞ ÎÎÒç]Ð ÊÞßÅ|Õ  
ÖÐàÐ Ùè ”  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µë Ø¢ÐßpÄ UÎÞÐµ ¸ëß×Ä ÈÙàÚ  ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè, @ÏëÚßµ  ÏÙ ÊÙÒç 
Øç Ùà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÐÞ¼Þ µ‡ Ø¢ÐpÃ ÎçÚ ÅÞ ÄÅÞ §Øµà Æç¶ÍÞÒ ÍÒàÍÞ¡ßÄ µà ¼Þ ÐÙà Åà ”  
 
ÌãÙÆç]Ð  ( ßºq-11 ) 
    
 ÏÙ ÎÎÒç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Øç Ò·Þ Ù¦ Ùè ÄÅÞ §ØÎçÚ ÎáAÏ ÍÞ· ÄÅÞ ÎáAÏ ÆÐÕÞ¼ç ÊÐ 
¥ßÄØáKÆÐ, ØâWÎ È!ÞÖà Ùè ”  
 
¥#ÊâÃÞ|  Î¢ßÆÐ   ( ßºq-13 ) 
 
 §Øµà  ÌÈÞÕ¿ Ê}ÞºàÈ Ùè ” ÊáÐÞÈç ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ¦ØÊÞØ ¥#ÊâÃÞ| Î¢ßÆÐ 
¿~U¿, §KÆìÐ gÞÐÞ ¯µ ßÕÖÞÒ µéPMÒç@Ø ßÈßÎ|Ä ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ”  ÏÙÞ¡ ØÕ|Î¢·ÒÞ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè, 
ß¼ØÎçÚ ÄàÈ ÆçßÕÏëÚ - ÒWÎà , ÊÞÕ|Äà  ¯Õ¢ ØÐUÕÄà ¼à µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¡̄  ÙèÚ ”  ØÞÅ Ùà Í·ÕÞÈí  
hàµƒ\Ã µà ™› Ëà¿  ª¡ºà ÎâßÄ| Ùè, ¼ë ©ÈµÞ ßÕÐÞ¿  aÊ ÆÖÞ|Äà Ù,è ß¼ØµÞ ©5ç¶ 
hàÎ÷·ÕÆí  ·àÄÞ ÎçÚ ßÎÒÄÞ Ùè ”  ÏÙ hJÆÞÒá³¢ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦µ×|Ã µÞ µ‡KÆ} Ùè ” ßÕgÞÈí  Ø¢Ä 
UÕÞÎà Øß'ÆÞÈ¢Æ¼à ÎÙÞÐÞ¼ µ‡ gÞÐÞ ¦hÎ µà UÅÞÊÈÞ µà ·¨ ÄÅÞ ©KÙàÚ µ‡ ßÈÆ|çÖÈ ÎçÚ ÏÙ 
Ø¢ºÞßÒÄ ßµÏÞ ¼Þ ÐÙÞ Ùè ” 
 
ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ØKÏÞØ ¦hÎ ( ßºq-15) 

 
ÏÙ ™– Õ×| ÊâÕ| Ùà ÌÈÞÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÊÐKÄá ÏÙ ÊáÐÞÈç «ß× ¦hÎëÚ µ‡  ØÎUÄ ·áÃ ßÒÏç 

Ù̄  Ùè ” ÏÙÞ ¡ ßÈÏßÎÄ Êâ¼Þ-Ê}ÞÅ|ÈÞ ÙëÄà  Ùè, ØÞÅ Ùà ßÕgÞÈëÚ gÞÐÞ ßÙKÆâ ÖÞ7 Õ Òç¶ëÚ ÊÐ 
Ê}ÕºÈ ÙëÄç ÙèÚ ”  

 
§Ø ¦hÎ µ‡ Ø¢UÅÞÊµ ¿~U¿à ÎÙÞHÎÞ ÐÞÎÞÈKÆ ØÐUÕÄà¼à ÙèÚ, ¼ë ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ 

ßÕgÞÈí,  ¦ÆÐÃàÏ Õ hfçÏ ØKÄ Ùè¢ ” ¦hÎ Øç ¼áÁàÜ Ù̈  ¯µ ·ëÖÞÒÞ Ùè, ØÞÅ Ùà ¯µ ©vÞÈ 
Íà Ùè ”     
 
·ëßÕKÆç]Ð ·áËÞ Õ ÎßKÆÐ ( ßºq-9) 
 
 ÏÙ ØÕ|ßÕßÆÄ ÄIÏ Ùè ßµ ¼·Æí·án  ¦ßÆ Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| Èç ÆàpÞ Õ Òç¶ ßÖpÞ ¥ÊÈç ·án  
·ëßÕKÆ Í·ÕHÊÞÆ Øç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ·}ÙÃ µà  Åà ÄÅÞ ÏÙÞ¡ ©KÙëÚÈç Æë  Õ×| µÞ ØÎÏ SÏÄàÄ 
ßµÏÞ ÅÞ ”  ÕÙ UÅÞÈ ¼ÙÞ¡ ©KÙëÚÈç ÆàpÞ Òà Åà, ¯µ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ aÊ ÎçÚ ÊßÐÕßÄ|Ä ÙëµÐ 
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·ëßÕKÆç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ µÙÒÞÄÞ Ùè ” ÕÙ UÅÞÈ ¼ÙÞ¡ ·án ·ëßÕKÆ Í·ÕHÊÞÆ ÐÙÄç Åç ÄÅÞ ØÞÇÈÞ 
µÐÄç Åç, ·ëßÕKÆ ·áËÞ µÙÒÞÄÞ Ùè ” ·áËÞ ÄÅÞ ·ëßÕKÆç]Ð ÎçÚ ÈÕàÈàµÐÃ  ÒÞÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÍÞÐà 
ÒÞ·Ä Ò·Þ µÐ ÊÐÎ ÊâFÏ ¼·Æí·án ¼ÏçKÆ} ØÐUÕÄà ¼à gÞÐÞ —ŸŸ ÎçÚ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ [?] ” ©Ø 
ØÎÏ ÊÆUÅ ÐÞ*~ÊßÄ hà ¦ÐÛ ÕèÚµ¿ÐÎÃ gÞÐÞ ÈÕàÈàµÐÃ µÞ ßÖÒÞKÏÞØ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ ” ·áËÞ 
µà »Ä ÊÐ ¥ßgÄàÏ È!ÞÖà Ùè, ß¼ØÎçÚ ßÕßÍ# ¦µƒßÄÏÞ¡ ÌÈà ÙèÚ ”  ·áËÞ Õ ÎßKÆÐ µà Æç¶Ðç¶ 
µ‡ ÙçÄá ¯µ ÊãÅµí ¿~U¿ UÅÞßÊÄ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè, §ØµÞ ÈÞÎ  ’hà µÞ¡ºà µÞÎ-µëß¿ ÊàÀ ØçÕÞ 
¿~U¿, ³¢µÞÐç]Ð’ Ùè ” §Ø µà UÅÞÊÈÞ hà  Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| UÕÞßÎ·Ò hà Î¢ÄÎ Ø¢UÅÞÈÎ, 
µÞ¢ßºÊáÐÎí µ‡ Ø¢ÐpÃ ÎçÚ µà ·¨ ” ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ ÎçÚ §Øµ‡ Ê}ÌKÇµ ¿~U¿à hà ¯ÎÛ È¿ÐÞ¼È 
(ØçÕÞßÈÕãk ¦¨Û ÊàÛ ¯ØÛ) ÙèÚ ÄÅÞ hà ¯ÎÛ ¿àÛ ÎÙÞ¼È ¯Õ¢ UÕÞÎà Äç¼ ¦È¢Æ µÞÏ|µÞÐà 
¿~U¿à ÙèÚ, œ ¥KÏ ¿~U¿à ÙèÚ, Ïç ØÍà ÎJÏÊ}ÆçÖ Øç ÙèÚ ”  
 
·ángÞÐÞ 
  
 hà ·án  ÈÞÈµ ÆçÕ¼à ¥ÊÈç ÒPÌç ÇÞßÎ|µ Í}ÎÃ µ‡ ÆìÐÞÈ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ÆÖ|È 
ÙçÄá ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÊÇÞÐç Åç, §Øµà ÊßÕq UÎãßÄ UÕaÊ ßØ@¶ëÚ Èç ÏÙÞ¡ ·ángÞÐÞ ÌÈÕÞÏÞ Ùè ¼ÙÞ¡ 
ßØ@¶ Õ ßÙKÆâ ØÎÞÈ ÍÞÕÈÞ Øç ÆÖ|È µÐÈç ¦Äç ÙèÚ ”  
 
  

µÞÕçÐà ÊÞÐ µ‡ ÎßKÆÐ  
 
ßØfÕÐµ‚¿ ¼èÈ Î¢ßÆÐ ( ßºq-18) 
 
 ¼èØç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÌÞÐÙ FÏëßÄßÒ|cëÚ   ÎçÚ Øç ¯µ Ùè, ÕèØç Ùà ßØfÕÐµ‚¿ ¼èßÈÏëÚ µ‡ ˜š 
ÄàÅ|¢µÐëÚ  µ‡ Ê}Îá¶ ÄàÅë|¢ ÎçÚ Øç ¯µ Ùè ” ßØfÕÐµ‚¿ ÎçÚ ¥Èçµ ¼èÈ Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ ” §ÈÎçÚ Øç µ¨ ÊáÐÞÈç 
ÙèÚ ”  µ» µÞ ÈÕàÈàµÐÃ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè, µ» ÈÏç ÌÈç Ù̄  ÙèÚ ” µ» ÊáÐÞÈç Î¢ßÆÐëÚ  ÎçÚ —š ¨Û 
µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¡̄  ÙèÚ ”  ¥ßÇµÞ¢Ö Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¡̄ ÖÞ¢ßÄÈÞÅ¼à µà Ù¢è ¼ë ¼èÈ ÄàÅ|¢µÐ Åç ” §È Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ µ‡ 
ØÞÅ ßÙÐÃ Ê}Äàµ UÕaÊ ÌÈç ÙèÚ ” Æë ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¡ ¼ë Ø¢ÍÕÄ£ Ê}ÅÎ Õ ßgÄàÏ ÖÄÞ[Æà ¨Û µà ÙèÚè, 
—Ÿ™› ÎçÚ ¶áÆÞ¨ ÎçÚ Ê}Þ+ Ù̈ ¢ ÅàÚ ”  §KÙçÚ Æë ßÍ# ÎßKÆÐëÚ ÎçÚ UÅÞßÊÄ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ”  
 
ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞ ¡̄ ÄÅÞ ÎÀ  

 
ÏÙÞ¡ Ò·Í· ˜› ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞ ¡̄ ÙèÚè, ß¼ÈÎçÚ Øç ¥ßÇµÞ¢Ö È¨ ÙèÚ ” ÏÙÞ¡ ÊáÐÞÈç ¥¶ÞÁçÜ ¯Õ¢ ÎÀ 

ÙèÚ ¼èØç--ßÈÐ¢¼Èà, ÎÙÞßÈÕÞ|Ãà, ·ëÆÞÆ [·ëÁÐ?] ¼âÈÞ, ÄÅÞ Ê¢ºÈÞÎà ¥¶ÞÁÞ ” ÇÎ|  ÖÞÒÞ³¢ ÎçÚ 
ÌÞÙçÄà ÊßÐÕÞÐ, ØÈÞÕÆ gÞÐÞ ßÈßÎ|Ä ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞ ¥HÏKÄ ÍSÏ Ùè ” ÈÏç ¦hÎ ¼èØç ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ 
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Ø¢KÏÞØ ¦hÎ, ¥#ÊâÃÞ| ¦hÎ, ØÞÇÈÞ µ¿àÐ (ÐÞÎµƒ\Ã ßÎÖÈ), ¶çÁÞ- ÊßÄ ÙÈáÎÞÈí, 
ßÕrÞÈÖÞÒÞ, ºÞÐ Ø¢Ê}ÆÞÏ ¦ßÆ µ» ØÎÏ ÊâÕ| Ùà ÌÈç ÙèÚ ” §È ØÍà ÎçÚ hfÞÒá³¢ µ‡ ÀÙÐÈç µà 
SÏÕUÅÞ Ùè ”  

 
¥¢¼ÈàØáÄ ¥ÅÕÞ ßÕµ¿ ÙÈáÎÞÈí Î¢ßÆÐ   ( ßºq - 16 ) 

 
¥¢¼ÈàØáÄ ÌÁÞÜ ÎßKÆÐ Ùè, ß¼ØÎçÚ ÙÈáÎÞÈ¼à µà ßÕÖÞÒ ˜˜ Ëà¿ ©¡ºà Ê}ßÄÎÞ Ùè ” ÏÙ 

ÎßKÆÐ —ŸŸœ ÎçÚ hfÞÒá³¢ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¶ëÒÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” §ØÎçÚ Í·ÕÞÈí ßÕ\Ãá µ‡ ØÎUÄ ¥ÕÄÞÐëÚ 
ØßÙÄ ˜š Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¡̄ ÙèÚ ” Ïç Ê}ßÄÎÞ ¡̄ ßÕßÍ# ÆàÕÞÐëÚ  µ‡  ¦ÒëÚ ÎçÚ UÅÞßÊÄ ÙèÚ ” ß¼Èµ‡ ªÊÐ µà 
³Ð Ø¢·ÎÐÎÐ µ‡ ÊHÅÐëÚ ÊÐ hàÎ÷·ÕÆí  ·àÄÞ ¥¢ßµÄ ÙèÚ ”  ÏÙ Í,·ÃëÚ µ‡ ßÒ¯ È¯ 
¦µ×|Ã µÞ µ‡KÆ} Ùè ”  

 
ÈÐÌßÒ  µà  Æ¢ÄµÅÞ  

 
Ê}ÞºàÈµÞÒ ÎçÚ ÏÙÞ¡ Æà ¼ÞÈç ÕÞÒà ÈÐÌßÒ µà Ê}ÅÞ µç  ßÕ×Ï ÎçÚ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ µÞÒ 

ÍèÐÕ µë ÖÞ¢Ä µÐÈç µ‡ ÙçÄá Í·ÕÞÈí ßÖÕ µà ©·} aÊ ÕÞÒà ÎâßÄ| ÌÈÞ¨ ¼ÞÄà Åà ÄÅÞ ÈÐÌßÒ 
Æà ¼ÞÄà Åà ”  ÏÙ µÞÏ| µÞßÄ|µ ÎßÙÈç ÎçÚ  ÊâßÃ|ÎÞ µ‡ ßÆÈ ßµÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ”  §Ø µÞßÄ|µ ÎçÒçç ÎçÚ  
¥Ø¢AÏ Í,·Ã ¯µßqÄ ÙëÄç Åç ” ÈÐÌßÒ µà  Ê}ÅÞ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ —˜– Ëà¿ µà ª¡ºÞ¨ Øç Òë·ëÚ  
µë Èàºç ÀëØ ºjÞÈ ÊÐ Ë̂¢µÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ¼ÙÞ¡ µÞÒ ÍèÐÕ µà ÎâßÄ| ÌÈà ÙëÄà Åà ”   

 
°Øà ÈÐÌßÒ µà ¥¢ßÄÎ ¸¿ÈÞ —˜˜ ÎçÚ Ù¨ Åà, ß¼Øµ‡ Ê}HÏpÆÖàï ¯µ ¥¢·}ç¼ 

¥ßÇµÞÐà Åç ”  §Ø ÌÞÄ µÞ ß¼. µˆM¿È ËëÐßØÅ Èç Õ×| —œ ¯Õ¢ —Ÿ– ÎçÚ  ’ÙÞ¨ÒèÚ¹Ø 
¥éË ØçÚ¿~Ò §¢ßÁÏÞ’ ÄÅÞ ’Æ ßÈÎÞÁÜ ßÁßU¿~@¿ ·¼ç¿’ ÎçÚ ßµÏÞ Ùè ” ©Ø ØÎÏ ¿ÞÊâ ßØ¢ßÇÏÞ ÐÞ¼ 
µ‡ ¦ÇàÈ ÅÞ ÄÅÞ È·Ð µÞ ÆßpÃà ÍÞ· ¥¢·}ç¼ëÚ  µ‡ ¦ÇàÈ ÅÞ ” ¼Ì ÈÐÌßÒ Æà ¼ÞÈç µà ¶ÌÐ 
ßÎÒà Äë  ¥¢·}ç¼ ¥ßÇµÞÐà  ÊáßÒØ ÌÒ µ‡ ØÞÅ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÊÞÐ ·¯ ” ©Ø ¥ßÇµÞÐà Èç ßÒ¶Þ Ùè - 
’ÈÐÌßÒ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¼ÕÞÈ ÒÁÜµ‡ µë ºáÈÞ ÅÞ ” ÕÙ ª¡ºà ÊÙÞÁàÜ  ÊÐ ¶ÁÞÜ ÅÞ, ©Øµ‡ ºçÙÐç ÊÐ 
ÇÞßÎ|µ ©KÎÞÆ È¼ÜÐ ¦ÄÞ ÅÞ ” ©Ø ÒÁÜµ‡ µë °ØÞ µÐÈç Øç ÐëµÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ µÞËà Ê}ÏHÈ 
ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ©ØØç µÙÞ ·ÏÞ ßµ ÌÞÆ ÎçÚ ©Øµà ÊâÃ| ÐpÞ µà ¼Þ¯·à, ÊÐKÄá ÕÙ Äë ÇÞßÎ|µ 
©KÎÞÆ µà ßUÅßÄ ÎçÚ ÅÞ ” ©ØÈç ¼ÌÞÌ ßÆÏÞ ßµ ¥Ì µë¨ Íà ÄÞµÄ µÞÒ ÍèÐÕ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÄÏ 
ÌßÒ µë ÕÞÊØ ÈÙàÚ  µÐ ØµÄà ”  ÕÙÞ¡ ¯µßqÄ Í,¼ÈëÚ Èç ©ØµÞ ØÎÅ|È ßµÏÞ ”  ¯µ 
ÈÞßÐÏÒ ÄëÁÞÜ ·ÏÞ, ÎâßÄ| µà Êâ¼Þ µà ·¨ ”  ¯µ Êá¼ÞßÐÈ Èç ©Ø ÒÁÜµ‡ µë µ» Æ}SÏ ÊàÈç µë 
ßÆÏÞ ÄÅÞ ÊÞÈ µÞ ÊkÞ ¶ÞÈç µë ßÆÏÞ ” ©Ø Æ}SÏ µÞ µ» ÍÞ· ÎâßÄ| ÊÐ Íà ÁÞÒÞ ·ÏÞ ” 
Êá¼ÞßÐÈ µ‡ µÙÈç ÊÐ ©Ø ÒÁÜµ‡ Èç ©Øç ºÞ¡Æà µà ¯µ ¥¡·âÀà Æà, ÄÅÞ ÏÙ ØÞßÌÄ µÐ ßÆÏÞ ßµ 
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ÕÙ ÌßÒ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÊâÃ| aÊ Øç ÄèÏÞÐ Ùè ” ©ØÈç ÊÙÞÁàÜ  ÊÐ Ò¢Ìà »ÒÞ¢· Ò·Þ¨ ÄÅÞ Èàºç ºjÞÈ 
ÊÐ ß·Ð µÐ ÎãHÏá ÎçÚ ÒàÈ Ùë ·ÏÞ ”  

 
°ØÞ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç ÏÙ ¸ëß×Ä µÐ Ð@¶Þ ÅÞ ßµ ÌßÒ ºÂÜÈç µ‡ 

ÌÞÆ Íà ÏßÆ µë¨ SÏß, ¼àßÕÄ Ìº ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè Äë ©Øç Õç UÕÏ¢ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÐÞ¼ßØ¢ÙÞØÈ ØìÚÊ 
ÆçÚ·ç ”  §Ø ¦µ×|Ã Øç Íà µ¨ Òë· ÌßÒ ºÂÈç µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÄHÊÐ ÐÙÄç Åç ” ÊáÐÞÈç ØÎÏ ÎçÚ ¥RÊ 
¦Ïá µ‡ ÒÁµëÚ  Õ ÒÁßµÏëÚ µë ³¢µÞÐ Í·ÕÞÈí µà ØçÕÞ ÎçÚ Òç ßÒÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ, ÄÅÞ ©KÙçÚ 
ÈÐÌßÒ µ‡ ßÒÏç Ê}çßÐÄ ßµÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ” °ØÞ Ùà ¯µ ¥RÊÞÏá ÌÞÒµ —Ÿš– ÎçÚ Í·ÕÞÈí ÊÐ 
ºÂÞÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÅÞ ” ©Ø ØÎÏ Òç¶µ [ ? ] ÕÙàÚ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÐÞFÏ µç KÏÞÏÞÒÏ ÎçÚ Ê}ÌKÇµ Åç ”                                  

   
    ÌÞÒµ µë ·ëÆ ÒçÈç µà  ÐUÎ  µ‡ Ê^ÞÄí ©Øµ‡ ÎÞÄÞ-ßÊÄÞ µë ØìÚÊ ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÄÅÞ ©Øç 
³¢µÞÐßØ¢Ù ÈÞÎ ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ( ÕÙ ÐÞ¼ÊâÄ ÅÞ ) ” ÕÙ ™-š Õ×| Äµ Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ÊÒÞ ßËÐ µÙàÚ  
ºÒÞ ·ÏÞ ”  ßÈ£ØKÄÞÈ ÆPÊßÄ §Ø ÕºÈ µ‡ ØÞÅ ÏÙÞ¡  Ê}ÞÅ|ÈÞ ßµÏÞ  µÐÄç  Åç  ßµ Õç  
¥ÊÈà Ê}ÅÎ ØKÄÞÈ µë ³¢µÞÐ Í·ÕÞÈ µë ØìÚÊ ÆçÚ·ç ”  °ØÞ Íà  µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ÕÞUÄÕ ÎçÚ 
ÐÞ¼µàÏ µ‚¿ÈàßÄ Øç ÈÐÌßÒ µ‡ ßÒÏç ºáÈç ·¯ SÏß, µë ÐUÎ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ ßµØà ÊçÏ ÏÞ ÎßÆÐÞ 
ÎçÚ ¼ÜÙÐ ßÎÒÞ µÐ Æç ßÆÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ”  §È Òë·ëÚ µë °ØÞ ØÎ½ÞÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ ÅÞ ßµ ÏßÆ Õç Ìº ·Ïç 
Äë ©KÙçÚ ÐÞ¼ßØ¢ÙÞØÈ ßÎÒ ¼Þ¯·Þ, ´Ð ÏßÆ ÎÐ ·Ïç Äë ³¢µÞÐ Í·ÕÞÈí  ÎçÚ ÒàÈ Ùë ¼Þ¯¡·ç ”  
 
      ÊÕ|  
 
 ÏÙÞ¡ Æë Ê}µÞÐ µ‡ ÊÕ| ¦Ïëß¼Ä ßµÏç ¼ÞÄç ÙèÚ - µÞßÄ|µ ÊÕ| ¼ë ÆØ ßÆÈ ºÒÄÞ Ùè ÄÅÞ 
ßÖÕÐÞßq ÊÕ| ºÞÐ ßÆÈ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦Ïëß¼Ä ßµÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” §È ÊÕë|¢ ÎçÚ ¥HÏßÇµ Ø¢AÏÞ ÎçÚ 
hfÞÒá ¯µßqÄ ÙëÄç Ùè ¢” ÊáÐÞÈç ØÎÏ ÎçÚ Í,¼È ÌèÒ·ÞßÁÜÏëÚ ÎçÚ ¦Äç Åç, UÕÏ¢ ¥ÊÈÞ Íë¼È 
ÊµÞÄç Åç, ÄàÈ ºÞÐ ßÆÈ µÞ ÊÁÞÜÕ ÁÞÒÄç Åç ” ¦ÇáßÈµ ØÎÏ ÎçÚ Õç ¿~çÈ Õ ÌØëÚ gÞÐÞ ¦Äç Ùè¢ ” 
ÊÕ| µ‡ Ê}Îá¶ ßÆÈ Õ ØëÎÕÄà ¥ÎÞÕÞUÏÞ µ‡ ßÆÈ Í,ëÚ µà Ø¢AÏÞ ÒÞ¶ëÚ ÎçÚ ÊÙº ¼ÞÄà Ùè ”  
 

È·Ð µà ¦ÌÞÆà Äç¼à Øç ÌÂÜ ÐÙà Ùè ” ÊÏ|¿µëÚ µà Ø¢AÏÞ ÌÂÜÈç Øç ÌÞ¼ÞÜÐ µÞËà 
ßÕµßØÄ Ùë ·¯ ÙèÚ ” ßËÐ Íà ÏÙÞ¡ ÊÏ|¿È ßÕÍÞ· µÞ µë¨ µÞÏÞ|ÒÏ ÏÞ Ê}ßÄßÈßÇHÕ ÈÙàÚ  Ùè ”  
ÊáÐÞÈç ¥Èçµ ÎßKÆÐëÚ µ‡ ¼àÃë|fÞÐ µà ¦ÕTÏµÄÞ Ùè ” ÈÎ|ÆÞ ØÞ·Ð Õ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÌÞ¡Ç ÌÈÈç Øç 
È·Ð µÞ ºìÎá¶à ßÕµÞØ Ùë·Þ °Øà Ø¢ÍÞÕÈÞ Ùè ”     
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A Contrast of ideals...…….The woman thinking of the other world (offering holy prayer waters) and 
the man still absorbed in this world (grooming) 
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Mah¡deva Shiva Shines 
In a deep cave Shrine 
Atop Mahadeo Hills 
 
An extract from Highlands of Central India 
By Captain James Forsyth. Pp. 172 ff. 

 
 
Captain James Forsyth, Deputy Commissioner of Nimar, has given us the 

best account and description of Omkara Mandhata, which he himself visited twice. 
His presentation is the most authentic, reliable and direct. In his monumental work 
entitled Highlands of Central India he has also presented a unique description of 
another sacred place of pilgrimage dedicated to Shiva Sha©kara Mah¡deva, not far 
away from the Mandhata Island. There is a Shivalinga 300 feet deep in a natural 
cave and he witnessed the congregation of more than forty thousands of pilgrims 
who had come there to pay their homage. He watched the scene intensely and drew 
a sketch as well of the entrance to the cave, presented in his book.  
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We have reproduced it here in our Sourcebook on Omkara Mandhata. The 
region is called Mahadeo Hills and is shown as such even today in maps of the 
area. Forsyth has headed this section dealing with this unfamiliar holy place as 
Mahadeo Hills. 
 

So far we had not come across any description of this holy land in our search 
and research on Omkara Mandhata. This is a unique place and ought to be studied 
more by modern scholars. To us it was a kind of revelation. 
 

Here is what Captain Forsyth wrote: 
 

To return to my doings at Puchmurree. Towards the end of February 
numbers of Hind¶ pilgrims from the plains to the great shrine of Shiva in the 
Mah¡deo hills began to pass my camp. They usually encamp at the foot of the hill 
below the shrine; and, besides the road over the plateau, come by a way which 
leads through the D•nw¡ valley below the Puchmurree scarp. Several other roads 
lead in from the south, all of which are rugged and difficult, and are traversed in 
fear and trembling by the pilgrims.  

 
About this time I crossed over from Puchmurree to visit the opposite plateau 

of Mot¶r which was also at that time under examination as a possible site for a 
sanitarium in these provinces. The D•nw¡ valley lay in between, necessitating a 
descent and ascent of about 2500 feet each way. On my return from Mot¶r on the 
26th of February I found the little plain in the D•nw¡ valley below the shrine, 
through which my road lay, swarming with the pilgrims, some forty thousand of 
whom had collected in this lonely valley in a few days, and were now crowding up 
into the ravine where the cave is situated—a ravine through which a week or two 
before I had tracked a herd of bison! 

 
Most of these annual gatherings of pilgrims are, to the majority of the 

Hind¶s who attended them, very much what race-meetings and cattle-shows are to 
the more practical Englishman—an episode in their hard-worked and rather 
colourless existence, in which a nominal object of little interest in itself is made the 
excuse for an “outing,” the amusements of which chiefly consist in bothies for the 
sale of all sorts of miscellaneous articles, universal gossiping for the elders, and 
peep-shows and whirligigs for the younger members. It is surprising how the 
familiar features of a fair at home come out, in an oriental costume, at these so-
called religious gatherings. The cow with five legs and the performing billy-goat 
adequately represent the wooly horse and the dancing bear of our childhood. The 
acrobats are there to the life, tying themselves into identical knots we loved so well. 
The begging gipsy appears in the fantastic Jogee. Ginger-pop and oranges are even 
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faintly typified in mhowa grog and sticky sweetmeats. Aunt Sally alone is nowhere: 
there is nothing at all resembling the uproarious mirth of that ancient lady.  

 
Doubtless at all these gatherings there are a certain number of genuine 

pilgrims, whose end in coming is the performance of sacred rites at these holy 
shrines at such holy seasons; for the fairs are all held at times when the worship of 
the local deity is held to be particularly efficacious. But generally their number is 
no greater a proportion of the whole than is that of the “members of the ring” in a 
Derby crowd. Such gatherings usually occur near the large centres of population, 
where solemn temples crown some sacred eminence by the holy Narbad¡. But the 
gathering at the Mah¡deo shrine was of another character from these holiday 
outings. It draws its multitude into a remote valley surrounded by the “eternal hills” 
where the Great God has his chiefest dwelling-place in these central regions. No 
gorgeous temples or impressive ritual attract the sight-seer. The pathways leading 
to the place are mere tracks, scarcely discernible in the rank jungle, and here and 
there scaling precipitous rocks, where the feet of countless pilgrims have worn 
steps in the stone. Young and old have to track out these paths on foot; and all the 
terrors pestilence, wild beasts, and the demons and spirits of the waste surround the 
approach in their excited imaginations.  

 
Arrived at the foot of the holy hill, the pilgrim finds neither jollity nor 

anything more than the barest requirements of existence awaiting him. His food is 
dry parched grain, his couch the naked earth, during his sojourn in the presence of 
Mah¡deva. Should he be among the first to arrive, the tiger may chance to dispute 
with him the right to quench his thirst at the watering-place in the D•nw¡ river.191 
Those who come to a place like this for pleasure must be few indeed.  

 
On my way back to Puchmurree, as I passed through the assembled 

multitude, many of them were starting, after a dip of purification in the holy stream, 
to scale the heights that contain the shrine. My way also lay up the pilgrims’ pass; 
and as I went I passed through numerous groups of them slowly toiling up the steep 
ascent of nearly two thousand feet. Both men and women formed the throng, the 
former stripped to the waist and girded with a clean white cloth, the horizontal 
marks of red and yellow which distinguished them as worshippers of Shiva being 
newly imprinted on their arms and foreheads. The women retained their usual 
costume; but the careful veiling of face and figure, attended to on common 
occasions by high caste ladies, was a good deal relaxed in the excitement of the 
occasion (and besides, were they not on their way to be absolved of all sin?); and 
not inconsiderable revelations of the charms of many of the good dames, of light 
                                            
191 As I went to Mot¶r on this occasion I saw the track of a tiger where the pilgrims drink. They had not then arrived, 
of course. 
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brown skins and jet black eyes, were permitted by the wayward behaviour of their 
flowing robes as they turned to stare in astonishment at the sahib and his strangely-
attired attendants pegging away past them up the hill with double-barrelled rifles on 
their shoulders. All were talking and laughing gaily—now and then shouting out 
“Jae, Jae, Mah¡deo!” (Victory to the Great God). The cry raised by each as he took 
the first step on the hill was taken up by all the forward groups, till it died away in a 
confused hum among the crowd who had already reached the shrine, far up in the 
bowels of the hill. Gloom and terror are the last sentiments in the religious feeling 
of the Hind¶, even when approaching the shrine of the deity who has been called 
the Destroyer in their trinity of gods. It is considered sufficiently meritorious to 
perform such a pilgrimage as this at all, without further adding to its misery by 
wailing and gnashing of teeth. They believe it will do them good, because the 
priests say so; but they do not think it necessary to weep over it, and “boil their 
peas” when they can. But at the best it is a hard clamber for those unused to toil. 
The old and the decrepit, the fat trader, and the delicate high-bred woman, have to 
halt and rest often and again as they labour up the hill. The path was a zig-zag; and 
at every turn some convenient stone or rocky ledge had been worn smooth by these 
restings of generations of pilgrims. 

 
For a long way before the shrine was reached the path was lined on either 

side by rows of religious mendicants and devotees, spreading before them open 
cloths to receive alms, clothed in ashes picked out by the white horizontal paint 
marks of the followers of Shiva, with girdle of twisted rope and long felted locks, 
hollow-eyed and hideous, jingling a huge pair of iron tongs with movable rings on 
them, and shouting out the praise of Mah¡deva. The clang of a large fine-toned bell 
and the hum of a multitude of voices reached our ears, as, surmounting the last 
shoulder of the hill, we entered the narrow valley of the shrine. A long dim aisle, 
betwixt high redstone cliffs, and canopied by tall mango trees, led up to the cave. 
The roots of the great mangoes, of wild plantains, and of the sacred Chumpun192 
were fixed in the pavement of the rock, worn smooth by the feet of the pilgrims, 
and moist and slippery with the waters of the stream that issues from the cave.  

 
The cave itself opens through a lofty natural arch in a vertical sand-stone 

cliff; and for about three hundred feet runs straight into the bowels of the hill. It is 
without doubt natural; and a considerable stream of clear cold water issues from a 
cleft at its further end. Here is set up the little conical stone (Lingam) which 
represents the god, and attracts all these pilgrims once a year. No temple made with 
hands, no graven image, nothing of the usual pomp and ceremony of Brahmanical 
worship, adorns this forest shrine. Outside on a platform a Brahman sits chanting 

                                            
192 Michelia Champaca. 
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passages in praise of the god, out of the local Shivite gospel (the Rew¡ Kha∆∂a); 
and a little way off an old woman tolls the great bell at intervals. But within there is 
no officiating priest, no one but a retainer of the aboriginal chief whose right it has 
been from time immemorial to act as custodian of the shrine, and to receive the 
offerings of the pilgrims. No pilgrim ever brings more up the hill with him than he 
means to offer; for he may take back nothing—his last rupee, and even the 
ornaments of the women, must be left on the shrine of the god. Before passing into 
the cave the pilgrim leaves with the Brahmans outside (along with a sufficient 
douceur) his pair of small earthen vessel for the receipt of holy water.  These they 
fill from the stream, seal up, and return to the pilgrim, who then proceeds to make 
the tour of the holy places on the Mah¡deo hills. This takes him the whole of the 
remainder of the day. At each place a cocoa-nut is offered; and little piles of stones, 
like children’s card houses, are erected at some point of their peregrinations to 
signify a desire for a mansion in Kail¡sa—the heaven of Shiva. Many of the places 
which should in theory be visited are very inaccessible, such as the top of the 
Ch¡oradeo peak, and very few of the pilgrims make the whole round. [Imp. to 
note]. 

 
I sat for some hours in the ravine sketching the entrance to the cave and the 

picturesque throng about it. A few sulky looks from the professional religionists, 
and a drawing closer of their garments by the ladies, when they saw my occupation, 
were all the notice I met with. The bright colouring which gives such a charm to 
congregations of Hind¶s was heightened by the general holiday attire of the 
worshippers on this occasion; and, in the mellowed light from above, which 
percolated rather than shone through the canopy of foliage, would have formed a 
subject worthy of a much better artist than myself. It was hard to believe that all 
this gay gathering had come in a day, and would go in another, leaving the valley 
again to bison and the jungle-fowl. Unlike most shrines where such pilgrimages 
occur, no one remains to look after the god when the pilgrims are gone. The bell is 
unslung and taken away, being evidently looked upon as the only thing of value in 
the place. When I first visited the cave I found that the Great god had been better 
attended to by the wild beasts of the forest than by human worshippers –a panther 
or hyena having evidently been in the daily habit of leaving the only offering he 
could make before the shrine!  

 
It is a common idea amongst European that the worship at these Shivite 

shrines includes rites or mysteries of an obscene character.  I believe this to be 
wholly groundless.  No such thing could take place, here at any rate, except in 
public among a dense crowd; and neither here nor at any other of the many shrines 
that I have visited have I either seen or heard of such a practice.  It is undoubted 
that the small sects who worship the Shakti, or female power of Shiva, do indulge 
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in such obscenity.  Their unholy rites are not, however, practiced at the public 
shrines, but in the dark seclusion of their secret meeting places; and their existence 
I believe is wholly unknown to the great majority even of the ordinary followers of 
Shiva. 

 
There is one object which will attract attention near shrine of Shiva and 

which will receive a remarkable explanation.  Projecting from the edge of a sheer 
and lofty cliff above the sacred brook is hung a small white flag.  Innocent –
looking enough it is; but it marks a spot where, “in the days that are forgotten,” 
human victims hurled themselves over the rock as sacrifices to the bloody K¡l• and 
K¡la-Bhairava, the consort and son of Shiva the destroyer.  The British 
Government, which cannot be accused of timidity in forbidding so-called religious 
customs which are contrary to humanity, has long since put a stop to those bloody 
rites.  For centuries, however, they were regular part of the show at these annual 
pilgrimages, both here and at other principal shrines of Shiva.  They are connected 
with the worship of the terrible mythical developments of the god above mentioned 
–forms which have, with some probability, been conjectured to be aboriginal 
deities imported into the Brahminical pantheon. 

 
[M¡ndh¡t¡] 

 
Far to the west of Puchmurree, in the distinct of Nim¡r, is a rocky island in 

the Narbad¡ river called M¡ndh¡t¡, on which is situated the shrine of Shiva called 
Omk¡r—one of the oldest and most famous in all India.  Like that at Punchmurree, 
it is situated among rugged hills and jungles; but it has evidently at one time been 
the seat of a great centre of Shivite worship.  Ancient fortifi-cations surmount its 
scarps; and the area of nearly two square miles enclosed is piled up with the ruins 
of a thousand gorgeous temples.  The most ancient of the temples at which worship 
is still paid are held by aboriginal Bheels as their custodians, and more recent by a 
Bhil¡l¡ family, who admit their remote deri-vation from the former.  A legend is 
here current, and based on writings of some antiquity, that K¡l• and K¡la Bhairava 
were here worshipped by the Bheels, long before the worship of Omk¡r (Shiva) 
was introduced along with the R¡jp¶t adventurer and his attendant priest, who were 
the ancestors of the present Bhil¡l¡ custodian and of the hereditary high priest of 
Shiva’s shrine. The R¡jp¶t is said, by alliance with the Bheels, to have obtained the 
headship of the tribe; and the holy man who accompanied him, to have stayed by 
his austerities the ravages of their savage deities, locking K¡l• up in a cavern of the 
hill (and if you do not believe it you may still see the cavern closed up), and 
vowing to Bhairava an annual sacrifice of human beings.  
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 Listen now to the inducements which the local Shiv•te gospel193 holds forth 
to devotees to cast themselves from the rock. "At Omk¡r-M¡dhatt¡ is K¡la 
Bhairava. Regarding it, Parbat• (wife of Shiva) said unto twenty-five crores of the 
daughters of the Gandharvas (angels): 'Your nupitals will be with persons who shall 
have cast themselves over that rock.' Whosoever thus devotes himself to K¡la 
Bhairava will receive forgiveness, even though he had killed a Brahman. Let the 
devotee make a figure of the sun on a cloth; and take two flags, a club, and a 
chawar 194 in his hands, and proceed joyously with music to the rock. Whosoever 
shall bodily cast himself down and die, will be married to Gandharv¡. But if he fall 
faintheartedly, his lot will be in hell. Whosoever turns back again in terror, each 
step that he takes shall be equivalent to the guilt of killing a Brahman; but who 
boldly casts himself over, each step that he takes is equal in merit to the 
performance of a sacrifice. Let no Brahman cast himself from the rock. A devotee 
who has broken his vows, a parricide, or one who has committed incest, shall by 
thus sacrificing himself become sinless." 
 
 In 1822, a European officer of our Government witnessed the death of 
almost the last victim to K¡la Bhairava at this shrine. The island then belonged to a 
native State (Sindi¡), and our Government had not then begun to interfere with 
such bloody rites. The political officer who wrote the account of it was therefore 
unable to prevent it by force. I came on the description a few years ago in MS., 
hidden away among many other forgotten papers in the Government record room 
of the Nim¡r district. The concluding portion may be interesting, as perhaps the 
only account on record, by an eye-witness, of such an occurrence.  After narrating 
how he vainly urged every argument on the youth to dissuade him from his design, 
the writer proceeds to relate how he accompanied him to the fatal rock.  
 

"I took care," he says, "to be present at an early hour at the representation of 
Bhyroo (Bhairava), a rough block of basalt smeared with red paint, before which he 
must necessarily present and prostrate himself, ere he mounted to the lofty pinnacle 
whence to spring on the idol. Ere long he arrived, preceded by rude music. He 
approached the amorphous idol with a light foot, while a wild pleasure marked his 
countenance. As soon as this subsided, and repeatedly during the painful scene, I 
addressed myself to him, in the most urgent possible manner, to recede from his 
rash resolve, pledging myself to ensure him protection and competence for his life. 
I had taken the precaution to have a boat close at hand, which in five minutes 
would have transported us beyond the sight of the multitude. In vain I urged him. 
He now more resolutely replied that it was beyond human power to remove the 

                                            
193 The Narmad¡ Kha∆∂a, which professes to be a part of Skanda Pur¡∆a. A more detailed account of the Holy Island 
and its Shrines, by the author, will be found in the "Central Provinces Gazetteer," second edition .     
194 A yak's tail used for fanning, etc. 
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sacrifice of the power- ful Bhyroo; evincing the most indomitable determination, 
and displaying so great an infatuation as even to request me to save him from the 
fell dagger of the priestess,195 should he safely alight upon the idol. So deep-routed 
a delusion could only be surmounted by force; and to exercise that I was 
unauthorized. While confronted with the idol, his delusion gained strength; and the 
baarbar-ous throng cheered with voice and hand, when by his motions he indicated 
a total and continued disregard of my persuasions to desist. He made his offering of 
cocoa-nuts, first breaking one; and he emptied into a gourd presented by the 
priestess his previous collection of pice and cowries. She now tendered to him 
some ardent spirit in the nut shell, first making her son drink from his hand, to 
obviate all suspicion of its being drugged. A little was poured in libation to the idol. 
She hinted to him to deliver to her the silver rings he wore. In doing so he gave a 
proof of singular collectedness. One of the first he took off he concealed in his 
mouth till he had presented to her all the rest, when, searching among the 
surrounding countenances, he pointed to a man to whom he ordered this ring to be 
given. It was a person who had accompanied him from Oojein. An eagerness was 
now evinced by several to submit bracelets and even betel-nuts to his sacred touch. 
He composedly placed such in his mouth and returned them. The priestess at last 
presented him with a paan196 leaf, and he left the spot with a firm step, amidst the 
plaudits of the crowd. During the latter half of his ascent he was much concealed 
from view by shrubs. At length he appeared to the aching sight, and stood in a bold 
and erect posture upon the fatal eminence. Some short time passed in agitated 
motions on the stone ledge, tossing now and then his arms aloft as if employed in 
invocation. At length he ceased; and, in slow motions with both his hands, made 
farewell salutations to the assembled multitude. This done, he whirled down the 
cocoa-nut, mirror, knife and lime, which he had continued to hold; and stepping 
back was lost to view for a moment—a pause that caused the head to swim, the 
heart to sink, and the flesh to creep. The next second he burst upon our agonised 
sight in a most manful leap,197 descending feet foremost with terrific rapidity, till, 
in mid career, a projecting rock reversed his position, and caused a headlong fall. 
Instant death followed this descent of ninety feet, and terminated the existence of 
this youth, whose strength of faith and fortitude would have adorned the noblest 
cause, and must command admiration when feelings of horror have subsided.  Thus 
closed the truly appalling scene.”198 

 

                                            
195 The priestess here referred to was probably the Bheel custodian of the shrine. There is nothing to prevent the 
hereditary custodian from having been a female at that time; but priestess, properly speaking, have never existed in 
India. Her receipt of his collections from the people also indicates this conclusion.   
196 The usual signal for the termination of a formal interview.  
197 The place is called the “Bir-Kali” rock, which I believe means literally the “manful leap.” 
198 Extract from a letter of 29th of November, 1822, from Captain Douglas, Political Assistant in Nim¡r, to the Resident 
at Indore.  
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With the exception of the murder of a poor old woman who shrank from the fatal 
leap when brought to the brink, but was mercilessly pushed over by the excited 
religionists, this was the last of these sacrifices that was permitted, the country coming in 
1824 under our administration. 

 
But the power of evil were not yet to be baulked of their victims. The British 

Government could prevent deluded and drugged devotees from casting themselves over 
the Bir-Kali rock; but it could not deprive K¡l• and K¡l-Bhairava of their fell 
executioner—the cholera demon.  Year by year the pestilence199 invaded the 
encampments of the pilgrims.  Sanitary science would say that it arose from the germs of 
disease brought from the festering gullies of the great cities, and pushed into activity by 
the exposure, bad food, defied neighbourhood, and poisoned water, of the pilgrim 
camps. But the Hind¶ saw nothing in it but the wrath of the offended Divinity claiming 
his sacrifice. Year after the year the gatherings were broken up in wild disorder. The 
valley of the cave, the steep hillside, and that green glade in the S¡l forest, were left to 
bury their dead, while the multitude fled affrighted over the land, carrying far and wide 
with them the seeds of death. Everywhere their tracks were marked by unburied corps; 
and the remotest villages of the Narbad¡ valley and the country of the South felt the 
anger of the destroying fiend.  

 
A pilgrim fleeing from the fatal gathering could find no rest for the sole of his 

foot. The villages on his road closed their gates against him as if he were a mad dog; and 
many who escaped the disease perished in the jungle from starvation and wild beasts. At 
last, after a terrible outbreak of cholera in 1865, the Government prohibited the usual 
gathering at the Mah¡deo Cave.  The people made no complaint.  They do not seriously 
care about these things when left alone by the priests; and here the priests were satisfied 
by the continuance to the hereditary custodians, on when they were dependent of average 
income from the pilgrimage, in the form of pension.  It is very different when their gains 
are affected.  Two years ago a cholera epidemic threatened in Nim¡r, and the pilgrimage 
to Omk¡r M¡ndh¡t¡ was closed by order.  The priests and guardians of the shrine were 
up in arms at once, basing objections entirely on the money loss they would suffer.  
Since closing of the Mah¡deo pilgrimage the deities of destruction have been baulked of 
their pay.  The valley of the Denv¡, although now opened up by a good timber road 
made to penetrate the S¡l forest, no longer witnesses the annual pilgrim congress.  The 
End 

                                            
199 It would be called mah¡m¡ri. 
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Offerings  of Horses to Omkareshvara 
 
The value of a horse in relation to Mandhata 
 
The Imperial Gazetteer of India [a basic reliable source] has presented a very short 
description of M¡ndh¡t¡, most of which has been copied by many other writers 
time and again.  
 
One interesting item, however, which has not yet found its way anywhere else, we 
believe, is:  
 

It is the practice at the fair to present horses as offerings at the shrine of 
˛iva; and as the frugal worshippers are inclined to consider that any horse will pass 
muster for an offering as long as it is alive, it has come to be a proverb, when 
describing an absolutely worthless horse, to say that it is good enough to be offered 
at the shrine of M¡ndh¡t¡ [!]. 
 
*         *         * 
 
We observe: 
 
Omkara Mandhata, a great center of learning 
 

It is quite significant to note that one M¡ndh¡t¡ inscription records the grant 
of certain villages to the Brahmanas residing at Brahmapur• located on  this 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Parvata Dv•pa itself. There must have lived here a considerable learned 
population in ancient times. This sacred place must have had a long tradition of 
being a dharmakshetra, a pu∆yabh¶mi. Shankaracharya would not have come 
here to acquire learning but for this fact and that he would not have found his guru 
here. Tradition tells us that the paramaguru of Shankaracharya, Shri Gau∂ap¡da 
too had sanctified this holy place by his stay and tapas. 
 

Kanchi Kamakoti Pitha had announced a very ambitious plan of five crores 
of rupees to develop this holy land as a great center for study and research on 
Shankara Bhagavatp¡da. It was a big drum making a loud noise, but was hollow 
inside. Our endless letters of inquiry and requests for cooperation have brought no 
response from them at alll, none whatsoever.  
 
 In any case, their interest is quite limited indeed, i.e. to Shankaracharya 
alone. Nothing wrong in that. But we believe, there should be a general 
organizattion to take care of the whole  complex—all the temples of all the gods 
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and goddesses, belonging to all the religions, sects and beliefs, and all the other 
organizations, existing or operating  at present there on Omkara Mandhata island. 
We visualize a kind of Umbrella organization, a model of sarva-dharma-
samanvaya (samaß i).  We would call it Omk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡: Group of Devotees –
short form OMGOD. 

 
 

Some significant facts  
with regard to the Omkareshwar Temple: 
 
It is unique, unparalleled, unmatched, only one of its kind. 
 
They say: The Nature has carved the original symbolic figure of Om on the 

rocks!   They want us to believe that the island itself is shaped like Om. In other 
words, the hill/island appears to be of Omk¡ra-¡k¡ra if seen from above. All this 
has been a hearsay to us so far. No one, repeat no one, has shown so far anywhere a 
picture—a true representation of this phenomenon which is claimed to be real. 
None as yet has given any concrete evidence to prove that it is real. We have been 
trying for about two years to get one real picture, but without any success. I am 
prepared to pay any price to acquire it, but none has as yet given any direct 
concrete evidence. This is digusting. Conclusion is irresistible that it is not a 
heresay. It is heresy, making a false propaganda in a divine context. 

 
It is to be remembered and remembered very well that the M P State 

Tourism Development Corporation itself has indulged in this Mithy¡ prac¡ra of 
telling the world that the Island itself is shaped like Omk¡ra. Unless they give 
concrete evidence and prove it, it will be regarded as a white lie.  

 
On the other hand, it seems to us that we have found a satellite view of the 

mountain top, which features not only Om, but also Allah! Simply unbelievable! 
Isn’t it?  But it is there! It can be viewed by anyone by just paying a visit to our 
holy Om home page at http://web.missouri.edu/~omshanti.  
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The island is not cut into two hills by a ravine to appear as the sacred symbol 
Om, as it is advertized by some interested money-making machines,  but the terrain 
of the mountain itself has some natural formation like OM [only the “u” part—Om 
written in Bengal. This was obtained through the continuous effort of Linda 
Canestraight of the IATS Univ. of Missouri at Columbia. It is not a human creation, 
but a divine natural formation. What has been publicized and advertized 
everywhere by all is not shown by anyone else so far. On the other hand, what we 
have seen so far is not seen or shown by anyone else!  
 

 
 
Some more facts to know (in summary) 
 

Shri Oµk¡re≈vara Jyotirlinga of Shiva Shankara Mahadeva is worshipped 
here on Oµk¡ra M¡ndh¡t¡ Island, a holy hill of hoary antiquity, shaped by the 
nature itself as the sacred syllable Om [?], and embraced by the pious rivers 
Narmad¡ and K¡ver•, located in Khandwa District of Madhya Pradesh, India. (22º 
14’ N. 76º 0’ E.) 
 

The River K¡ver• joins the Narmad¡ here to make a girdle round Shiva-pur• 
(another name of the island) and to wash the holy feet of the Vaid¶rya Ma∆i 
Parvata (another name of the Hill), worshiped by millions of devotees with full 
faith and affection since ancient times. 
 

Omkareshwar Jyotirlinga Temple Trust is the official name of the corporate 
body legally constituted for the management and administration of the 
Omkareshwar Jyotirlinga Temple.  It is the Trustee of the Temple Complex.  The 
rights and privileges acquired by the efforts and investment of the Kanchi 
Kamakoti Peetha of Kancheepuram relating to a cave, temple and some land are 
owned by another trust created by the efforts of K. K. P. as described above. It is 
called Kanchi Kamakoti Peetha Seva Trust. I wrote to them time and again for 
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cooperation and help. But there was no response, none at all. When high and loud 
drums are being beaten, who is going to hear the tiny tone of a little flute? I did not 
receive even an acknowledgment to my repeated requests for a copy of the souvenir 
volume published by the Trust celebrating the 12th centenary of ⁄dya 
Shankaracharya. Of course, I was willing to pay the price. I have yet to see that 
volume as a published book.200 I saw a microfiche produced by the Library of 
Congress Office in New Delhi, but it is a lousy work. Two important pages are left 
blank. They say there are colored pictures, but they cannot be seen in the 
microfiche. I also wrote to one Shri Mahajan, the so-called moving force behind 
many celebrated activities of the Trust. My letter to him still remains unanswered!  
 

As a result of my incessant efforts in all directions and of every conceivable 
nature, I got a response from the Chief Executive Officer of Shri Omkareshwar 
Temple Public Trust (Swami Tej Anand) dated 07/01/2002 to my letter of 21-4-
2001 (i. e. after about seven months! Quite prompt! Isn’t it?). The book entitled Adi 
Sankara at Omkareshwar too was finally received. If it were ever true that 
persistence pays, here is evidence. I had been trying to get a copy of this book too 
for a long time. All the labor was finally rewarded. This book has provided some 
substantial information to us. It is an official publication to some extent. 
 
 

   

                                            
200 This was recorded earlier. 
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We observe: 
 
ADI SHANKARA AT M⁄NDH⁄T⁄ 
 
Jagadguru ⁄di Shankaracharya comes all the way on foot from his home in 

Kerala, trudging the long, dangerous and arduous path at the tender age of only 
eight in search for his guru. He comes to this holy place and finds his guru Shri 
Govinda Bhagavadp¡da, a place made holier by his paramaguru Shri Gau∂ap¡da. 
Shankara gets his d•ksh¡ here and learns the Vedas and Shastras-- all the 
knowledge that is the proudest possession of India, the Bh¡ratavarßa. 

 
Notice the miracle performed by this young little lad of eight. The River 

Narmad¡ was in full fury of flood. He contains her in his jar--an incident similar to 
the one when Bhagav¡n Shankara himself contained the fury and fume of 
Bhagavat• Bh¡g•rath• Ga©g¡ in his ja†¡-j¶†a. Cf. Mahimnastava--Viyadvy¡p•…  

 
M¡ndh¡t¡, the famous king of the Solar Race, who had two sons devoted 

deeply to Lord Vish∆u, performed a great penance on this island and gratified 
Shiva.  Therefore, this is named after him. [Evidence, even of a Pur¡∆a is lacking!]   
 

Consider the following facts with special reference to the Shivajyotirli©ga 
there. It is immersed in a jalaku∆∂a (pool of water). The water does not overflow, 
no matter how much is poured therein. Bubbles come out occasionally. They are 
taken to be the self-satisfaction of the deity. Any offering made (placed in the 
Ku∆∂a) disappears. It cannot be recovered. The priests there request the devotees to 
place their offerings into their (of the priests) hands lest they disappear into the 
bottomless pool of water. 
 

Some more comments : A fairy tale 

The island comprises two lofty hills and is divided by a valley in such a way 
that it appears in the shape of Om from above. [Has anybody seen it from above?] 
This hearsay not yet authenticated by anyone; only a galpa, i.e. gappa. Not a 
verified fact but an imaginary fiction. Only a myth, not the truth.].   
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Image of K¡l•, C¡mu∆∂¡, or R¡va∆a 
 

On p. 471 the ENG says: Between the Vaishnava and the Jain temples is a 
stream, now locally called the Ravananala (R¡va∆an¡l¡?), after a gigantic statue 18 
feet long and ten-armed...Mah¡k¡l•.   Note the word “long” and “lying.”  
 

However, another writer in Adi Sankara book, as stated above, makes it 
standing and that of C¡mu∆∂¡. But the description makes it K¡l•, no doubt. [These 
two descriptions to be compared] 
 

Note the Gazetteer says “lying.” Here she is described as “standing.”  There 
seems to be a difference in time sequence. Either one description relates to an 
earlier period or there is a conflict which cannot be easily resolved. What is the 
condition now? Would it be correct to conclude that the m¶rti was standing at a 
time and then fell down, or it had fallen down earlier but then it was raised ? Or the 
word “standing” may be taken as “not sitting.”  

 
These writers are very vague.  

 
As the facts are: The names K¡l• and C¡mu∆∂¡ refer to the same goddess. 

The end of chapter seven of the Dev•m¡h¡tmya or Durg¡sapta≈at• describes this 
naming—a kind of honoring. Since K¡l• beheaded both Ca∆da and Mu∆∂a 
[daityas] and presented their heads to Ca∆∂ik¡, the latter said: “Since you have 
brought to me the heads of both Ca∆∂a and Mu∆∂a you will be honored in the 
world as C¡mu∆∂¡.” 

 
This matter of the identity of the statue is very well discussed by Forsyth in 

the Gazetteer as presented by us earlier. He has settled the matter once for all. 
There is no more any question. There is no more any conflict. We have already 
presented his contribution in full. V¡de v¡de j¡yate tattvabodha˙. The fact remains 
that it is still under construction! It was never completed.  

 
The legend of Bhairava and K¡l•. [More to be brought here].  
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Some more comments: 
 
The Gita Press of Gorakhpur has published a beautiful book on the 12 

Jyotirlingas. It has charming illustrations and is well produced in keeping with the 
wonderful tradition of the Press. I tried my best to get a copy of this book, but 
without any success for a long time. Finally I got it, thanks to Chaukhamba. 

 
However, anyone who has read the book Shiva tattva darshana by Shri 

Ramaprasada Sharma Shastri of Khetdi will clearly see that the Gita Press 
publication has stolen quite a good deal [rather a bad deal] from the book by 
Sharma. There is no acknowledgement at all. It is plain plagiarism. A pitiable 
piracy. It is painful. It is very sad. It is very bad. It is a dirty deed indeed.  

 
Internet has a great deal of information and articles on so many other 

jyotirlingas, but much more has been written on this Jyotirlinga at M¡ndh¡t¡ than 
any other jyotirlinga in the whole of India. 
 

Mucukunda. Forsyth says that a specific part (area) on the top of the 
Mount Mandhata is called Mucukunda, who, by the way, according to Sankalia, 
built a parikh¡ around Mahishmati. But these two are not identical by parentage. 
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Gurla Mandhata 
 
The following information is drawn from Balfour’s Encyclopedia.  Gurla 

Mandhata, however, is not associated with Omkara-Mandhata. We are drawn by 
the name.   
 
MANDHATA. Gurla Mandhata, also called Nimo Namail, lies ten miles south of 
Lake Manasarovara. According to the legend told by the Milam Bhotia, the great 
mountain is the transformation of the holy body of a raja of Banaras of the name of 
Mandhata, who is said to have died some thousands of years ago on the shores of 
the Manasarovara Lake while on a pilgrimage to its waters. Another notable peak is 
Kailasa; it lies to the north of Manasarovara, and being in the shape of a Hindu 
temple is greatly venerated by all the Hindus of Northern India. ‘Owing to its 
immense bulk and height,’ says Mr. Ryall, ‘3000 feet above any within a radius of 
40 miles, it is perhaps the most impressive sight on the Himalayas; the celebrated 
mountain Nanga Parbat, N.W. of Kashmir, alone excepted.’ 
 
 
 Below is given the response of a generous Reference Librarian of the Ellis 
Library: 
 
Mr. Nagar: 
 
 [Even] After much searching, I haven’t found a definition of “Gurla”, 
although I now know the name of Gurla Mandhata translated into Tibetan.  I 
checked dictionaries geology, geography, mountaineering, books on mountain 
expeditions to the Himalayas, databases such as bibliography of Asian studies, 
Georef, Geobase, hints at the meaning was an article that said Gurla Mandhata 
means “Mountain of Black Herbal Medicine” [“Honeymoon in Tibet”, “Women’s 
sports and fitness. (5/15/ 96]. 
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Appendix 
 

Forwarding a typed copy of Forsyth’s valuable “Report”, Swami Tej Ananda said: 
 
There are no historical writings about Omkareshwar of old. The British attempted 
to write a Note on Omkareshwar in about 1857 or so, but the second edition of 
1870 is brief and more useful. I am sending a typed copy of the same separately.  
 
Swamiji then gives some information re. a film on Adi Shankar produced by a firm 
in Bangalore. It gives a topographical picture of the Narmada Ghat only and not a 
birds’ eye view of the top surface of the island to show the Om Shape.  The Swami 
continues: 
 
The island is roughly 2 miles long and a mile wide somewhat like an egg [Is this 
not symbolic?] but having its backside larger [?] than the front arriving it in such a 
way as to give the island Om shape [not clear to me at all] 
 
With regard to my desire to have an aerial view of the island, the Swami says:  
  
To get an aerial picture a helicopter will have to be hired from Indore to be 
accompanied by a hired and expert photographer. This will cost too much. The best 
time will be September or October when the hill is green. 
 
I wrote him back and tried to find out how much would it really cost. His reply is 
still awaited!  
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Some valuable references 
 

Art, archaeology and literature in Central India. Nagpur University Lib. has given 
many references under this title. This reference book gives many citations from 
East Nimar District Gazetteer.   
 
Medieval statues of Brahmanical gods and goddesses discovered. 
Source: Indian archaeology: a review, 1961-62, p. 99. 
 
Dr. C. P. Ramasesh, Deputy Librarian, Mysore University Library says: 
 
Tattv¡loka for the years 1992, 1993, and 1994 
 
contain articles on Omkareshvara. I got all of them. I scanned them, but I did not 
find any material pertaing my field of study, especially Shankaracharya at Omkara 
Mandhata.  There was something on Shankara Bhagavadp¡da, but not on the 
Mount Mandhata. Someone should try again. 
 
Extensive search to be made for all cumulative indices, if any, for all Indological 
journals. 
 
A list of such journals to be compiled. For example, Indian historical quarterly.   
 
Coins honoring Omkara. 
A special one page inquiry had been prepared for coins honoring Omkara. A copy 
was sent to Nagpur. Dr. Kumar had acknowledged it.  
 
Was sent to all the museums in India. Result zero. 
 
 
 
Bajpai, K D Madhya Pradesh k¡ pur¡tattva. Bhopal, 1970. LCCN 75905482 
 
Corpus Inscriptum Indicarum 
 
Cousen’s List of Antiquarian Remains in C. P. and Berar  
 
Cunningham’s Archaeological Survey of India Reports. 1-23 
 
Dikshit, M. G. Madhya Pradesha ke Pur¡tattva k• r¶parekh¡ 
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Dwivedi, H.  N. Madhya Bharat ka itihasa. Gwalior.1956 
 
Hira Lal : Inscriptions in C. P. and Berar 
 
Rahman Ali, Temples of Madhya Pradesh. New Delhi: Sundeep, 2002. xx, 203 p. 
Illus. ISBN 81-7574-120-1 
 
Sankalia, H. D. Excavations at Maheshwar and….  
 
Sharma, R. K. Madhya Pradesh ke pur¡tattva k¡ sandarbha grantha. Bhopal, 1974. 
 
Encyclopedia Indica. 1997. (Ref. Received from Nagpur) 

Says: under Omk¡ran¡tha: “This  temple is the oldest of ˛iva temples” and 
gives ref. to Caine’s Picturesque India, p. 307.  

 
Forsyth on Mandhata In Gazetteer of the C. P. 
 
Indian archaeology: a review 
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This kind of extensive search to be made for all cumulative indices, if any, for all 
Indological journals. 
 
A list of such journals to be compiled. For example,  
Indian historical quarterly. 
 
References for Mandhata in  
 
Archaeological Survey of India Circle Reports: 
[Provided by Hingorani in his book on Sites.  
 
E  07-08:27-28 
E  11-12:41-42 
W 03-04:20 
W 04-05:11  
W 04-05:25 
W 92:93:3-4 
W 93-94:3-4 
 
A thorough search is to be made to find all the above writings. 
If reading material found, a xerox copy to be made 
 
The compiler Hingorani tells us that he had to travel all over India and visit many 
libraries to compile his Index. There may not be any library in the whole of India 
that might have all the needed volumes. 
 
Search needed for Nivvui Kandani, a source for Jain tirthas, cited in connection 
with Siddhavarak¶ a. 
 
Henry Cousens says that the Shivalinga at Omkareshvara is a kind of natural 
bursting of the rock. Find the exact quotation. 
 
But we are also told that it is always merged in water. 
 
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 28, pp. 1-8. Borrow ILL 
 
See Decennial Index to Index India once again.  
 
See Archaeological Survey of India Annual Reports Index for the Temple of 
Siddheshvara at Mount Mandhata. 
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Sankalia has given reference to Indian antiquary, 1896, pp. 53-56. Seen. Of no 
consequence. Check again.    
 
See once again: Indian antiquary, vol. 20, pp. 310-16. 
 
Imperial gazetteer of India: provincial series.  
New Delhi: Usha, 1984-<1985 > 
 
Mani, Vettam 
M¡ndh¡t¡, The Great Emperor 
Puranic encyclopedia. 
 
Chudhuri [?] Sibdas. 
Index to the New Indian antiquary, Bombay, 1938-1947. 
Calcutta: Asian Documentation, 1977.  
Abhorrent in physical format. 
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Hellish havoc hurled at holy temples by Heartless Iconoclasts 
 
Captain James Forsyth says:  
 

The old temples about M¡ndh¡t¡ have all suffered greatly from the bigotry of the 
Mohammedans who ruled the country from about A. D. 1400. Every old dome is 
overthrown, and not a single figure of a god or animal is to be found unmutilated. The 
fanatic Al¡-ud-d•n passed through the country in A.D. 1295 on his return from his 
Deccan raid, and as he took As•rgarh which is not far off, it is improbable that he would 
have passed over so tempting an idol preserve as M¡ndh¡t¡. Doubtless the work 
commenced by him was continued by the Ghori princes of Malwa, and completed by 
that arch iconoclast Aurangzeb.  

 
Yet much remains among the ruins which must be highly interesting to the 

archaeologist. [emphasis added] Both the hills are covered with remnants of habitations 
built in stone without cement. The walls of the different forts, two of which enclose the 
two sections of the island itself, and two more the rocky eminances of the southern 
banks, display some excellent specimens of the old style of Hindu architecture. They are 
formed of very large blocks of stone without cement. The stone is partly the basalt of the 
hill itself, and partly a course yellow sandstone which must have been brought from a 
considerable distance.    
 
Pasricha makes some sensible statements for a change:  
 

Another important temple on the island is the “Gori [Gauri] Soma-n¡tha” 
temple.  It has a gigantic “Li©ga” of smooth black stone and a “Nandi” of the same 
stone is outside.  It is a three-storeyed building, elaborately carved with beautiful 
sculptures.  The temple is in good shape and the hillock around is strewn with 
beautiful sculptures of various sizes. [Imp. to note] 

 
[Cf. The one at Maheshvara.]  

 
In the nooks and corners around the temple and on stairways and parapets lie 

beautiful sculptures throbbing with life, unattended, and none, alas, will ever know 
who created them. [Noteworthy statement. Will they stay there forever?]  

 
WE NEED A MUSEUM OF ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY ON MOUNT 

MANDHATA RIGHT NOW AND HERE!!]  
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The whole complex of temples on the island and on the southern and 
northern banks of Narmad¡ remain unstudied by scholars. They are lying 
there neglected and the possibility of valuable sculptures having been removed 
cannot be ruled out.  [Emphasis added].     
 
? I Question the above statement about remains lying around 
unstudied,   collected together yes, to much to study, needing 
more study. 
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To Swami Tej Anand 
 
Venerable Svamiji:     May 25, 2001 
 
I hope you received all the “papers” etc. that I had sent to you. I have not yet 
received any response from you with regard to my requests for cooperation. May 
be you are too busy in your own affairs, but this work too is equally yours. 
 
In the meantime, I have received a dozen copies of your “Darshanika.” It gives 
some useful information. 
 
Also I saw your home page. It is good. I sent an e-mail, but I have not yet received 
any response from your end. 
 
I would like to include your pictures into my proposed publication. Would it be 
possible to get good prints of large size? I will pay the price. 
 
Also I need an aerial picture (several shots) of the Island showing its shape of Om. 
There are dozens of descriptions of the Island on the Internet. All say that it looks 
like Om from above. But none gives a real picture. I am prepared to pay any 
reasonable predetermined price. Please let me know if it is possible. How to go 
about it? How much would it cost? You have all the resources. It will serve your 
own purpose too equally well. 
 
I hope I get a satisfactory response from you soon. 
 
Sincerely yours,  
 
Murarilal Nagar  
 
 
I did not receive anything from that Rao (Raja of Mandhata) either, not even an 
acknowledgment, but the Svami sent a copy of Adi Sankara Book and the 
contribution (essay, write up) by Forsyth. 
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Swami Tej Ananda said: 
 
There are no historical writings about Omkareshwar of old. The British attempted 
to write a Note on Omkareshwar in about 1857 of so, but the second edition of 
1870 is brief and more useful. I am sending a typed copy of the same separately.  
 
Swamiji then gives some information re.  a film on Adi Shankar produced by a firm 
in Bangalore. It gives a topographical picture of the Narmada Ghat only and not a 
birds’ eye view of the top surface of the island to show the Om Shape. [All this is 
repetitive and vague statement.] The Swami continues: 
 
The island is roughly 2 miles long and a mile wide somewhat like an egg [Is this 
not symbolic?] but having its back side larger [?] than the front. A riving [?] it in 
such a way to give the island Om shape [not clear to me at all] 
 
 
*   *   *   *   *   * 
 

This is only a note for any future researcher if he comes at all to continue our 

work on Omkara Mandhata. The following work deals with the exploits—work and 

works of Mandhata, Muchukunda and Ambarisha in Rajputana.  

 

Archaeological Survey of India.  Report of a tour in Eastern Rajputana in 

1871-72 and 1872-73 by A. C. L. Carlleyle, Assistant, Archaeological Survey, 

under the superintendence of Major-General A. Cunningham. Vol. 6. Calcutta, 

1878. Pp. 162 ff. “N¡gar or N¡gara or Karkota N¡gara.” 

This is a very interesting account, but not directly related to our main subject of 
study here, Omkara Mandhata. One cannot do everything. There are always 
limitations for a HUMAN being. Na hyek¡k• eka eve jana˙ sarvam k¡ryaj¡tam 
samam eva kartum samartha˙.  [Our own ny¡ya] 
 
An extract from Captain James Forsyth, an Englishman: 
 

[Remains to be preserved and served] 
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The old temples about M¡ndh¡t¡ have all suffered greatly from the bigotry of the 
Mohammedans who ruled the country from about A. D. 1400. Every old dome is 
overthrown, and not a single figure of a god or animal is to be found unmutilated. The 
fanatic Al¡-ud-d•n passed through the country in A.D. 1295 on his return from his 
Deccan raid, and as he took As•rgarh which is not far off, it is improbable that he would 
have passed over so tempting an idol preserve as M¡ndh¡t¡. Doubtless the work 
commenced by him was continued by the Ghori princes of Malwa, and completed by 
that arch iconoclast Aurangzeb.  

 
Yet much remains among the ruins which must be highly interesting to the 
archaeologist. [emphasis added] Both the hills are covered with remnants of 
habitations built in stone without cement. The walls of the different forts, two of 
which enclose the two sections of the island itself, and two more the rocky 
eminances of the southern banks, display some excellent specimens of the old style 
of Hindu architecture. They are formed of very large blocks of stone without 
cement. The stone is partly the basalt of the hill itself, and partly a course yellow 
sandstone which must have been brought from a considerable distance. 
 

Another important temple on the island is the “Gori [Gaur•] Soman¡tha” 
temple.  It has a gigantic “Li©ga” of smooth black stone and a “Nandi” of the same 
stone is outside201.  It is a three-storeyed building, elaborately carved with beautiful 
sculptures.  The temple is in good shape and the hillock around is strewn with 
beautiful sculptures of various sizes. [Imp. to note] Pasricha. 
 

In the nooks and corners around the temple and on stairways and parapets lie 
beautiful sculptures throbbing with life, unattended, and none, alas, will ever know 
who created them. 

 
Pasricha has made a noteworthy statement here. Our question is : Will they 

stay there for ever?  
 
  
 
WE NEED A MUSEUM OF ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY ON MOUNT 

MANDHATA!!] 
 
 

 We searched the whole of Padma Pur¡∆a to locate some relevant text. All 
that we found in the Index is reproduced below: 

                                            
201 Up or down? 
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Padma Pur¡∆a I.11.8 20 (MLBD Eng. Tr. p. 97) says: 
 
“Oµk¡ra is (another) place sacred to the manes; so also K¡ver• and 

Kapilodaka.” [Kapil¡? Kapiladh¡r¡?]  
 
And here is what we found resembling the original: 
 
ðµÞÐ¢ ßÊÄãÄàÅ|¢ Äá µÞÕçÐàµßÊÒëÆµÎí ” 
Ø¢ÍçÆ^LÁÕç·ÞÏÞ¢ ÄÅèÕÞÎÐµL¿µÎí ”” ˜– ”” 
µnpçqÞ' ßg·áÃ¢ ÄßUÎÈí UÈÞÈÞßÆµ ÍÕçÄí ””˜— ”” ÊâÕÞ|Ç| ””  
 
 To read “K¡ver• and Kapilodaka” as two distinct entities does not seem to 

be palatable to us at all.  So we have joined the two. One of us is wrong. Both 
cannot be right. Truth is one. 

 
In any case this is very little. They say: Padma Pur¡∆a says this. Padma 

Pur¡∆a says that. We did not find much. There is a great deal of Bimbaprati-
bimbabh¡va in this Pur¡∆a and Skanda. May be there is more somewhere else in 
the same Pur¡∆a in the same or in some other ed. Probably a writer has stated 
without giving any reference or authority that the Padma Pur¡∆a names Omk¡ra 
M¡ndh¡t¡ as Vaid¶rya ma∆i Parvata. We did not find it. This is like saying: 
Bhagav¡n Shr• Kƒß∆a ne G•t¡ mem kah¡ hai. Everything goes like that. My 
grandmother said like that. Who is going to verify? And how?   
 
 Searching the Puranas for something useful for our study is like searching 
the needle in a haystack. This has been a very sad experience. 
 
The above statement reminds us: 
 
µnpçqç Ê}ÏÞ·ç º ·cÞØÞ·ÐØcÎç ”  
UÈÞHÕÞ µÈ¶Òç ÄàÅ|ç ÊáÈ¼|KÎ È ßÕvÄç ””  
 
Here Kurukhshetra leads the above list. And yet we are assured of the double 
benefit by having bath, etc. in Omkáratírtha. What a glorious holy place! 
 
 

* * * 
On Pa  a≈¡l¡-- 
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To translate the word “pa  a≈¡l¡” as “clothhouse” or “tenthouse” is a display 
of abject poverty of language. It is trifling. It is shallow. It is disgusting. 

    
The Br¡hma∆as were worthy of the greatest honor to be given even by the 

kings. For example, the king had to come down of his vehicle if a Br¡hma∆a was 
found coming on foot from the other side of the road.  

 
“Pa  a” also means royal grant or edict. The word “Pa  a≈¡l¡” could very 

well mean a residential building created by royal decree. It should not be 
interpreted as “Tent House” or a House of Cloth. This will be called 
Makshik¡sth¡ne Makshik¡. In this connection the word “pa  akila” also is to be 
taken into consideration. Both occur in the same grant. This word means the ‘tenant 
of a piece of land by royal edict.’ Cf. Pa  amahiß•.  

 
Pa  a≈ißya is not made of cloth! It means the prime, major or favorite 

disciple. 
  
*                *                  * 
The Param¡ra kings worshipped Shiva and Vishnu both. Their royal emblem 

engraved on their copper plate grants was Garu∂a! 
 
*                *                  * 
 
What follows is not connected. 
 

With reference to Ambar•ßa: 
 
Cf. M¡n¡rtham Ambar•ßasya tathaiva munisiµhayo˙. 
R¡mo D¡≈arthir bh¶tv¡ n¡tmaved•va so’bhavat.   
 
Appears in our edn. of  the Ratn¡kara. We have traced it to Li©gapur¡∆a.  
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We have yet to study Ma∆∂ale≈vara. 
 
 [M¡hishmat• sm¡rik¡ has a great deal of information. 

 

Some stray notes taken from various sources 
Jyotirlinga may mean self-effulgent, luminous image of Shiva in the form of 

a linga. 

The God therein is also named as M¡ndh¡t¡ Omk¡re≈vara. 

Moratakka and Omkareshwar Road railway stations are identical.  
 
It is said that until the appearance of this specific railway line, the access to 

the Temple Complex was through Barhwa [Ba∂av¡h¡ ot Ba∂av¡ha. This matter of 
railway line needs a good deal of study, search, and research as to the access to the 
mountain.  

Some writers say Khandwa Tehsil. Others say Khandwa District. The 
Gazetteer published in 1969 says East Nimar District. 

The East Nimar District Gazetteer has numerous references under which 
Mandhata is described. 

The island is roughly 4 kms. long and 2 kms. wide. It is about 450 to 500 
feet above the encircling waters. It is also called Vaid¶rya Ma∆i Parvata in the 
Puranas.202 

They say: The island comprises two lofty hills and is divided by a valley in 
such a way that it appears in the shape of Om from above.  Has anybody ever seen 
it from above? This hearsay not yet authenticated by anyone; only a galpa, i.e. 
gappa. Not a verified fact, but an imaginary fiction. Only a myth, not the truth.   

 
The newly constructed (1979) cantilever bridge is 270 feet above the water 

level of Narmada. That means the main settlements (habitations) on both sides of 
the river (or the easily accessible parts) are that much higher from the water level. 
[Most of what we are writing here as the ‘Notes’ needs verification by direct 

                                            
202 A very vague statement. Almost meaningless.  
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observation. At the moment they are only suppositions or inferences. They possess 
no authenticity.] 

 
 
******************* 
We have not yet found any ancient literary record, even Epic or Puranic, 

where Chakravarti Samr¡  M¡ndh¡t¡ was found directly associated with this 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Parvata Dv•pa, which was also called ˛ivapur•, besides being named as 
Vaid¶ryama∆i parvata. [This was written long ago before the day of enlightenment 
had dawned.] 
 
 
Nivvui Kandani,203 source cited by ENG for Siddhavarak¶ a, 

 
The following Puranas are to be explored: 
 
 1. Agni 
 2. K¶rma 
 3. Linga 
 4. Matsya 
 5. Padma 
 6. Shiva 
 7. Vishnu 
 8. Skanda especially Reva Khanda. Seen with good results 
 9. Skanda Kashi Khanda 
 
Nos. 1 to 4. Some eds. are in Ellis. Seen. No gain. Without proper index and 

or contents analysis (detailed) it is like searching the needle in a haystack. 
 
#5. MLBD tr. ed. seen. No gain. 
 
#6. We have at home. Seen. 
 
#8.  
 
#9 Yet to be seen.  

                                            
203 We wrote to a Jaina research organization,  named probably as Devakumara Jain Research Institute, Arrah, Bihar. 
But no response at all. Maybe our letter went straight into their waste paper basket. 
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Some final notes 
 

If the li©ga at the Omkareshvara Temple is pr¡kƒtika and svayambh¶ and 
the li©ga at Amareshvara kƒtrima and man-made, it should settle the controversy 
once for all whether there is only one jyotirli©ga or two.  
 

 
 

M¡ndh¡t¡ (22° 14’ N  76° 17’ E)—Exact location 
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Appendix  
 
 
Man  grows in knowledge as he grows in age provided he remains active and keeps his 

eyes open. On page 86 of our current book on Omkara Mandhata appears the following 
statement: 
 

[We have not yet seen any documentary evidence [even from a Pur¡∆a] to 
this hearsay. Vettam Mani in his Puranic Encyclopedia gives a great deal of 
information about this famous king M¡ndh¡t¡, supported by Puranic references, 
but he does not relate this island in any way  with Cakravarti Samr¡   M¡ndh¡t¡ 
of the solar race.]   

 
[Also earlier we had stated as follows:  
 
We have not yet found any ancient literary record, even Epic or Puranic, 

where Chakravarti Samr¡  M¡ndh¡t¡ was found directly associated with this 
M¡ndh¡t¡ Parvata Dv•pa, which was also called ˛ivapur•, besides being named 
as Vaid¶ryama∆i parvata. ] 

 
Today on April 4, 2004 we declare most emphatically: This is an old 

statement.  Now we have found many Puranic references through the kind 
courtesy of J. F. Fleet and F. E. Pargiter. Ref. JRAS. As far as Sankalia is 
concerned we would venture to say with all due respect that his performance at 
least in this respect was pa≈yannapi na pa≈yati.  

 
Earlier on page 82 we had stated as follows: 
 
We believe: The sources and resources available to Sankalia were limited 

indeed as far as M¡ndh¡t¡ is concerned. His main attraction was Maheshvara. 
He used all his power of argumentation to deny the identification of Mandhata 
with ancient Mahishmati.  Anyone who goes through what is presented in this 
Sourcebook shall be convinced of this reality. This fact gives us some real 
satisfaction that we have rendered some substantial service to the world of 
learning. We can only hope and pray that some impartial true scholar will get 
inspired by our work and would continue it.   

 
We observed reticence in deference to the vast scholarship of Sankalia. 

But now we find that Sankalia’s approach was unscholarly and unacademic to 
say the least. He wrote in the middle of 20th century. He has referred to the 
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respectable name and statement of J. F. Fleet, who wrote as early as 1910 in 
JRAS, pp. 440-47. We saw this only now (March 2004). What Sankalia 
concluded was only gajanim•lik¡. Cakravarti Samrat Mahan Mandhata was one 
and the same with reference to both Maheshvara and Mandhata. And 
Muchukunda too was one and the same who built Omkara Mandhata as well as 
Mahishmati. While denying this fact Sankalia betrayed either his lack of 
knowledge or simple obstinacy.  

 
Because on page 81 of our Sourcebook we had concluded:       

 
 It is to be remembered in this connection that Mucukunda was one of the 
two sons of the Great King M¡ndh¡t¡, highly devoted to Bhagav¡n Vish∆u.  
Another son was Ambar•sha, equally devoted to Lord Vish∆u, whose story 
regarding Shr•mat•, the Princess is narrated in Li©gapur¡∆a--N¡rada-Parvata-
muni-yugala-vy¡moha.    

 
But we have found that Muchukunda of Sankalia is different by 

parentage. This matter needs a great deal of search and research. Maybe some 
day someone would do this “Utkhanana.” 

 
This is a case of “Blind leading the blind.” Sankalia must have seen the 

learned paper of Fleet to refute his findings. We are not sure if Sankalia paid any 
attention to the following  statement of Fleet appearing on page  442 and reading 
as follows:  

 
“The city is also mentioned in the Harivaµ≈a. We are there told in one 

place (1846-7) that it was founded by king Mahishmat, the heir (d¡y¡da) of 
Sahañja who was descended from Yadu through Haihaya:204 but in another 
passage that the founder of it was king Muchukunda. This last mentioned person 
is there treated as a son of Yadu: but elsewhere in the same  work (711-14, 
6464) he is mentioned as a son of M¡ndh¡tƒi.”205  
 
 Now we say this and most emphatically too that Sankalia led us astray. 
We are not sure knowingly or unknowingly. 
 
 Sankalia has indulged in great vita∆∂¡v¡da in trying to prove that 
M¡ndh¡t¡ is not M¡hishmat•. In this connection we would like to draw the kind 

                                            
204 On the descent compare Vish∆u Pur¡∆a, translation, 4. 53 f. 
205 So also in Vish∆u Pur¡∆a, translation, 3.268. 
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attention of our readers to the following statement made by us on pages 144-45  
of our current study. 
 

On p. 182 Trivedi presents the text of the grant. The following are some 
significant statements in the original:  ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄàßUÅÄèÐUÎÞßÍ£ …  ÐçÕÞÏÞ¢ UÈÞHÕÞ 
hàÆèHÏØâÆÈØß#Çì Í·ÕKÄ¢ ÍÕÞÈàÊßÄ¢ ØÎOÏDÏ| … 

 
And in fn. 7 he says: This appears to refer to the image of Vish∆u installed 

in an old temple in the vicinity of the well-known temple at Mandhata.  
 

[We might add here inter alia that Trivedi overlooks the fact that 
Amareshvara was the kuladevat¡ of the Param¡ra kings. And a part of the 
Southern Mandhata (SW) is named even today as Vish∆upur•. There is a 
great temple there dedicated to Lord Vish∆u. This king did not have to 
worship Omkareshvara and an insignificant m¶rti of Bhagav¡n Vish∆u on 
the Mount Mandhata.  The north and south M¡ndh¡t¡ were separated by a 
mighty river Narmad¡! ] 

 
It is to be remembered here that according to Sankalia and company 

M¡hißmat• and M¡ndh¡ta are not identical.206 They are about 38 miles apart.  
Did the king stay at M¡hißmat• and then take bath at M¡ndh¡t¡ and then donate 
the village after taking bath at M¡ndh¡t¡? All this is not clear to us at all. This 
subject needs further exploration.  

 
This was stated earlier. Maybe we have to conclude now that not-with-

standing all the heavy arguments of Sankalia and company  “M¡hishmat•” 
included M¡ndhat¡ as well! 
 
 Here is an extract from the West Nimar District Gazetteer [p. ?]: 
 
 Regarding the exact location and identification of Mahishmati, there is a 
great deal of controversy. Although some of the historians have equated Omkara 
Mandhata of East Nimar District with Mahishmati 
 
***fn 7. M¡rkan∂eya Pur¡∆a (Bibliotheca Indica)’ 1914, p.333 and footnote; 
Fleet, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1910, pp. 440-47; V.V.Mirashi, 

                                            
206 On the other hand, some scholars argue that both are identical.  
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Corpus Inscriptionum  Indicarum, vol IV, pt. I, p.xliv (44); Indian Antiquary, 
1876, p. 53  
 
the evidence seems to be overwhelmingly in favour of its identification with 
Maheshwar in West Nimar District. This identification finds support in the 
writings of a number of scholars. 
 
 Here is a long quote from Fleet JRAS, p. 444 ff.:  
 
 Mr. Pargiter has drawn attention to two instructive documents about 
Mahishmati.207 One is in the Raghuvaµ≈a, in the account of the svayaµvara of 
Indumat•. When the chief portress, who introduces the various suitors, comes to   
Prat•pa, the king of An¶pa, a descendant of the thousand-armed K¡rtav•rya, she 
says (6.43):--“Be thou the Lakshm• on the lap of this long-armed (king) if thou 
dost wish to see through the windows of (his) palace the Rev¡ (Narbad¡) 
charming with rippling waters, which is a girdle round the hip-like ramparts of 
(his city) M¡hishmat•.” As Mr. Pargiter has observed, this distinctly locates 
M¡hishmat•, not on the Narbad¡ but in the middle of it; that is, on a island in it. 
The other statement is in the Harivaµ≈a, in the passage (5218-27) which 
narrates the founding of the city by Muchukunda. His father had expressed the 
desire (5211) that he should found two cities against the mountains Vindhya and 
Ïikshavat, in the shelter of the hills. Accordingly, he first made a settlement on 
the bank of the Narbad¡, at a place full of rough rocks, which he cleared and 
adorned with a bridge, moats, temples, streets and groves; and he then made 
M¡hishmat•, at the feet of the two mountains Vindhya and Ïikshavat, and also a 
second city, Pur•k¡, on the bank towards the Ïikshavat.  
 
 Mr. Pagiter has pointed out that this latter passage marks a locality on the 
Narbad¡ where the Vindhya and  S¡tpur¡ (S¡tpu∂¡) ranges contract the valley, 
and come close to the river; that Mahishwar does not satisfy the  conditions of 
either of the two statements;208 and that the place which does satisfy them is the   
rockey island and village of M¡ndh¡t¡, now sacred  to ˛iva, and containing a 
famous shrine of him as Oµk¡ran¡tha, about thirty-five or forty miles higher up 
the river. And he has accordingly located M¡hishmat• there; a conclusion which 
we heartily endorse. 

                                            
207 See his translation of the M¡rka∆∂eya-Pur¡∆a, p. 333, note [?] (issued in 1896), and introd., p. 9 (1905).  
208 There is no inhabited island there; and the hills do not close in to the river. Moreover, the place does not seem 
to have any remains suggestive of antiquity. 
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 This island-village of M¡ndh¡t¡, belonging to the Khandw¡ Tahsil of the 
Nim¡r District, Central Provinces, is shown in the Indian Atlas sheet No. 53, S. 
W. (1891), as ‘Mandhatha’ with also the name ‘Unkarnath’ attached in more 
conspicuous type, in lat. 22 15’, long. 76 12’, six miles east of ‘Barwai’ and 
seven miles east-north-east of ‘Mortakka’, stations on the R¡jput¡n¡-M¡lw¡ 
section of the R¡jput¡n¡-M¡lw¡ railway. And the map shows clearly how spurs 
of the Vindhya and S¡tpur¡ ranges come close up to it. In addition to satisfying 
the conditions of Raghuvaµ≈a and the Harivaµ≈a, it answers just as well as does 
Maheshwar to the statement in the Suttanip¡ta being only about thirty miles to 
the east from the straight line between Pai han and Ujjain, at a distance of 
closely about 195 miles from the former place and 70 miles from the latter. It 
answers to Patañjali’s indication that the distance between Ujjain and 
M¡hishmati, though appreciable, could be covered, as a special feat, in one 
night. It is distinctly referable to Southern India whether we take the Vindhya 
mountain or the  Narbad¡ as the dividing-line between the north and the south. 
Its present name is well accounted for by the mention of M¡ndh¡tƒI as the father 
of Muchukunda in one of the versions of the parentage of the latter. And we may 
locate Purik¡, the second city attributed to Muchukunda on an open area, on the 
south of the island, where the map shows villages named Godurpoora, 
Bainpoora, Bamunpoora [Brahmapur•] and Dhooka,209 and may probably place 
Muchukunda’s preliminary settlement (on the north bank) on the east of the 
island, where the map shows two villages and ‘Jain Temples’. It may be  added 
that the Imperial Gazetteer tells us (17.152) that the village of M¡ndh¡t¡ stands 
partly on the island, partly on the south bank of the river, and ---a detail in which 
the place still answers to the words of K¡lid¡sa)---that on the island it includes 
rows of houses, shops and temples, with “the Rao’s palace conspicuous above 
the rest,” standing on terraces scraped out of a hill: also, that “upon the summit 
of the hill are signs of a once flourishing settlement, in the shape of ruined forti- 
fications and temples.” 
 
 *  *  *  *  *  *       
 
 In short, then, we locate the Mahishama∆∂ala, “the territory of the 
Mahishas”, to which Moggaliputta –Tissa sent one of his Buddhist missions in 
the time of A≈oka, by recognizing it as the country of which the capital was 
M¡hishmat•. We agree with Mr. Pargiter in placing M¡hishmat• on the island in 

                                            
209 A town Purik¡ is mentioned in some of the inscriptions at Bharhut [?], Ind. Ant., 21, 234, No. 83; 236, Nos.  
117-9.   
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the Narbad¡ which is now known as M¡ndh¡t¡. And we thus find in the 
Mahishama∆∂ala a border-land of the Buddhist Middle Country.  
 
 Looking to the general features of the country as shown in the Atlas 
sheets, we may probably take it that the territory belonging to the M¡hishmat• 
lay on both sides of the Narbad¡, and extended on the west far enough to include 
Maheshwar; in short, that it consisted of the present Nim¡r Zillah of Indore with 
part of the Nim¡r District of the Central Provinces. This would help to account 
for any transfer of the name and traditions of M¡hishmat• along with the M¡hi- 
shmat•-M¡h¡tmya to Maheshwa; a transfer which, if established, may be in- 
structive in some other cases. It would also help to explain the mention of 
M¡hishmat• as a city of the Avantis, the people of Ujjain, in the D•gha-Nik¡ya 
(see this Journal, 1907, 653): it may easily be the case that the Ujjain territory 
was sometimes bounded on the south by the Vindhya range, but sometimes 
reached as far as the Narbad¡. 
 
[Here ends the learned contribution of Fleet.]      
 
Here are some extracts from Harivamsha, Khila, Poona ed. Vol. 2: 
 
Ê}ÅÎ¢ ÊßÐßÖ*Îí , No. 18. p, 80 :  
 
Ø ÄÞØá ÈÞ·µKÏÞØá µÞÒçÈ ÎÙÄÞ ÈãÊ£ [ ÏÆá£ ] ” [line 142] 
¼ÈÏÞÎÞØ ßÕ.ÞKÄÞÈí  Ê$ ÊáqÞÈí  µÒëgÙÞÈí  ”” [143] 
ÎáºáµKÆ¢  ÎÙÞÌÞÙ¢ ………..                             [144] 
 
 
ßÕKJÏp|ÕKÄÞÕßÍÄë gç ÊáÏìï ÊÕ|ÄÞhÏç ”  
ßÈÕçÖÏHÕÏ¢ ÄÞÕKÎáºáµKÆ£ ØáÄë ÎÎ ””    [line 155] 
*   *   * 
ÎáºáµKÆUÄá ÐÞ¼ß×|ßÕ|KJÏÎJÏç SÏÐëºÄ ”  
UÕUÅÞÈ¢ ÈÎ|ÆÞÄàÐç ÆÞnÃëÊÒØ¢µ¿ç ””  
Ø Äá Ä¢ ÖëÇÏÞÎÞØ ßÕßÕ,ç ßÕººÞÐ Ù ” [170]   
ØçÄá¢ ºèÕ ØÎ¢ º.ç ÊßÐ¶Þ^ÞßÎÄëÆµÞ£ ””  
UÅÞÊÏÞÎÞØ ÍÞ·ç×á ÆçÕÄÞÏÄÈÞßÈ º ”  
ÐIÏÞ ÕàIÏë ÈãÃÞ¢ ÎÞ·Þ|^HÕÐÞßÃ ·ãÙÞßÃ º ””  
Ø ÄÞ¢ ÊáÐàÚ ÇÈÕÄàÚ ÊánÙ‚ÄÊáÐàÊ}ÍÞÎí ”   
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ÈÞßÄÆà |̧çÈ µÞÒçÈ ºµÞÐ ÈãÊØkÎ£ ””  [175] 
ÈÞÎ ºÞUÏÞ£ ÖáÍ¢ º.ç ßÈßÎ|Ä¢ UÕçÈ Äç¼ØÞ ”  
ÄUÏÞ ÊáÏÞ| ÈãÊhç)ë ÆçÕhç)ÊÐÞ.Î£ ””  
ÎÙÞTÎØ¢¸ÞÄÕÄà «pÕKÄÎáÊÞßhÄÞ ”  
ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄà [!] ÈÞÎ ÊáÐà Ê}µÞÖÎáÊÏÞUÏßÄ ”” 
©ÍÞOÏÞÎãpÊÞÆÞOÏÞ¢ ÊÕ|ÄÞOÏÞ¢ ÎÙÞÊáÐàÎí ”  [180] 
ÎJÏç ßÈÕçÖÏÞÎÞØ ßhÏÞ ÊÐÎÏÞ ÕãÄÞÎí ””  
ÊáßÐµÞ¢ ÈÞÎ ÇÎÞ|HÎÞ ÊáÐàÚ ÆçÕÊáÐàÊ}ÍÞÎí ”  
©vÞÈÞÎ}ÕÃëÊçÄÞ¢ ØÎãfÞÊÃºHÕÐÞÎí ””  
Ø Äç gç ßÕÊáÒç ÊáÏìï ÐÞ¼ÊáÏ|áÊÎç ÖáÍç ”  
ÊÞÒÏÞÎÞØ ÇÎÞ|HÎÞ ÐÞ¼Þ ÇÎ|çÃ ÕàÏ|ÕÞÈí ”” [185] 
 
¯ÕßÎWÕÞµÕ¢ÖÞká  ÏÆáÕ¢Öë ßÕßÈ£ØãÄ£ ” [218]  
ºÄáÇÞ| ÏÆáÊáqèUÄá ºÄáßÍ|ßÍ|vÄç ÊáÈ£””  
 
ÙßÐÕ¢Öç ÙßÐÕ¢ÖÊÕ|  §WÕÞµÕ¢Ö£ (Poona ed.  p. 76.9  V.1.  
  
ÄUÏÞ£ Êáqë ÎÙÞÈÞØàváÕÈÞ]ë ÈÐÞßÇÊ£ ”  
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÏáÕÈÞ]UÏ ßqÒëµßÕ¼Ïà ÈãÊ£ ”” 83 ””   
ÄUÏ ºèqÐÅà ÍÞÏÞ| ÖÖßÌKÆë£ ØáÄÞÍÕÄí ”   
ØÞJÕà ßÌKÆáÎÄà ÈÞÎ aÊçÃÞØÆãÖà ÍáßÕ ””  
ÊßÄÕ}ÄÞ º FÏç)Þ º Í}ÞÄäÃÞÎÏáÄUÏ ØÞ ”” 84 ”” (sic) 
ÄUÏÞÎáHÊÞÆÏÞÎÞØ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ gì ØáÄì ÈãÊ ”  
ÊánµHØ¢ º ÇÎ|r¢ ÎáºáµKÆ¢ º ÊÞßÅ|ÕÎí ”” 85 ””   
 
There is a fn. reading: After 83ab K4 inserts: 
 
ÏáÕÈÞ]UÏ ÄÈÏ^.ÕÄàï ¼¼ÞÈ Ù ” 
µ ÇÞÐÏßÄ µÎÞÐëÝÏ¢ KÏUÄë ÐëaÏÄç ÍãÖÎí ” 
[ÇÞÐÏßÄ is wrong. Should be ÇÞUÏßÄ ” For KÏUÄë  we read elsewhere UÄKÏ¢ ] 
ÎÞKÇÞÄÕ|HØ ÎÞ ÐëÆàßÐÄàKÆ}ë ÆçßÖÈàÎÆÞÄí ””    
 
There are numerous variant readings in these passages. 
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*   *   * 
 
And here is an extract from Shr•madbh¡gavata: 
 
hàÎ÷Þ·ÕÄç ÈÕÎUµKÇç ×)ëÝJÏÞÏ£ 
 
ÏáÕÈÞ]ëÝÍÕkUÏ ØëÝÈÊHÏë ÕÈ¢ ·Ä£ ”” ˜› ””  
 
ÍÞÏÞ|ÖÄçÈ ßÈßÕ|LÃ «×ÏëÝUÏ µƒÊÞÒÕ£ ” 
§ß*¢ UÎ ÕÄ|ÏÞ$µÐèKÆ}àÚ Äç ØáØÎÞßÙÄÞ£ ”” ˜œ ”” 
 
ÐÞ¼Þ ÄÆí ÏrØÆÈ¢ Ê}ßÕ*ë ßÈßÖ Äß×|Ä£ ”  
Æã*íÕÞ ÖÏÞÈÞÈí ßÕÊ}Þ¢UÄÞÈí ÊÊì ÎKq¼Ò¢ UÕÏÎí ”” ˜ ”” 
 
©ßHÅÄÞUÄç ßÈÖÞPÏÞÅ SÏáÆµ µÒÖ¢ Ê}Íë ””  
ÊÊ}D»£ µUÏ µÎ|çÆ¢ ÊàÄ¢ Êá¢ØÕÈ¢ ¼ÒÎí ”” ˜ ”” 
  
ÐÞrÞ ÊàÄ¢ ßÕßÆHÕÞÝÅ ¨]ÐÊ}ßÙÄçÈ Äç ””  
¨]ÐÞÏ ÈÎ^.áÐÙë ÆèÕÌÒ¢ ÌÒÎí ”” ˜Ÿ ””  
 
ÄÄ£ µÞÒ ©ÊÞÕãkç µßp¢ ßÈßÍ|v ÆßpÃÎí ””  
ÏáÕÈÞ]UÏ ÄÈÏ^.ÕÄàï ¼¼ÞÈ Ù ”” ™– ”” 
 
µ ÇÞUÏßÄ µÎÞÐëÝÏ¢ UÄKÏ¢ ÐëaÏÄç ÍãÖÎí ””  
ÎÞ¢ ÇÞÄÞ ÕHØ ÎÞ ÐëÆàßÐÄàKÆ}ë ÆçßÖÈàÎÆÞÄí ”” ™— ””        
 
È ÎÎÞÐ ßÊÄÞ ÄUÏ ßÕÊ}ÆçÕÊ}ØÞÆÄ£ ””  
ÏáÕÈÞ]ëÝÅ ÄqèÕ ÄÊØÞ ßØßfÎKÕ·ÞÄí ”” ™˜ ”” 
 
qØdUÏáßÐÄàKÆ}ëÝc ßÕÆÇç ÈÞÎ ÄUÏ Õè ””  
ÏUÎÞÄí qØßKÄ ;áßgBÈÞ ÆUÏÕë ÐÞÕÃÞÆÏ£ ”” ™™ ””  
 
ÏìÕÈÞ]ëÝÅ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ º.ÕHÏ|ÕÈàÚ Ê}Íá£ ””  
Ø+gàÊÕÄàÎçµ£ ÖÖÞØÞDÏáÄÄç¼ØÞ ”” ™š ”” 
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¨¼ç º Ïr¢ .ÄáßÍÐÞHÎßÕ÷âßÐÆßpÃè£ ””  
ØÕ|ÆçÕÎÏ¢ ÆçÕ¢ ØÕÞ|HÎµÎÄàßKÆ}ÏÎí ”” ™› ””      
Æ}SÏ¢ ÎKqë ßÕßÇÏ|rë Ï¼ÎÞÈUÄÅßHÕ|¼£ ”” 
ÇÎë| ÆçÖ^ µÞÒ^ ØÕ|ÎçÄÆí ÏÆÞHÎµÎí ”” ™œ ””   
 
ÏÞÕÄí ØâÏ| ©ÆçßÄ UÎ ÏÞÕ' Ê}ßÄßÄ)ßÄ ””  
ØÕ|¢ ÄvìÕÈÞ]UÏ ÎÞKÇÞÄá£ pçqÎáDÏÄç ”” ™ ”” 
 
ÖÖßÌKÆëÆ|áßÙÄßÐ ßÌKÆáÎHÏÞÎÇÞ#ãÊ£ ””  
ÊánµHØÎPÌÐà×¢ ÎáºáµKÆ¢ º Ïëß·ÈÎí ””         
 
 

  
 

³¢µÞÐ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ßÖRÊ ÕèÍÕ  
  
 [This is a scholarly, professional, systematic and praiseworthy literary 
paper, a class by itself. It was received by us from a person in Madhya Pradesh 
(very close to this holy mountain) who was found ultimately a liar and a cheat. 
He swallowed a lot of our money. Hardly gave anything in return. (He was not 
the only one. Many have cheated us, deceived us, duped us and robbed us in this 
and some previous philanthropic operations). It was typed in Devanagari. The 
author’s name etc. appearing at the top right corner was crossed out mercilessly 
by this sinful man. So we don’t know who was the writer. But it is worth 
reading. So we are reproducing it here for the delight of our readers.  How 
sincerely we wish we could find some more writings of this kind so rare in our 
collection presented herein. We wrote all this just to inform our readers of the 
reality. The name of the author was suppressed by this wicked man. We cannot 
give the name because we don’t know.  This is not a plagiarism on our part. By 
the way, the external form of the paper was just the opposite in quality when 
compared with the internal form. It was typed on an 18th century Hindi 
typewriter. So we found it very difficult to read. There might be some errors, 
because many technical terms are unknown to us. 
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We tried our best to read the scratched out name. It seems R. S. Garg. In 
M¡hishmat• sm¡rik¡ there is a learned paper by Rama Sevaka Garga. May be 
both the papers are by one and the same author!] 
 
 
 ÈÎ|ÆÞ µÞ Ä¿ÕÄàï ÍâÍÞ· ¥ÊÈà ¥ÊßÐßÎÄ ÊáÐÞ ØPÊÆÞ µ‡ ßÒ¯ Ê}ÞºàÈ µÞÒ Øç 
ØáßÕAÏÞÄ ÐÙÞ Ùè ” ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÊáÐÞÄÈ Ø¢UµƒßÄ µ‡KÆ} ¦¼ Íà ¥ÊÈç ··ÈºáPÌà 
ÆçÕÞÒÏëÚ Æá·| ¯Õ¢ ÄëÐÃgÞÐëÚ ÄÅÞ µÒÞHÎµ Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ØÕ|ßÕßÆÄ Ùè ”  ÏvßÊ ¥Èçµ 
ÆçÕÞÒÏ ¥Ì ÇÐÞÖÞÏà Ùë ºáµ‡ ÙèÚ ´Ð µÒÞµƒßÄÏÞ¢ ¥ÊÈÞ ¦µ×|Ã ¶ë ºáµà  ÙèÚ ßµKÄá ¼àÃ| 
ÖàÃ| Ùë µÐ Íà ÇÐÞÄÒ ÊÐ ßÕvÎÞÈ ¥ÕÖç× ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ pçq µ‡ ÊáÐÞÄÈ ßÖRÊ ÕèÍÕ 
´Ð §Ø ÍâÍÞ· µ‡ ¥ÄàÄ µà ØÎãßf µÞ ¦ÍÞØ ÆçÈç ÎçÚ ØpÎ ÙèÚ ” ÏvßÊ §Ø ÍâÍÞ· µÞ ¯µ 
ßÕUÄãÄ pçq ØÞ¢UµƒßÄµ Æãß* Øç ¥HÏßÇµ ÎÙwÕÊâÃ| ÐÙÞ Ù,è ÒçßµÈ Ø+ÎÞqÞ Øç ÒçµÐ 
µëÀÞÕÞ ¦hÎ Äµ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ´Ð µÞÕçÐà µ‡ ÆëÈëÚ Ä¿ ¯Õ¢ Ìàº ÎçÚ ßUÅÄ ³¢µÞÐ gàÊ µÞ 
ÎÙwÕ ØÕÞ|ßÇµ Ùè ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ¦Ï| Ø¢UµƒßÄ µ‡ ÆßpÃà Ê}ºÞÐ-Ê}ØÞÐ µÞ ¯µ ÎÙwÕÊâÃ| ÊÁÞÕ ÅÞ 
” µÒ —˜— ßµ.  Îà. ÒPÌà ÈÎ|ÆÞ Ê}ÞºàÈ µÞÒ ÎçÚ ©kÐÞÊÅ ´Ð ÆßpÃÞÊÅ µà ßÕÍÞ¼µ 
ØàÎÞ Ðç¶Þ Åà ” ÖÄÊÅ Ì}Þ:Ã ·}KÅ ÎçÚ  “ÐçÕëkÐ” Ö[Æ §ØµÞ Øâºµ Ùè ” ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄà È·Ðà 
Øç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Äµ µÞ ØÎUÄ ÍâÍÞ· “ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄ” µÙÒÞÄÞ ÅÞ ” ¨Øà µë µÞÒÞKÄÐ ÎçÚ  
¥ÈâÊ  ÆçÖ µÙÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÎHUÏ, Êm, ¥ßBÈ ´Ð  ÈÞÐÆàÏ ÊáÐÞÃëÚ ÎçÚ ÕßÃ|Ä ÈÎ|ÆÞ Ä¿ ÊÐ 
ßUÅÄ ÄàÅ| ÕUÄáÄ£ ¦Ïë|¢ µà ÌßUÄÏÞ¢ ÅàÚ, ©Èµ‡ ¦hÎ Åç ´Ð ÕÙÞ¢ Øç Ø¢UµƒßÄ µÞ Ê}ºÞÐ- 
Ê}ØÞÐ ÙëÄÞ  ÅÞ ” ³¢µÞÐ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÎçÚ ÏvßÊ ¥Íà Äµ µë¨ ÊáÐÞÄwÕàÏ  ©H¶ÈÈ ÈÙàÚ Ù¦ 
ß¼ØØç Ê}ÞºàÈ µÞÒ ¯Õ¢ Ø¢UµƒßÄ µ‡ ¥ÕÖç× ßÎÒç ÙëÚ, ßµKÄá ÎÙç]Ð ©H¶ÈÈ ¥Ê}HÏp aÊ 
Øç ÏÙÞ¢ µà ØÞ¢UµƒßÄµ Êã)ÍâßÎ µÞ ßÆBÆÖ|È Ùè ” ÏÙÞ¢ §ßÄÙÞØ µ‡ ßÕµÞØ µÞ ¯µ .Î 
ßÎÒÄÞ Ùè ¼ë Ø¢ÊâÃ| ¦Ï| ¼ÞßÄ µ‡ §ßÄÙÞØ µÞ ¥¢· Ùè ”  
  

³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ Ê}ÞºàÈ ßÖRÊ ÕèÍÕ —– ÕàÚ Øç —™ ÕàÚ ÖÄà ¨. µ‡ ÎJÏ µÞ 
ÊÐÎÞÐ µÞÒàÈ Ùè ” ÏÙÞ¢ µ‡ ÆçÕÞÒÏ ÍâßÎ¼ ÖèÒà µ‡ ¥ÕTÏ ÙèÚ ßµKÄá µ» Î¢ßÆÐ ÄÒ ßÕKÏÞØ 
µà Æãß* Øç ÈÕàÈ ÙèÚ ” ßØfÈÞÅ Î¢ßÆÐ ¯µ °ØÞ Ê}Ïë· Ùè ¼ë ¥KÏq ÈÙàÚ ßÎÒÄÞ ” §Øç ª¢ºà 
¼·Äà ÊÐ §Ø Ê}µÞÐ ßÈßÎ|Ä ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ßµ ·Í|·ãÙ µ‡ ºÞÐ Ê}ÕçÖ gÞÐ ÌÈÞ¯ ¼Þ Øµ‡¢ ” 
ºÞÐëÚ ³Ð ¥KÄÐÞÒ µ‡ ØÞÅ ¼áÁÞ Ù¦ ÎLÁÊ Ùè ” ¥Ò· Øç Ê}ÆßpÃÞ ÊÅ ÈÙàÚ ÌÈÞÏÞ ·ÏÞ ” 
¼·Äà µë µÒÞÊâÃ| ÙÞßÅÏëÚ Øç §Ø Ê}µÞÐ ¥Ò¢µƒÄ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ÎÞÈë Õç ·¼ÇÐ Ùà ÙëÚ 
ß¼KÙë¢Èç ·¼ÐÅ [ ßÕÎÞÈ] µë ªÊÐ ©ÀÞ ßÒÏÞ Ùë ”  
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 §Ø ßØfÈÞÅ UÄPÍëÚ ÎçÚ Ò·ç Ù¯ ÍÞÐÕÞÙà µàºµ ¥÷áÄ Ê}µÞÐ µ‡ ÙèÚ ” ¯µ ØÞÅ  
§ÄÈç Ê}µÞÐ µ‡ µàºµ ¯µ Ùà ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ µÙàÚ ÈÙàÚ ßÎÒç ” ßØ¢ÙÎá¶Þ, ÕÐÞÙÎá¶Þ, ·¼Îá¶Þ, 
¦ßÆ ¥Èçµ Ê}µÞÐ µ‡ §È µàºµëÚ ÎçÚ ¯µ ÎÞÄÞÎá¶à µàºµ Íà Ùè ” ¯µ ÎÞ¢ ¥ÊÈç Æë Ì'ëÚ 
µë ßÒ¯ Ù̄  ÙÞUÏÊâÃ| Îá¶ÎáÆ}Þ ÎçÚ  ÍÞÐ ©ÀÞ¯ Ù̄  ¥ßbÄ ÏÙ ¦Òç¶È ßÖRÊà µà UÕÄKq 
¥ßÍSÏß,  Ùè ” °ØÞ Ê}ÄàÄ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ÎÞÈëÚ ßÖRÊà Èç ßÈÎÞ|Ã µ‡ ØÎÏ Ìë½Þ ©ÀÞÈç µÞ µÞÎ 
µÐÈç ÕÞÒà ßµØà ÎßÙÒÞ µë Ùà ¦ÆÖ| µÐ ÏÙÞ¢ ¥¢ßµÄ ßµÏÞ Ùë ”  ÏvßÊ ÎßKÆÐ µÞ ßÖ¶Ð 
ß·Ð ºáµÞ Ùè ÊÐKÄá ©Øµà µÒÞHÎµÄÞ È* ÈÙàÚ Ù¨ Ùè ” ¼·Äà ÎçÚ ©kÐ µà ³Ð Êß^Îà 
ºÂÞÕÕÞÒà ¼·Äà ÊÐ ßµØà ÖëÍÞÏÞqÞ ¥ÅÕÞ ÎÙëHØÕ µÞ ¥¢µÈ Ùè ”  
 
 ÏÙàÚ Æá·|gÞÐ ÎçÚ ¥¼|áÈ ¯Õ¢ ÍàÎ µÙà ¼ÞÈçÕÞÒà ßÖÕ ´Ð ÍèÐÕ  [ Ø¢ÍÕÄ£ hàÖèÒ ÎçÚ 
Ê}ßÄß)Ä  Îß5µÞ¼|áÈ ¯Õ¢ ÁÞßµÈà pçq µ‡ ÍàÎÖ¢µÐ ]  µà ßÕÖÞÒµÞÏ Ê}ßÄÎÞ¯¢ Ò·à Ù̈ ¢ ÙèÚ 
” ·ìÐ ØëÎÈÞÅ ÂÞÌÒà ÎßKÆÐ Ùà ÈÙàÚ Ê¢ßÅÏÞ µÞ ßÖÕ ÎßKÆÐ ¯Õ¢ ÎÎÒç]Ð ¦ßÆ ÆçÕÞÒÏ 
ÎJÏµÞÒàÈ µÒÞ µ‡ ØáKÆÐ ÈÎâÈç ÙèÚ ”   ÎÎÒç]Ð ÎßKÆÐ ÎçÚ ¥¢ßµÄ ßÖÒÞÒç¶ëÚ µ‡ ¦ÇÞÐ ÊÐ 
§Øç ÍâßÎ¼ ÖèÒà µÞ Ê}ÞºàÈÄÎ Î¢ßÆÐ ÎÞÈÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µÞ ¼ë UÕnÊ ¦¼ ßÆ¶ÒÞ¨ ÆçÄÞ ÕÙ ¥ÇâÐÞ Ùè ”  ÄÒ ßÕKÏÞØ µ‡ 
¦ÇÞÐ ÊÐ Äë §Ø Î¢ßÆÐ µà ¼·Äà µÞ ÆßpÃ ÊâÕàï ÍÞ· ß·Ð ºáµÞ Ùè ” ¦¼ ß¼Ø UÅÞÈ ÊÐ 
ßÖÕßÒ¢· Ê}ßÄß)Ä Ùè ÕÙ ÎâÒ ·Í|·ãÙ ÈÙàÚ Ùè ” ¼ë UÅÞÊHÏ ´Ð ßÖRÊ ÕèÍÕ Öç× Ùè ÕÙ 
¥HÏKÄ ÎÈëÙÞÐà ´Ð µÒÞÊâÃ| Ùè ” Î¢ßÆÐ µë Ð¢· Ò·ÞµÐ ÏvßÊ ¦µ×|µ ÌÈÞÈç µÞ 
Ê}ÏÞØ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè  ÊÐKÄá §ØØç ÎâÒ µÒÞ ÆÌ ·¨ Ùè ” ÏÙàÚ Èàºç µà ³Ð ÆçÕà Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè 
ß¼ØµÞ ÍàÄÐà ÍÞ· »Ä ´Ð UÄ¢Í ÊÏÞ|+ µÒÞÊâÃ| ÙèÚ ” ¥µ‡Òç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð pçq ÎçÚ Ò·Í· 
›– Î¢ßÆÐ ÐÙç ÙëÚ·ç ” §ÈÎçÚ   Øç ¥ßÇµÞ¢Ö ¥Ì ß·Ð ºáµ‡ ÙèÚ ” µ» µë ÈÏç ßØÐç Øç ßÈßÎ|Ä µÐ 
ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ¼ë Î¢ßÆÐ ß·Ðç Ù̄  ÙèÚ ©ÈÎçÚ Ê}Þ+ µÒÞµƒßÄÏÞ¢ ¯Õ¢ ßµÒç µ‡ ÍàÄÐà ÆÐÕÞ¼ëÚ ÊÐ 
Ò·à Ù̈ ¢ ßÕÖÞÒµÞÏ Ê}ßÄÎÞ¯¢ ¥ßÍSÏß, ÎçÚ ØÞÅ|µ ´Ð ØÌÒ ÙèÚ ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà µÒÞµƒßÄÏëÚ ÎçÚ ¥ßÍSÏß, Ùè, ÐØ Ùè ´Ð ÊìÐÞßÃµ µÅÞÈµëÚ  
µà Êã)ÍâßÎ Íà ” ßÖÕ Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ ÎçÚ ¥¢ÇµÞØáÐÕÇ µÅÞÈµ µë ßÖRÊà Èç ÎÈëÎÏ Â¢· Øç 
ÄÐÞÖÞ Ùè ” ÍÞÐà ´Ð ßÕÖÞÒµÞÏ Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ ÎçÚ Í·ÕÞÈ ¯Õ¢ ¦ÐÞJÏ µà ßÕÐÞ¿ÄÞ ßÕvÎÞÈ 
Ùè ” ÆçÕà Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ ÎçÚ ÎÞÄãHÕ µà ¥ßÍSÏß, µë ÎÙwÕ ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÈÞÏµ ÈÞßÏµÞ³¢   
ÄÅÞ ØáÐØáKÆßÐÏëÚ ¯Õ¢ ÆçÕÞcÈÞ³¢ µ‡ ¥¢µÈ ÎçÚ ÒìßµµÄÞ Ùè ” ©ÈµÞ ÒÞUÏ ßÕÒÞØ ØÞÐ 
·ßÍ|Ä ¥ÕTÏ Ùè ” ¯µ ÈÞßÏµÞ µë ÌÞÒµ µç  ØÞÅ .àÁÞ µÐÄç Ù¯ ÌÙÄ Ùà ¦µ×|µ ¯Õ¢ 
ÍÞÕÍ¢ß·ÎÞÊâÃ| aÊ ÎçÚ  ßÖRÊÞßbÄ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÈÞÐà ØáÒÍ Ò&Þ µ‡ ÍÞÕ §È µÀëÐ 
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ÊÞ×ÞÃ ¶LÁëÚ ÎçÚ ¥¢ßµÄ µÐÈÞ ÄHµÞÒàÈ ßÖRÊµÒÞ µà ßÕÖç×ÄÞ Åà ” ºÞÎáLÁÞ, 
ÎßÙ×ÎßÆ|Èà, µÞHÏÞÏÈà ¯Õ¢ Æá·Þ| µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ³¢ ÎçÚ ÐìÆ} ÐØ µà ¥ÊçpÞ ßÖRÊà Èç ÎÞÄãHÕ µÞ 
ÕÞHØRÏ ÄÐÞÖÞ Ùè ” µÞHÏÞÏÈà [µKÄà] ÎÞÄÞ Ê}ßÄÎÞ §ØµÞ hç) ©ÆÞÙÐÃ Ùè ”  
 
 UÅÞÊHÏ ¯Õ¢ ßÖRÊµÒÞ ÎçÚ Ïá· ßÕÖç× µà ÇÞßÎ|µ, ØÞ¢UµƒßÄµ, ¦ßÅ|µ ÄÅÞ 
°ßÄÙÞßØµ UÅßÄ ½ÒµÄà ÐÙÄà Ùè ”  ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ßÖRÊµÒÞ ÕèÍÕ §ØµÞ UÊ* 
©ÆÞÙÐÃ Ùè ” ÏÙÞ¢  µà ßÖRÊµÒÞ ÎJÏµÞÒàÈ ÎÞÊÆLÁëÚ ÊÐ ¦ÇÞßÐÄ Ùè ” ØÎUÄ 
ÕÞUÄáµÒÞ §Ø ÄIÏ µà ÊßÐºÞÏµ Ùè ßµ ©Ø Ïá· ÎçÚ Ø¢ÐºÈÞ µÞ ¯µ ØáßÈß^Ä .Î, ¥¢· 
Ø¢Ïë¼È, ©HØçÇ Ïë¼ÈÞ ÄÅÞ ¦ÈáÎÞßÈµ Ê}ßÄÎÞÈ ßÈÇÞ|ßÐÄ  Åç ” ÎÞ¢ØÒ ØìKÆÏ,| ßÕÒÞØ 
ºç*Þ ¯Õ¢ ¦ßÒ¢·È µà ¥ßÍSÏß, ØÞÎÞKÏ ÌÞÄ Åà ” ¦Íâ×ÃëÚ ÎçÚ ÄÐÒ, ¯µÞÕÒà, ·}èÕçÏµ, 
µ‡ÏâÐ Õ ÕÒÏ µ‡ ØÞÅ µºáµà ÊßÐÇÞÈ, ©nÆÞÎ Îç¶ÒÞ ÄÅÞ º#ÕàÐ ´Ð ©kÐàÏ µÞ 
¥¢µÈ ØánßºÊâÃ| Ùè ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐ-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µà ßÖRÊµÒÞ Ø¢ÊÆÞ µë Æç¶Èç ÊÐ ÏÙ ÄIÏ UÊ* Ùë ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ßµ 
ÏÙ UÅÞÈ ÊÐÎÞÐëÚ µ‡ ØÎÏ µÞ ¯µ ÄàÅ| Ùà ÈÙàÚ, ¥ßÊ Äá µÒÞ ØÞÇÈÞ µÞ µ‡KÆ} ÅÞ ” ÏÙÞ¢ 
µÞ ßØfÙUÄ ßÖRÊà ¯µ ¥ØÞÎÞKÏ µÞÐà·Ð ´Ð µÒÞ ¦ºÞÏ| Íà ÅÞ ” ©ØÈç ¥ÊÈç ÈÞÎ µ‡ 
ßÒ¯ ÈÙàÚ ØÞÇÈÞ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ßÖRÊÞ¢µÈ ßµ¯ Åç ” ÕÙ µÒÞ ØÞÇµ ÅÞ ” Ê}Ïë· µÐÈÞ ´Ð 
ÈÕàÈÄÞ ÒÞÈÞ ©Øµà ßÕÇÞ µÞ ¥¢· ÅÞ ” ßÕÖÞÒÄÞ ´Ð ßÕÐÞ¿ÄÞ µë Ê}ÆßÖ|Ä µÐÈç ÎçÚ ÕÙ 
ÎÞßÙÐ ÅÞ ”  ÏÙÞ¢ µÞ ßÖRÊ ÕèÍÕ ¥Íà Äµ µÒÞ ØÎàpµëÚ Äµ ÈÙàÚ ÊÙ¢º ÊÞÏÞ @ÏëÚßµ ÕÙ 
¥HÏKÄ ßÌ¶ÐÞ Ù¦ Ùè ” ÏÙÞ¢ µ‡ ÆçÕÞÒÏ @ÏëÚ ßÕÈ* Ù̄   §ßÄÙÞØ §Øç ÈÙàÚ ÌÄÞ ÊÞ ÐÙÞ ” 
ÏÙÞ¢ µ‡ Ù¼ÞÐëÚ ÈÎâÈç È* Ùë ºáµ‡ ÙèÚ  ßµKÄá ß¼ÄÈÞ Íà ©ÊÒ[Ç Ùè ÕÙ hç) Ùè ” 
 
 
[What follows is an official bulletin. It is numbered serially 14. Issued from 
Bhopal on 21st June 1988. In Hindi. Some of the matter in the beginning is only 
an old story. The later portion is good. But all this is very old and scanty. 
 
.ÎÞ¢µ —š ” ÍëÊÞÒ: ßÆ. ˜— ¼âÈ, —Ÿ. 
 
¯¯ÈÊà /¦Ð. µ‡.µ‡.Êà.   
 

³¢µÞÐç]Ð  µÒ ´Ð ¦¼ 
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ÊâÕ| ßÈÎÞÁ ¶¢ÁÕÞ ß¼ÒÞ ÎáAÏÞÒÏ Øç Ò·Í· › ßµ. Îà. ÆâÐ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ßµÈÞÐç 
ßUÅÄ ·}ÞÎ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ ÈÞÎ Øç Ê}ßØf Ùè ” ÏÙÞ¢ ¥HÏKÄ Ê}ÞºàÈ ÎßKÆÐ Æç¶Èç µë 
ßÎÒÄç ÙèÚ ” ÏÙÞ¢ —– Øç —› ÕàÚ ÖÄÞ[Æà Äµ µ‡ ÄÞÎ}Êq ´Ð ßÖÒÞÒç¶ ßÎÒç ÙèÚ ”  ÊáÐÞÃëÚ ÄÅÞ 
ÎÙÞµÞSÏëÚ ÎçÚ ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄà µÞ ÌÞÐ ÌÞÐ ß¼. ¦ÏÞ Ùè ´Ð ¥Èçµ ßÕAÏÞÄ ßÕgÞÈëÚ µ‡ ¥ÈáØÞÐ  
³¢µÞÐç]Ð Ùà Ê}ÞºàÈ ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄà Ùè ” µ» ßÕgÞÈëÚ Èç §ØµÞ Ê}ßÄÕÞÆ ßµÏÞ Ùè ”  

 
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ßØfç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ØÎàÊ ¯µ ¥KÏ ßÖÒÞÒç¶210 ÊÞÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÅÞ ß¼Ø ÊÐ 

ßÕ.Î Ø¢ÕÄí —˜˜  [ØÈí —˜˜›] ´Ð ÐÞ¼Þ µÞ ÈÞÎ ¥¢ßµÄ Ùè ” §ØÎçÚ §Ø ÄIÏ µÞ ©5ç¶ 
Ùè ßµ ÐÞ¼Þ Èç ÎÞßÙ\ÎÄà ÎçÚ ÀÙÐ µÐ ÐçÕÞ ÎçÚ UÈÞÈ µÐÈç µ‡ Ê^ÞÄí µ» Ì}Þ:ÃëÚ µë 
ØÞÄ¼âÈÞ ÈÞÎµ ·}ÞÎ ÆÞÈ ÎçÚ ßÆÏÞ ÅÞ ¼ë ¦¼ Íà ©Øà ÈÞÎ Øç ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ÆßpÃ Êß^Î 
ÎçÚ Ò·Í· ˜– ßµ. Îà. ÆâÐà ÊÐ ßUÅÄ Ùè ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð  µ‡ ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ ÐÞ¼Þ ßÍÒÞÒ ÐÞÕëÚ µ‡ Õ¢Ö¼ ÙèÚ ” Ïç È µ‡ÕÒ ÏÙÞ¢ ßUÅÄ ÎÙÞÈí 
ßÖÕ ÎßKÆÐ µ‡ ÊÐ¢ÊÐÞ·Ä ¥ßÍÐpµ ÐÙç ÙèÚ ÕÐÈí §KÙëÚÈç ¥ÊÈà Õ¢ÖÞÕÒà µà ¼ÞÈµÞÐà 
ØáÐßpÄ Ð¶à Ùè ß¼Øµç ¥ÈáØÞÐ ©Èµ‡ ÊâÕ|¼ ÍÐÄßØ¢Ù ºìÙÞÈ ÐÞ¼ÊâÄ Èç Õ×| ——œ› ÎçÚ 
ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µë ßÒÏÞ [?] ÅÞ ” [µ» ¥pÐ Òá+ Ùë ·Ïç ÙèÚ ] 
 
 ÏÙ ·}ÞÎ ¥¢ÖÄ£ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ÆßpÃ Ä¿ ÊÐ ´Ð ¥¢ÖÄ£ ÈÆà ßµÈÞÐç ßUÅÄ gàÊÈáÎÞ [?] 
ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ ÌØÞ Ùè ” ÏÙ gàÊ Æë ßµ. Îà. ÒPÌÞ ÄÅÞ ¯µ ßµ. Îà. ºìÁÞ Ùè ” ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ gàÊ 
¯µ ¥HÏKÄ Ùà ÐÎÃàµ ¯Õ¢ ÒáÍÞÕÈÞ Ê}ÞµƒßÄµ UÅÒ Ùè ” gàÊ µ‡ ÅëÁç ªÊÐ µà ³Ð 
µÞÕçÐà ÈÞÎµ ¯µ »ë¿à ÈÆà ÈÎ|ÆÞ Øç ßÎÒÄà Ùè ”  
 

ÄàÅ|UÅÒ  
 

 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÆçÖ µ‡ Ê}ßØf —˜ FÏëßÄßÒ|¢·ë¢ Îç¢ Øç ¯µ Ùè ”   ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ¥Èçµ Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ 
” ÏÙÞ¢ ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà µ‡ ÆëÈëÚ ßµÈÞÐëÚ ÊÐ Ê!ç Øá¢ÆÐ ¸Þ¿ ÙèÚ [imp. to note] ÏÙÞ¢ ¶çÁÞÊßÄ 
ÙÈáÎÞÈ, ßÄÒÍÞ¢Áç]Ð, µ‡ÆÞÐÈÞÅ,  ÃÎá,ç]Ð,  ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ, ßØfç]Ð, µKÄà, ÍàÎÍèÐÕ 
´Ð ÊÞLÁÕëÚ µ‡ Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ [!]” ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µÞ ÎáAÏ Î¢ßÆÐ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ Ùè ´Ð ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà µ‡ 
©kÐ ßµÈÞÐç ÊÐ gàÊ ÎçÚ ßUÅÄ Ùè ” Î¢ßÆÐ ÎçÚ ¯µ ßÒ¢· Ê}ßÄß)Ä Ùè ß¼Øµ‡ µÞÐÃ Ùà ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ 
Ê}ßØf Ùè ” Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ßÕÖÞÒ UÄ¢Í Ê}ÞºàÈ ÙèÚ ´Ð ÊáÐÞÈà ßµØà Ø¢ÐºÈÞ µ‡ ÙèÚ ” ßÕvÎÞÈ Î¢ßÆÐ 
ßÕÖç× ÊáÐÞÈÞ ÈÙàÚ Ùè ” ßÕßºq ÌÞÄ ÏÙ Ùè ßµ ßÒ¢· ¼èØÞ ßµ ØÞÎÞKÏ aÊ Øç UÅÞßÊÄ ßµÏÞ 

                                            
210 ÏÙ ßÖÒÞÒç¶ ÈÙàÚ ÅÞ ”  ÏÙ  ÄÞÎ}ÊqÒç¶ ÅÞ ” 
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¼ÞÄÞ Ùè, ÕèØÞ  È Äë ÎáAÏ gÞÐ µà ØàÇà Ðç¶Þ ÎçÚ Ùè ´Ð È Ùà Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ µÒÖ ÏÞ ßÖ¶Ð µ‡ 
Èàºç Ùà Ùè ” ÕÞUÄÕ ÎçÚ ßÒ¢· Ê}µë) ¯µ ÊÞ]| ÎçÚ Ùè ´Ð ÕÙ ÆÞÒÞÈ µ‡ ¥¢ßÄÎ ÍàÄÐà »ëÐ µ‡ 
¥ÒÞÕÞ ´Ð µÙàÚ Øç Íà ßÆ¶Þ¨ ÈÙàÚ ÆçÄÞ ” [copy to copy] 
 
 ÊÙÞÁà µà ºë¿à ÊÐ ¯µ ´Ð Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè, ß¼Øç ßØfç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” ßÕgÞÈëÚ 
µà ÎÞKÏÄÞ Ùè ßµ Ø¢ÍÕÄ£ §Ø Î¢ßÆÐ µÞ µÞÎ ¥ÇâÐÞ Ùà »ëÁ ßÆÏÞ ·ÏÞ ÅÞ ” gàÊ µ‡ ©kÐ 
µà ³Ð ¯µ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ß¼Øç ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” gàÊ µ‡ Êß^Î »ëÐ ÊÐ 
¯µ Ã- Îá,ç]Ð µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ¼ë ÌÙÄ ÊáÐÞÈÞ ÈÙàÚ Ùè ” §Øµ‡ ¥ßÄßÐ, ´Ð Íà µ¨ Î¢ßÆÐ 
ÙèÚ ß¼ÈÎçÚ Øç ¥ßÇµÞ¢Ö ÍBÈÞÕUÅÞ ÎçÚ ÙèÚ ” gàÊ ÎçÚ ßµÒç µà ºÙÞÐÆàÕÞÐà µ‡ ÍBÈÞÕÖç× Íà ÙèÚ 
ß¼Øµà ßÈ·ÐÞÈà Ìá¼|Ïá, Æë ÆÐÕÞ¼ëÚ ÊÐ ÎÙÞµÞÒà ´Ð ÍèÐÕ µà ÎâßÄ|ÏÞ¢ ©HµàÃ| ÙèÚ 
ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà ´Ð gàÊ µ‡ ÆßpÃ µà ³Ð µ» Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ ©ÈÎçÚ Øç ¥ÎÐç]Ð µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ ÎÙwÕ- 
ÊâÃ| Ùè ” Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ gÞÐ ÎLÁÊ µà ÆàÕÞÒëÚ ÊÐ —–œ™ ¨ØÕà µ‡ ºÞÐ ßÖÒÞÒç¶ ¶áÆç Ù̄  ÙèÚ ” 
¥ÎÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ÊÞØ Ùà Õãfç]Ð µÞ Î¢ßÆÐ Ùè ” §ØµÞ Ê}ÕçÖgÞÐ ØáKÆÐ È!ÞÖàÆÞÐ ÊHÅÐëÚ 
µÞ ÌÈÞ Ù¦ Ùè ”  
 
 ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÈÆà µà ÆâØÐà ÇÞÐÞ [imp. to note] µ‡ ©kÐà Ä¿ ÊÐ Õè\ÃÕ ´Ð ¼èÈ 
ÎßKÆÐëÚ µ‡ ¥ÕÖç× Ê}Þ+ Ù̄  ÙèÚ ” ÎáAÏ Õè\ÃÕ Î¢ßÆÐ ßÕ\Ãá µ‡ ˜š ¥ÕÄÞÐëÚ µÞ Ùè ¼ë 
¼àÃ|ÖàÃ| ¥ÕUÅÞ ÎçÚ Ùè ” ÕÙÞ¢ Ê}ÞºàÈ ¼èÈ ÎßKÆÐëÚ µ‡ Íà ¶LÁÙÐ ßÕvÎÞÈ ÙèÚ ” Ê¢ßÅÏÞ ·}ÞÎ 
ÎçÚ §Øµ‡ ÊÞØ Ùà ÆâØÐà ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ ß¼Øç ¥Ì ßØfÕÐµ‚¿ µÙÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè [!] ÊáÈßÈ|ßÎ|Ä 
Ê}ÞºàÈ ¼èÈ Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ ” Õè\ÃÕ ´Ð ¼èÈ Î¢ßÆÐëÚ µ‡ Ìàº ÎçÚ ¯µ ÈÞÒÞ Ùè ß¼ØµÞ UÅÞÈàÏ ÈÞÎ 
ÐÞÕÃ ÈÞÒÞ Ùè ” ÈÞÒç µ‡ ÊÞØ — Ë¿ ÒPÌà ´Ð ÆØ Íá¼Þ³¢ ÕÞÒà ¯µ ßÕÖÞÒ ÎâßÄ| Ùè ” 
gàÊ µ‡ ¨ÖÞÈ ÍÞ· µ‡ ¥KÄ ÎçÚ ¯µ ¿àÒÞ Ùè ¼ÙÞ¢ Øç ÊÙÒç ÍèÐÕ µ‡ Í, ¥ÊÈç ¦Êµë Èàºç 
µà ºjÞÈ ÊÐ Ë‡µ ÆçÄç Åç ” —˜ÕàÚ ÖÄÞ[Æà ÎçÚ ÏÙ ÊÐ¢ÊÐÞ Ò·Í· ØÎÞ+ Ùë ·Ïà ” [!]                         
 

¦ßÆ Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| 
 
 ¦ßÆ Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| Èç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ ÎáAÏ Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ Èàºç ·áËÞ ÎçÚ ÄÊUÏÞ µà Åà [!] 
ÄÅÞ ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ Ä¿ ÊÐ ©ÈµÞ Ø¢KÏÞØ ÆàpÞUÅÒ ÎÞÈÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ” §Øà µ‡ ¥ÈáaÊ µÞ¢ºà 
µÞÎµëß¿ ÊàÀ ØçÕÞ ¿~U¿ Èç ß¼ÒÞ Ê}ÖÞØÈ  µ‡ ØÙÏë· Øç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ Èàºç ßUÅÄ 
·áËÞ µÞ ¼àÃë|fÞÐ µÐÕÞµÐ Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| µà Ê}ßÄÎÞ Ê}ßÄ)ÞßÊÄ µà Ùè ” [!!]   ¦ßÆ 
Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| ¼ÏKÄà µ‡ ©ÊÒWÏ ÎçÚ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ˜— ¥Ê}èÒ,  µë ¦Ïëß¼Ä ¯µ ÍSÏ 
ØÎÞÐëÙ ÎçÚ ÎáAÏÎ¢qà hà ¥¼|áÈßØ¢Ù Èç ¦ßÆ Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| ÄÊUÏÞ ·áËÞ Î¢ßÆÐ µë [!!!] ÆçÖ µë 
ÊáÈ£ ØÎßÊ|Ä ßµÏÞ ” §Ø ¥ÕØÐ ÊÐ  µÞ¢ºà µÞÎµëß¿ ÊàÀ µÞ¢ºàÊáÐÎí µ‡ ¼·öán 
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Ö¢µÐÞºÞÏ| UÕÞÎà ¼ÏçKÆ} ØÐUÕÄà Èç ÌÄÞÏÞ ÅÞ ßµ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ Ò·Í· ¯µ µÐëÁ [!] 
nÊÏëÚ µà ÒÞ·Ä Øç  Ö¢µÐ ßÕvÞÊàÀ,  Ïë·µ‡KÆ} ´Ð JÏÞÈµ‡KÆ} µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã Íà ßµÏÞ 
¼ÞÏç·Þ ”  
 

½âÒÄÞ Ù¦ ÊáÒ 
 

 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ ÎçÚ Ò·Í· ˜ ÒÞ¶ nÊÏëÚ µà ÒÞ·Ä Øç ½âÒÄç Ù̄  ÊáÒ µÞ 
ßÈÎÞ|Ã ”µ‡K¿àÒàÕÐ ÊfßÄ” Øç Òëµ ßÈÎÞ|Ã ßÕÍÞ· gÞÐÞ ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè ” ÊáÒ µà Ò¢ÌÞ¨ 
œ–– Ë¿ ´Ð ºìÁÞ¨ —› Ë¿ Ùè ” ÏÙ ÊáÒ gàÊ µë ÎáAÏ ÍâßÎ Øç ¼ëÁÄÞ Ùè ”  
 

ßÕÖç× pçq ßÕµÞØ Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ  
 

 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ ßÈÏëß¼Ä ßÕµÞØ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ÐÞFÏ ØÐµÞÐ Èç ˜ Î¨  —Ÿ µë ßÕÖç× 
pçq ßÕµÞØ Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ [ØÞÁÞ] ³¢µÞÐç]ÐµÞ ·ÀÈ ßµÏÞ ” §Øµ‡ ÊâÕ| ÏÙÞ¢ ¯µ »ë¿à ·}ÞÎ 
Ê¢ºÞÏÄ Åà ´Ð ©Øµ‡ ØàßÎÄ ØÞÇÈëÚ ´Ð µÞÏ|pçq µ‡ µÞÐÃ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µÞ ØÎáßºÄ 
ßÕµÞØ Ø¢ÍÕ ÈÙàÚ  ÅÞ ” §Ø Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ µ‡ pçq ÎçÚ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð-ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ, ·ëÆÁÊáÐÞ ´Ð 
ÁßµÏÞ ÖÞßÎÒ ÙèÚ ” ØÞÁÞ µà ÍÞÕà Ïë¼ÈÞ³¢ ÎçÚ §Òçß@¿~µ ßÒN¿ ¿~ÞÒà Ò·ÕÞÈç ÊÙÞÁà ÊÐ 
ßUÅÄ ·ìÐà ØëÎÈÞÅ Î¢ßÆÐ µ‡ ßÈµ¿ ÕKÏ ¼àÕÈ Ø¢ÐpÃ µ‡ ßÒÏç ¯µ »ë¿Þ ¥ÍÏÞÐLÏ 
ßÕµßØÄ µÐÈç ´Ð ÎHUÏ Ø¢·}ÙÞÒÏ µà UÅÞÊÈÞ ØßÙÄ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ¦ÈçÕÞÒç hfÞÒá³¢ 
´Ð ÊÏ|¿µëÚ µë ØÍà ¦ÕTÏµ ØáßÕÇÞÏçÚ ©ÊÒ[Ç µÐÞÈÞ ÖÞßÎÒ ÙèÚ ” ØÞÅ Ùà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð 
ÎçÚ µÎ¼ëÐ Õ·ë|¢ µ‡ ßÒ¯ ¦ÕÞØëÚ µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã, ©vÞÈ, ÖëßÊ¢· µëPMÒç@Ø, ÈÎ|ÆÞ µ‡ ¸Þ¿ëÚ 
µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã, ¼àÃë|fÞÐ ´Ð ©È ÊÐ Ê}µÞÖ µà ØÎáßºÄ SÏÕUÅÞ ÄÅÞ ÐçÈ ÌØçÐÞ µÞ 
ßÈÎÞ|Ã Íà  ’ØÞÁÞ’ µà ÍÞÕà Ïë¼ÈÞ³¢ ÎçÚ ØßPÎßÒÄ ÙèÚ ”  
 
 ßÕÖç× pçq ßÕµÞØ Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ µ‡ ·ÀÈ µ‡ ÌÞÆ Øç ¥Íà Äµ ßÕßÍ# ßÕµÞØ 
Ïë¼ÈÞ³¢ ÊÐ Ò·Í· ˜› ÒÞ¶ nÊÏç SÏÏ ßµÏç ¼Þ ºáµ‡ ÙèÚ ” §ØÎç¢ ÎÙÞÎßÙÎ ÐÞFÏÊÞÒ 
gÞÐÞ UÕàµƒÄ ¥ÈáÆÞÈ, UÅÞÈàÏ ÖÞØÈ ßÕÍÞ·, È·Ð ¯Õ¢ ·}ÞÎàÃ ßÈÏë¼È ÄÅÞ ÊÏ|¿È 
ßÕÍÞ·, ßÕµÞØ ¶LÁëÚ µ‡ ßÕµÞØ ÎÆ Øç ÄÅÞ ·KÆà ÌUÄà ©KÎâÒÈ Ïë¼ÈÞ ÎçÚ Ê}Þ+ ÐÞßÖ 
ÖÞßÎÒ ÙèÚ ” ”ØÞÁÞ” Èç ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ÍÞÐÄàÏ ÏÞqà ßÕµÞØ ØßÎßÄ, È¨ ßÆ5à µ‡ ØÙÏë· Øç 
—– ÒÞ¶ nÊÏç µà ÒÞ·Ä Øç ”ÏÞßqµÞ ÍÕÈ” µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã Íà ßµÏÞ Ùè ” ÏÞßqµÞ ÎçÚ —– µÎÐç 
ÄÅÞ ˜ ÌÁç ÙÞÒ Íà ÙèÚ ” §ØØç ÏÞßqÏëÚ µë ÀÙÐÈç µà ØUÄà ØáßÕÇÞ Ê}Þ+ Ù¨ Ùè ” §Øµ‡ 
¥ßÄßÐ, ÏÞqà ØáßÕÇÞ³¢ µ‡ ßÒÏç ÏÙÞ¢ ßÕßÍ# ØÎÞ¼ µ‡ Òë·ëÚ gÞÐÞ ÌÈÕÞ¨ ·¨ Ò·Í· 
˜› ÇÎ|ÖÞÒÞ¯¢ Íà ÙèÚ ” ßÕÖç× pçq ßÕµÞØ Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ Èç  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ÌØ U¿èÚÁ, ØáÒÍ 
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µÞPMÒç@Ø, ÐçU¿ ØçÚ¿Ð, ÌØçÐÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã, ÙÞ¨ Uµ‚Ò µ‡ ÍÕÈ, ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ ¦hÎ ÐëÁ,  Íça 
¸Þ¿ ÐëÁ ´Ð ·Â ÎÞ·| µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã, ÌÞÒ ÕÞÁà ÍÕÈ,  ¸Þ¿ëÚ ÊÐ ÎßÙÒÞ³¢ µ‡ ßÒÏç ÖçÁ 
ßÈÎÞ|Ã, ÌÞ©KÁ~à ÕÞÒ, ¿lâÌÕçÒ ¯Õ¢ ÊPÊ ÙÞ©Ø µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã ¦ßÆ µÞÏ| Ø¢ßÎßÒÄ ÙèÚ ” 
’ØÞÁÞ’ Èç ›˜––– nÊÏç µà ÐÞßÖ Øç ¯µ Îë¿Ð Ìë¿ Íà .Ï µà Ùè ” ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ÙëÎ 
·ÞÐíÁíØ µà ³Ð Øç ¯µ ¦ÇáßÈµ Îë¿Ð Ìë¿ µà SÏÕUÅÞ Íà µà ·Ïà Ùè ”  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð Îç¢  
ÊçÏ¼Ò ØÎUÏÞ µÞ Íà ßÈÐÞµÐÃ ’ØÞÁÞ’ Èç ßµÏÞ Ùè  ”  
 
 Ò·Í· ¯µ Øì Òë·ëÚ µë ÈÎ|ÆÞ ÎçÚ Á‚ÌÈç Øç ÌºÞÈçÕÞÒç ÄÅÞ ÐÞ*~ÊßÄ µ‡ ¼àÕÈ ÐpÞ 
ÊÆµ Øç ØPÎÞßÈÄ µÖÒ ÄèÐÞµ ºìIÏÞ Íà ßÕÖç× pçq ßÕµÞØ Ê}ÞßÇµÐÃ ÎçÚ µÞÏ|ÐÄ ÙèÚ ” 
ºìIÏÞ µë ›–– nÊÏç ÎÙàÈç ÕçÄÈ ßÆÏÞ ¼ÞÄÞ Ùè ”  
 
 ÄàÅ|UÅÒ  ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ Ê}ßÄ Õ×|  Ê}ßÄ Õ×| Ò·Í· —˜ ÒÞ¶ Øç ¥ßÇµ ÏÞqà hfÞÒá 
´Ð ÊÏ|¿µ ¦Äç ÙèÚ  ” hÞÕÃ ÎÙàÈç ÎçÚ ÏÙÞ¢ ¥ßÇµ ÇâÎÇÞÎ ÐÙÄà Ùè ” ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ÕèØç Äë 
Õ×| ÍÐ ÎçÒç ØÐà¶Þ ÆãTÏ ÐÙÄÞ Ùè ´Ð ¥Èçµ »ë¿ç Îë¿ç ÎçÒç Ò·Äç ÙèÚ ßµKÄá µÞßÄ|µ ÊáßÃ|ÎÞ 
ÎçÒÞ  ´Ð ßÖÕÐÞßq ÊÐ ÍÐÈç ÕÞÒÞ ÎçÒÞ ÌÙÄ ÌÁÞ ÙëÄÞ Ùè ”  
 
 ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ ÎáAÏ Î¢ßÆÐ µà SÏÕUÅÞ µ‡ ßÒÏç Ÿ ØÆUÏàÏ Î¢ßÆÐ ¿~U¿ µÎç¿à Ùè ” ÏÙ 
SÏÕUÅÞ ¼ÈÕÐà —Ÿœ Øç Ùè ÄÅÞ §Øµ‡ ÊâÕ| —Ÿ›Ÿ ÎçÚ ÏÙÞ¢ Êß[Òµ ¿~U¿ ÅÞ ” ÕÄ|ÎÞÈ 
µÎç¿à ÎçÚ ß¼ÒÞ µÒç@¿Ð µ‡ Ê}ßÄßÈßÇ µ‡ aÊ ÎçÚ ¥ÈáßÕÍÞ·àÏ ¥ßÇµÞÐà  ÄÅÞ ¶Þv 
¥ßÇµÞÐà ÖÞßÎÒ ÙèÚ ” Î¢ßÆÐ Ê}ÌKÇ µÎç¿à µà ÕÞß×|µ ¦Ï Ò·Í· š.›– ÒÞ¶ nÊÏç 
ÕÞß×|µ Ùè fn211 ” Î¢ßÆÐ ¿~U¿ Íà ³¢µÞÐç]Ð µ‡ ßÕµÞØ µ‡ ßÒÏç Ê}ÏÞØÐÄ Ùè ÄÅÞ ¿~U¿ µà 
³Ð Øç Ùà ÊßÐ.ÎÞ ÎÞ·| µÞ ßÈÎÞ|Ã ßµÏÞ ·ÏÞ Ùè  
 
 ¦¼ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÎçÚ ¥#ÊâÃÞ| ¦hÎ ÎÞµ‹LÁçÏ Ø¢KÏÞØ ¦hÎ ÐÞÎµƒ\Ã ßÎÖÈ µà 
³Ð Øç ØÞÇÈÞ UÅÒ ¼èØç ´Ð Íà ¦hÎ ÄÅÞ Î¢ßÆÐ ÙèÚ ”  
 

³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÊßÐÏë¼ÈÞ  
  
 ÈÎ|ÆÞ ¸Þ¿à ßÕµÞØ ÊßÐÏë¼ÈÞ µ‡ ÄÙÄ ³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÌÙ©dçTÏàÏ Ê}UÄÞßÕÄ Ùè ”  
³¢µÞÐç]Ð ÊßÐÏë¼ÈÞ µ‡ ÄÙÄ ¶LÁÕÞ ß¼Òç µ‡ ·}ÞÎ ÎÞKÇÞÄÞ µ‡ ÊÞØ ¯µ ÌÞ¢Ç ÌÈÞÏÞ 
¼ÞÏç·Þ ” §Ø ÌÞ¢Ç Øç ¯µ ÒÞ¶ šš Ù¼ÞÐ Ùç@¿çÏÐ µà ßØ¢ºÞ¨ ¶Ð·ìÈ ¯Õ¢ ÇÞÐ ¼èØç 

                                            
211 Acc. to Omkareshwar Darshanika, a kind of official publication, the amount was Rs. 35 lakhs. 
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Øâ¶Þ·}UÄ ß¼ÒëÚ ÎçÚ Ê}UÄÞßÕÄ Ùè ” §Ø ÊßÐÏë¼ÈÞ Øç ›˜– Îç·ÞÕÞ¿ ßÕváÄ µÞ ©HÊÞÆÈ Íà 
Ùë·Þ ” §Ø Ïë¼ÈÞ µà ¥ÈáÎÞßÈÄ ÒÞ·Ä š–.Ÿ– µÐëÁ nÊÏç ÙèÚ ”  
 
.. —š 
ÍëÊÞÒ:  ßÆ. ˜— ¼âÈ, —Ÿ  
      ¯¯ÈÊà / ¦Ð.í µ.‡ Êà.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 
 
  
 


